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INTRODUCTION
The Large Space TeLescope (LST) concept identified in this Phase A
report defines a spacecraft composed basicalLy of three major parts. These
are shown in Figure 1 as:
1. The optical telescope assembly (OTAI).
2. The scientific instrument package (SIP).
3. The support systems module (SSM).
i- SYSTEMS
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Figure I. LST configuration.
The OTA and the SIP were studied under contract by Itek Optical Systems
Division, Lexington, Mass., and by Kollsman Instrument Corporation, Long
IsLand, N.Y., and are covered in more detaiL in Volume III (OTA) and Volume
IV (SIP) of this report.
Two launch vehicles were considered. The primary one is the Space
Shuttle to inject the LST into its 611-kilometer, 28.5-degree-inclination,
circuLar operational orbit. The aLternate one is an expendable Titan launch
vehicle. In this latter case a "kick stage" was necessary to obtain required
vehicle performance and to trim orbit injection inaccuracies. The Titan IIIE
xii
with Orbit Adjust Stage (OAS) for the _kick stage was selected as the alternate
launch vehicle in this study since this was the current u,__ 1: ...... Astronomylli_li JzJii_ iE_ _
Observatory (HEAO) launch configuration at the time the study was made. A
performance analysis and comparison of various Titan/kick stage configura-
tions are given in Volume III, Chapter III of this report.
This volume documents work done in an in-house Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) study to define the SSM. The SSM interfaces structurally with
the OTA and provides the OTA and the SIP with electrical power, communica-
tions and data handling, environmental control, coarse attitude sensing and
control, launch vehicle structural and electrical interface, and a docking
structure for on-orbit servicing or retrieval by the Space Shuttle.
The SSM consists of the following systems:
1. Structures.
2. Thermal control.
L ([::_I,..._t l'.L t,J ct, L •
4. Communications and data handling.
5. Attitude control.
These systems and the design analyses made to define them are described in
detail in this documentation.
A number of alternate designs and approaches were considered in each
of the systems areas. Trades were conducted among these alternatives and a
viable reference design was made for the purpose of demonstrating LST
feasibility in this Phase A study. The reference design, the rationale for the
choice, and the indepth analysis which substantiate concept feasibility are all
described in considerable detail in the following chapters. Discussions of the
maintainability and reliability concepts and analyses which were conducted in
support of the systems design are also included. Cost-effective approaches to
long mission lifetimes, which are made possible by utilization of the unique
capabilities of the Space Shuttle, are treated. Contamination protection during
Shuttle manned maintenance operations was also studied; the results of the
study are in the Appendix of this volume.
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CHAPTER I. CONFIGURATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Reference Design Configuration
The support systems module (SSM) is a mostly cylindrical structure
with a total length of 5000 mm ( i97 in. ) and an inside diameter (I. D. ) of
3300 mm ( 130 in. ) (Fig. I-l). The aft end of the SSM is a shallow cone
ending in a standard androgynous docking assembly with four projecting ears
and a 1015 mm (40 in. ) diameter opening. Both the cylindrical and the conical
portion are provided with a bumper for protection against micrometeoroids.
For the same purpose, a nonpressurizable cover closes the docking port
opening. That cover is removable to allow access when required. A ring of
4270 mm ( 168 in. ) diameter stiffens the cylinder/cone intersection.
The SSM assembly is joined to the optical telescope assembly (OTA) at
the primary ring, while the OTA meteoroid shield is attached to the SSM at an
interface located 1.5 m ( 59.0 in. ) aft of the primary ring in order to isolate
the primary mirror from the influence of the long meteoroid shield and sun
_l_nA
The large space telescope (LST) is separated from the orbit adjust
stage (OAS) by a "super zip" joint slightly forward of the docking plane. The
solar arrays are located near the aft end of the cylinder. Each consists of
two wings which fold forward and are articulated to wrap around the cylindrical
portion of the SSM. The location of the solar arrays determines the orientation
of the separation planes of the Titan shroud. The latter has a dynamic envelope
( Fig. I-2) which is elliptical in cross section and must be oriented in such a
way that the major axis of its ellipse goes through the masts of the solar arrays.
Two launch modes are considered in this study. The primary mode is
the Space Shuttle and the alternate is the Titan IIIE/OAS launch vehicle. The
Shuttle will retrieve the spacecraft; therefore, the structural system is
required to satisfy the criteria of both of these launch modes. The attach
points for Shuttle launch and retrieval are located at the primary OTA ring just
forward of the SSM, and on the ring located at the intersection of cylindrical
and conical portions of the SSM. In the case of a Titan launch, a payload
adapter assembly will be provided which connects spacecraft and shroud to the
OAS kick stage.
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Figure I-2. Titan fairing dynamic envelope.
B. Design Details
The SSM is an aluminum structure which can be manufactured using
standard aerospace methods. The cylindrical portion consists of a stiffened
shell which is surrounded by a meteoroid shield. The shell [ 3300 mm I.D. (130
in. I.D. )] is part of the pressure vessel which allows pressurized maintenance
and serves as a carrier for all loads and moments as required. Stiffening rings
on the outside are deep enough to support the meteoroid shield which consists
of a thin aluminum sheet that, for thermal reasons, has an external thermal
barrier coating and internal High Performance Insulation (HPI) covering.
The thermal shield and meteoroid bumper cover about two-thirds of the length
of the SSM. The forward third is protected by the meteoroid shield of the OTA,
which extends down over the SSM. The HPI extends to the systems compart-
ment. Provisions are made for disconnecting the OTA meteoroid shield from
the SSM in case disassembly becomes necessary. Brackets are provided on
the outside of the pressure shell to support the solar array panels during
launch, docking, and reentry.
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The shallow cone at the aft end is an unstiffened sheetmetal structure.
Its connectionto the docking structure is not clearly defined because the
docking structure itself lacks sufficient definition; however, the influence of
this uncertainty on the layout is negligibly small. A deepflanged ring is
located at the cylinder/cone intersection and is braced with tubular members
at eight equally spacedlocations ( Fig. I-3, Detail A). The ring provides
support for the solar arrays, provides a mounting fitting for LST support in
the Shuttlepayload bay (Fig. I-4), serves as stiffening ring at the joint
betweencylinder and conewhen the SSMis pressurized, and supports the
aerodynamic fairing for the alternate Titan launch.
The details of the structure are shownin Figure I-3 where the cross
section of the cylindrical shell is shownin Detail C. The inner shell in this
cross section is the stringer-stiffened, load carrying structure. The thickness
of this shell was determined to be 1.46 mm ( 0. 058 in. ) which will satisfy the
requirements of both load carrying and meteoroid protection.
The maximum panel compressive and shear loads were used to deter-
mine the stringer spacing of 32.9 mm (5.43 in. ) and the Z-stringer size of
25.4x 38.1 xl. 27mm (1.00x 1.50 x 0. 05 in. ). The 50.8x 25.4x 3.18mm
\
(2.00 x 1.00 x 0.125 in. ) channel ring frames were spaced 830 mm ( 32. 8 in. )
apart to prevent the cylinder from failing from general instability. Both the
stringer and ring frame size and spacing prevent the pressure skin from
buckling under load. The 12 equally spaced longerons shown in the detail are
provided for subsystem equipment mounting.
Two t500 mm (59.0 in. ) long shear posts were installed on the cylinder
at the Shuttle attachment points. These posts help to distribute the large con-
centrated Shuttle launch or retrieval load in the shell.
The outer shell is 0.5 mm (0. 020 in. ) thick and serves as the thermal
shield as well as the meteoroid bumper. It is spaced 63.5 mm ( 2. 50 in. ) from
the pressure shell by the 50.8 x 25.4 x 3. t8 mm (2. 00 x 1.00 x 0. 125 in. )
channel ring and 12. 7 mm ( 0. 500 in. ) thermally insulated standoffs. This
shell and the pressure shell with the space between constitutes the two-sheet
meteoroid protection system.
C. System Arrangement
The systems are arranged as shown in Figure I-5. Components are
coded by number as noted in the Master Equipment List (Table I-l). The
philosophy behind the arrangement was to place as many of the smaller
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components as possible on the shallow aft cone inner surface, thus providing
maximum clearance for the scientific instrument package (SIP). The remain-
ing components that were too large or that had high operating temperatures,
were arranged into four longitudinal rows. These rows were located mostly
aft of the SIP and were offset in the circumferential direction from the large
SIP components that require astronaut maintenance. The batteries, the most
temperature critical subsystems, were placed on the antisun side, whereas
the control moment gyros (CMGs), with higher allowable temperatures, were
placed on the sun side. Some items such as the reaction control system (RCS)
tank and related equipment are thermally inactive and will operate satisfactorily
in any location within the SSM. These items were located near the items with
which they interact. Thermal output is not necessarily a function of size;
thus, a "volume balanced" arrangement is not required.
The fixed head star trackers are mounted on the SIP truss and view
space through flat windows in the pressure shell. Respective openings are
cut into the meteoroid bumpers. The windows are arranged perpendicular to
the viewing direction of each star tracker and have sealed mounts so that they
do not interfere with the pressurization of the SSM.
v-- Li'ii_51kt2r_ ' _1 _ _1__ _ Wllt_ll1, the present arrangen-,er, t, the star ..... ' .... views are b u d --' ....
the solar arrays are in their folded position. This could be eliminated by
cutouts in solar panels, if desired. A small increase in panel length would
compensate for the area lost because of the cutouts.
Out of the Contamination Control System (CCS) only the major ducts,
filters, and instrumentation are included in the SSM. These are indicated in
Figure I-5. The fans are located in the Shuttle support volume. Specific
details of the CCS are presented in the Appendix of Chapter VII of this volume.
As discussed elsewhere, preliminary analyses of the reference design
arrangement show that all systems meet their respective thermal requirements,
and that there is adequate clearance for astronaut maintenance for all compo-
nents within the SSM.
D. Spacecraft Attachment to the Launch Vehicle
A statically determinate four-point scheme which is shown in Figure
I-4 was used to support the spacecraft in the Shuttle. A schematic of the attach-
ment at the spacecraft main ring is depicted in Figure I-6.
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The attach point on the large aft ring of the SSM takes loads along the
Shuttle vertical axis only, while the points in the yaw plane ori the OTA main ring
take vertical and longitudinal loads. The third point on the main ring in the
vertical plane takes loads along the lateral axis only. All of the attachments are
designed so that moments are not transmitted to the LST from the Shuttle.
Thus, with this .......................... file LST struc_tral system .... ,, 1__a_baciliilt_ilb _tJ.'JL'_tll_lIl_2llL, WJ.].£ U_
completely relieved from loads induced by structural deflections of the Shuttle
during flight.
The SSM structure with its shear post was designed to withstand con-
centrated attachment interface loads. The OTA primary ring was checked for
the Shuttle launch loads; it was found to be adequate and required only local
modification to allow installation of the attach fittings.
For the Titan launch, a 4. 3 mm (0. 17 in. ) thick conical adapter, which
is shown in Figure I-3, Detail B, is provided to attach the spacecraft to the
OAS kick stage.
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CHAPTER If. STP UCTURES
A. Introduction
The structural system of the LST spacecraft, which is shown in Figure
II-1, consists of two major assemblies: the optical telescope assembly (OTA),
and the support systems module (SSM).
The SSM assembly is joined to the OTA assembly at the primary ring,
while the OTA meteoroid shield is attached to the SSM at an interface located
1.5 m ( 59.0 in. ) aft of the primary ring. This 1.5 m length of SSM structure
is considered to be a transition section and is designed to help distribute the
large mirror load that is concentrated in that area during launch or retrieval.
It also isolates the primary mirror from the influence of the long meteoI:oid
shield and sun shade.
Two launch modes are considered in this study. The primary mode is
Space Shuttle and the alternate is the Titan IIID/OAS launch vehicle. Since
the Shu_!e will retrieve the spacecraft, the structural system is required to
satisfy the criteria of both of these launch modes.
B. SSM Assembly
The SSM primary load-carrying structure consists of the pressure
shell with its stiffeners, longerons, and ring frames, and, in the case of a
Titan launch, a payload adapter assembly which attaches the spacecraft and
shroud to the OAS kick stage. The remaining structural components are not
subject to overall spacecraft launch loads but they do provide the protection
system, the closeout structure required to allow pressurization, and the
support for subsystem components of the spacecraft.
1. Design Criteria. The SSM structural assembly was designed for
the limit load requirements of both the Shuttle and Titan launch. The limit
load factors in the axial, pitch, and yaw directions and the launch phases con-
sidered are as follows:
1. Titan Launch.
a. +6.0 g axial, +1.5 g pitch.
TABLE II-1. SSMSTRUCTURAL MASSSUMMARY
Items Mass, kg (Wt., lb)
Cylindrical Wall a
Primary Load-Carrying Shell
Ringframes (6)
Longerons (12)
Shear Posts (2)
MountingBrackets, etc.
Meteoroid and Thermal Shield
Total
Docking Port
ShroudAdapter (only for Titan-launch)
and Support Structure
Total ( Titan Launch)
Total (Shuttle Launch)
332 (731)
130 (287)
70 (154)
6 (12)
23 (50)
74 (163)
635 (1397)
t99 (437)
251 (553)
1085 (2387)
834 (1834)
a. The load-carrying structural components are designed for the
requirements of both Titan and Shuttle launches.
C. Solar Cell Substrate and Support Structure Analysis
A structural analysis of the LST solar array substrate and support
structure was made to ensure that the structure has adequate stiffness to
preclude the solar array motion coupling with the spacecraft motion, particu-
larly during fine pointing. The analysis is also intended to assess the deflec-
tion and stress levels caused by vehicle acceleration.
The solar cell panels are subject to launch vibration environments as
well as the launch loads for the Shuttle and Titan. Launch vibration environ-
ments are given in References II-i and II-2 and the Shuttle and Titan launch
loads were given in Section 1 (Design Criteria). The panels can be well
supported in their stowed position during the launch; therefore, it was
assumed that these loading conditions were not critical and they were not
analyzed.
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i. Structural Description. The structure analyzed was a 3400 mm
(134.18 in. ) by 5800 mm (228 in. ) array consisting of 12 rectangular honey-
comb panels which are 930 mm (36.65 in. ) by 1700 mm (67.09 in. ). _t._J- il_
edges of the panels are closed out with lightweight framing members which
also carry the system of hinges that join the panels. The line of hinges on the
!op_itudinal centerline of the array that lock it in the deployed position is
shown in Figure II-2. These hinges were considered to be rigid members in
the analysis. The entire array is cantilevered from the SSM structure by a
430 mm (17.0 in. ) articulated beryllium boom. Further details of the
substrate and support structure can be seen in Chapter IV of this volume..
The honeycomb sandwich panel is 9. 5 mm( 0. 375 in. ) thick and
has 7075-T6 aluminum alloy facing sheets that are 0.25 mm (0. 10 in. ) thick.
The panel core is 36.8 kg/m 3 ( 2. 3 lb/ft 3) 5052 aluminum alloy honeycomb with
a 6.4 mm (0.25 in. ) cell size. The framing members and hinges are made of
aluminum alloy.
2. Static Analysis. A uniformly distributed mass of 364 kg/m 2
(51.6 × 10 -4 lb/in. 2) of panel surface was assumed for the structure in the
analysis. This distribution represents the total mass of the solar cells,
assemblies and the mass of the substrate panel adhesives.
With this mass distribution and an acceleration of i. 0 g normal to
the array surface, the static analysis yields a maximum tip deflection of
605 mm ( 23.8 in. ). The maximum stress in the honeycomb panel is less than
27.6 MN/m 2 (4000 Ib/in. 2). Although the deflection and stress levels are
acceptable values, the I. 0 g load is much larger than any load that will be
encountered in space when the solar array is deployed. The results can be
proportioned to the actual imposed load to obtain the actual deflection and
stresses. It is apparent, however, that little or no strength and deflection
problems will arise with this solar array structure.
3. Dynamic Analysis. The natural frequencies and their corresponding
mode shapes were calculated for the array. These data were also used to
corroborate the input to the dynamic response analysis discussed later in this
chapter.
The first t0 natural frequencies are listed in Table II-2 and the
undeformed shape of the solar array is shown in Figure II-3. The mode shapes
at the listed natural frequencies are shown in Figure II-4 through II-13. The
deflections plotted are normalized to the maximum computed deflection.
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TABLE II-2. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THE SOLAR ARRAY
Mode Frequency (Hz)
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
O. t20
,,.) t)
0.75
2. 43
3. 00
4. 5O
5.46
5.85
7.6i
7. 67
8.39
Figure II-3. Undeformed shape of
solar panel.
Figure II-5. Second mode shape of
solar panel.
Figure II-4. First mode shape of
solar panel.
Figure II-6. Third mode shape of
solar panel.
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Figure II-7. Fourth mode shapeof Figure II-8. Fifth mode shapeof
solar panel, solar panel.
Figure II-9. Sixth mode shapeof Figure II-10. Seventhmode shapeof
solar panel, solar panel.
Figure II-ll. Eighth mode shapeof Figure II-12. Ninth mode shapeof
solar panel, solar panel.
Figure II-13. Tenth mode shapeof
solar panel.
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The acceleration response of th_ outermost tip of the array to a
i. 0 g sinusoida! loadwas also c,Ac,_,.!atedand t_heresults are.plotted in
Figure II-14. In summary, the solar array substrate, support structure,
and overall configuration are adequatesince all of their requirements are
easily fulfilled. The configuration also allows design leeway for any prob-
lems that may arise as the depth of the design and analysis prog_resses.
D. Structural System Analysis
i. Dynamic Characteristics. To make an evaluation of on-orbit per-
formance such as the resultant pointing error due to structural vibration
excited by the eccentric forces of the CMGs, it is necessary to know the
dynamic response characteristics of the system. As the first step toward
obtaining the response characteristics, the natural frequencies and their"
corresponding mode shapes should be calculated for the deployed LST. The
frequency range of possible disturbing forces or moments will dictate the
number of natural frequencies required in the frequency response analysis.
a. Model Description. An idealized, discrete element, dynamic
model of the LST reference design was constructed, as shown in Figure II-i5.
The LST design is represented by 30 lumped masses, interconnected by 29
massless elastic bar elements. Except for masses 3, 4, and 6, each mass
in the model is free to move along and to rotate about the three principal axes
used to define the motion of the spacecraft. Masses 3, 4, and 6 are related to
the solar panel and are constrained so that the elastic deformation of the
support ring is neglected. This assumes that the bar members between masses
3 and 4, and 3 and 6 are infinitely rigid. The motion of the LST is represented
by the 168 independent coordinates; i62 coordinates define the elastic motion
and 6 coordinates define the rigid-body motion of the spacecraft.
As shown in Figure II-15, the light shield is extended from the
meteoroid shield and is supported, with meteoroid shield and main light baffle,
by the SSM at node 12. The primary mirror (mass 16) and the scientific
instrument package (SIP) (mass i5) are connected to the primary ring at
node i4. Two solar panels are extended outward from node 3. The main body
of the spacecraft consists of the SSM and the metering truss. The coordinate
locations of each mass as measured from an origin at the center of the docking
port are shown in Table II-3.
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TABLE H-3. COORDINATES OF LUMPED MASS LOCATIONS
OF LST DESIGN REFERENCE
Mass
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
t0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
mm
1
2
2
3
3
4
5
3
5
6
7
7
8
9
t0
10
5
8
10
12
14
15
19
X
0
813
965
965
965
965
965
in. mm
0 0
32.0 0
38.0 0
38.0 1524
38.0 3810
38.0 -1524
38.0 -3810
651 65.0
197 86.5
667 105.0
137 123. 5
607 142.0
356 171.5
105 201.0
683 145.0
474 215.5
073 239.1
038 277.1
930 312. 2
821 347.3
713 382.4
605 417.5
996 432.9
804 228.5
001 315.0
198 401.5
395 488.0
148 577.0
900 626. 0
583 771.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Y Z
in. mm in.
0
0
0
60.
150.
-60.
-150.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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The inertial properties of each mass have been computedand
are shownin Table !!-4. Except for _masses4_ 5_ 6_ and 7_which represent
the solar arrays, the mass moment of inertia about the Z-axis of eachmass
is equal to that about its Y-axis. For masses 4, 5, 6, and 7, the mass
moment of inertia about the Z-axis of each mass is equal to that aboutthe
X-axis. The mass moments of inertia for eachmass except those for the
solar arrays were computedby assumingaxisymmetric distribution aboutthe
X-axis anduniform distribution within eachbar element. The total mass is
7642kg ( 16 812Ib), which is the earlier estimate of the deployed LST mass
excluding the 251kg (553 Ib) shroud adapter.
The structural properties of the connectingbar members of
the dynamic model are shownin Table II-5. Thesemembers are finite struc-
tural elements which possess extensional, shear, and bending stiffnesses.
For the stringer stiffened cylindrical shells, e. g. , meteoroid
shield and SSM, the stringers were smeared and equivalent monocoqueshell
thicknesses (t) were computed. The area moments of inertia were then
computed on the basis of equivalent thicknesses (T). For the metering truss,
actual areas of strut members were used in the computation of the total bar
cross-sectional area and the area moments of inertia.
The shear correction factor, k, for a cylindrical shell is
given in Reference II-3. For the cylindrical truss, the shear correction factor
is estimated to be 0.45 by trial and error, i. e., comparing the natural fre-
quencies of the equivalent cantilever beam and the cantilever truss supported
by the primary ring.
b. Natural Frequencies. To locate the peak values in the fre-
quency response spectra, the natural frequencies and their corresponding mode
shapeswere calculated. These natural frequencies were input to the response
amplitude computation.
Table II-6 showsthe first 25natural frequencies and their
mode shapecharacteristics. The first 10modes are dominated by the
motions of the solar arrays. Modes i7 through 22are main body bending
modes. Except for the extensional and torsional modes, the natural fre-
quencies appear as pairs with slight differences becauseof the effect of the
solar arrays.
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TABLE II-4. INERTIAL PROPERTIESOF LST DESIGN
REFERENCE DYNAMIC MODEL
Mass
Point
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
i2
13
14
15
i6
i7
18
i9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
19.
26.
i7.
2.
7.
2.
7.
52.
7.
7.
7.
14.
ll.
65.
88.
i77.
O.
1.
O.
1.
O.
2.
7.
18.
2i.
22.
i5.
tl.
13.
3.
kg
a
Mass
lbf-
sec2/in. kg-m 2
Ibf-in.
see 2 kg-m 2
322 i.
342 i.
498 i.
83i 0.
560 0.
831 0.
560 0.
641 3.
749 0.
166 0.
i66 0.
930 i.
223 0.
03i 4.
22i 6.
434 i2.
482 0.
620 0.
482 0.
620 0.
482 0.
087 0.
297 0.
126 i.
73O i.
i39 i.
O32 i.
909 0.
952 0.
02i 0.
324
805
i99
i94
5i8
i94
5i8
607
531
49i
49i
023
769
456
O45
158
O33
Iii
O33
iii
O33
i43
5OO
242
489
5i7
O30
8i6
956
2O7
33.95
7i.80
47.70
0.0i88
7.22
0.0188
7.22
i43.49
21.12
i9.53
i9.53
58.50
30.59
177.27
72.58
212.98
1.53
5. i2
i. 53
5.12
i. 53
6.60
0.76
57.30
68.70
69.97
50.98
40.38
47.3i
i0.24
b
I
X
3 606
7 626
5 066
2
767
2
767
15 240
2 244
2 074
2 074
6 213
3 249
i8 827
7 709
22 620
i62
544
i62
544
i62
701
81
6 086
7 296
7 43i
5 4i4
4 289
5 025
i 088
i8.04
35.90
24. i0
0.0188
19.67
0.0i88
19.67
73.41
10.73
9.90
9.90
3i.97
i5.99
88.63
i02.3i
i06.49
0.96
3.22
0.96
3.21
0.96
3.30
0.38
35.94
43.09
43.88
31.03
23.8i
33.07
8.87
b
I
Y
Ibf-in.
sec 2
i 9i6
3 8i3
2 560
2
2 089
2
2 089
7 797
i i40
i 05i
i 051
3 396
i 698
9 413
i0 866
II 310
i02
342
i02
34i
i02
35O
4O
3 8i7
4 576
4 660
3 296
2 529
3 5i2
933
a.
b.
Total mass = 7642 kg (43. 544 Ib-sec2/in. or i6 812 Ib mass).
I and I are the mass moments of inertia about X- and Y-axis,
x y
respectively.
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TABLE II-6. DEPLOYED LST NATURAL FREQUENCYSUMMARY
Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode ShapeCharacteristics
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ii
12
i3
14
15
16
17
t8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
i5.
15.
19.
19.
25.
27.
29.
29.
33.
33.
38.
38.
38.
49.
49.
O. 92
O. 93
i. 07
1.08
i. 26
i. 33
3.61
3.62
4.91
4. 92
Solar panel symmetrical bending --
X-axis
Solar panel antisymmetrical
bending -- X-axis
Solar panel antisymmetrical
torsional
Solar panel symmetrical torsional
Solar panel symmetrical bending --
Z -axis
Solar panel antisymmetrieal
bending- Z-axis
Solar panel antisymmetrieal
bending -- X-axis
Solar panel symmetrical bending --
X-axis
Solar panel symmetrical bending --
Z -axis
Solar panel antisymmetrieal
bending- Z-axis
88
9i
30
5i
06
60
02
07
83
96
i4
16
2i
28
7O
Primary mirror bending -- Y-axis
Primary mirror bending -- Z-axis
SIP bending -- Y-axis
SIP bending -- Z-axis
SIP torsional
SIP torsional
Metering truss bending -- Y-axis
Metering truss bending -- Z-axis
Metering truss bending -- Y-axis
Metering truss bending -- Z-axis
Metering truss bending -- Y-axis
Metering truss bending -- Z-axis
Primary mirror extensional
Light shield bending -- Y-axis
Light shield bending -- Z-axis
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2. Frequency Response. The translational frequency response of the
LST along the Y- and Z-axis and the rotational response about these axes were
computed with the NASTRAN computer program when the system was excited
at the CMG location with a sinusodial force of 4. 448 N ( i. 0 lb) amplitude and
a moment of 1. 356 N-m ( 1.0 ft-lb) amplitude. The computed outputs were
plotted by the computer's p!oger.
The structural damping factor used in the computation is 0.0i.
This is equivalent to 0.5 percent of the critical damping coefficient at reso-
nances, i. e. , when the excitation frequency coincides with each natural
frequency.
Figures II-16 through II-19 show the deflections along the Y-axis
and rotations about the Z-axis of the primary and secondary mirrors when
they are excited by a sinusoidal force with a 4. 448 N ( 1.0 lb) amplitude
acting along the Y-axis of the CMG. Because of axisymmetry, there are no
deflections along the Z-axis or rotations about the Y-axis from the force
applied along the Y-axis.
Figures II-20 through II-23 show the deflections along the Y-axis
and rotations about the Z-axis of the primary and secondary mirrors when
they are excited by a sinusoidal moment with a 1. 356 N-m ( 1.0 ft-lb) amplitude
acting about the Z-axis of the CMG.
Figures II-24 through II-27 give the deflections along the Z-axis
and rotations about the Y-axis of the primary and secondary mirrors when
they are excited by a sinusoidal force with a 4. 448 N ( 1.0 lb) amplitude acting
along the Z-axis of the C MG.
Figures II-28 through II-31 show the deflections along the Z-axis
and rotations about Y-axis of the primary and secondary mirror when they are
_,_4 h,, a sinusoida! moment with !. 356 N-m ( I n ff-lh_ _mplib_rl_ _r_f_ng
about the Y-axis of the CMG.
The phase shifts associated with all response amplitudes shown
in Figures II-16 through II-31 are also included. These phase shifts are given
in degrees, the deflection amplitudes are given in multiples of 25.4 mm and
inches, and the rotations are in radians.
An examination of all frequency response plots ( Figures II-16
through II-31) indicates that the dynamic deflections from any disturbance at
CMG location are certainly not structurally significant by themselves; however,
effects on the pointing error due to structural vibrations may be significant and
these are evaluated and presented in Chapter VI of this volume.
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CHAPTER III. THERMALCONTROLSYSTEM
A. Introduction and Description
The thermal control system (TCS) of the support systems module
maintains the SIP and the electronic equipment within required limits with
margin through all mission phases. The design philosophy is identical to that
used on HEAO.
Temperature control is achieved by establishing a heat balance between
the absorbed radiation (solar, albedo, and earth), internal heat dissipation,
and emitted energy. High efficiency multilayer insulation, thermal covers,
and coatings minimize the effect of large variations in incident radiation
caused by changes in orbital parameters or LST orientation.
Components, such as the batteries, that experience large variations in
internal heat dissipation during an orbit are placed in thermally independent
modules. Their heat balance is closely controlled with separate louvers,
radiating surfaces, cold plates, and heaters.
A small amount of thermal control heater power is provided to certain
components that may require a warmer environment than provided by adjacent
equipment. Commandable standby heaters are also placed on major heat
dissipating system equipment to maintain a constant Observatory heat dissipa-
tion should it be necessary to turn off units for extended periods of time. The
standby heaters do not impose an additional power load since they use power
made available when components are turned off.
The LST-SSM heat emitted is regulated by the thermophysical charac-
J
these controlled surfaces. The surfaces are designed to maintain the
Observatory thermal balance under long-term orbital," seasonal, and orienta-
tion conditions, as well as providing flexibility to respond to changes in
thermal requirements during development.
During transient eclipse and short-term, off-point modes, the thermal
inertia of the LST greatly facilitates temperature control. The thermal
inertia also serves to maintain temperature control during short-term boost
and transfer orbit conditions when incident heating and internal heat dissipa-
tion conditions are not within long-term orbital design values.
B. Hardware Description
The items described below represent the total SSM thermal control
hardware deliverables. Table HI-1 contains a listing of the SSM TCS hardware
with corresponding descriptions and performance characteristics.
1. Louvers. Each SSM louver assembly (similar to that used on
HEAO) consists of four separate blades. Each louver assembly is placed on
the battery baseplate external surface viewing the pressure shell. Bimetallic
actuators sense the local battery baseplate temperature and provide the torque
to rotate the louver blades. The bimetallic springs are thermally coupled to
the baseplate by anchoring the frame to the baseplate, painting the bimetal,
isolating the louvers with fiberglass shafts, and insulating the actuator
housing.
2. Insulations. The insulation installation techniques are similar to
those used for other spacecraft. The 24-layer aluminized Mylar insuLation is
constructed as shown on TabLe III-1. ALL the bLankets are made in sections to
fit around the spacecraft" between the pressure sheLL and the micrometeoroid
shield. Venting occurs through the gaps and perforations in each Layer. The
perforations are staggered to avoid radiation heat Loss.
A thermal barrier is maintained between the SIP and the SSM
compartments by a polished aluminum sheet having the polished surface facing
the SIP. This sheet was used in place of a thermal blanket to eliminate the
need for an insulation purge due to moisture contamination during manned
maintenance.
3. Paint. Zinc orthotitanate ( Zn2TiO 4) , a high emittance white paint,
was chosen as the design reference for the SSM external surface. Table III-2
shows a list of surface finishes considered. Zn2TiO 4 was chosen because of
its low _/¢ ratio and low degradation alpha value of 0.005 per year. This
paint is one of many being tested on the Skylab program. As a backup to the
Zn2TiO 4, a mosaic of optical solar reflectors (OSR) and white paint could be
used.
4. Heaters. The heaters are standard flexible strip heaters that can
be bonded to a conducting surface with a low outgassing RTV adhesive. The
heaters are available in wattages from i to l0 at 28V. Heaters are enabled
by command, after which turn-on is controlled automatically by a standard
snap-acting thermoswitch. The number, size, and setting for the heaters
are to be determined.
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C. Requirements Versus Capabilities
The requirements imposed on the SSM thermal control system are
expressed in terms of the allowable temperature ranges of the electronic
Component
Allowable Temperature
Range (°C)
Communications Equipment -10 to 50
Data Handling Equipment -18 to 60
Attitude Control Equipment -10 to 55
Solar Cells Less than 100
Batteries 5 to t5
Other Electrical Power Components -18 to 50
Six vehicle orientations that were considered in the thermal analysis are
shown in Figure III-1. The reliability requirement for the thermal control
system was 0.95 for i year.
The baseline thermal control design fulfills all the design requirements
imposed by the various vehicle environments. The environmental data shown
in Table III-3 were used in all subsequent thermal calculations. The heat load
contingency allowed for growth was 700 watts in the SSM ( 100 percent) and
200 watts (50 percent) in the SIP.
D. Design Substantiation
1. Thermal Analysis of Support Systems Module. Work summarized
in this section is the result of a thermal control study performed on the design
reference configuration. The objective of this study was to determine whether
proposed locations and mounting techniques were suitable to keep the system
components within their required operating temperature range.
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CASE I--
ORBITAL ANGLE _ = 52 °
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
PARALLEL TO SUN
CASE II -
ORBITAL ANGLE/_ " 52 °
• SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
PERPENDICULAR TO SUN
CASE III -
ORBITAL ANGLE _ " 52 °
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
INCLINED 45 ° TO SUN
_ EARTH
I < SUN
_= 52 °
CASE IV --
ORBITAL ANGLE _ " 0°
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
PARALLEL TO SUN
CASE V -
ORBITAL ANGLE _ " 0 °
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
PERPENDICULAR TO SUN
CASE VI -
ORBITAL ANGLE j_ " 0°
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDINAL AXIS
INCLINED 45 ° TO SUN
_ EARTH
I -q SUN
=520
_ _EARTH
/ SUN
_ _ -0 o
/I_ EARTHI SUN
\
\
J
__I _ =0o
"'" {45..__" _--" EARTH
_ J
Figure III-1. Spacecraft orbits/orientations considered in thermal analysis.
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Passive thermal control consisting of insulation and thermal control
coatings is utilized as much as possible. Because of the variation in the
spacecraft external environment (due to changes in orbit and spacecraft
orientations), resistance heaters are required for some components. These
components must be mounted so they will not exceed their maximum limits
during peak environmental heating. With this condition satisfied, some compo-
nents would go below their minimum operating limit during a cold orbit or
spacecraft orientation. For this reason, heaters and/or louvers are required.
a. Guidelines and Assumptions. The following guidelines and
assumptions were used in performing this analysis:
1. Thermal Properties of Materials and Surfaces:
J J
a. Aluminum-- K= 166 C = 0.881
secm °K ' p g °K
p = 2. 706 __K_
cm 3
b. Multilayered Insulation -- K I = 8.65 x 10 -5 J o
secm K
c =12 ' JP g p = 0. 040 --g-- = 0. 0519 o Kcm 3 KU sec m "
c. Meteoroid Shield (external) c_ = 0.135,1 e = 0.92.
(internal) • = 0.5.
d. Pressure Wall (both sides) •=0.5.
2. Orbit:
a. Circular at an Altitude of 611 kin.
b. 28.5 Degrees Inclination to the Equator.
b. Analytical Approach. The SSM component layout utilized in
this analysis is presented in Figure III-2. The component identification
numbers are given in the Master Equipment List in Chapter I of this volume.
This layout was selected to meet structural, contamination control and
thermal requirements. Components located on the aft conical pressure shell
are separated from the internal environment by a polished aluminum sheet.
1. Accounts for 3 years worth of degradation.
HI -8
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Figure III-2. SSM component layout.
Components located on the cylindrical pressure wall are covered in the same
manner. The remaining wall area is left as thermal control surface for the
SIP components. Figure iii-3 presents the nodal iayouL uLilized _o detei_mine
the external heating rates. The Lockheed heat rate program (LOHARP) was
used to perform the calculations.
Thermal response of the SSM components to the environmental heating
rates and the internal heat sources was evaluated through utilization of the
SINDA digital computer program. The thermal model was composed of 65
nodes. Each component or closely packed group of components was designated
as a node and attached to the longerons adjacent to the pressure shell. Compo-
nents with little or no heat output were insulated from the pressure shell. Heat
III-9
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Figure III-3. Nodal model used to determine external surface heat rates.
was rejected from the components by way of conduction through the mounting
brackets and radiation to the pressure wall. Emissivity of the component
external surface was varied based on the heat dissipation rate and the radiating
area. The average heat dissipation rate and size that was input for each
component is presented in Table III-4. With the exception of the batteries,
all SSM components have a wide temperature operating range. Therefore,
more care must be taken in thermal control design for the batteries. For
this analysis, a combination of conduction and radiation that gave acceptable
results was (t) a cross-sectional area of 32 cm 2 of aluminum used to connect
the battery to the pressure wall with a 5 cm conducting path and (2) surface
emissivity of 0.5. Two basic vehicle orientations were investigated, one
where the LST longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the solar vector and one
where the longitudinal axis is parallel to the solar vector. Beta angles of
52 and 0 degrees were considered.
c. Results and Conclusions. The resulting quasi-steady state
component temperatures are given in Table III-5. Although the meteoroid
shield and pressure shell experience large temperature excursions during an
orbit, the components have enough mass and the heat transfer path is such
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TABLE III-5. SSM COMPONENT TEMPERATURES
TEMPERATURE °C
I,D,
NO.
1
6
8
11
15
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
29
30
31
32
34
34
36
37
ITEM
CMG'S & DRIVE ELECTRONICS
ASSY (CMG & DEA)
MAGNETIC TORQUER ELECT.
(aTE)
RCS ELECTRONICS
DIGITAL PROCESSOR ASSY.
(DPA)
RCS TANK
TRANSPONDER
BASEBAND UNIT
DATA CONTROLUNIT
FO RM AT G EN ERATO R
COMMANDPROCESSOR
AND MEMORY
ELECTRIC CONT. ASSY.
AVERAGE POWER
WATTS 68 (PT)
90 (SLEW)
16
9.3
16
24
= 52 °
35.5
23
28
-5.5
-2
-5.5 •
-0.5
-13
12
12
-6
19
17
18
J-
l /3=0
32
21
32.6
-8.5
-5.3
-.3
-9
9.9
9.9
-9.5
19
17
19.2
/3= 52 °
10.5
2O
28
-8
-5.5
15.5
12
-10
32
31
/3=0
10.4
18.7
28.7
-9.6
1.0
-5.2
12
7.3
7.3
-13.4
29.1
REMOTE DECODERS 22.4
TAPE RECORDERS & 21 9 7 6 4.1TAPE CONTROL UNIT
BATTE RI ES 27 1.5 8 5.5 3.0
13.0 11 10.5 8.4
CHARGERS
REGULATORS
SOLAR POWER DISTRIBUTOR
-3
34
33
3
23
27
24.5
28
16.5
46.5
46.0
21.5
34
34
31
38
31.5
9.5
26
36
0
32.8
28.8
3.8
25
27
22.7
28.8
24
10.5 9.5
150
2O
SOLAR PANEL MECH.
SOLAR PANEL
DEPLOYMENT MECH.
23.3
28.2
13
42.5
42.6
17
31.7
31.5
29.8
35.5
29.3
4 4 2.5 1.5 0.4
10 5 21 16
DATA ACQUISITION UNIT (DAU) 1.34 12.0 9.9 9 7.3
TRANSFER ASSEMBLY (TA) 21.5 25.5 23.5 30 28.6
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that these excursions are dampened out. Therefore the temperature remains
essentially constant after stabilization for an orbit and spacecraft orientation.
Orbital temperature histories for the batteries and CMGs are shown in
Figures III-4 and III-5, respectively. The batteries located on the antisolar
side operated at 3.5 ° C lower than the minimum limit. This can be corrected
by increasing the emissivity or conducting path to the pressure shell. This
close temperature tolerance dictates a requirement for louvers and heaters
for the batteries. Louvers can control the temperature by acting as a buffer
in the radiating path. No electrical power is required for the louvers;
therefore, they are desirable for the primary method of control. However,
mesh-type resistance heaters are required as a backup system in case of
louver failure. These louvers should be the normally open type so that they
would go to the open position in the failure mode.
It is concluded that, based on the assumptions used, the
current placement of the SSM components within the spacecraft is acceptable
and the radiating area is more than enough to dissipate the waste heat.
2. Thermal Analysis of SSM/SIP Interface
a. Design Reference Configuration. Orbital transient analyses
were performed to predict the orbital temperature excursions of the SIP and
to determine the required insulation thickness on the SSM pressure shell. A
schematic of the analytical model is shown in Figure III-6. It was assumed
that the spacecraft was oriented with the longitudinal axis perpendicular to the
solar vector and in an orbit oriented to produce maximum sun time. Transient
temperatures were calculated throughout an orbit. Results are presented in
Figures III-7 and III-8. These curves represent temperatures of the SIP,
pressure shell, "insulation, and meteoroid shield along a radial line.
Results of the analyses show that a passive system is feasible
and that a maximum heat load of 600 watts could be dissipated by this design.
If the wattage were increased above this value, the insulation thickness would
have to be decreased to the point where the instrument temperatures would
vai W out of limits.
b. Alternative Concepts. An alternate to the reference design
approach to provide SSM/SIP thermal control was studied. The fluid loop
system shown in Figure III-9 was considered. The basic operating temperature
of the SIP was assumed to be 20 + 4°C. The temperature at which the heat
energy is removed at the SIP surface is determined by the efficiencies of the
conductive and convective heat transport mechanisms in series. A double
III-14
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n.
uJ
L
uJ
10
<>
-10
-2O
-3O
-50
-60
-70
-80
0
_- BATTERIES
_ _BR_SSURE SHELL
METEOROID SHIELD -_
\
NOTES:
1. METEOROID
SHIELD PANEL
PARALLEL TO SUN
2. SPACECRAFT
PERPENDICULAR
TO SUN
3. BETA ANGLE =
52 DEGREES
I I I
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6
ORBIT TIME (HOURS)
Figure III-4. Typical temperature distribution from component
through walls of spacecraft.
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o
-10
-30
40
_0
METEOROID SHIELD
NOTES:
1. METEOROID SHIELD PANEL FACES SUN
2. SPACECRAFT PERPENDICULAR TO SUN
3, BETA ANGLE - 52 DEGREES
i I I
0 0.4 0.8 1_ 1.6
ORBIT TIME (HOURS)
Figure III-5. Temperature distribution from CMG to
meteoroid shield.
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SIP SURFACE-_
INSTRUMENT
 vvv .
PRESSURE SHELL
'- METEOROID
SHIELD
_-- INSULATION
Figure III-6. Thermal model of SSM/SIP interface.
loop system was considered because of the nontoxicity requirements of the
shirt-sleeve working environment provided within the SSM during manned
occupancy. No toxic working fluids, such as the common refrigerants, can be
permitted to pass through the manned environment. Therefore, water was
selected as the working fluid for the internal loop. Freon 21 was selected for
the external loop to prevent freezing in the radiator during periods or Low
environmental.heating and/or low internal heat loads. A bypass valve will be
required at each cold plate to precisely control the temperatures of the
different components. A temperature sensor on the critical component will
feed back a signal to control a valve which will vary the flow of the refrigerant
through the cold plate. A similar bypass arrangement will be provided in the
external loop to control the inlet temperature of the liquid/liquid heat exchanger
under varying heat Loads and orbital heat fluxes. Lower reLiabiLity, the
possibility of telescope fine pointing interference from moving fluids and
rotating pumps, greater contamination potentiaL, difficuLty in maintenance,
and cost led to the rejection of this system.
Another alternate SIP thermal control system considered was
variable control heat pipes. In these pipes the temperature of the heat source
is related directly to the internal vapor pressure of the heat pipe and the
available surface area of the condensing region. Thus by controlling the
vapor pressure of the heat pipe with a predetermined volume of injected
noncondensible gas, the heat pipe temperature is controlled. Theoretically,
the reliability of the heat pipe system should be better than that of the active
loop system, but the lack of previously demonstrated flight systems employing
variable control heat pipes led to the rejection of this system for the SIP.
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RADIATOR
OUTER LOOP
_-- BYPASS VALVE
LIQ/LIQ HEAT
EXCHANGER
REFRIGERANT
PUMPS
INNER LOOP
SIP COLD PLATES
Figure III-9. Schematic of alternate thermal control system
for SIP components.
3. Miscellaneous Considerations
a. Manned Occupancy. Unscheduled maintenance will probably
be performed before the end of the second year and as required thereafter.
Since the maintenance is to be performed in a shirt-sleeve environment, the
SSM will be pressure-sealed. The astronaut must not be exposed to either an
excessively hot or cold wall. Also, existence of a cold wall must be avoided
to prevent condensation from the cabin atmosphere, which will be supplied
from the attached service spacecraft.
In order to dock, the solar cells will have to be retracted and
wrapped around the vehicle as in the launch condition. Because of the high
solar absorptivity (a = 0.78), the temperature on the sun side was 20°C and
on the antisun side it was 10°C. This is well above the dew point temperature,
so no condensate will form. For the aft conical section, 250 watts will have to
be supplied to maintain equipment temperature above the dew point.
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b. Component Access for Maintenance. When performing main-
tenance on the scientific instruments or the subsystems, it will be necessary
to remove the thermal covering over the subsystem components and SIP
components. Each component can be attached so that when the panel is
opened, it can be easily removed.
c. Launch Thermal Environment. A prelaunch purge is necessary
to remove the heat absorbed from the environment and added to components
being energized during testing. The LST may be launched, returned to earth,
and relaunched by the Space Shuttle. The Shuttle apparently will present no
thermal problem from ascent aerodynamic heating if 2.5 cm of microquartz
( 56 kg/m 3) insulation is installed inside the cargo bay walls: Under this
condition the cargo bay temperature will peak at approximately 41°C during
ascent; this will not result in overheating of the subsystems. The Shuttle
ascent heating phase lasts for less than 5 minutes.
The effects of the Titan III launch environment on the LST
thermal response have not been evaluated. However, it is expected that the
utilization of" protective insulation inside the shroud walls will maintain the
T rr_
,,S- ........ +...._+_ +_ ....... +_.._+.... _t,,_ limits.
4. Solar Arrays
a. Guidelines and Assumptions. The following guidelines and
assumptions were used in performing this analysis:
1. Orbit:
a. Circular at an Altitude of 611 km.
b. 28.5 Degrees Inclination to the Equator.
2. Solar Absorptivity and Infrared Emissivity.
a. Solar Cells -- 0.78 and 0.82, respectively.
b. Antisolar Side of Solar Panels -- 0.35 and 0.87.
c. Spacecraft External Surfaces Over SSM -- 0. 135
and 0.92.
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3. Environmental Heat Source Constants. 
a. A s  Given Previously (Table 111-3) . 
The analysis was performed utilizing the following three orbit 
and spacecraft orientation combinations: 
i . Beta angle of 52 degrees with the spacecraft longitudinal 
axis perpendicular to the solar vector. 
2. 
axis perpendicular to solar vector. 
Beta angle of 0 degrees with the spacecraft longitudinal 
3. Beta angle of 52 degrees with the spacecraft longitudinal 
axis parallel to the solar vector. 
b .  Analytical Approach. A transient orbital thermal analysis was  
performed on the solar cell array design for the LST. The nodal model used 
to perform these calculations is presented in Figure 111-IO. All the spacecraft 
surfaces seen by the solar panels were  included in the model so that reflection 
and reradiation effects would be considered. With a passive thermal control 
system the external spacecraft skin must act as a radiator; therefore, for 
these analyses, one kilowatt of heat (representing the component heat dissipa- 
tion requirement) was dissipated from the nodes representing the meteoroid 
shield covering the SSM. 
c .  Results. The predicted temperature histories of the solar 
panels for three different orbit/spacecraft orientations are presented in 
Figures 111-11, III-i2, and 111-i3. The two curves on each graph represent 
one node near the spacecraft body and one on the outer edge. In Figures 111-i i 
and 111-12, the curves which represent the parallel and perpendicular space- 
craft orientations at p = 52 degrees show that the orientation of the spacecraft 
has little effect on the solar panel temperature. Figure 111- i 3 represents the 
p 2 0 degree case and shows that, although the spacecraft is exposed to the sun 
for a shorter length of time, the temperature is 7.2"C higher at one point than 
in the cases where /3 = 52 degrees. This results from the fact that in the 
p = 0 degree orbit there is a point where the spacecraft is directly between the 
sun and earth. At  this location, the maximum albedo and planetshine radiation 
strikes the backside of the solar panels causing the temperature increase. For 
the /3 = 52 degrees cases, the backside temperature remained approximately 
5.6"C lower than the side facing the sun. For the p = 0 degree case, the 
backside temperature varies from 0.5 to 4.5" C lower than the side facing the 
sun. 
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The predicted solar panel_emperature histories presented in
Figures III-il through III-13 are conservatively high because the mmximum
environmental heat source constantswere used. With these conservative
results, the maximum predicted temperature was 17°Cbelow the prescribed
upper limit of 100°C.
d. Analysis of Solar Panels Incorporating Phase ChangeMaterials.
Preliminary analysis of the proposed LST solar panel design resulted in
establishment of solar cell temperature cycling between -52°C and 83°C. The
cells can operate within this range, but the extreme cycling reduces service
life becauseof the constant expansionand contraction that takes place. This
thermal cycling canbe greatly reducedby the incorporation of a phase change
material (PCM). The resulting tradeoff is the cost, contamination, and mass
penalty versus the amount of temperature cycle dampeningdesired.
A PCM has the unique ability to absorb and liberate large
quantities of heat without appreciable temperature changeby utilizing the heat
of fusion of the material as a very large heat sink. For this application a
thermal model was constructed representing the solar panels with a PCM
encapsulated in the honeycombsubstrate. The PCM selected was lithium
---1;,.3 /1;_.,-1r,_ _'_,"_n oz_. e-6"_ql'l_l"Dnitrate trihydrate {LiNO 3 • 3H20) because of its _u, lu, _1_, _........... _,v
temperature ( 32.7 ° C) and latent heat of fusion ( 390 827 J/kg).
The model was analyzed in a 611 km circular orbit at fi = 52
degrees. Two cases were run utilizing different amounts of PCM: 1.9 kg./m 2
and 2.5 kg/m 2, or a total of 68 kg and 90.7 kg, respectively. The predicted
solar panel temperature histories for the two cases are presented in comparison
with conventional solar panel temperatures in Figure III-14. The effect is
obvious: With a mass penalty of 90.7 kg, the solar panel temperature variation
can be held within a range of 43°C.
tion to examine reliability characteristics of TCS in the conceptual phase of
design. 2 From the literature surveyed, it seems that very little concern has
been displayed about reliability of TCS. From this study it can be seen that
reliability considerations in the conceptual design phase are feasible for TCS.
There needs to be an effort to accumulate failure data, particularly wearout
data, on TCS elements.
2. Results of this study are presented in Federal Electric Corporation Report
No. 1412-195-72, Aug. 4, 1972.
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The passive LST conceptfor thermal control is the most promising
from a reliability viewpoint. Redundancyat a system level, if the functional
requirements can be met, is a promising approach to enhancingoverall TCS
reliability.
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equipment shall be rated for at least 150pe_rcentof the highest average deter-
mined. Power is to be delivered efficiently to the loads at a voltage of 28+ 2
percent Vdc.
d. Life. The system design andhardware concept.sshall assure
that the power and functional requirements are satisfied throughout the 5 year
mission. Refurbishment will be accomplished by replacement of-failed or
degradedcomponentsduring on-orbit maintenance. The minimum maintenance
interval is to be determined on a cost basis. Presently, an estimate of 2 years
is being used for the minimum life of components.
e. Reliability. The electrical system shall have a sufficiently
high reliability so that the reliability for the SSMwill be 0.95 for 1 year.
With maintenance, the system shall have adequatereliability to sustain .the
5 year mission.
f. Protection. Reliable designmethods and devices shall be used
to protect the system integrity andto assure a cost-effective mission. The
system designand implementation will assure:
1. Single point failures will not degrade system performance.
, Protection against credible faults that could jeopardize
the mission.
3. Transients and/or electromagnetic interference (EMI)
will not affect operational reliability, accuracy of controls, or quality of data.
networks.
_-50 volts.
4. Transient suppression is provided as needed for critical
In general, transients having 10 #sec pulse widths shall not exceed
g. Technology and Commonality. Maximum use of flight proven
concepts and components ;is ground ruled for low cost and development risk.
Unless they are cost effective, innovations are to be avoided. Use of adequate,
existing specifications and documentation is also desired for low cost.
h. Environment. The electrical system shall be compatible with
environmental conditions to be determined for the mission and with those
specified for a Shuttle launch and for the alternate Titan launch. The maximum
solar array temperature shall be limited to 100°C by design. Battery tempera-
ture shall be closely controlled within the range of 5°C to t5°C.
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i. Mass. The system mass must be compatible with the space-
craft limits and allocations. No mass constraints have been allocated to the
electrical system. Assembly mass shall be consistent with safe, easy ,,_L,_m__'"
and maintenanceconcepts. Special approval will be required for assemblies
exceeding 45kg.
j. Orbital Parameters. The electrical system shall be capable
of satisfactory performance and self-sustained operation in the 611km circular
orbit with a 28.5 degree inclination. Possible variations dueto launch date
shall be accommodated.
k. Pointing. The solar array shall not constrain vehicle pointing.
The vehicle X-axis may be pointed to any location on the celestial sphere;
except that, it will not be directed to within 45 degrees of the sun. Short-term
allowances are made for 15degree coneangles toward the moon and earth.
The system will have adequatepower to sustain the vehicle for two operating
modes. The normal operating mode is three-axis stabilized with roll position
unconstrained by experiment requirements. The special mode shall be
permissible for one to three orbits per month. In the special mode, the roll
position will be constrained by the experiment. Further coordination with
scicntific investigators is required to determine min_imumacceptable time and
degree of roll.
I. Launch Vehicle. The system shall be compatible with the
Shuttle system and operations. It will satisfy the electrical interfaces to be
established for prelaunch, launch, and orbital operations.
m. Alternate Launch Vehicle. The electrical system will also be
compatible with the requirements and constraints of the alternate Titan launch
site and vehicle. The design shall permit easy adaptation without major
modification. Add-on modification kits are permissible for interface adaptation.
n. Location. To the extent possible, the major part of the electri-
cal system shall be located within the SSMsection of the LST. The SSMwill
provide the necessary services and interfaces for the OTA/SIP. External
interfaces will be located around the dockingport in accordance with interface
documentsto be supplied by the Shuttle system. The solar array will be located
only on the SSM.
o. Configuration. The electrical systems will be compatible with
the cylindrical configuration and dimensions of the SSM. The solar array shall
be compatible with launch vehicle constraints andthe envelope specified for the
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Titan shroud. The electrical system equipment shall be modularized with
features that permit easy access, handling, installation, and maintenance.
2. Electrical Load Requirements. Based on preliminary studies of
the LST, an orbital average load of 1500 watts was set as the reference for
electrical power design studies. The minimum peak load of 2250 watts
selected was 150 percent of the design average load. It represented a conserv-
ative rating considering that the highest maximum previously determined was
1750 watts. Experience has shown that a margin between 10 percent and 25
percent should be included in the design load to account for probable changes
that occur between Phase A and the final vehicle requirements. The margin
depends on engineering judgment of system design maturity and practicality
of requirements.
The load requirements described here represent the results of
further iterations made during this study. Load requirements were solicited
from the various SSM subsystem designers and from the OTA and SIP study
results. All-loads are given in terms of 28 Vdc equivalent power. Conversion
to different voltages or to ac will be accomplished within the system requiring
the conversion. The individual loads for the subsystems are given as the
average requirement at the load terminals, exclusive of system losses. These
figures are considered more accurate than maximum or peak power require-
ments, which are dependent on combinations of subsystems and coincidence of
loads that can occur in a random manner. Preliminary estimates of load
combinations were used to develop the power profile to be shown.
Because the design concepts for OTA and SIP are in their infancy,
it is difficult to make accurate load and operational predictions. The low
confidence in these requirements should be compensated by a larger margin.
Since the SSM systems are based on previous designs, the requirements of
most of the elements have been verified. Thus, a higher confidence and a
lower margin may be attributed to the SSM loads.
The size of the EPS is also sensitive to load variations that may
occur as a function of occultation and sunlight periods of the orbit. Such
variations depend on operational and sequencing concepts which have not been
well defined. To emphasize the need for good load definition -- broken down
at least to averages for occultation and sunlight periods -- parametric
performance curves are given in Sections C. 2 and F. 1 to show the effect of
dark-to-light load ratios and the solar array and batteries.
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a. Power for Attitude Control. The equipment within the attitude
control system (ACS) that requires electrical power is identified in Table IV-I;
the unit power ratings, typical average power, and potential peaks are also
given. The components of the ACS with appreciable peaks are the CMGs, the
magnetic torquers, and the gyros. The reaction control subsystem (RCS)
could represent a significant current peak. (The RCS requirements are
mentioned here because they were combined with the ACS in this study.)
Requirements are the same for either the Shuttle or Titan launch vehicles.
TABLE IV-i. POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT
STAR TRACKERS
REFERENCE GYROS a
MAGNETOMETERS
CMG AND DEA b
MAGNETIC TORQUER
MTE
DIGITAL PROCESSOR
TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
RCS ELECTRONICS c
AVERAGE
UNIT
POWE R,
WATTS
5
9
2
17
2.5
5
16
26.5
11
ACTIVE
UNITS
2
4
1
4
6
1
1
1
1
MAXIMUM
POWE R,
WATTS
10
36
2
9O
3O
5
16
26.5
11
DUTY d
CYCLE,
100
IO0
100
76
5O
100
100
100
S
TOTAL AVERAGE POWER
AVERAGE
TOTAL
POWER,
WATTS
10
36
2
68e
15
5
16
26.5
0
178.5
a. STARTING POWER IS 72 WATTS FOR REFERENCE GYRO ASSEMBLY.
b. CMG SPINUP POWER IS APPROXIMATELY 135 WATTS EACH, PEAK.
SPINUP IS PROGRAMMED OVER SEVERAL HOURS.
c. RCS IS NOT NORMALLY USED. RCS ELECTRONICS WOULD BE ACTIVE
OCCASIONALLY FOR SYSTEM MONITORING.
d. "S" DENOTES "SELDOM USED."
e. 90 WATTS MAXIMUM FOR SLEWING. HAPPENS EVERY EXPERIMENT
PERIOD. DUTY CYCLE IS EQUIVALENT.
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The largest peaks for CMGs and gyros occur at initial startup
aboard the Shuttle. Since these assemblies are individually controlled, startup
can be programmed to avoid large peaks. After initial peaks, the load tapers
off as the speed increases; approximately 8 hours is expected for warmup and
starting of a CMG system. The reference gyro assembly requires less than
an hour. Once stabilized, CMG operating power is constant. Small peak
loads, lasting for a few minutes, occur when slew maneuvers are commanded.
A typical power profile for the magnetic torquers is approxi-
mately a sinusoidal variation from 0 to 30 watts over a period of an orbit.
Presently the RCS represents an emergency backup to the ACS
and may be required for rendezvous and docking with the orbiter. It was
assumed that RCS operation was not required during normal LST orbital
operations; therefore, it would have minor influence on the average power.
The electronics associated with RCS instrumentation requires 11 watts and
this source was included in the ACS power budget. Superposition of potential
peaks for RCS valves and thrusters with other electrical loads was not con-
sidered typical. If used during rendezvous and docking, the peaks would occur
when the SIP and most of the OTA equipment would not be operating.
b. Communications and Data Handling (C&DH) Loads. The power
requirements determined for the C&DH components are tabulated in Table IV-2.
In general, most of the redundant items will be dormant and require no power.
Of the online equipment, only the transmitters, the data acquisition units
(DAUs), and tape recorders were considered to be cyclic loads. Both trans-
mitter and recorder requirements depend on the LST contacts with ground
tracking stations. An average of 34 minutes contact time per orbit was used
to determine the average power allocation. For the power profile, it was
assumed that 4 contacts per orbit occur, each lasting 8.5 minutes. During
most of the orbit, one tape recorder is operating in the record mode and
standby power is supplied to the transmitters. Over a ground station, full
transmitter power is supplied. One recorder operates in a record mode while
the second recorder is operating in the playback mode.
Fourteen of the 28 DAUs are active but operate in a continuous
off-on sequence in accordance with the data sampling rate. The duty cycle for
any unit is approximately 7.2 percent; however, the maximum power is that
of the one unit energized at any instant.
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TABLE IV-2. POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATION
AND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT
APOLLO TRANSPONDER
ERTS TRANSPONDER
FORMAT GENERATOR
COMMAND PROCESSOR
REMOTE DECODER
TAPE RECORDER •
CLOCK
TAPE CONTROL UNIT
DAUb
BASEBAND UNIT
DATA CONTROL UNIT
AVERAGE
UNIT
POWER,
WATTS
5.3
9.3
4
16
1.4
12
1.7
1
1.3
4
3
ACTIVE
UNITS
1
1
1
1
16
1
1
1
14
1
1
MAXIMUM
POWE R,
WATTS
16
28
4
16
22.4
24
1.7
1
1.3
4
3
DUTY c
CYCLE,
%
_3
33
100
100
100
33
100
100
7.2
100
100
TOTALAVERAGEPOWER
AVERAGE
TOTAL
POWE R,
WATTS
i
5.3
9.3
4
16
22.4
2O
1.7
1
1.3
4
3
88.0
L ONE TAPE RECORDER IS ALWAYS RECORDING; ONE IS ON PLAYBACK
33% OF THE ORBIT.
b. ONLY ONE OF THE 28 DAU IS ON AT ANY GIVEN TIME; THE DUTY
CYCLE FOR EACH IS 7.2% THE SEQUENCE RATE.
c. AVERAGE TRANSMISSION TIME IS 33% OF AN ORBIT.
c. Thermal Control Loads. The major thermal control loads
are included in the OTA/SIP requirements. The SSM thermal control is
primarily passive. Strip heaters are provided for unusual conditions where
system temperatures might become too low. Abnormal powering down and
orientation conditions that might increase heater power were not considered
typical. Therefore, an average power allocation was not given to SSM thermal
control. Unusual thermal conditions may occur during maintenance operations
with the orbiter. In this case power can be supplied from the orbiter, thus,
it is not a direct imposition on the LST power sources.
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d. Contamination Control System Load. During normal, self-
sustained orbital operation of the LST, there are no power requirements for
contamination control. It is anticipated that the power needed for contamina-
tion control, when the LST is aboard the orbiter or during orbital maintenance,
will be supplied from power sources located in the orbiter. The contamination
control average load was 874 watts with a 58 percent duty cycle (allowing 10
hours per day shutdown for rest periods) and, considering that 5 days is
typical for a maintenance visit 61 kW-h of energy would be required for this
load.
e. Electrical System Loads. The power required to operate
system instrumentation and protection devices, array orientation mechanisms,
deployment/retraction devices, and secondary distribution controls were
considered as loads rather than losses. Distribution losses, EPS assembly
effeciencies, main controls, and diode drops were determined on a system
basis and are later considered as requirements to be satisfied.
The power for electrical systems loads is allocated by
assemblies in Table IV-3. The allocation for the electrical distribution units
included an average allotment for several 5-volt measuring reference supplies.
Array deployment/retraction and orientation items represent the major peak
loads. The deployment/retraction load has little influence on requirements
because it only occurs at the beginning of the mission and for a Shuttle revisit.
The orientation load peak of 100 watts may occur at random intervals depending
on the experiment periods. Normally this peak will be a short duration; how-
ever, for design purposes, it was considered to last an average of 4 minutes
per orbit.
f. OTA Power Requirements. Due to the preliminary design
status of the OTA, the power requirements listed in Table IV-4 are considered
preliminary estimates subject to some change. For preliminary design an
average of 500 watts was allocated for the OTA. Most of the overall design
margin obtained could also be allocated to the OTA, to the SIP, or to both.
As shown in Table IV-4, eight of the loads have either a random
or cyclic nature. A negligible duty cycle is indicated for random loads such as
the sun shade or aperture doors. These will have negligible influence on
average power since they occur only a few times during the mission. Such
loads can be scheduled in advance to avoid superimposing peaks on other peak
requirements. The cyclic loads were considered to operate once per orbit.
With the estimated 2 percent duty cycle, these loads have a minor effect on
the average requirement.
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TABLE IV-3. POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT
BATTERY CHARGERS
SOLAR POWER DISTRIBUTORS
ELECTRICAL CONTROL
ASSEMBLY
DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM
ORIENTATION MECHANISM b
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
UNIT
AVERAGE
UNIT
POWE R,
WATTS
.5
5
5
67.5
5O
2.5
ACTIVE
UNITS
MAXIMUM
POWER,
DUTY c
CYCLE,
WATTS %
67
I0
10
135
100
2.5
100
100
S
4
100
TOTAL AVERAGE POWER
AVERAGE
TOTAL
POWER,
WATTS
2
10
10
0
4
2O
46
a. NORMALLY OPERATES ONLY AT BEGINNING OF MISSION AND DURING
MAINTENANCE OPERATION.
I_ ASSUMES 4 MINUTES OPERATION PER ORBIT.
c. "S" DENOTES "SELDOM;" RESULTS IN AVERAGE ESSENTIALLY ZERO.
The electronics and fine guidance sensors were the only
constant loads identified. The heater power for thermal control is also a
variable load dependent on thermal conditions. However, the thermal loads
are expected to change slowly.
g. SIP Power Requirements. The power requirements for the
scientific instruments are given in Table IV-5. The requirements are
considered preliminary estimates. Variation may result from later specific
requirements that might affect instrument size and power.
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TABLE IV-4. POWERREQUIREMENTSFOROTA
EQUIPMENT
FORCE ACTUATORS
SECONDARY MIRROR CONTROLS
APERTURE DOORS
SUNSHIELD
FINE GUIDANCE
FIGURE SENSOR
FOCUS SENSOR
DECENTER SENSOR
TILT SENSOR
a
HEATERS- PRI & SEC
ELECTRONICS
AVERAGE
UNIT
POWE R,
WATTS
10
25
ACTIVE
UNITS
3
3
MAXIMUM
POWE R,
WATTS
20
75
DUTY b
CYCLE,
%
5
2
3O
50
110
40
1
1
1
10/20
40
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
38
1
3O
50
110
40
40
21
21
452
40
S
S
100
S
2
2
2
76
100
TOTAL AVERAGE POWER
AVERAGE
TOTAL
POWER,
WATTS
0
2
0
0
110
0
1
1
1
346
40
501 ©
a. NUMBER OF UNITS NOT GIVEN; DUTY CYCLE DEPENDS UPON
ORBITAL CONDITIONS, POWER GIVEN IS BASED ON PRELIMINARY
ASSUMPTIONS.
b. "S'" DENOTES "SELDOM," TYPICALLY A FEW TIMES PER MISSION.
c. 500 WATTS WERE USED FOR THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
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TABLE IV-5. POWERREQUIREMENTSFOR SIP
(SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTPACKAGE)
EQUIPMENT
F112 CAMERAS
F196 CAM ERAS
FILTER WHEELS
ECHELLE SPECTROGRAPHS
FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPHS
INTERFEROMETER
SLIT JAW CAMERA
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
CONTINGENCY EQUIPMENT
AVERAGE
UNIT
POWE R,
WATTS
48
48.6
1.7
20
20
4
20
a"
a
ACTIVE
UNITS
MAXIMUM
POWE R,
WATTS
48 100
145.8 100
1.7 100
4O 100
62 100
4 100
20 100
122.7 100
25 100
AVERAGE
TOTAL
POWER,
WATTS
1
3
1
2
3
1
1
4
DUTY
CYCLE,
%
TOTAL A_/ERAGE POWER b
48
145.8
1.7
4O
62
4
20
122.7
25
469.2
a. VARIOUS LOADS INVOLVED.
b. TOTAL SIP POWER IS CONSTANT; WHEN ANY EXPERIMENT
IS OFF, HEATER POWER IS ADDED TO MAINTAIN PROPER
THERMAL CONTROL.
As shown in Table IV-5, the loads are considered to be
constant, having no significant peaks. This results from the concept that
during a given experiment period, the heater power will be left on for the
nonactive instruments. For extended inactive periods, it is permissible to
turn the instruments and heaters off. However, considering that a typical
experiment period may be 10 hours ( 6 orbits), these off periods would have
little influence on the requirements needed for defining the power system.
Averaging power requirements over periods greater than one orbit could lead
to undersizing the system. Later thermal studies indicate that SIP power
requirements may be reduced as much as 200 watts subsequently.
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h. LST Power Profile. During the several iterations that were
made of the power requirements, considerable fluctuations occurred. This
is indicative of the conceptual status of the system and the changes in estimates
that normally occur as the concepts mature. At one point, load profiles having
sustained loads of 1750 watts were determined. Also, a difference of over
600 watts in maximum to minimum steady state loads was indicated. Following
tradeoi;fs and optimization studies, considerable reductions in load require-
ments occurred. Better insight into system conditions and operational concepts
resulted in smaller variations in the load profile. The trend has been to
reduce the complications and anticipated life problems associated with a large
number of high cyclic loads.
Power profiles were constructed from the latest load informa-
tion described in the foregoing subsections. With some assumptions, typical
operational sequences were defined, considering probable conditions and load
combinations. A simplified timeline of the Shuttle launch and initial orbital
operational phase is shown in Table IV-6. The table has been simplified to
show only events that may affect power requirements.
A typical power profile for initial phases of the LST mission
is shown in Figure IV-1. Shuttle interface documents indicate that the power
sources within the orbiter can furnish the payload power identified. The
profile also shows a limited segment of self-sustained orbital operations
where the LST is free of the orbiter. The profile investigations were not
intended to fix specific mission cases. Generalization of highest possible
and probable load combinations were sought. Key letters on the profile are
identified in Table IV-6.
i. Total Power Requirements Summary. The total power require-
ments, determined for the LST from the foregoing load information, is
summarized in Table IV-7. The peak power requirement was determined
from profile investigations. This peak is considerably less than the sum of
the loads connected to the buses.
B. Reference System Summary
The LST electrical system is primarily located in the SSM, which can
be pressurized for in-space maintenance and system updating. The electrical
system consists of the electrical power subsystem and the electrical distribu-
tion subsystem. The EPS and the EDS are functionally interdependent -- as a
system they are self-sustained and provide the necessary power and distribution
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TABLE IV-6. LST ELECTRICAL POWERTIMELINE FOR
SHUTTLE LAUNCH_l_D..... INI'_'_A-z.'_,_T ,-,_-_..-_,_..,_,r.z._, ^ ".'T,_,T_
TJ_
(hr:min)
-72
-48
-5
+6
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:50
9:00
13:00
16:00
23:00
32:0O
34:00
46:00
47:00
48:00
48:30
69:00
96:00
144:00
144:10
4AA.4_
£ ,-_.-_o j. ...)
t44:50
144:53
.145:00
I49:00
150:00
Profile
Key
A
B
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
K
K
K
L
L
M
N
Event
LST Battery Test
Combined Systems Check
Transfer to Shuttle Power
Circularize into 611 km
Open Bay and Erect LST
LST Distribution and Power Check
Start CMGs and Gyros
Deploy Light Shield
Limited SSM Checks
Thermal Heaters Coming On (Auto)
CMG Spinup Completed
ACS Checks with Orbiter
T _ _^1... ^ ..... r_,_ l_y/l_trao.t Testl-atD .L k)UJ.O.J. _a. J. ¢a.y _p_ .........
LST Communications/Data Handling Test
Verify ACS, C&DH Functions
Thermal, Power and Data Test
Verify Outgassing O.K.
Functional Checks on Instruments and
Power Supplies
Preliminary Calibration and SSM Tests
Continue Preliminary Calibrations
Verify Release Readiness
LST on Internal Power
Di ._e.onneet Cables
Eject LST and Begin Stationkeeping
LST Under Ground Command
ACS Pointing Tests and Experiments
Max Peak Power Check
Exercise Subsystems and Check Experi-
ments by RF Links
Normal Operating Peaks
LST Begins Normal Operations
Average Power Level
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TABLE IV-7. TOTAL AVERAGE LST SUBSYSTEM
POWER REQUIREMENTS
SUBSYSTEM
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SENSING
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
OPTICAL TELESCOPE ASSEMBLY
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE a
TOTAL POWER
AVERAGE
POWER
WATTS
179
88
46
501
469
1283
MAXIMUM b
PEAK POWER
WATTS
227
127
143
819
469
1785
a. SIP POWER IS CONSTANT; HEATERS MAKE UP THERMAL DISSIPATION OF
"OFF" INSTRUMENTS.
b. ASSUMES ALL NORMAL OPERATING PEAKS OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY.
services to operate the LST. These subsystems are composed of assemblies
that hous_e the devices and components required for generating, storing, and
conditioning power and for controlling and protecting the distribution networks.
The complement and characteristics of the major electrical equipment are
given in Table IV-8.
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Automatic controls are provided to protect the system against many
types of failures possible in the 5 year mission. Particular attention was given
to avoiding catastrophic conditions that might impair the ability to recover and
maintain the vehicle. Protection will favor those loads considered critical to
survival. System operations are controllable from the ground via the inter-
faces with the command -_'_ _+ .... _'_"_ Pnwer managementmay be
effected in response to the status and diagnostic information telemetered to
the remote control stations.
The system has provisions for test and checkout operations on the
ground. The external connectors are located on the aft end of the SSMto
satisfy the interface requirements being established for in-space operations
and maintenancewith the Shuttle orbiter. Limited use of the same interfaces
will satisfy the Shuttle launch phaserequirements. In the event that the
alternate launchvehicle is used, the system is designedfor easyadaptation
to the Titan-OAS system. Mounting space andadditional distributor connectors
will be provided to accommodate "add-on" ModKits consisting of small
junction assemblies and adapter cables.
As assumedfor PhaseA, the three major elements of the LST -- the
SSM, the OTA, and the SIP -- contain a section of the electrical system. The
SSMprovides the subsystemsand electrical integration functions necessary
to energize, operate, and control the LST andto retrieve the scientific
information•
The electrical system configuration was primarily influenced by the
configuration and electrical size of the LST, the 5 year mission, the high
reliability needed, and the considerations given to cost and maintenance. As
indicated, critical componentsandnetworks are made redundant becausethey
determine the probability of mission successbased on the practicality of in-
space maintenance. Low cost rather than mass and performance optimization
• *_^ _'_+_- _ _ign annceDts Except forwas or primary imporLa_me in _,,_ ................... . •
special scientific items, existing technology has been used throughout. Space-
proven assemblies have been used, in general, whenever it was determined
that such have adequate capacity and electrical characteristics for the LST
system. For the few cases where existing assemblies were not satisfactory,
qualified subassemblies, modules, and designs were selected from such
programs as HEAO, OAO, Skylab, ATM, Air Force programs, et al. Since
very little of the reference hardware has been qualified for the life and
reliability required for LST, maintenance is essential to achieve mission
objectives, especially when components with known life limits are considered.
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Studieswere performed to use the Unprecedentedadvantagesprovided
for payloadsby the Shuttle system. Based onpreliminary ififormation per-
taining to the Shuttle support system and crew capabilities, the pressurized
LST was the most practical, cost-effective approach. It minimized operational
risks, provided the most extensive maintenance capabilities, a_d offered the
best utilization of in-space time. Compared to other versions studied from an
electrical standpoint, the pressurized concept tended to reduce mass, volume,
and designcomplexity and permitted modularization for reliable service and
selection of proven, low-cost assemblies. The reference electrical configura-
tion andassemblyconcepts also appear to be consistent with minimum cost
for test, spares, and logistics.
Theassembly and cabling concepts of the system considered low cost
designandfabrication methods consistent with modularization neededfor ease
of replacement andtesting, andfor reliable operations. To assure trouble-
free operations, networks required only for launch or maintenance are kept
independent,physically and electrically, to the extent possible. Assembly
configurations were based on reliable operation, thermal compatibility, and
features neededfor maintenance. Reference to Figure I-5 and Table I-1 of
Chapter I will showthat the electrical equipment is located, with most of the
SSMequipment, in the aft section of the SSM, around the circumference of the
cylindrical module. The arrangement considered efficient cabling as well as
access for maintenance. Special attention was given to locating temperature-
sensitive items, suchas the batteries. The batteries are located on the side
of the vehicle that will normally face away from the sun. The thermal design
will keep the batteries normally below 10°C and will maintain close tempera-
ture control, both of which are essential to reliable performance.
A simplified block diagram of the SSMelectrical system is given in
Figure IV-2. The electrical relationship of the major assemblies dedicated
to power generation and distribution and to test and maintenance are shown.
A more complete schematic is given in SectionD of this chapter.
The power distribution networks are composedof two solar power
distributors (SPDs), two electrical control assemblies (ECAs), eight remote
electrical distribution units (EDUs), cabling, and interface devices. The
SPDscentralize and control the power transmission network that primarily
services the electrical power subsystem. Although the solar array is not
redundant, it is modularized for protection and redundant wiring is provided
to the SPDs. Each SPDreceives power from one wing of the array. Either or
both of the redundantprimary buses may be energized. Control switching
permits crossties betweenthe buses of both SPDs.
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The SPDsprotect and control the transmission of primary power to the
EPS assemblies and to the ECAs. Cabling from the external interface is
provided to the SPDsfor control and test purposes during ground, launch, and
in-space maintenance operations. Although the SPDshave provisions to house
a remote commanddecoder (RCD), they presently receive commandsvia the
ECAs which have the RCDs allocated for electrical system functions.
Main distribution is centralized and controlled by the ECAs, which are
redundant with each having the capacity to satisfy the requirements of the LST.
The inputs to each ECA are redundant. They receive primary power from the
SPDs, secondarypower from the batteries, and regulated power from the
regulators. Each ECA houses redundantbuses which may be crosstied to the
buses of the other ECA. Main distribution is protected with the ECAs and
directed to the EDUs. The single-point grounding for the entire system is
located in the ECAs.
The EDUs receive power from the ECAs and control and protect
secondary distribution. Theseunits are also redundant and are decentralized
to provide for gi'owth andversatility. They provide output adaptability for the
OTA/SIP but simplify and maintain the interfaces to be established with the
SSM. Electrical access from the OTA/SIP to the external interfaces is
channeledthrough the EDUs.
The electrical power subsystem of the electrical system consists of
two deployed, pivoted solar array wings; orientation, deployment/retraction
assemblies; six battery charger assemblies; six regulator assemblies; and
various sensors and control devices. With maintenance, the EPS is rated
to deliver 1500watts at 28 + 2 percent Vdc throughout the mission. The
functions and characteristics of the EPS equipment are described in the
following section.
C. Electrical Power Subsystem
1. Summary. The EPS must furnish power to all the LST electrical
loads and must satisfy system losses during orbital operations. If the alternate
launch vehicle is used, the LST EPS must supply the necessary power during
launch and subsequent phases of the mission. With maintenance, it must have
the capability to sustain operations throughout the 5 year mission.
The reference EPS is designed for an orbital average power of
1500 watts at the 5 year, end-of-mission (EOM) conditions. Although the peak
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capability of the equipment is greater, the EPS is rated for a peak power of
2700watts to limit the discharge rate to half the rating of the combined
batteries. As determined by the preliminary load analyses discussed in
Section A. 2, the LST requires an averagepower of 1283watts and a peak
power of 1785watts. This gives a designmargin of 217watts and 915watts
for the average and maximum power, respectively. The system has an
overall efficiency of 77.8 percent, including energy storage and distribution
losses.
Except for its size and the features required for adaptation to the
LST, the EPS is a conventional solar array, battery-type power system with
output power conditioning to regulate system voltage at 28 Vdc • 2 percent.
Design and performance criteria determined for existing hardware modules
and qualified components have been used for establishing the concepts and
size of the system.
A centralized, series regulator configuration was selected because
it simplified design and integration, it offered good performance and reliable
service, and it was considered cost effective. This configuration was selected
from four candidates subjected to tradeoff studies for the LST application.
Similar research applications module (RAM) studies tend to confirm this
selection. Decentralized concepts offer more versatility and isolation but
require more hardware. The protection and versatility provided in the EDS
permit incorporation of power conditioning in the remote EDUs, if required.
The concept permits such changes later as the system design matures. For
large loads, the central regulators can be bypassed to avoid additional con-
ditioning losses.
LST.
Figure IV-3 is a diagram of the electrical power subsystem for
2. Reference Configuration and Performance Requirements. Various
EPS configurations were reduced to lumped parameter models for computer
analysis of the design and performance requirements for the major elements
of the subsystem. The preliminary considerations given these configurations
and the rationale for selecting the reference design are discussed in Section
F. 1 of this chapter. A block diagram of the design reference EPS configuration
is shown in Figure IV-4. The symbols and values used are defined in Table
IV-9.
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The voltage and load requirements established in SectionA. 2 are
considered to be at the load terminals, exclusive of the distribution losses,
Theorbital average design load of 1500watts provides a 217-watt designo
margin for growth and flexibility for updating the scientific instruments.
a. Power Conditioning Requirements. The average output rating
of the power conditioning/regulator elements must satisfy the average design
load and distribution losses. Therefore, the average rating must be 1530
watts. To assure that maximum loads and transients are safely handled,
these elements should have a peak rating of at least 1.5 times the average, or
2295watts. The output voltage shouldbe slightly higher than the nominal 28
Vdc, and the regulation must be slightly better than the ±2 percent specified
for the loads. Since the power conditioning assemblies receive power from
the primary (solar array) buses during sunlight periods of the orbit and from
the energy storage (battery) buses during occultation, the inputs must be
compatible with both the battery and solar array voltages. The baseline EPS
employs buck-boost regulators which permit the input voltage range to exceed
the extreme range of 24 to 88 volts expectedfrom the solar array-battery
combination.
b. Energy Storage Requirements. The energy storage part of the
EPS consists of batteries of rechargeable cells and their associated power
conditioning assemblies designatedas charger assemblies. Referring to
Figure IV-4, the primary power available from the solar array is zero during
occultation and the system load must be supplied from energy storage. The
system efficiency whenthe batteries are discharged during occultation, _?BD'
is given by
_BD = _?o _r _d = 86.5 percent (1)
If the peak value of PLd is used with equation ( 1), the minimum power or
current rating of the batteries is established.
Equation (2) defines the energy storage requirements E D as
a function of the occultation period, td; the average load during occultation,
PLd ; and the system losses involved:
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Figure IV-4. EPS configuration.
TABLE IV-9. EPS SYMBOLS AND DESIGN FACTORS
Symbol
PL
PLS
PLd
J
t
o
t
s
t d
E D
PSR
_t
c
_b
_d
_r
o
ps
_)BD
_ES
_EPS
M
s
Definition
Orbital Average Loud Required
Average Load During Sunlight
Average Load During Darkness
Ratio of PLd to PLS
Orbital Period
Sunlight Period (min)
Occultation Period (Max)
Energy Required During Occultation
Solar Array Power Required
Solar Power Transmission Efficiency
Charger Efficiency
Battery Watt-Hour Efficiency
Battery to Regulator Line Efficiency
Regulator Efficiency
Output Distribution Efficiency
Primary Power to Load Efficiency
System Efficiency During td
Efficiency of Energy Storage Loop
Overall System Efficiency
Performance Factor (PsR/PL }
Values
1500
See Note u
See Note a
See Note a
1.615
1.021
0.592
TBD b
TBD
98
95
8O
97
9i
98
87.4
86.5
73.7
TBD
TBD
Unit
watts
watts
watts
hours
hours
hours
W-h
watts
U/o
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
a. Output power considered parametrically.
b. TBD -- To be determined.
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PLd" td
E -
D _BD
(2)
For the maximum occultation, a 1500 watt load requires 1024 watt-hours of
energy.
Figure IV-5 shows the sensitivity of energy storage require-
ments to variations in PLd for the maximum and average occultation periods
of the specified 611 km orbit. The importance of determining a good power
profile on the basis of sunlight/dark periods is illustrated by Figure IV-6.
The variation in energy storage requirements has been shown as a function of
the ratio of load during occultation to the load during sunlight, with the restric-
tion that the 1500 watt orbital average design load, PL ' be maintained
constant. The average orbital load is defined by
PLd " td + PLS " ts
PL = t (3)
o
_z 1500 I t_,X__
,ooo 
,,Z 1000 1500 2000
AVERAGE LOAD POWER, WATTS
Figure IV-5. Energy required as a function of load
and occultation.
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Figure IV-6. Energy storage versus dark to daylight
load ratio.
c. Solar Array Requirements. During sunlight periods, the solar
array must simultaneously furnish the system load, PLS' satisfy system
losses, and replace the battery energy used during the occultation period. The
efficiency, _ps ' at which the system delivers power to the Load is
_?ps = _/o _?r _t = 87.4%
(4)
The efficiency of the energy storage loop of the EPS is defined by
_?ES = _d _?b _c = 73.7% (5)
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From Figure IV-4, the average solar array power required, PSR' may be
derived in terms of the sunlight load and the dark load as given by
PLS PLd td
PSR _ps _ps 7?ES ts
(6)
Letting J equal the ratio, PLd/PLS, and substituting equation (3) into
equation ( 6), one can state the solar power required in terms of the orbital
average load and the ratio of dark load to sunlight load as given by
PL t t + J t d
o _ES s (7)
PSR = _lps _ES ts ts + J td
For the selected baseline design conditions, PSR = 3054 watts.
The solar array power required is shown as a function of load
and occultation period in Figure IV-7. It is assumed that PL = PLS = PLd
(i.e., J = 1) for this plot.
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Figure IV-7. Array power required as a function of
load and occultation.
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The system performance factor, M , defined as the ratio ofs
solar array power required to the orbital average load, is given by
_1_M -
s PL
(8)
Since this factor indicates the size of the array needed, it has been plotted in
Figure IV-8 against J, the ratio of occultation power to sunlight power, main-
taining the orbital average load at 1500 watts. For the reference design
conditions, M = 2.04. The total watt-hour efficiency of the system, _?EPSS
is the total energy received by the load throughout the orbit divided by the
solar array energy supplied. Combining equations (3) and ( 7), the total
efficiency is determined by
_?ps_?ES (ts+Jtd)
_,,_ - (9)
r_r_ "lESt +Jr dS
For an average orbit and J = 1, the efficiency of the design reference EPS
is 77.8 percent.
3. Reference Solar Array
a. Configuration and Stowage. Low cost and proven technology
were of prime importance in the LST study. Within reasonable limits, weight
was not a constraint; the Shuttle allows a liberal weight margin for the LST
spaceer__ft. Convention__! array construction w_ ,_elected for the reference
design because of the Titan alternate launch vehicle, although more advanced
designs offer more advantages when Shuttle maintenance operations are
considered. The alternate arrays considered are described in Section F. 2.
Although flexible arrays may be 10 to 15 percent more expensive at the present
time, ,they are scheduled for several programs in the near future. Their
increasing use could make them more economical than the rigid panel type
by the time the LST detail design phase starts.
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Figure IV-8. Performance factor versus dark to daylight
load ratio.
Figure IV-9 shows the reference solar array deployed on the
LST. As was shown in Section C. 2, the design load of 1500 watts requires an
EOM average power rating of 3054 watts at the design temperature of 63°C.
With this requirement, an oriented array is necessary for the requisite array
dimensions and the LST pointing constraints. The array consists of two
deployable wings mounted on two booms as illustrated. Once deployed, the
wings rotate about the Y-axis of the vehicle to achieve sun orientation for
efficient use of the array.
The requirement for an alternate Titan launch vehicle was an
important constraint upon the solar array design. The Titan IIIE shroud
envelope limit of 374 cm diameter confines the stowage space so that a wrap-
around configuration is needed. The array stowage and deployment concepts are
shown in Figure IV-10. Although this configuration is somewhat heavier than a
completely folded version, it is a simpler design, and deployment/retraction
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SOLAR ARRAY
Figure IV-9. LST with deployed solar array.
reliability is higher. The folded version also would have required the SSM
configuration to change. The cylinder would have to be flattened on two sides
to accommodate array stowage. The stowage constraint does not apply for
a Shuttle launch.
With the design reference concept, the array is near its
maximum size with the constraint that it be mount only on the SSM. A slight
increase in panel length is possible. The mounting ring structure (also
resulting from the alternate launch requirement) provides bearing mounting
for the cylindrical rotatable booms. These are required to support the wing
assemblies which weigh 141.4 kg each. A second set of bearings is located
within the orientation drive assembly inside the SSM. The boom locations on
the aft end of the SSM offer thermal advantages for the spacecraft and minimize
influence on the sensitive OTA structure.
Each wing consists of six hinged, rigid panels which become
erect when the booms are deployed. Torsion rods provide the driving force.
Each panel consists of two modules on which the solar cells and cover slides
are mounted. The module substrates are aluminum honeycomb assemblies,
similar to those used for HEAO and Skylab. The length and width of the
modules were selected to fit the SSM tightly when the array is folded.
The wing dimensions shown in Figure IV-10 provide a total
array area of 39. I m 2. This size allows for the degradation predicted to
result from 5 years of exposure to space radiation, ultraviolet radiation and
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micrometeorites. The 5 year design is necessary becausethe array is not
suitable for easy in-space replacement. EVA would be required to replace or
repair the array. As an assembly, it is too massive and unwieldy for a suited
man to handle. However, the modules andmechanisms are designed so that
they could be readily disconnectedfor replacement of individual componentsof
the array, r_neS"nuttierevisit capabilities permiL smaller design margins and
optimistic degTadationpredictions without undue risk to the mission.
b. Deployment/Retraction. During launch, the array panels are
held against shock absorbing snubbers to prevent shockand vibration damage.
Pyrotechnic separation bolts of the type to be used for the HEAO were tenta-
tively selected becauseof the possible use of the alternate launch vehicle.
Several suchdevices have been qualified and are considered applicable;
selection will dependon detail design. Theseunits have redundantfiring
squibs and would be connectedto redundant switches and sources for firing.
Separation joints are redundant (two in series) and each is held by a separate
bolt. This assures that array separation will occur. Considering a Shuttle
launch and maintenance, this is not a desirable approach. Powered mechanical
latches shouldbe investigated for array release. These shouldhave the ability
to automatically relatch the array whenit is retracted for a Shuttle visit.
When the panels are free, the torsion rod linkages extend
then into a planar configuration. The controlled wire cable canprovide
damping if necessary. Onceerected, they are latched in this position.
Proper sequencingis provided to initiate boom deployment after the panels
are released. The motor-gear assembly at the boom hinge point is energized
to rotate the boom outward 90degrees. Redundantlimit switches deenergize
the motor whenboom deployment is achieved. The current limiting motor-
drive design offers additional protection. The motors are rated for continuous
stall current should the limit switches fail. Deployment power canbe turned
off later by remote command.
The retraction requirement is not conventional anda unique
design is required. This is one of the reasons the alternate flexible arrays
were attractive. Analysis indicated that the deployed reference array is
sturdy and rigid enoughto withstand release and docking forces associated
with Shuttle operations. Present docking conceptspermit deployment of the
array when it is attached to the Shuttle. The LST, with arrays deployed, is
shownattached to the orbiter in Figure IV-11. In its worst position, the
array has ample clearance, although rotation of it would provide greater
clearance, if desired for docking operations.
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Figure IV-11. Array clearance with Shuttle.
However, to provide the capability to retrieve the LST into the
payload bay, retraction mechanisms are included in the design. The deployment
sequence is reversed for retraction. Upon command, the boom deployment
motors are energized over separate lines provided for reverse operation.
When the boom reaches the stops on the SSM, limit switches deenergize the
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boom motors and energize the retraction mvtors. The retraction motor and
cable linkages unlatch the wing panels anddraw them back around the SSM
mountings. Limit switches deactivate the retraction motors. All mechanisms
are reversible and commandoverrides are provided for all switching operations.
unusual characteristics, exceptionally lightweight assemblies, or .unique
techniques that might incur high cost to satisfy stringent requirements. Based
on previous solar cell and eoverslide performance trade studies, and on
historical cost information, the cells and coverslides were selected to obtain
the most cost-effective array for the 5 year mission• Several sizes, thick-
nesses, andtwo-base resistivities were considered for N/P silicon cells.
Glass and fused silica, several thicknesses, and several coatings were varia-
tions in coverslides considered. The cost per watt at the end of the refe_'ence
mission was determined on the basis of fabricated assembly costs and long-
term performance variations. For the typical coverslides considered, the
selected 10ohm-cm base resistivity was better beyond3 years. Fabrication
and breakage costs are higher for thin cells and coverslides. Unit cost is not
a function of thickness, but of processing. The efficiency is higher for thicker
cells, and is near maximum for 0. 031 cm thickness. The cell size of 2 x 4 cm
is becoming an industry standard becauseit is most economical for a given
output. The thicker fused silica coverslides with blue filter were best for the
LST mission becauseof lowered transmission losses and decreased overall
degradation.
Typical characteristics for the coverslide selected for the LST
array are listed in Table IV-10.
TABLE IV-10. COVERSLIDECHARACTERISTICS
Name
Size
Material
Manufacturer Type
Filter Coating
Antireflection Coating
Transmission Loss
Blue filter coverslide
4x 2x 0.03i cm
Fusedsilica
Corning 7940
Rejects below 0.410 + 0.015
Less than 2% reflection
Less than 4% above 0. 450
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Characteristics and ratings of the reference solar cell are
given in Table IV-If; they are specified at industry-standard conditions.
Standardtemperature is 28° ± 2°C, with illumination of 140mW/cm 2. Power
and efficiency ratings are based on total solar spectral energy incident on
effective solar cell area. The incidence angle is within i degree of normal
(90 degrees _=i degree) .
TABLE IV-If. BARE SOLARCELL CHARACTERISTICS
Type
Size
Base Resistivity
Contacts
Effective Area, Min
OpenCircuit Voltage
Short Circuit Current
Max Power Voltage
Max Power Current
Efficiency, Nominal
Silicon N/P
2× 4× 0.031 cm
i0 ohm-cm
Ag-Ti
7.7 cm2
0. 554 V
285mA
0. 442 V
259mA
10.6%
Solar array construction incurs unavoidable losses in perform-
ance due to coverslide losses, contact and wiring resistance, and cell mis-
matching. Figure IV-12 shows the composite array degradation predicted over
a period of 5 years for the reference design. Analysis of previous array
performance in space and radiation test results show that both voltage and
current decrease. The effect on cell current is much greater however. For
the predicted space environment, the reference cell characteristics were
adjusted for degradation to determine the EOM array performance. For the
several factors that contribute to degradation, the equivalent power loss is
given as a percent of initial power rating in Table IV-12.
Solar array performance is significantly affected by other
factors -- temperature, intensity, and angle of incidence. Array power is a
function of the cosine of the angle of incidence. Since the array is to be
normally oriented, no corrections were made for increased reflectance losses
that occur when the incidence angle exceeds ~45 degrees. Thermal analyses
were made to determine the array temperatures as a function of orbit cycles
and extreme thermal cases expected for the mission. Array thermal charac-
teristics and temperatures are discussed in Chapter III. The solar constant
variations and temperature coefficients applicable to the reference design are
given in Table IV-13.
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Figure IV-12. Solar array degradation.
TABLE IV-12. ARRAY DEGRADATION
Type of Degradation Loss at 5 Years (%)
Coverslide (Fixed)
Radiation
UV Losses
Micrometeorite
Blocking Diodes
Transmission (Fixed)
3.7
10.5
0.7
1.5
none
2.0
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TABLE IV-13. SOLARARRAY DESIGNFACTORS
Factor Symbol Value
Solar Constant
SeasonVariations
Max Temperature Range
Temperature Coefficients
Short Circuit Current
OpenCircuit Voltage
Max Power Voltage
Max Power
S
AS
T
K
SC
K
OC
KmV
K
P
135.4 _: 1% mW/cm 2
+3.43%, -3.26%
-52°C to +83°C
+0. 037%/° C
-2.3 mV/°C
-2.2 mV/°C
-0.51 J°c
d. Solar Cell Panels. Solar array design was iterated with per-
formance studies to optimize the array design. Performance studies consisted
of determining power, current, and voltage characteristics as a function of
orbital parameters, temperature, intensity, incidence, and mission life for
variations in panel design and cell layouts. Typical extreme and average
values of the above parameters were used to assure that system requirements
were satisfied. Design ratings and sensitivity data derived from the perform-
ance studies were then used to adapt the panel and module design to spacecraft
and mission constraints and to the power requirements.
Details of the module design determined for the array are
illustrated in Figure IV-13. Aluminum honeycomb, 0. 953 cm thick, is used
for the substrates° These have 0. 025 cm face sheets. Micaply bonded to the
substrates serves as insulation for the cells. The cells and coverslides are
mounted on the insulated substrate using proven adhesives qualified for low
outgassing characteristics. Proven flat laydown techniques, existing inter-
connects, and qualified connectors and wiring are used in the construction.
Figure IV-14 shows a cross section of the solar cell module and identifies the
material used.
The frame indicated in Figure IV-t3 provides for attaching two
modules to form a panel. Hinges with bearings are attached to two sides of the
panel to permit linkage of the panels and for attachment to the boom that will
support the wing assembly as indicated in Figure IV-10.
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The pancl configuration is _llu_t_.ed in Figure !V-15 Two
J-1 .... I -- __
modules are shown fastened together to form the panel. A section o£ um _u,ar
cell arrangement for the panel assembly is also shown.
e. Orientation Requirements. Two degrees of freedom are
required for the solar array to be oriented toward the sun while the tele-
scope is fixed on a target star. One degree is provided by a roll maneuver
of the spacecraft. The second degree is provided by mechanical rotation of
the arrays about the Y-axis of the spacecraft.
Since the spacecraft telescope pointing excludes a 45-degree
cone centered on the sun and the same side of the spacecraft is always oriented
away from the sun, the solar panels are required to rotate only through 145
degrees about the Y-axis; continuous rotation is not required. Each time the
spacecraft is reoriented to point the telescope to a new target star, the space-
craft is rolled about the spacecraft star line and the solar array is mechanically
rotated about the Y-axis to point toward the sun. The arrays are not reoriented
during an experiment exposure. The angular rate of rotation of the panels about
the Y-axis will be about 8.7 × 10 -3 rad/sec during each reorientation period.
_"- _" ..... *_^ array reorientation to h_ _mpl_f_a within the peric_-] of one
ground station contact.
An accuracy of _4 degrees is adequate for the roll and gimbal
angles. During off-nominal operations where the roll attitude of the spacecraft
must be varied for experiment purposes, power system performance variations
have been calculated. During a reorientation of the solar array, torques
developed between the solar array and the spacecraft should be less than
6.8 N-m to keep spacecraft disturbances within reasonable limits. Commands
to reposition the array about the Y-axis will be received from the command
system. These commands will be absolute position, not error signals. Array
position will be telemetered back to the ground, based on array shaft position
from an encoder and from wide angle sun sensor outputs:
The drive motor must develop sufficient starting torque to
overcome the inertial load presented by the solar array and the coulomb friction
loads presented by the gear train and bearings. It must also overcome the
spring resistance of the power transfer cables across the rotary joint. The
starting torque for the motor is usually chosen from the range of 5 to 10 times
the coulomb friction loads in a conservative design. The torque acting against
the inertia of the array, causing it to accelerate, is the motor torque less the
torque losses to bearing friction and power transfer cable windup spring
resistance. For this design a peak motor starting torque to loss torque ratio
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of 8.5 has been used. The peak torque less loss torque will act to accelerate
the array. A check has been made to ensure real by using an uL1-t,1, 1,_u_o_
control, the forces developed will not damage the array or produce large
control system disturbances.
For a journal bearing of a polyimide polymer sliding on stainless
steel, the coefficientof friction is about 0.2 maximum. For two 5.08-cm
diameter bearings preloaded at 22.2 N an additional 2.67-N load results from a
maximum vehicle angular acceleration of 1.47 × i0-4 rad/sec 2. The coulomb
friction load will be about 0.253 N-re. A 2.5 em diameter polyimide/steel seal
with a 44.5 N preload is used to allow removal of the motor from the inside of
the pressurized container; therefore, an additional 0. i13 N-m coulomb load will
be incurred. The spring resistance of the power transfer cable is about 0. I13
N-re. Therefore, the torque losses between the motor/gearhead and the array
shaft total 0.479 N-m.
f. DC Stepper Motor Drive. A dc stepper motor drive is used
to provide the 4. 067 N-m to the output shaft, bearings, and seals. A 30:1
harmonic drive is provided to reduce the 15 degree steps of the stepper to
lncrem_l,_........ u._ 0. 5 _1..... _m,,,_'.... ' ...........a ,_,,o,._, _.÷_"_,,. harmonic a_.............._ffi_i_n_yuv_-vv.
of 50 percent, the required stepper motor torque is about 0. 282 N-m. If the
efficiency of the harmonic drive is nearer 0.90 and the loss torques on the
output shaft are 0. 479 N-m, then up to 14.372 N-m of net torque would
momentarily act as a disturbance on the spacecraft attitude when simultaneously
reorienting the two solar array wings. The attitude system can hold against
torques below 27. i16 N-m. Although not provided for in the present design,
rate feedback can be added to limit the net torque acting as a disturbance on
the spacecraft attitude, if required. The load reflected by the solar array
inertia into the drive assembly during a maximum spacecraft angular accelera-
tion of i. 47 × 10 -4 rad/sec 2 is about 0. 068 N-re. For this angular acceleration,
the drive _assembly motor would not have to be energized. The friction of the
journal bearings and seals would hold the array with respect to the spacecraft
during maneuvers and during quiescent periods when experiments are being
performed.
A layout of the required dc stepper motor, harmonic drive,
encoder, bearings and seals is shown in Figure IV-16. This is packaged and
seals are provided such that the assembly may be replaced from within the
pressurized LST volume. The overall assembly is packaged within an
envelope of 20 cm diameter × 35 cm length and has a mass of i0 kg. Redundant
windings can be provided within the motor. A spring clutch/shock adsorber
device is included to smooth the motor pulses and to slip if excessive external
torque loads during ground operations are reflected back in through the output
shaft. This is desired to protect the harmonic drive teeth from potential
over-stress.
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If the solar array drive assembly must be exchanged during
maintenance, it can be removed while the SSM is pressurized. T--he shaft seal
prevents excessive leakage during an exchange operation. If the shaft must
be removed, it is done from outside the LST SSM and the motor is left mounted
to the inside wall with the O-ring seals intact. The shaft and external bearing
can then be removed also with the LST SSM pressurized.
A block diagram of the dc stepper motor control circuit is
shown in Figure IV-17. Upon receiving the 8-bit position command from the
command system, it is compared with the existing position of the array stored
in the array position encoder. If a difference exists, a signal indicating
clockwise or counterclockwise rotation is sent from the comparator to the
stepper motor driver logic and a signal to start the one pulse per second pulse
generator is sent from the comparator. The pulse generator output is sent to
the stepper motor logic and driver which in turn energizes the stepper motor.
When the solar array drive reaches the correct position, the position encoder
output matches the position register output and the comparator output to the
pulse generator is a stop signal.
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Figure IV-J7. Orientation control circuit.
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g.  Array Performance. A com'puter program was developed to 
calculate and plot the solar a r ray  performance. Plots were made of current 
and voltage and voltage and power at the minimum , maximum, and average 
a r ray  temperatures. The results for the design reference a r ray  at the end of 
5 years in space, at temperatures of +63"C, and 83"C, are shown in Figures 
IV-18 and IV-19. The array parameters are shown in each figure. The 
beginning-of-life (BOL) characteristics at  63°C a r e  shown in Figure IV-20. 
Performance calculations were made for a modification of the 
design reference array using phase change material (PCM) enclosed in the 
solar cell modules. The phase change material selected was lithium nitrate 
trihydrate - its heat of fusion absorbs heat conducted to it from the solar 
cells. The PCM will stay at a constant temperature until all of the mass has 
changed phase - in this case,  to a liquid. This has the effect of maintaining 
the a r ray  at a cooler average temperature, thereby increasing the overail 
electrical power conversion efficiency. The output power variation over a 
typical sunlight period of the orbit is shown in Figure IV-21 for a r rays  with 
PCM compared to  the performance of the reference design. The output of 
the reference array is higher initially but drops rapidly as the sunlight heats it. 
Those with PCM have lower initial power but maintain a more constant output 
because the solar heating has less effect on the cell temperature. The a r ray  
with 68 kg of PCM had an average output equivalent to that of the reference 
design. With 91 kg of PCM, the array 's  average output was 6 percent higher 
than the reference design. 
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Figure IV-1 8. Reference a r ray  EOM performance at average temperature. 
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One of the major advaDtages of the PCM would be the increased
reliability of cell intcrconnections becausc the thermal cycling stresses would
be reduced significantly. Although power and reliability advantages are quite
attractive if mass is no constraint, this approach was not considered further
because considerable R&D would be required to make the concept practical for
an array. The material is compatible with aluminum but whether or not it is
compatible with array adhesives was not determined. Lithium nitrate trihydrate
has been considered for other applications, but no experimental work has been
devoted to solar panels. The containment of such material would be critical
for an array and could lead to higher construction costs.
4. Enerk--V Storage Subsystem. The energy storage subsystem must
store energy during sunlight periods of the orbit and must furnish the LST with
electrical power during occultation periods. It must supplement the solar array
power occassionally during off-sun orientation cases and, if the alternate launch
vehicle is used, it must power the LST during the initial launch phase of the
mission. The energy storage subsystem must also provide means for condi-
tioning and controlling energy storage and must accept array power only when
not needed to sustain loads.
3...L.L J,._.,,_.LVJ..L .L' . J. 1.1, .L_. _IJ.UYY,LI t,.1,L.'Jt, U,L.IL..L_:..L e,_J.J,l., .IL_.L-'k._ _Ull/.JLI_.L.I..L'_I,I,,.ILt,.JlJ. _ IJ.,_I,V_,
only a small effect on energy storage requirements. The influence of load,
efficiency, occultation periods, temperature, and life are more significant.
The requirement to accomplish off-sun roll maneuvers can be a design driver
on capacity requirements, as discussed in Section C. 6. Based on the 86.5
percent system efficiency when operating from batteries, the energy storage
subsystem must deliver 1024 W-h of energy for each maximum occultation
orbit. It must be capable of reliable performance for the temperature range
of 10 _- 5°C and for the mission duration with maintenance.
a. Subsystem Description. The energy storage subsystem
consists of six nickel cadmium battery assemblies, six dedicated charger
assemblies, and the associated sensors and controls needed to operate and
protect the subsystem. Today's technology and conservative reliability data
were used to size the subsystem and to predict performance. With the
capability for in-space maintenance, LST system requirements can be met
without the need for advanced technology.
Based on selection rationale and trades discussed later, a
six-battery configuration was selected as a cost-effective, reliable approach
compromising battery design and operational characteristics with system
complexity, control, protection, and maintenance. Although further adjust-
ments for energy required during off-sun pointing experiments may be
necessary, 30-A-h cells and 24 cell assemblies were chosen to give the
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subsystem a 5400W-h energy rating. The normal operating mode, maximum
occultations, and design load conditions would incur a depth of discharge (DOD)
of 19percent. The cycle life, DOD, and temperature relationship shownin
Figure IV-22 indicates a 2.2 year life rating for the subsystem. Figure IV-22
was conservatively derived from available reliability test data. To maintain
reliable performance, the maximum DODduring periodic off-sun pointing
eonditions shouldbe limited to between50percent and 60percent. The limit
is dependenton system conditions andthe age of the batteries.
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All batteries will be energized and cycled during typical orbital
operations because trickle charge/standby does not significantly improve life
and it also conditions the battery to accept higher loads. The system controls
permit batteries to be discharged in several parallel combinations, providing
redundancy. Normally the system will be operated with three pairs of
isolated batteries or two sections of three in parallel to guard against total
storage subsystem allows other configurations for power management or fault
isolation by controlling cross strapping of the four output buses located in the
electrical control assemblies.
Each battery is protected against circulating or reverse
current by diodes located in the output circuits. The input and output of the
batteries are channeled through the dedicated chargers which monitor battery
performance parameters continuously. Redundant lines are provided for all
battery cabling. Overload and low voltage protection guards the integrity and
avoids excessive over-pressurization of ceils. In the event of abnormal system
conditions, each battery may be isolated for diagnostics and special recharge
conditioning. Should service faults occur that necessitate the removal of a
battery from service, the redundancy and power management scheme permits
continued system operations by increasing the DOD of the remaining assemblies.
Although the life is affected by such conditions, the capacity and thermal design
are adequate to sustain full load with three operating battery assemblies.
Fault protection is established to always favor critical loads with a source of
power.
The condition of each battery is monitored and controlled by a
separate charger assembly. The chargers provide current and voltage instru-
mentation and receive temperature and third electrode signals from the
batteries to assure reliable battery control. All battery instrumentation
designated for telemetry is channeled through the chargers. Because of the
long mission and to provide versatile power management and protection,
conditions to the ground. The output of these meters can also provide redundant
cutoff signals for charge termination.
Each of the six charger assemblies is redundantly connected to
the primary solar power buses. Each charger demands primary bus power in
accordance with the specific battery needs. Power tracking networks in the
solar power distributors permit full utilization of array power available but
assure that system loads are first satisfied before power is delivered to the
chargers.
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The chargers deliver variable current and voltage up to 36 Vdc
to the batteries. The charger output is controlled by battery instrumentation
to assure proper adaptation to battery characteristics and conditions. The
chargers are designedto handle 700watts to allow adequaterecharge for
abnormal conditions when several batteries are no longer in service. The
chargers will furnish higher charge rates at the beginning of a sunlight period
whenthe "cold" arrays deliver higher power. Normally the chargers will
limit the charge rate to half the current rating of the battery.
Characteristics and ratings of the energy storage subsystem
are summarized in Table IV-14.
TABLE IV-14. ENERGYSTORAGESUBSYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICSAND RATINGS
Characteristic SubsystemRating
Batteries
No. of Assemblies
Type
Cell Rating
Temperature
Average DOD
Charger Assemblies
No. of Assemblies
Type
Max Recharge Rating
Max Charge Voltage
Total Subsystem
Energy Capacity
Average Power
6
Sealed NiCd
3O A-h
l0 ° . 5°C
19%
6
Step Down Converter
4200 watts
36 Vdc
5400 W-h
2700 watts
Max Current
Output Voltage
Input Voltage
Efficiency
Life
Mass
Volume
180 A
24 to 31 Vdc
38 to 88 Vdc
73.5%
2.2 years
170 kg
177 500 cm 3
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b. Battery Selection Rationale. Sealed, nickel cadmium (NiCd)
batteries are considered the only feasible candidates to satisfy the electro-
chemical energy storage requirements for the LST low earth orbit mission.
NiCd batteries possess the ruggedness, ener_, capacity, cycle life, and fast
recharge characteristics best suited for suchan application. Although the
LST's 5 -,_ _,_n _,_,,1_ t_ _h_ t_hnnlno_T th_ in-_n_ m_int_nnn_
capabilities established for LST permit the use of existing technology.
Several preliminary battery designs were made using data
obtained from several manufacturers. Numerous cell configurations are
possible for the different A-h ratings considered; however, for a given size
and style these differences had small influence on battery performance.
Typical performance trades are briefly described in Section F. 3. Also,
several past programs were investigated for design and hardware applicable
to LST.
Because of its electrical size and capacity requirements, the
LST required larger cells to minimize system complexity and to ensure
reliable performance. Of the NASA systems canvassed for applicable hard-
ware, only the Skylab and ATM surpass the LST size. However, 30-A-h cells
are scheduled for several programs, e.g., HEAO, Skylab, and Mariner.
Larger cell ratings of one manufacture have been flown in several Air Force
programs. None of the assemblies reviewed were exactly consistent with the
LST system and maintenance concepts. Modification would probably cost as
much as a new assembly since assemblies are not production line products.
The HEAO battery was the closest candidate and its considered to be a
satisfactory alternate for adaptation to the LST if necessary. This would
incur a mass or performance penalty compared to the reference system but
not enough to jeopardize system feasibility.
Several manufacturers have the competence and cell sizes
_A_ _ T_m _1+h .... h improvements are desirable. Hi_qtorical cost
investigations have shown that battery hardware has been a relatively low
cost item.
Battery performance predictions for long missions are difficult
because of the wide variations in test and reliability data. This subject is
treated in Chapter VIII. Test results appear to be random in most cases,
varying with the manufacturing line, the test lab, a large number of conditions
imposed on tests. Type of failures also appear to be random, e.g., open
circuits, short to case, overpressurization, loss of capacity, seal leakage,
etc. Data correlating failures to design or fabrication processes are rare.
Most of the existing data pertain to cell sizes of 20 A-h or less.
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Typical cycle life curves published for NiCd cells, obtained by
curve fitting techniques, usually apply to limited test samples showingbetter
than average performance. If such data are to be used, conservatism is
recommendedbecausemost of the raw data existing will not support these
curves. Engineering judgment, as well as statistical analysis, is neededto
adjust these curves for the application so that reliability can be predicted with
confidence. Extrapolation is required for the number of cells in the assembly.
The range and tolerances of other system conditions, such as temperature and
loads, shouldbe considered, especially, the range of charge and discharge
rates possible. Finally, a margin commensurate with the wide dispersion in
test data shouldbe subtracted. Suchadjustments are feasible because
experience has shownthat with the proper precautions and control of battery
fabrications, handling, and testing, existing technology batteries canbe made
to perform for periods of 3 years or more. The curves previously shownin
Figure IV-22 were adjusted in this manner.
A lower battery capacity (higher DOD) might be acceptable if
large load variations and off-sun pointing were not anticipated. Later discus-
sion of off-sun pointing will indicate that the reference system may not have
sufficient capacity because the opinions of the scientific investigators as to
the degree of roll and pointing converage essential will vary.
Considering performance and life requirements, available test
and reliability data, and in-space maintenance, the following criteria are
considered essential to the LST applications:
1. Use conservatively rated cells.
2. Keep the depth-of-discharge low.
3. Keep the temperature in the range of 5°C and 15°C.
4. Effect goodcontrol onmanufacturing and acceptance.
5. Use matched cells and reliable charge control.
6. Assure that size, configuration, and installation features
permit safe, easy handling, and replacement in space.
The reference battery is the only EPS componentthat might be
considered unconventional; although, it is well within today's technology.
Cylindrical cells were used extensively in early satellites but low weight or
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convenient sizes were not available. The preference for rectangular assemblies
led to the wide use of rectangular cells. Cell sizes and ratings, however, have
not been standardized and there havebeennumerous configuration variations in
cells or a given A-h rating. The reference battery is based on cost saving
concepts investigated in recent low cost studiesfor fl_ture payloads. The basic
cost saving criteria for these studies are briefly related to the battery design
as follows:
1. Components (cells) should be common with commercial
lines and compatible with production tooling. Commercial cells favor cylindrical
models. Production tooling has been developed for the similar configurations.
2. Components must be rugged and as independent of
assembly design and processes as possible. Pressure independence is offered
by cylindrical cells and permits low weight assembly designs.
3. Standardized items should have good performance
consistent with technology, should be conservatively rated to minimize testing,
and should have versatility for a wide range of applications. The reference
design permits adaptation for capacity ratings up to 50 A-h. Only the cell
height needs to be changed and standard plates and separator added for higher
raLings.
c. Reference Battery Assembly. Subsystem studies were made
of existing assemblies and preliminary designs based on data from several
battery manufacturers. Design trades indicated that the reference battery
assembly, shown by Figure IV-23, offered a significant improvement in
energy-to-weight ratio. The design was subjected to a detailed materials and
weight analysis. Fabrication concepts and techniques were reviewed to
establish that the assembly could be cost-effective, reliable, and consistent
with standardization concepts. Further reductions in weight of housing are
possible but the design was not iterated.
Since the assembly does not need to resist cell pressure, it
can be a low weight casting of magnesium alloy with lightening holes. It is
assembled in two parts. The bottom section has a standard size; it retains
cell position and provides thermal dissipation. An upper part, not shown,
would be used for larger cells; it would have the same length and width
dimension, as the bottom to which it attaches. The housing protects cells,
exposed terminal, and straps and provides for mounting of cover and connectors.
To permit several capacity ratings, several top sections would be available
where only the height varies to adapt for higher cells. The housing for the
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30 A-h assembly would have a mass of 6.27 kg and would occupy a volume of
17 500 em 3. The mounting foot point would stay constant for cell ratings up to
50 A-h. Kapton cell insulation, adhesive for retaining cells, ce!! straps, and
connectors add 1.43 kg. The 24 cells, rated for 30 A-h, have a mass of
i4 7 kg. Thus, tile ....LUL_t,'..... _''"• et_11_ has a _.,_,_,....of __99.a. kg, o°'ivin_o ......n_peeifie
energ_y of 40.1 W-h/kg.
The performance advantages are a result of the low mass celi
construction and light assemblies and not on advance electrode performance.
Standard tooling provides high strength, electroformed, nickel casings 0.15
mm thick. The safe, unconstrained operating pressure is more than 69 N/m 2
and is 5 times better than an equivalent rectangular cell. Each cell is
hermetically sealed and all hardware, materials, and processes are standard.
Only the cell length and number of plates are varied (four sizes should be
adequate) for different capacity ratings if required. Table IV-15 shows cell
parameters for four possible ratings. The specific energy of the battery
increases when the larger cells are used. With 24 cells of the 30 A-h size,
the assembly is nominally rated for 900 W-h at 30 Vdc. The conservative
cell insulation used provides an insulation rating over twice the 500 volts
normally specified.
The cells would be linked in series with flexible, copper-nickel
straps suitable for brazing, welding, or bolting to the cells. The ends of the
straps are solid tips that are compression welded to the braided center. The
flexible straps assure that terminals and cell seals are not damaged from
contraction/expansion over the most severe temperature range that a battery
would incur. A recombination electrode is recommended for all cells. At
least three cells in the assembly would have a control signal electrode to
indicate oxygen pressure. The assembly includes three temperature sensors
for charge control, one for telemetry, and one for hardware monitoring during
ground, " ,, ---_ --^;-_ ...... _,_,_,,n_
Standard system connectors are provided to connect the
batteries into the system. The power input, output, and ground lines are
redundant. Cables wiI1 be shielded from EMI. A separate, sinai1 instrumen-
tation connector is recommended for connection to the chargers. A capped
test connector (not used in the system) is provided for access to individual
cells during conditioning, test, and maintenance of the battery•
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d. Battery Chargers. Each of the six battery assemblies will have
a dedicated _h_ The oh_rg_r assemblies must track the chanwin_ charge/
discharge characteristics of each associated battery and maintain them in good
operational condition for a year. Each assembly will:
i. Monitor charge, discharge, and battery conditions.
2. Limit the charge voltage to 36 Vdc and provide output
between 24 and 36 volts as needed.
3. Limit the charge current to less than 21 A and normally
deliver an average current between 4 and 6 A.
. Receive solar array power at voltage between 38 and
88 Vdc.
5. Be rated for 700 watts.
6. Sense primary bus voltage and avoid overloading the bus.
7. Terminate charge appropriately to avoid degradation
and thermal burden.
8. Provide instrumentation for remote power management.
.
requirements.
Be consistent with the system reliability and redundancy
The charger is a nonisolated, stepdown, static-switching
converter, basically consisting of controlled semiconductor switches; magnetic,
and electrostatic energy storage devices; and electronic control components.
As indicated in Figure IV-24, power transistors are used to accomplish
conversion and to control the output. Magnetic chokes and capacitors provide
the necessary energy storage. Logic and amplifier circuitry, consisting of
resistors, diodes, transistors, and capacitors, control the power switches
in accordance with the input control signals received. Low-pass filter
sections are provided to meet the system EMI and radio frequency interference
(RFI) requirements.
The charger replenishes the energy drawn from the battery
and furnishes additional power to compensate for the losses incurred by
battery inefficiency. The output of the charger is a variable that is adapted
to the battery characteristics.
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Figure IV-24. Battery charger simplified diagram.
The charger has a modified constant current and a constant
voltage output characteristic which is adjusted by the control signals received.
The control signals are received from internal and remote sensors. The
battery current, voltage, and ampere-hours are monitored internally. Remote
signals received are battery temperature and third electrode cell signals from
the battery assembly, and signals from the V-I characteristics of the solar array
bus from the solar power distributor.
Without array power tracking feedback, the charger would
limit the initial charge current to about 21 A. High rates are permissible
when the battery is discharged and when the battery temperature is in the
proper range. Normally, with six batteries requiring charge, the peak power
tracking feedback will limit the initial charger current for each battery to about
7 A when the array is cold. As the array heats and the power available
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J- _:idecreases, the charger will reduce the charge current so that _h,_ spacecraft
loads are supplied first. The charge current is also reduced when the battery
detectors indicate a reduction is needed. The current, voltage, and tempera-
ture are interdependent in this mode to adjust to the specific characteristics of
,k^ k.++ .... _Vha_ fha f_mnpr_hlrp-dpn_ndpnt vNb_e reaches a preset level,
the charge voltage drops 0.5 volt. The current is reduced and the charger
operates in a constant voltage mode until cutoff is initiated by third electrode
signals or redundantly by the ampere-hour detector.
The ampere-hour meter monitors the battery output and input
during the entire charge-discharge cycle. When the output and the losses have
been re supplied , the meter furnishes an output that is used to terminate the
charge also. The ampere-hour meter also furnishes battery charge-discharge
status information to the telemetry subsystem for transfer to the ground. This
information enables control of batteries and chargers from the ground.
Recombination electrodes within the cells permit a high charge
rate over a wide temperature range, and these electrodes avoid the hazard of
hydrogen pressure buildup. These electrodes also enhance the characteristics
of the third electrode, mine....... , however, ..... uv lu_^_ _ ...... _ _+_ 1_._+_..GIID.I'_ I" _'J"........ D
or shutdown capabilitiesfor abnormal battery conditions. Temperature limit
sensors, in the battery, signal charge limits ifthe battery is too cold or
charge termination ifitis too hot.
A summary of the baseline battery charger characteristics is
presented in Table IV-16.
TABLE IV-16. BATTERY CHARGER CHARACTERISTICS
Input Voltage
Equipment Rated (Open Circuit)
Normal from Solar Array
Output Current
Normal Operation (Max)
Input Power (Max)
Output Voltage
Efficiency
Thermal Dissipation
Size
Mass
Ambient Temperature Range
125 Vdc
38-88 Vdc
22 A
750 watts
24-36 Vde
95% at Full Load
9 watts
31x 20× 15cm
6.8 kg
25 ° C to i 00 ° C
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5. Regulator Assemblies. Six buck-boost regulators are provided to
regulate the 24 to 36 Vdc input from the batteries and the 37.5 to 88 Vdc input
from the solar array to the 28 _ 2 percent Vdc output provided to the loads.
The solar panels supply the battery chargers and the regulators in parallel;
the regulators have priority on the power. Excess power above that required
by day loads is used to charge the batteries. The regulators use a buck-boost
switching circuit to provide regulated voltage to the load buses. Each regulator
has a power capability of 700 watts. Six are connected into the system so that
any three are capable of powering the spacecraft. Any one of the regulators
will carry those critical loads required for spacecraft survival. Each
regulator assembly has redundant inputs and outputs so that from one to six
may be paralleled, upon command, to a primary bus and/or to redundant
distribution buses.
A simplified schematic of the regulator is shown in Figure IV-25.
Critical components are redundant, fuse protected, and self-clearing. Each
assembly is current-limiting and provides inherent overload protections for
itself and for the power source. Internal and external voltage and current
sensing provisions provide redundancy, permit adaptable regulation charac-
teristics, and allow for external load sharing control.
EC,,I
_-----_>
:ONNECTOR
II,
I L
,i
Figure IV-25. Regulator simplified diagram.
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A prime requirement is that the regulator have the capability of
parallel operation and have the ability to share the load and maintain output
voltage regulation. Power division within the regulator is accomplished by a
combination of voltage sensors and current limiters. Each regulator has a
current limiting sensor to limit its maximum power output capability or its
share of full load power. Voltage sensingand load share control signals are
developedwithin the ECA and supplied as input to each regulator.
The electrical control assemblies (ECAs) will contain the current
sensors and logic circuits required to develop load sharing control signals for
each of the six voltage regulators. The regulators are designedto have a
voltage drop of 0.5 volts betweenno load andfull load whenoperating without
any external control signal. Oneregulator feeding a bus, commonto other
regulators, operates as a master andis allowed to operate without a feedback
control signal. The current output of this regulator is comparedwith other
regulators feeding the common outputbus. A signal increasing or decreasing
the pulse rate and/or pulse width of each slave regulator is provided to adjust
its current to match that being provided by the master. The regulator acting
as the master canbe changedby ground command. It is automatically switched
if the high/low voltage monitor registers a large out-of-voltage tolerance
condition. Regulator characteristics are summarized in Table IV-17.
TABLE IV-17. REGULATORASSEMBLY CHARACTERISTICS
• AND RATINGS
Input Voltage (Equipment Rating)
Normal From Batteries
From Solar Array
Voltage Slope
Output Power
Efficiency
Assembly Size
Assembly Mass
Thermal Dissipation
Maximum Ambient Temperature
22-125 Vdc
24-36 Vdc
38-88 Vdc
U. u -z V/14_.
700 watts
90% Min at Full
Load
279 x 203 x 127 mm
3.5 kg
25 watts
IO0°C
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6. EPS Capabilities for Polarimetry. Experiments. Polarimetry
experiments may require the LST to roll about its X-axis from a sun-oriented
position. The power from the array will be reduced when this roll occurs due
to shadowing and the increase of the angle of incidence, the angle between the
sunline and the normal to the array. This constraint could be eliminated with
another degree of freedom on the array, but this would incur additional
complexity and cost. Therefore, the reference EPS capabilities to sustain
operations during off-sun roll maneuvers have been evaluated on the basis
that the batteries will be required to furnish additional energy when the solar
array power becomes limited. Additional battery capacity can be added if the
baseline does not satisfy the scientific requirements. The cost of an additional
battery would be less than $i0 000, much lower than array costs. The weight
and internal volume penalties, however, would be considerably higher.
The effect of a vehicle roll command on the power available from
the solar array has been analyzed with respect to that available when the array
is oriented. When oriented, the array power is P Following an off-sun
S
roll maneuver, neglecting shadowing, reflectance, etc., the array power P '
s
is reduced by the increase in incidence angle 7 in accordance with
P'=P cos7 (i0)
S S
To determine the variation due to angle of incidence, consider
X , Y , Z to be the standard, vehicle-fixed orthogonal coordinate system.
V V V
The longitudinal axis X must point to the celestial target. The solar array
V
rotates about Y ; therefore, a unit vector normal to the array, n, remains
v
in the X -Z plane and has no Y component. Letting _b signify the degree
V V V
of rotation of n about Y , measured from X , the normal vector is
V V
described as
fi= cos _ +jO-k sin (ii)
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A sun-oriented coordinate system, X , Y , Z centered at the
S S S'
vehicle is then established as a reference with X pointing toward the sun.
s
The unit solar vector, §, is then coincident with X . The initial relationship
S
of the vehicle and sun-oriented coordinate systems is illustrated in Figure
IV-26. X points at a target 0 degrees from the suniine s. Y and Z
V S S
have been rotated about X so that Y and Y are coincident, a condition
S S V
necessary for orientation.
The vector normal to the array may be defined in terms of solar
coordinates by multiplying by H, the transformation between X , Y , Z
V V V
and X ' Ys ' Z coordinatesS S
fi = Hfi
S
fi = cos _bcos 0 + sin _b sin 0 (12)
_q
The sunline vector, _, in the same coordinate system is
§ = 1 +j0 +k0 (13)
The dot product,
incidence angle:
of equations (12) and (13) yields the cosine of the
cosT=cos _ cos 0 +sin_b sin 0 (14)
Making J2 = 0 for the initial vehicle position of Figure IV-26 orients the array
to the sun since equation (14) reduces to
cos 7= cos28 + sin 20 = 1 (15)
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Two cases are considered for array orientation following a vehicle
roll aboutthe X -axis from the foregoing initial position. Case i assumes
v
that the array position with respect to the vehicle (or angle _b)remains fixed.
Case 2 considers a reorientation of the array after roll to optimize the angle of
incidence.
i. Case I -- Letting X ', Y ', Z ' represent the vehicle coordi-
V V V
nares after a roll of q_ degrees from the initial position, the new vehicle
position with respect to solar coordinate reference is as shown in Figure IV-27.
X ' still points to the target 0 degree from the sunline, but s is no longer
V
perpendicular to Y ; also, n' is not coincident with s. Using G as the
v
transformation between the X , Y , Z and the X ', Y ', Z ' coordinate
V V V V V V
systems, the solar vector, equation ( 13), is transformed into the new vehicle
coordinates:
s'=GHs
V
s ' =cos 0 +j sin _ sin q_ +k sin _ cos q5
V
(16)
Since _b was fixed, n' = fi of equation (ll) and the cosine of the incidence
angle is then determined by the dot product of § ' and fi' :
V
cos 7 = cos _ cos _ + sin _ sin _b cos q5
Since the initial value, _ = 0, is held constant,
cos "y = COS 2 _ + sin 2 0 cos (17)
The cosine of the incident angle determined by equation (17) is
plotted as a solid line curve against the pointing angle, 0, for several roll
angles, _, in Figure IV-28. Referring to equation (i0) , Figure IV-28 also
indicates the percent of solar array power available compared to that available
when the array is sun oriented.
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Y$
Y$" IYv _ Yv'
Figure IV-26. Initialoriented position Figure IV-27. LST coordinate
of LST coordinates related to position after roll
sun coordinates, maneuver.
1.O
0.8
0.6
0.4
o.z \ I
__..b_ I\ ', I i /I--_°_°__ I°_
I / _ I \ I. I n / I-----REOP,.TENTAT'rON
0 30 60 90 IZO 150 180
O (degrees)
Figure 1V-28. Cosine of angle of incidence, 7, as a
function of 0 with _ as a parameter.
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2. Case 2 -- The sunvector described by equation (16) of Case i
is the same for Case 2. If the array is reoriented after roll (i.e., _ is
changed), the minimum incident angle or the highest power is obtained when
the array normal vector n' is along the intersection of the s '-Y ' plane and
V V
the X '-Z ' plane. Letting Y ' be a unit vector, the optimum direction for n'
V V V
is obt_ained by determining a normal to plane s '-Y ' and then finding the vector
V V
normal to the above normal and to Y ' This is expressed in terms of cross
v
products of s ' and Y ' as follows:
V V
 Is:
,-  (Sv
_, _ COS 0 + j 0 + k sin 0 cos q5 (18)
cos 2 0 + sin 2 0 cos 2 _b
The largest value for the cosine of the incident angle is then determined from
equation (16) and (18) :
COS "y--S ' •n'= cos 2 0 ÷ sin2 0 cos 2
V 4 COS2 0 + sin 2 q_ cos 2 _b
(19)
The array orientation angle, _b, necessary to satisfy equation (i9) is given
by
¢ = cos-1 ( d cos 2 e cos 0 /+ sin 2 0 cos 2 _b
(20)
Optimum values of cos _ are also plotted as dashed line
curves in Figure IV-28. The greatest improvement occurs when the roll angle,
q_, is _:90 degrees except when 0 is +90 degrees. When both 0 and q_ are
are 90 degrees, the normal to the array remains perpendicular to the sunline
regardless of the value of the array rotation angle, _b. As indicated the array
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power can vary between the maximum oriented power (i. e., P
S
and zero when cos 7 0 for _^ _,
= 3054 watts)
Battery Limits. When the array power becomes limited,
the number of off-sun orbits that the EPS can sustain is determined by the
battery capacity installed and the DOD that can be safely allowed for short
periods of time. Modifying the energy balance equations for limited solar
array power, the energy storage requirements are detemined for the same
conditions considered in the solar array Cases I and 2 above.
Using the power available from the array, P ', given
s
by equation (10) , the power available for the chargers is
P = P 'Nt - PL (s)/NR/_?o (21)C S
If P >0,
e
the energy required of the battery occurs during darkness only, as
PL(D) td
ED - NBD
(22)
The energy replaced during sunlight periods is
ER = Pc _c _lb ts
Thus for N orbits off-sun, the energy required of the battery when E D > E R
is,
E N= iN+ i) E D- NE R (23)
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when ER _ ED ,
EN = E D (24)
If in equation (21) P <- 0, energy is not replaced by the array, and the
c
battery must supplement the power required by the load during sunlight.
energy required of the battery then becomes,
The
E N = (N+ 1) E D+N (25)
The energy required using equations (23) , (24) , and ( 25),
depending on the solar array power available in equation (19) and the E D to
E R relationships, is shown in Figures IV-29 and IV-30. The installed battery
capacity needed to satisfy any of the conditions determined by the above equations
can be found by dividing E N by a safe depth of discharge (DOD). A maximum
DOD of 50 percent is recommended when the battery life exceeds 5 or 6 months.
If batteries can be replaced on a yearly basis, a DOD of 60 percent could be
permitted for the first 6 months of each year as long as such cycles occur
only once or twice per month. The energy available from the baseline bat-
teries, having a 5400 W-h capacity, for 50 percent DOD is indicated as dashed
lines on Figures IV-29 and IV-30.
For a roll angle, q_, of 45 degrees as shown in Figure
IV-30, the spacecraft can view any object for one or two orbits and if the
object is within approximately 60 degrees of the sun or antisunline it can be
viewed for three orbits without discharging a 5400 W-h battery greater than
50 percent depth of discharge. From Figure IV-29, it can be seen that a roll
angle of 90 degrees greatly increases the energy required if the object is not
near the ecliptic plane.
Figures IV-31 and IV-32 are for the same conditions
except that the beginning of life solar array power was used. The extra array
power reduces the energy requirement for the 45 degree roll case so that
three orbits at any 0 can be viewed. The 90 degree roll case is improved
but, if 0 is near 90 degrees, the improvement is small or zero.
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For the reoriented array cases at BOL and EOM, 0 and
q_ have been translated into percent of celestial sphere coverage. The informa-
tion of Figures IV-29 through IV-32 can then be presented as the coverage
offered as a function of off-sun orbits..
Assigning a unit radius to the celestial sphere, the total
area is 4 7r steradians. Neglecting the earth and moon obstructions (these
exist for only a few days) , the part of the celestial sphere that may be observed
during any day is limited by the pointing restriction that does not permit the
I_ST to look within 45 degrees of the sun. Considering the vehicle to be at the
center of the celestial sphere and the 45 degrees to be a half cone angle, 5,
the area, A , of the sphere that may be viewed is
V
A = 2r [1 - cos (_- 5)]
V
A = 3.41 _ steradians = I00% pointing coverage
v by definition.
Investigation of polarization and special orientation of a target requires a slit
rotation about the vehicle X-axis. Since this rotation is accomplished by
rolling the vehicle, it affects the power available from the solar array, as
shown previously. Limited array power, in turn, imposes greater energy
requirements on the batteries. The system capabilities have been assessed
in terms of battery capacity required for a given number of orbits with off-sun
pointing as a function of the X-axis orientation and the degree of roll required.
If q5 is restricted, coverage is also limited. To permit complete polarization
freedom, q5 must be 90 degrees, which is defined as i00 percent polarization
coverage. Smaller _b angles are possible if ioug ......... _-_"'_'-- " '++_
However, at any one given time, target polarization viewing would be con-
strained if q_ is limited to less than 90 degrees. The freedom permitted in
pointing, angle 0, directly affects the percent of the celestial sphere that
may be viewed. Therefore, total target coverage is defined as the case where
pointing is allowed to be
45 degrees <- 0 -< 315 degrees
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and the roll is allowed to be
0 degrees _ _ _ 90degrees
Whenthe EPS limits off-sun viewing determined by 0 and _b, area of
coverage is determined by
A = 2 7r (1 - cos 0)
C
and is expressed as a percent of the area, A
V
From an array standpoint, the worst case exists when
0 = ±90 degrees and q5 = 90 degrees (designated as I00 percent coverage) .
Maintaining roll freedom of 90 degrees and restricting 0 to J:45 degrees
reduces the battery size and weight penalty but also reduces the celestial
sphere coverage to 60 percent. The number of consecutive orbits off the sun
permitted is shown in Figure IV-33 as a function of the baseline battery limits
and the percent of celestial sphere coverage. It can be seen that several
orbits are allowed for the lower coverage cases up to about 60 percent. The
baseline does not permit a full orbit for the extreme I00 percent coverage
case.
An additional battery would be required for one orbit of
full coverage. It may be noted that the additional power available from the
array at BOL improves the low coverage cases but has no effect on the
extreme 100 percent case.
D. Electrical Distribution
The SSM electrical distribution subsystem (EDS) accomplishes the
distriSution of power and electrical signals required to control and monitor
the operations of the LST. It also accomplishes the electrical integration
with the OTA/SIP, the Shuttle system, ground checkout facilities.
An elementary schematic of the SSM electrical system is shown in
Figure IV-34. The diagram has been simplified for clarity -- some of the
redundancy and components of the subsystems have been omitted.
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Figure IV-33. Reference EPS capabilities for polarimetry experiment.
In Volume II, the EDS was described in terms of functional networks
designated as:
I. Data Networks.
2. Command Networks.
3. Power Networks.
4. Attitude Control Networks.
5. Test and Maintenance Support Networks.
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The functions and major components of the data, command, and attitude control
networks are adequately discussed in Chapters V and VI. Only the cabling and
interfaces associated with these networks are addressed here. Power networks
were divided into three sections -- power transmission networks, main
distribution networks, and secondary distribution network -- for protection,
control, and versatility.
i. Power Transmission Network
a. General. The power transmission network primarily services
the electrical power subsystem. It provides cabling, junction assemblies, and
interface devices for the transmission of power into the SSM from the solar
arrays and for transmission of primary power between major power assemblies
within the SSM. It also provides primary buses, power controls, detectors,
and protective devices required for the primary networks. The two solar
power distributors (SPDs) centralize and control the major part of the
transmission network. Network concepts are described by the functional
description of the SPDs.
b. Solar Power Distributors. Each of the two solar power
distributors receives power from their respective wing panel. Each is
designed to handle full spacecraft power; however, under normal operating
conditions the load is shared between the two. Growth capacity is included
in the design of the distributors. The following functions are performed by
the solar power distributors:
1. Combine the outputs of the solar panel modules into
common primary power buses.
2. Control routing of primary power to the battery chargers,
ECAs, and the power regulators. (Also may be used to distribute unregulated
power if required in the spacecraft.)
3. Perform detection and switching functions necessary to
isolate array or load faults on the primary buses.
4. Provide redundant buses, switching, and outputs to
bypass faults and to reroute power to EPS assemblies.
5. Provide redundant firing and safing circuitry for array
pyrotechnic release devices.
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6. Distribute power and signals to orientation drive control
assemblies.
7. Provide a means of monitoring solar array voltages and
currents for telemetery and fault detection. House peak power tracking
circuitry for recharge control.
8. Receive, via external interfaces, power and control
signals from electrical support equipment and implement the required func-
tions for ground and in-space checkout operations. Also, return status
information.
9. Provide a convenient access point for test and checkout
of the solar array modules.
Although the solar arrays are not redundant, their size allows
for degradation. Each wing is modularized for fabrication and protection
reasons. The output of each module is transmitted to the SPDs over redundant
lines. The SPDs receive the power from each module and can direct it to
either of the redundant primary buses. The SPDs have provisions for optional
blocking diode, plug-in modules if needed. The diodes are not presently used
because of the protection devices provided, the normally-oriented array, and
the absence of shadowing. The 0.8 volt drop across the diodes would add a
power loss of about 50 watts to the system.
Power switches and relays are, in general, the magnetic
latching type to conserve control power. Bifilar wound types were selected
to minimize system switching transients. All relays are qualified and conform
to MSFC-Spec-40M37496.
Switches, permitting the selection of the primary bus to which
a given panel input is applied, allow half of the system t,o operate trom two
isolated buses or from one bus with the other in standby. These switches also
serve as backup fault protection for the sources and lower the current to be
cleared in the event of a fault. The inputs are segmented to assure that the
contacts operate at a conservative current, compared to the rating. All
contacts will be redundant.
A bus tie is provided, permitting half the system to operate in
a single-bus mode for flexible power management. This switch controls
power channeled to the second solar power distributor via the alternate primary
bus should the loads be unbalanced or in the event that a source failure occurs.
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Shouldthe situation be reversed, a crosstie contractor is closed to take power
from the other distributor. Normally, the switches will be openand the
redundantprimary bus will serve as a backup or transfer bus.
The primary output channels to ECAs and to the chargers have
automatic overload protection. Signals derived from commandinputs are
required to switch buses and operational modes. Commandsmay also over-
ride protective switching for diagnostics and protection against sensor failure.
Sufficient protection and redundancyis provided throughout the system to assure
primary bus integrity. Overload protection of the redundant outputs to the
prime loads is not provided to essential loads should the external system or
subsystemdegrade to abnormal emergency conditions. This alternate channel
also assures that a protective device malfunction does not permanently interrupt
service. Similarly, alternate channels to the ECAs are not overload protected.
Protection within the ECAs is adequateto protect the alternate primary
sources.
Input control cables are separate from power cables. Each
solar distributor may receive control signals from either of the electrical
control assemblies. Automatic and commandedsignals originated in the ECAs
perform fault isolation, operating mode selection, and power management
functions. The SPDshave provisions for the incorporation of remote command
decoders (RCDs) but requirements were not large enoughto justify additional
allocation of RCDs for electrical distribution functions. The units allocated
to the EDSare located in the ECAs. Thus, command signals to the SPDsare
derived from the ECAs. Instrumentation outputs, also, are separately routed
to the ECAs.
Solid state logic, differential amplifiers, and driver circuits
located in the SPDs sequenceand control the switching that operates the
deployment andretraction mechanisms upon command. Signals from the
limit switches terminate the operation. Commandableswitches may also
deenergize the motors and are provided for backupto the limit switches. The
SPDsalso distribute power and signals to the assemblies that control the array
orientation drive mechanisms.
The signals from all the sensors located on the array wings
(e.g., temperature, wide angle sun sensors, limit switches) are routed
through the SPDs. Array current and voltage monitors are located within
the assembly. The circuitry which tracks the peak power of the array buses
is also housedin the SPDs. Signals from these trackers are sept to the
chargers to permit full use of array power or to limit battery charging should
array power becomelimited.
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An isolated section of the gPD contains redundant, controlled
switches for firing pyrotechnic devices. Remotely controlled and manual sating
provisions are made for these functions.
Electrical support equipment (ESE) and test connectors are
provlueu for .... -^-- *_+- ..... _I _nA _h_rl_n,,t_ _nd in-nrbit maintenance.
External power which simulates the solar array is furnished to operate the
E PS or to charge batteries while on the ground or during Shuttle operations.
This connector accommodates hardwire control signals to operate the power
bus switches and the critical power control sensors required for power
management.
The test connector, in conjunction with switches, provide the
capability for testing the solar array integrity and performance while the
spacecraft is on the ground or in the launch vehicle. The Dark I-V Method is
used to perform such tests. ESE power supplies, having characteristics
similar to the solar array, may be connected to the terminals of each solar
cell assembly on the solar panels in sequence. This permits recording of the
reverse current characteristics of each solar cell assembly on each panel.
Switches must be operated to isolate all system loads from the solar panel
during these tests. Otherwise, erroneous data would be _bt .... ed due to load
drain.
ATM and Skylab equipment represents some of the latest
designs of distribution equipment developed and qualified. These assemblies
have been modularized into function subassemblies for adaptability. These
modules have the type of components, configuration features, characteristics,
and ratings applicable to the LST. They are assembled and electrically inter-
connected to satisfy the specific LST requirements. These elements will be
applied so that their rating is conservative compared to the requirement of
the function. All components are manufactured in accordance with established
........... -'_,_'_+_^_,_,_processes. _ ,q,_.qicrn.q_re also well
documented.
2. Main Distribution Network
a. General. The main distribution network receives and
centralizes power from the EPS power assemblies and controls main power
feeders. It distributes regulated power to decentralized secondary distribution
units, sectionalized on a subsystem basis, or directly to some critical loads.
It provides detection and fault isolation to protect the subsystems, the EPS,
and the primary sources. Primary EDS interfaces with command and data
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networks to permit remote electrical management of the system are located in  
this network. The centralized concept simplifies the design and offers better 
control of power for management and protection purposes. It maintains an 
independency between loads and the primary system and provides a convenient 
means of controlling redundancy. Distribution is divided into controllable, 
convenient sections. Incorporation of secondary distribution assemblies at  
the receiving end of these sections is a highly versatile distribution scheme , 
similar to that used by utility companies. 
Specific functions of the main distribution neisvork are explained 
by the functional description of the electrical control assemblies. 
b .  Electrical Control Assemblies. The main distribution network 
centers about the two electrical control assemblies (ECAs) that house redun- 
dant buses, crossties, switchgear, controls, and protective. devices needed to  
assure reliable distribution and control of the network. Redundant cabling 
assures access to power for each subsystem. Input switching provides several 
channels to redundant EPS power sources in the event an EPS assembly 
becomes faulty. Protection is provided for EPS equipment and the loads. These 
assemblies represent the primary interfaces with the command and data systems 
for remote control and monitoring of electrical system functions. 
The ECAs are modularized assemblies consisting of the same 
type of modules used for the SPDs. Because of the functional differences 
required, additional modules are needed and the electrical configuration is 
different. The size selected allows for six output cables from each assembly 
to secondary distribution units and for two outputs to major critical loads that 
may not be serviced through the secondary units. Each assembly provides 
three redundant outputs and inputs for the regulator assemblies. Redundant 
inputs are received from three batteries via the chargers. Inputs from the 
SPDs a re  also redundant. Separate control and instrumentation connectors 
are provided for the battery chargers, regulators, and the SPD serviced by the 
ECA. The crossties between the buses of the two ECAs provide a redundant 
output distribution network with multiple redundancy for access to power. 
Each ECA controls inputs from each of three batteries and 
switches them to one of two buses as selected. Crossties to the other ECA 
permits one, two, or three of the other batteries to feed power to buses of the 
first ECA. Thus the batteries may be used individually or in parallel combina- 
tions up to six. Three dual limit detectors for overload and low voltage control 
the input switching to protect each of the batteries. 
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The redundant inputs from the SPD may also be controlled in  
the event of a primary system m-alfwwt.inn . Crosstie switches provide access 
to primary power from the second SPD via the second ECA. 
Dual switching is provided for power to each of the regulators. 
Each reguiator may be energized ~ I I I  either of %s i.e&~r;&nt buses. Any 
regulator has access to power from any battery when input crossties a re  
operated. Therefore, the regulators may be operated in parallel combinations 
similar to the batteries. 
Redundant buses and switching are provided by each ECA to 
receive power from three regulators. These distribution buses provide 
28 Vdc, regulated to *2 percent, to the units supplying the system loads. The 
networks supported by either ECA is assured access to regulated power by 
crosstie switching of the regulated buses between the ECAs. Voltage sensors 
for these buses are located in the ECA to provide feedback to the regulators 
for load sharing when they are operated in parallel. 
The characteristics of the regulators provide inherent overload 
protection to the primary power sources; however, to prevent a load fault from 
causing low voltage on other sections that may be in parallel, delayed limit 
detectors are provided. These may bring a standby regulator on the line if 
this mode exists. If excessive load persists, the faulty section will be isolated. 
Over-voltage protection is also provided for each of the regulated buses to 
protect the loads from a possible short in a regulator. This could expose the 
loads to the high array voltage. Should the output of a regulator rise beyond 
32 volts it will be isolated from the bus. 
The decoders and data units in the ECAs provide the major 
command and data interfaces for the EPS and distribution networks, thus 
permitting remote operational control. Such provisions also enahnce the 
protection afforded to assure a reliable life. System integrity is monitored 
in sections for the various possible faults. Should a fault be indicated, the 
network responds to isolate the faulty section immediately. Depending on the 
loads involved and system conditions, subsequent corrective action occurs. 
For loGds considered critical to the survival o r  recovery of the spacecraft, 
the network establishes redundant channels and/or sources to sustain the load 
o r  its alternate, as the case dictates. For less critical loads, isolation occurs 
and is indicated by telemetry to ground, awaiting corrective action by remote 
command. In both cases independent telemetry signals are provided to indicate 
conditions and corrective action taken. Also, provisions are made to override 
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isolation switching by command. This enables diagnosis of system conditions
and assures that a fault in a protection device does not cause premature
termination of operations.
The ECAs will have access to external interfaces for control
and test during checkoutand maintenance operations.
Protection against RF and conducted interference is provided
in all networks to assure trouble-free operation. The ECAs incorporate
transient suppression devices, accommodatethe shielding requirements of
distribution cabling, andprovide for insertion of additional network filtering
as needed. Consistent with reliable grounding schemes, the ECAs provide the
single point ground for the entire system.
3. Secondary Distribution Network
a. General. The secondary distribution network consists of
cabling, interface devices, protective devices, and controls for interfacing
sections of the main distribution network with load to be controlled remotely.
The electrical distribution units (EDUs) provide decentralized highly adaptive
distribution service for the various subsystem loads and requirements. This
is particularly attractive for separable elements for the LST, such as the
optical telescope assembly (OTA). This concept provides versatility and
growth without need for main network modification. It permits power network
simplification consistent with the concept established for data and command
networks.
b. Electrical Distribution Units. Eight EDUs are provided for
the electrical system. These provide redundant distribution service to the
SSM subsystems and to the OTA and SIP.
The subsystem power and hardware test interfaces with the
EDS are primarily accommodated by the EDUs. The eight units defined are
consistent with the system redundancy and subsystem requirements determined
to date. However, system concepts allow the versatility of adding or subtracting
EDU modules as the system design matures, depending on the specific detailed
requirements to be established. For instance, several EDU submodules may
be added to expand distribution service. On the other hand, a later subsystem
configuration and location assessment may indicate that the ECAs can satisfy
some of the requirements directly without sacrificing the reliability and
versatility of the system.
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The EDU consists of an input module and one or more output
modules as required. The inputs are to be standardized for common inter-
faces with the electrical distribution subsystem. Electrical inputs from ECAs,
remote commanddecoders (RCDs), andtest cable are provided. Output
modules consist of a family of adaptable subassembliesselected to satisfy
specific requirements of ---' .... '..... _^-^ _ _A,.I ...... _,,_n _ _h_
EDUs is consistent with that of the RCDs and DAUs so that these may be
grouped together as one functional assembly when needed.
To complete the system protection scheme, the EDUs provide
fault, over-voltage, and EMI protection for the major individual loads in the
subsystem that interface with the power networks. Output power items to be
operated by commandare energized by the EDUs. Suchcommandsreceived
via the RCDs activate the proper power switching controls. Power semi-
conductors and relay matrices available in the EDU output modules can be
used to produce parallel or subcontrolled stimuli from the serial commands.
The EDUs were sized for the largest block of secondary power
initially anticipated. The unit size given in Table IV-8 was for a basic, three
channel, 500watt maximum unit and did not include add-on modules for
specific output functions to be established. The latest load i_fformation
indicates that a larger size is needed. Electrical rating adjustments have
beenmade but time did not permit coordinating a new physical size.
The OTA represents the largest block of power to be supported
by EDUs. As indicated in Volume IV, a 500watt average rating may be low.
Also, high peak requirements may be expectedbecauseof the mechanical
drives in the system. The OTA concepts divided distribution into five parts
with the thermal control subsystemhaving the highest potential average. For
these reasons the basic EDUs are rerated to conservatively cover potential
load growth.
The basic unit will have input connections for five separate
inputs, redundantly wired, and five ground returns. Provisions for shielding,
as required, will be made. The basic EDU input module will use four inputs
and have protective isolation switching for four sections of outputs. Each of
these controlled sections will be rated anaverage of 5 A at 28 to 30volts,
giving the basic input module a nominal rating of 600watts. Redundantswitch
contacts shall be provided and these shall permit peaks of at least 7.5 A.
Smaller switching modules may be used if loads are lower. An additional
module will be addedto the OTA units for the thermal load. Since this load
may be 452watts ( 16A at 28volts), 25A master switches were selected for
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this module. Thus, the EDU for the OTA would have a rating of 1200watts.
Input module protection is linked with the ECA and master switches are con-
trolled via the ECAs.
Submoduleselection for output modules permits subdivision of
input modules into any number of outputs, dependingon the ratings and number
of modulesused. Sixteen circuits at 1 A, or 8 at 2 A are convenient configura-
tion ratings for a module. Two would be required for more outputs of these
ratings. Larger numbers are available for individual outputs rated less than
500mA, where semiconductor switches may be used. All output switching is
to be controlled by remote commanddecoders. EDUoutput modules incorporate
solid state circuitry and drive amplifiers for the size switching selected.
Electrical access to external connectors for test and checkout
was requestedbut the specific number of functions and lines was not deter-
mined. Therefore a 39-pin connector was allocated on each EDUfor this
purpose. Since two EDUs are allocated for the OTA, for instance, the
capability for 78 test lines exists, if needed. Test lines are not to be made
redundant.
4. Test and Maintenance Support Networks. The test and maintenance
support networks are activated only through external LST connections when
electrical support equipment is available for the various test and maintenance
operations. The test network will be common for, and made compatible with,
both ground electrical support equipment (GESE) and in-space electrical
support equipment (IESE). The maintenance networks are needed only for
in-space maintenance with the Shuttle. These provide for illumination, local
communications, life support sensors and accommodations, and warning
alerts necessary for manned maintenance operations.
Based on historical safety concepts and procedures, approximately
39 kg of electrical equipment are installed in the LST to satisfy estimated
interface, test, and maintenance requirements. These accommodations will
be dependent on the mechanization and equipment provisions of the orbiter.
The operational procedures and constraints and safety requirements have not
yet been fully defined for the Shuttle.
Eight 30-watt fluorescent light fixtures are located in the vicinity
of the OTA, SIP, and SSM equipment for visibility during maintenance. These
units, which may be individually controlled, are powered from the IESE. The
power needed will be supplied from the orbiter power source to the IESE.
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A caution and warning assembly is installed to provide visual and
audible alarrns to a crew member working in_the LST. He will be alerted of
potential hazardous conditions that may occur in either the LST or the Shuttle.
An isolated cable exchangessafety signals betweenthe LST and Shuttle so that
the same alerts are displayed at the payloadwork station, with some transferred
to the cockpit.
Separatetest cables are provided for the OTA, SIP, EPS, ACS, and
C&DHSfor easier integration and troubleshooting. This avoids complex
harnesses and is consistent with modularization and maintenance concepts. It
is expectedthat most of these will be small. They provide special hardwire
access for checking redundancy or critical components, and permit checkout
andfault location in the event of failures suchas nonoperative commandor
data equipment. Should the number of external connectors be constrained by
the docking adapter or the Shuttle system, a junction box will be addedto the
SSMto channel the internal test cabling to the interface connectors.
Coax cables provide data andcommandchannels to the IESE for the
normal checkout andmaintenance. Normally, the onboard LST data and
command equipmentwill be used for maintenanceand checkout. The IESE
serves as a command station and accumulatesdata during maintenance.
Three plug-in receptacles, cabling, and an interface connector
provide a voice communication link to the Shuttle. This link is to be adapted
to either suited or unsuited operations within the LST.
The LST has provisions to acceptpower from the Shuttle via the
IESE. Control of power distribution and major EPS assemblies may be
effected from the IESE.
5. System Hardware and Standards. The electrical system defined
for the LST was based on the use of the latest applicable _pecifications a._
existing hardware qualified for similar space applications. The equipment
shall be designed for reliable service, maintainability, and environmental
conditions established for the missions. Conservative component ratings
and established processes are to be used to avoid excessive testing. The need
to impose flammability requirements of MSFC-Spec-101 was not established.
Typical distribution hardware considered applicable and cost-effective was
defined from that specified for HEAO.
a. Connectors. Zero-g connectors were considered for in-space
replacement reasons. These offer handling and disconnection advantages for
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suited man operations and are applicable to unpressurized payloads. Since
the LST is pressured, such connectors are not required. They incur a 3 to 1
mass penalty and require more volume for cabling. Therefore, the standard
circular connectors used for LST conform to MSFC-Spee-40M39569and
-40M38277.
b. Wire. To assure mechanical strnegth, wire shall be no
smaller thanAWG 24and shall comply with MSFC-Spec-40M39513as modified.
Silver-plated, Kapton-insulated wire is recommendedfor LST becauseof its
dielectric characteristics and weight. It offers a 2 to 1 reduction in harness
weight compared to Teflon of the samevoltage rating. In general, wire should
be rated for 600volts. This recommendation is contingent uponthe results of
outgassingtests being conducted.
c. Cabling. For general distribution cabling, the smallest gage
wire allowable for external harnessing (box to box) shall be 24 gage. Shielded
cable shall comply with MSFC-Spec-40M39526/5;unshielded cable will meet
MSFC-Spec-40M39513/5.
specifications.
1500volts.
Dielectric tests on cables shall be performed to meet MSFC
The pin-to-pin resistance measurements will be made at
Coaxial cables are recommendedfor digital data transmission
to assure signal quality and avoidanceof interference problems. Coaxial
cables shall conform to MSFC-Spec-40M38286. Triaxial cables (shielded
twisted pairs) were considered for this application andmay later be proven
to be adequate. This may offer somecost and connection advantages.
6. Electromagnetic Control. Rigid controls will be imposed on the
design and implementation of the LST system to assure trouble-free operation,
accuracy of controls, and high quality data. Applicable concepts and standards
are given with the following paragraphs.
a. System Design Requirements
(i) Electrical Bonding. The structure will be electrically
bonded to provide a low impedance electrical ground reference plane and an
electrostatic discharge path between spacecraft, scientific instruments, and
the boost vehicle.
(2) Electrical Grounding. A single-point electrical ground
concept with design implementation will be specified in the electromagnetic
control (EMC) plan.
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b. System Compatibility Requirement. The spacecraft equipment
and ..... _---_-._ -'--. ....... +.... _11 b,_ ,_,_n,_ such that _n elec, tromaffnetic
compatibility margin exists at the integrated spacecraft level with respect to
the self-generated interference environment in accordance with MIL-E-g05tD.
c. System EMC Verification. EMC compatibility'tests shall be
accomplished to verify that the EMC plan has been satisfied. Tests shall be
conducted on LST Integration Simulator and LST Integrated Vehicle.
d. Unit or Subsystem Requirements
(i) Electrical Bonding. A dc resistance of 2.5 m _ or less
per joint (MIL-B-5087B, Class R) and an impedance of 0.5 ohm or less at a
frequency of i. 0 MHz are design goals.
(2) Electrostatic Grounding. Adc resistance of I. 0 ohm or
less per joint (MIL-B-5087B, Class S) is planned.
t
(3) Electrical Grounding (implementation per Figure IV-35) .
Primary dc power employs sing!e-point ground (SPG) located near ECAs.
Secondary dc power employs dedicated transformer windings with internal
vehicle ground point (VGP) for each applicable equipment load. Signal circuits
employ the structure as a signal return path; the current limit is to be determined.
(4) Electrical dc Insolation. Primary dc power leads to unit
case shall have a minimum dc resistance of 1.0 Ml2 at 5.0 Vdc prior to
electrical connection. Primary to secondary dc circuitry insolation shall be
greater than 1.0 M_2 dc resistance prior to electrical connection.
(5) Interference Control Requirements. MIL-STD-461A
requirements tailored specifically for the LST system will be integrated with
the MSFC power quality requirements.
E. Electrical Interfaces
A significant amount of interface information was determined; however,
the design status and depth of information available during this Phase A study
did not permit or warrant detail interface descriptions. Full investigation and
description of interfaces will be feasible only when the Shuttle systems
capabilities and interfaces (under development) become firm and are detailed.
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Figure IV-35. Electrical grounding schemes.
i. OTA/SIP Electrical Interface. No electrical interface exists
between the OTA and SIP. The SSM will satisfy the interface requirements of
both elements.
2. SSM/OTA/SIP Electrical Interfaces. The electrical functional
requirements derived for power, data, commands, and attitude control are
described in Chapters IV, V, and VI of this volume. The allocations and
implementation are briefly described here.
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Although functional requirements differ, it was intended to define
s*^-_^_._ -_+_ .... for both fh_ (_TA rand ,qTp and to maintain constant require-
ments at the separable, electrical interface plane to be defined by the SSM.
This is accomplished by standardized, remote units located within these
elements but furnished and controlled by the SSM. The separable interfaces
are to be established at the input connectors to these remote units. The
interfaces at the SIP differ only slightly from those for the OTA because
additional data and command units were alIocated for the SIP and several
control signals are exchanged between the OTA and SSM. The simplified
diagram shown in Figure IV-36 illustrates interface concept and units invoIved.
a. SSM/OTA Interface Allocations. Redundant remote distribution
units are provided to permit a high degree of adaptability and versatility without
significant influence on the inputs or separable interfaces. The interface alloca-
tions, including redundancy, are given in the following paragraphs.
for redundancy.
commands.
(1) Remote Command Decoders. Two RCDs are allocated
Each unit provides the capability to receive 256 digital
(2) Data Aquisition Units. DAUs are allocated including
redundancy. Each unit has the capacity to distribute 64 discretes or 8 digital
words to the SSM data management subsystem. Data delivered to storage will
be limited to a rate of 1.6 kbs. The sampling rate is 200 times per second for
real-time data and 4 times per second for stored data. The OTA will condition
signals, as necessary, to 5 volts before they are supplied to the DAU.
(3) Electrical Distribution Units. Two EDUs provide
redundant access to power to be regulated at 28 J:2 percent Vdc. The number
and characteristics of outputs are selectable and commandable by RCDs. Five
separate inputs and ground returns are provided. The total rating of each unit
is 1200 watts, The EDUs provide EMI protection and iocai fault isolation for
over-voltage and overloads.
(4)
OTA for this study.
Power. An average of 500 watts was allocated to the
(5) Control Signals. Three line pairs are allocated for feed-
back signals from the OTA finepointing subsystem to the SSM transfer
assemblies. Ifthese are amplified, high level analog signals, the same
separable connectors designated for EDUs, should be used. Coaxial cable is
recommended ifthese are high rate digitalsignals. Several lines are required
for the SSM-supplied, magnetic torquers to be located on the OTA.
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(6) Separable Connectors. Connectors allocated for the
electrical separation plane between SSM and OTA will be aLtached to SSM
cabling. These cables will be routed near the RCD, DAU, and EDUs on the
OTA and will have sufficient free length for mating with these units after the
OTA and SSM are assembled. Connectors allocated were:
1. Two standard circular connector for EDUs.
2. Two connectors for controls via EDUs.
3. One test and checkout connector, 39 pins to one EDU.
(Connector on alternate EDU for expansion -- not cabled)
4. Coaxial connectors for cabling to two RCDs, six
DAUs, and two clocks.
5. Connectors for fine pointing feedback to be deter-
mined.
b. SSM/SIP Interfaces. These interfaces are implcmcnted in the
same manner as those for the OTA (refer to Figure IV-36).
(I) Four redundant RCDs as described for OTA, are provided.
(2) Twelve DAUs provide redundant data channels. These
units have the same description as OTA units.
{ 3) Two EDUs are provided for redundant access to power.
The units are equivalent to those for the OTA, except the additional input
module was not provided and the unit rating was 600 watts.
(4)
during this study.
An average power of 500 watts was allocated to the SIP
(5) Separable Connectors. The separable connectors, for
the electrical separation plane between the SSM and SIP, will be attached to
SSM cabling. This cabling will be routed near the RCDs, DAUs, and EDUs
where interface mating occurs. Cables will have sufficient free length to
permit connection and tiedown after the SIP is installed on the SSM.
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3 .  SSM/Shuttle Electrical Interfaces. Umbilical and external connec- 
tions located on the LST are to be made compatible with launch vehicle 
provisions and with orbiter provisions for checkout and maintenance. Manual 
disconnects should satisfy the majority of the electrical interface require- 
ments for the reference LST. The LST external connectors will be located 
around the docking port of the SSM for each access but will avoid interference 
with passageways and will not pass through doors for safety reasons. All 
cabling will be routed and/or protected to guard against possible damage 
during manned access operations. Cabling and hardware dedicated to test 
and checkout will not be redundant. The system design should provide access 
and installation features that will make replacement easy to accomplish if 
necessary; for instance , complex harnessing or installation strapping should 
be avoided. 
Cabling and provisions for test and maintenance should be separated 
and electrically isolated, to the extent possible, from the active LST system to 
assure reliable, trouble-free operations. 
The erection mechanism includes a docking adapter and airlock or  
tunnel for access to the SSM. The cabling on the Shuttle side can be routed into 
the pressurizable adapter using feedthrough connectors. These , then, are 
routed to the docking plane and are manually connected to the SSM connectors 
by either an unsuited or  a suited man, as desired. Automatic flyaway connec- 
tions do not appear to be necessary since the LST can be made self-sustaining 
by transferring power and control to the LST in advance of disconnection and 
the subsequent physical release and separation. Cabling to initiate release 
and separation of the spacecraft will be from connector panels in the cargo bay 
to the erection/docking mechanisms and need not interface with the SSM. 
In general, cabling from the LST interface will be routed to in- 
space electrical support equipment to be located at a payload checkout station. 
Special routing requirements may develop for sending caution and warning 
information and special controls to the commander's station and to the 
mission specialist's station in the orbiter. At present, it appears practical 
and safe to accommodate such requirements by interfaces made at the IESE 
with these other 'stations. 
a. SSM Interface Connector Allocation. The following connectors 
are consistent with preliminary orbiter interface documents and were allocated 
for typical functions as indicated: 
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I 
i. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
Power and distribution control ( i) . 
a. 
b. 
C.  
d. 
e. 
f .  
g. 
h. 
40 to 80 volts to primary buses. 
28 to 30 volts to main distribution. 
Distribution switch controls. 
Voltage, current, switch status signals. 
Special battery conditioning and temperature. 
Load bank lines for array and battery checks. 
Transfer switch control. 
Lighting control. 
Audio communication link ( I) .
a. 
b . Audible alarms. 
Narrow band data coax (2) . 
a. Data handling redundancy checks. 
b .  Real time data. 
Wide band data coax (2) . 
a. Computer checks. 
b . Recorder playbacks. 
Command coax ( 2) . 
a. 
b.  Redundancy tests. 
Voice link between LST and orbiter stations. 
Inputs to LST command networks. 
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6. Caution andwarning ( 1).
SeeTable IV-18 for potential functions.
7. G, N, and C (1).
a. Special test points for attitude control subsystem.
b. Comparison with Shuttle system.
c. Transfer assembly checks.
8. Datahandling and communication test ( 1).
a. Automatic gain control.
b. Clocks.
c. Control andbasebandunit test points.
d. Transponder checks.
9. OTA/SIP (i).
a. Special test points for instruments.
b. Distribution redundancytests.
c. Sensor calibration checks.
b. Electrical Support Equipment. The in-space electrical support
equipment (IESE) which locates at the payload checkout station in the Shuttle
will provide manual controls, visual indicators and instuments, CRTs and
keyboard, power convertors, electronic buffers or adaptive circuitry as
required, signal supplies, patch distributors, and interface connections
required to operate and check out the various LST functions.
This equipment will have connections to interface with the
cables routed to the SSM external connectors although the Shuttle requirement
may impose special routing for caution and warning and audio cables. Ground
electrical support equipment used for predelivery and prelaunch test will have
interfaces made identical to those of the IESE in addition to other provisions.
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The IESE will serve as an interface adapter between the LST
and the orbiter subsystems that will provide power, data, and communications
services during launch and in-orbit checkout or maintenance operations. It
will also have connections to ground utilities and services provided by carry-on
cabling for installation checkout prior to the orbiter being staged or made
ready.
c. Electrical Support Operations. Once the orbiter is made ready
at the launch pad, it supplies services to the IESE for payload operation and
checkout. The payload is then under local control of the crew from the payload
checkout station or in some cases from the other orbiter stations. From this
point on, RF command up-link or data down-link to the LST will be via the
orbiter system. During launch and orbital checkout, the payload command
system will be interlocked so that only hardwire commands via the IESE can
operate LST equipment. Normal checkout and exercising of the LST sub-
systems will be accomplished from the payload checkout station using the
coaxial cables provided for command and data retrieval. The IESE interfaces
with the orbiter data and communications subsystem provide means of
receiving commands and sending data to the ground over Shuttle channels.
The orbiter can also provide computer and recorder services as needed.
The IESE receives power at 30 Vdc from the orbiter power
subsystem during launch, orbital checkout, and maintenance operations.
Manual controls, instrumentation, and converters in the IESE energize the
LST buses and control distribution. Converters step up and control the
voltage delivered to the primary (solar) buses. The IESE has special
provisions for conditioning batteries and for load checks on batteries and
arrays during maintenance. Controls and instrumentation are also provided
for energizing contamination control equipment and for internal lighting.
The test connectors provide access to special test points
within the SSM/OTA/SIP subsystems for calibrating sensors, troubleshooting
faults, and evaluating the status and redundancy of various critical assemblies
and instruments.
The voice communication link is provided for possible main-
tenance and replacement operations within the LST. The crew member in the
LST is in constant communication with the Shuttle crew. This enhances the
safety of such operations.
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To assure safety to crew and equipment during the various
operational periods wi_h _utt!e support, caution andwarning (C&W) signals
are exchangedbetween the LST and orbiter. The rationale pertaining to
selection of caution and warning provisions are:
Shuttle).
1. C&W provides protection for crew and overall system,.
2. One-way interface during launch and return (LST to
3. Two-way interface during maintenance.
a. Alerts Shuttlecrew and man in LST.
4. Exact requirement will dependon Shuttle C&W, number
in crew, maintenanceprocedures, andwork stations.
5. C&W system normally has:
alarm box.
.
a. Redundant sensors, supplies, signal transmission.
b. Voting logic in critical cases.
c. Manual test and verification features.
LST provisions for C&W:
a. Interface connectors-cables-sensors-alert lights/
b. Are isolated from LST functional system.
c. Are energized from Shuttle side only when attached.
7. Spare C&W components will be carried on all LST visits.
Potential caution and warning functions were listed in Table
IV-t 8 with an indication for the mission phase during which these functions
will probably be monitored.
Revised interface documents indicate that the Shuttle can supply
1500 watts average and 3000 watts peak for payloads during ascent and descent.
In orbital coast, 3000 watts average and 6000 watts peak can be sustained.
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Such provisions are considered adequate to support the LST during launch and
orbital checkout. It was estimated that 2700 watts would be the maximum
requirement for the payload for worst-case maintenance conditions where the
array was not operating and battery charging was needed. During such revisit
operations, the power may be constrained if the 874 watts needed for contamina-
tion control is required for extended periods.
It appears that the 50 kW-h limit on energy is not sufficient to
support an extended orbital checkout or a maintenance operation for the LST.
It will require over 100 kW-h. The interface document, however, does permit
the supply of additional reactants for the fuel cell power system from the
payload or from tanks to be installed in the cargo bay. Selecting the add-on
tank approach, the cost of tanks and plumbing hardware is defrayed by the
Shuttle system. The only penalties to the payload are the installation charge
and the weight. For nominal fuel cell performance the mass penalty should be
about 0.45 kg/kW-h for reactants. The additional installation, therefore,
would be in the order of 30 to 45 kg.
F. Trade Studies
1. EPS Configuration Tradeoff Analyses. Four EPS configurations
were analyzed in the selection of the reference design. Each of the candidates
has been used previously and is based on existing design and hardware tech-
nology. The four configurations were evaluated against LST basic require-
ments and probable ranges of operating conditions to determine whether or not
significant performance, functional, or programmatic advantages were
offered.
The first-order effects of EPS configurations on solar array power
and energy storage requirements were determined as a function of the dark-to-
daylight load ratio variation possible to evaluate whether or not the performance
of the candidates depended on the load regime. In one case, the ratio of
unregulated-to-regulated load was considered.
Subsequent consideration was given to reliability for expected
ranges of environment, operational loading, and maintenance provisions.
Inherent protection features, voltage, and current stress levels incurred on
components, potential sensitivity to power management controls and adaptability
to redundancy, modularization, and requirement changes were some of the
qualities considered. EPS design and hardware costs can be related to solar
array power and energy storage capacity; however, application and program-
matic requirements, the design status of the rest of the system, and integration
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can be significant cost drivers. In all cases, to be cost-effective, a high
confidence in the system reliability must be established becausethe mission
and vehicle survival is critically dependenton the EP_.
Cost avoidanceis considered a prime requirement on configuration
selection. Thus, the final selection shouldnot occur until the system design
has matured to the point where basic requirement ranges are well established,
unless the design is highly modularized andversatile for adaptation to large
changesin requirements. Equipment shouldbe designedfor low stress levels
and should be conservatively rated for the range of design conditions expected.
Componentsand modules should be selected to avoid costly, extensive develop-
ment testing andqualification. The system shouldbe resistant to abuse and
abnormal load conditions, such as transients or EMI, and it shouldprovide
goodprotection and corrective features. To avoid extensive waiting time for
requirements and to avoid difficult integration or costly changesafter system
assembly, the configuration should provide design isolation and features that
desensitize EPS equipment to external system conditions and changes.
Analyses were based on a fixed i500 watt orbital average load and
on a 96.9 rain orbit with maximum occultation of 35.5 rain. The sensitivity of
the candidate systems to load and Lime of occurrence is shownby the perform-
ance dependenceon the dark-to-daylight load ratio variations considered.
Two of the configurations, designatedas Type 1 and Type 2 in
Figure IV-37, have the capability of tracking the peak power point on the solar
array V-I curve. The Type 1 system is representative of the reference selected.
The Orbital Workshop (OWS) part of the Skylabuses the Type 2 concept. The
efficiencies and design parameters used in the analyses are identified in
Table IV-19.
The Type i system contains a stepdowncharger and a stepup-
-*^-,_ ......... 1_÷_ TS,_ _ol,l_tnr i.q d_,_i_ned for an input voltage to vary from
the minimum battery voltage to the maximum solar array voltage. In the Type
2 system there is a stepdown preregulator and a stepdown load regulator.
The performance equations that determine the energy storage and
solar array requirements for the Type i (reference design) configuration are
given in Section C. 2. Figures IV-5 through IV-8 show the energy required and
the performance factor (ratio of solar array power to load power) as a function
of dark-to-daylight load ratio.
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Figure IV-37. Electrical power subsystem configurations
Type 1 and Type 2.
Using the values denoted in Table IV-19, equations for Type 1
[equations (1), (2), (3), (5), and (8) (Section 3.2)] are applicable to the
Type 2 configuration. Because of the series preregulator the equations for
required solar array power is slightly different from equations (6) or (7) for
the reference Type 1. The required solar array power for the Type 2 system
may be determined from the following equation:
PLS ED
P = _t + (26)sar _?o _r _p _b _c _t ts
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TABLE IV-19. PARAMETERSAND VALUES FOR
TYPE ! AND TYPE 2 SYSTEMS
PARAMETER SYMBOL
SOLAR ARRAY TRANSMISSION
EFFICIENCY _1t
VALUES USED
__m
TYPE 1 TYPE 2
0.98 0.98
CHARGER EFFICIENCY _c 0.95 0.95
BATTERY EFFICIENCY (ENERGY
OUT / ENERGY IN) _b 0.80 0,80
BATTERY TO REGULATOR EFFICIENCY _d 0.98 0.98
REGULATOR EFFICIENCY _ r 0.91 0.95
DISTRIBUTIONS EFFICIENCY '_r _ 0.95
PRE-REGULATOR EFFICIENCY _ _ 0.98
P
ORBITAL AVERAGE LOAD
POWER - WATTS PL 1500 1500
DARK LOAD POWER - WATTS PL d -- --
LIGHT LOAD POWER - WATTS PL$ -- --
DARK TIME - MINUTES 35.5 35.5td
LIGHT TIME - MINUTES ts
DARK TO DAYLIGHT LOAD RATIO J
PssrSOLAR ARRAY POWER - WATTS
BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE
REQUIRED FOR td ED
61.4 61.4
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Type 2 system performance is also given as a function of dark-to-daylight load
ratio. Figures IV-38 and IV-39 illustrate the energy requirement and perform-
ance factor variation for the Type 2 system, respectively, as a function of the
load ratio.
The energy requirements for Type I were slightly higher than for
Type 2 but the performance factor was somewhat better. The preregulator
efficiency penalizes the Type 2 configuration. Other variations considered
where the preregulator handles both the charger and output loads gave much
poorer performance. The Type 2 approach has additional disadvantages not
obvious from the block diagram shown. To gain efficiency in power condition-
ing, nonisolated, stepdown converters are used in the regulator, preregulator,
and charger. This incurs higher array voltages, higher stress on input
components, and lower isolation protection. For an output equivalent to Type I,
the battery reliability and charge control is penalized by the requirement for a
greater number of series cells per battery.
Two shunt-regulator schemes, designated as Type 3 and Type 4
systems, were also analyzed. These are shown in Figure IV-40. The design
parameters assigned to the Types 3 and 4 systems are given in Table IV-20.
For the shunt-regulated systems, the performance is very dependent
on the degree of regulation, the energy storage subsystem configuration, and the
environmental and operational ranges expected. For the same design condi-
tions used for Types I and 2, equivalent energy storage and input power require-
ments were determined for the Types 3 and 4 appraoches. Solar power
requirements in these cases are those from the combined array and shunt.
Additional considerations were given to shunt power dissipation and to param-
eters that affect the array size. Since the shunt concept is sensitive to
regulation specifications, the effect of varying the unregulated-to-regulated
load ratio was evaluated for the Type 3 configuration. Type 3 was used for
this analysis because it seems that it would benefit most from broader regu-
lation tolerances.
To the extent possible, the same relationships and symbols used
previously were maintained, but equations differ because of the connection
differences. As may be noted from Table IV-20, additional parameters are
needed to distinguish between regulated and unregulated loads and the factor
Z, representing the ratio of unregulated load to regulated load, is introduced
as a variable for evaluating how regulation requirements affect the system.
To avoid over complicating the analysis, Z is assumed to be the same for
daylight and dark periods as given in equation (27) :
PUD PUS
Z = _ - (27)
PRD PRS
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Figure IV-38. Energy storage versus dark-to-daylight
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Figure IV-40. Type 3 and Type 4 configurations for electrical
power subsystem.
The dark-to-light load ratio has the same significance as before
but appears different for Type 3, as shown in equation (28) :
J
PRD + PUD
PRS + PUS
(28)
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TABLE T,, oa _A_A_T_R.q ANr_ VALIIES FOR
TYPE 3 AND TYPE 4 SYSTEMS
PARAMETER
SOLAR ARRAY EFFICIENCY
CHARGER EFFICIENCY
BATTERY EF FlCl ENCY
BATTERY TO REGULATOR EFFICIENCY
REGULATOR EFFICIENCY
DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY
DARK TIME - MINUTES
SYMBOL
_t
17C
_b
_d
1_ r
/]O
td
I lr r'r. 3
0.98
0.95
P
L
0.80
0.97
0.92
0.98
35.5
mm,lmmmammmm
TYPE 4
0.98
0.95
0.80
0.93
0.98
35.5
61.4LIGHT TIME - MINUTES ts 61.4
DARK TO DAYLIGHT LOAD RATIO J - -
UNREGULATED TO REGULATED LOAD RATIO z - -
POWER REQUIRED FROM SOLAR ARRAY p _ _
AFTER SHUNT as
ORBITAL AVERAGE LOAD - WATTS 1500
PrdREGULATED DARK LOAD - WATTS
PudUNREGULATED DARK LOAD - WATTS
Pr$REGULATED LIGHT LOAD - WATTS
UNREGULATED LIGHT LOAD- WATTS Pus
BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE REQUIRED FOR t d Ea
DARK LOAD POWER PLd
LIGHT LOAD POWER
ARRAY POWER TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
POWER AT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
AVERAGE ARRAY DAYTIME TEMPERATURE
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
PLS
kp
1500
0.005
2Soct i
Pi
T a
T m
KCONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY
0.005
SIZE OF ARRAY A - -
SIZE OF ARRAY FOR PEAK POWER TRACKING
SYSTEM Ap - -
SIZE OF ARRAY FOR A SHUNT REGULATED
SYSTEM A s
28oc
B
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The energy required during occultation is determined by either of the following
equation s:
E D -
_o_d Z_ R +i _?o_ d +Z
(29)
J Ltd[t td ]ED . s i- _?o_d (i+ Z) ts +J (i +Z) t d + Z (30)
The power required from the solar array-shunt combination is obtainable from
several equations, one of which is
PL (I +_R Z)
PAS - 7?
o _R _t ts +td ](I+ Z) ts +J (i +Z) t d
÷
E
D
7?t_b_?c_ s
(31)
The relative array sizes for a shunt-regulated and peak tracing
system need to be determined in order to evaluate performance factors.
The maximum solar array power output change with temperature
can be closely approximated by a linear function as follows:
Systems with peak power tracking can use maximum solar array
power at all times. From equation (32) it can be shown that the maximum
average power available in the daytime is simply the solar array power at the
average daytime temperature. The array is sized for end-of-life conditions
and the combination of daylight time and corresponding average temperature
that gives the largest array. On the LST, as with most systems, this is the
maximum dark-time condition. The peak power tracking systems can deliver
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power in excessof their worst case, end-of-life rating. Excess power would
be available early in the mission whenthe array is not degradedandwhenever
the averagedaytime temperature is lower than the design value.
For most shunt-regulated systems, the array is designedto supply
the required power at maximum temperature during the worst-case orbit. This
requires the array voltage at maximum power and maximum temperature to be
at least the minimum required by the load. The shunt operates so that the
shuntcurrent plus the current drawn by the charger and the loads will keep the
array at an essentially constant voltage. Under light load conditions, the shunt
must dissipate a power equal to the array output voltage times the array current
less that drawnby any loads. Sincethe LST is to be highly controllable from
the ground, the large load swings expectedwill "result in high shunt dissipations
which detract from the system reliability.
Using the power temperature relationship from equation (32) for a
fixed power input, the ratio of the array size for a shunt system to the array
size for a peak power tracking system can be determined.
The _ - of an ._
_z_ array _ proportional to the power output at tempera-
ture T. Let K be the constant of proportionality so that
A = K P. (33)
1
For the peak power tracking systems solving equation (32) for P. with1
T = T , and substituting in equation (33), the size (A) of the peak power
a p
tracking system array is
P.
A =K 1 (34)
The size, A of the shunt,regulated power system array is obtained by
S'
setting T = T . Therefore,
m
P°
A =K 1 (35)
W-ill
For the same P and K, the ratio of the array sizes are
A l-k (T-Ti)
s p a
Ap -1-kp (TI-Ti)
(36)
This size ratio only assures that both arrays can supply the same load power
at the end-of-life, worst-ease condition. The peak power tracking systems
can supply substantially more power early in life or when the temperature is
low. The shunt-regulated system cannot do this because of the fixed array
voltage. It can supply a limited amount of additional power in early life due
to the higher current available at the fixed array voltage.
The equations for the Type 4 configurations are similar to the
foregoing equations except that the factor Z was not used. Curves illustrating
the performance of the Types 3 and 4 systems are plotted on the same scale
as used for Types I and 2, for comparison purposes. The energy storage
requirement determined by equation (30) is shown for Type 3 as a function of
the dark-to-daylight load ratio in Figure IV-41 for the two extreme values of
Z. As indicated, the unregulated-to-regulated load ratio has a minor effect
on energy storage. Comparing this figure with Figure IV-6 shows that energy
requirements for Types 3 and I are equivalent for Z = 0. The Type 3
improvement with Z = oo is almost negligible.
The input power factor (ratio Pas/PL) for the Type 3 configuration
is plotted in Figure IV-42 for three values of Z. Here the advantages of high
unregulated loads are noticeable but still small. The i percent difference
between Type 3 at Z = 0 and Type I could easily be taken by the shunt, and
regulation is sacrificed. Even with Z = oo, the difference is less than 3
percent. This difference needs to be near 10 percent for Type 3 to be a good
competitor, since voltage is clamped, and utilizing the array's peak power
when cold is not possible. The array design is much more sensitive to the
accuracy of thermal predictions.
Similar energy requirements and input power factor curves are
given for the Type 4 system in Figures IV-43 and IV-44. Although energy
reduction compared to Figure IV-6 is small, the solar power reduction of
approximately 8 percent comparing Figures IV-44 and IV-8, is significant.
Therefore, Type 4 should be a candidate for further study and evaluation.
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Although it has some of the disadvantagesnotedfor Type 3, Type 4 is capable
of maintaining close regulation. The shunt andthe up-regul_ttor from the
battery together canbe made to control the bus voltage throughout the orbit.
Also the battery design and number of series cells are less constrained than
by Type 3.
From equation (36), since the average temperature is always less
than the maximum temperature (Ta < Tm) , the size of a shunt-regulated array
(As) is always larger than the size of peak power tracking system array (Ap)
for the samepower requirement. This must be taken into account in comparing
performance factors. The unregulated array power is given by
A
p = p s (37)
sar as A
P
Thus the performance factor, unregulated array power divided by available
load power, is
P P A
M = a_______s= sa____x_r s (38)
PL PL A P
This equation allows comparison of these two types of systems on an equal
basis. Multiplying the input power factors given in Figures IV-42 and IV-44
by the ratio As/A p results in a performance factor equivalent to those plotted
in Figures IV-8 and IV-39.
On the basis of the above cursory analyses the Type I system
appears to be the best candidate for LST when protection, design isolation,
array utilization and other_factors are considered. However, the Type 4
system performance indicated makes it worthy of further investigation.
2. Alternate Solar Arrays. The reference solar array configuration
was selected early and had the benefit of more indepth analysis (e. g., struc-
tural, thermal, and dynamic) than the alternates studied. There were several
reasons for considering alternate arrays: (1) The configuration and alternate
launch vehicle constraints caused the reference design to be complex and
massive, (2) retraction was required, and (3) the reference array is not a
good candidate for in-space maintenance and replacement.
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Several solar array designs developedunder previous R&D contracts
were evaluatedfor adaptation to the LST. There were several rollout, flexible
panel types to consider. These had the samebasic concept but differed in
mechanization anddetail. Semirigid, _olding arrays were considered.
Designs for other programs using large arrays, e.g., Skylab,
HEAO, ATM, OAO, SCS(Air Force), were also considered. These, however,
were more conventional and similar to the reference design.
Of their own volition, several companies supplied design concepts
derived from their recent studies related to LST. Someestimates basedon
previous programs were also offered.
A general appraisal of the various types of solar arrays is given in
Table IV-2i. The advantagesand disadvantagescompared reflect the rationale
used to select the reference array design for the study.
In general, the same cell and coverslide characteristics were used
for evaluation of alternates because these were considered good selections for
the mission. Alternates not using these were adjusted for equivalent perform-
ance. Someconsideration was given to thermal differences but these were not
thoroughly analyzed. Time did not permit reconfiguration studies of the SSM
to adapt alternates to dimensional and structural constraints.
a. Alternate No. 1 Solar Array. Aside from the conventional
rigid arrays, the first alternate considered was the flexible, rollup solar array
(FRUSA) developedfor the Air Force. This is the only one of the flexible
types that hasbeen flight tested. Several variations of this design were
suggestedby others. The design goals for the FRUSAdevelopment were to
deliver 1500watts of raw power with a mass-to-power ratio of 15.88 kg/kW.
The flight tested FRUSAused 0. 015 cm coverslides and
2 x 2 x 0.020 cm N/P solar cells left over from another project. The cells
were mounted on a substrate composedof 0. 0025cm Kapton film and 0. 0025
em fiberglass. The panel dimensions were 487.7 x 167.6 era, giving 16.35 m2
area for the two panels.
In general, the test results were good. Many deployment-
retraction operations were performed. Mechanical anddynamic characteristics
measured indicated goodcorrelation with design predictions. The orientation
system malfunction and minor instrument deficiencies noted did not affect
usefulness of array tests for this flight. Although the electrical performance
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of the array was considered adequate, its power appeared low and the degrada-
tion rate of 18 percent for the first year was quite high for the given orbit.
Such rates were near predictions in the report and the manufacturer attributes
this mostly to the narrow coverslides used.
The FRUSA configuration is shown in Figure IV-45. The two
flexible panels, on which cells are mounted, rollup on a single drum. A soft,
cushion panel rolls between the cells and panels to protect the cells (and
coverslides) from breakage or snagging. When the panels are deployed, the
cushion panel rolls up on the cushion takeup roller that is gear synchronized
with the drum. The extendible booms are of the "Bistem" type. When
retracted, they are stored in two small cylindrical housings.
The spreader bars and boom compensators keep tension on the
panels to maintain alignment during roll in/out and to keep the natural frequency
from being excessively low.
SPREADER BAR
/
BOOM
CUSHION TAKE-UP
EXTENDIBLE
BOOM ACTUATOR
INSTRUMENTATION
ELECTRONICS
ORIENTATION
MECHANISM
CONTROL
ORIENTATION
MECHANISM
BOOM LENGTH
COMPENSATOR
Figure IV-45. Solar array alternate no. 1.
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The drum/actuator/panel assembly is mounted on a rigid,
cylindrical boom as shown. The orientation mechanism and controls rotate
the rigid boom for array orientation. The orientation mechanism was uu_l_L,uu
to drive two array assemblies, although only one assembly was used in the
FRUSAflight test. This mechanism was specifically adaptedto the flight test
_.^,.-_1..... +_._n_ ¢,_. _n,,nting nn the forward end of the spacecraft.
Automated processes were developed to interconnect and
assemble the solar cell coverslide modules. The cell assemblies are attached
to the panels with adhesives. Flat conductors collect and deliver power to slip
ring assemblies which transfer power across the rotary joints for transmission
into the spacecraft.
Using the existing design dimensions and mounting provisions,
this array would not fitwithin the shroud envelope on the reference SSM.
Figure IV-46 shows the rollup drum assembly, mechanisms, and an end
view of the stowed array. The 34.3 cm height of this assembly violated the
shroud envelope. Changes were made to mountings, etc., to reduce the
height, but these were not enough without modification to the basic array
mechanisms. Information from the manufacturer indicated that variations
were possible, but concepts adapted to the LST were not furnished. The fit
was close enough, however, to consider it a feasible candidate worthy of
further study. Study of shroud details, SSM modification, or modification to
the array could make stowage practical for the LST.
Additional investigations considered modifications needed to
make the electrical performance equivalent to the reference array design. Two
assemblies with approximately 25 percent more area would be needed for LST.
Since changes in width were considered most significant and exFensive, the
length of the booms and panels were extended to 588.6 cm. The manufacturer
indicated that a maximum of 700 cm could be accommodated. Use of thicker
-_' _ _-_ ....... considered .n_ece._,_ry for the 5 year mission and economy,
imposed thicker panels and an increase in drum diameter; neither is desirable.
Analysis indicated that the panels should be about 0. 025 cm thick and that
larger boom diameters would be needed for the increased mass and length.
The manufacturer did not agree that larger booms were meeded but indicated
that larger booms and drive mechanisms were being designed.
Panel coatings or fiberglass panels were considered possible
means of improving thermal characteristics for better cell efficiency and
lower thermal cycle stresses.
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The characteristics of the Ilmodified'' FRUSA designated as 
Alternate No. i Solar Array, derived on a preliminary design basis, are shown 
in Table IV-22. 
TABLE IV-22.  ALTERNATE NO. i SOLAR ARRAY 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Stored Dim en sions : 
Height 
Length 
Width 
Unrolled Length 
Panel Size 
Total Array Area 
Total M a s s  of Array and Orientation 
Mechanism 
34.3 cm 
45.7 cm 
194.9 cm 
1223.0 cm 
165.0 x 588.6 cm 
( 9.77 m2) 
39.02 m2 
158.8 kg 
b. Alternate No.  2 Solar Array. Figure IV-47 shows one wing 
on the second alternate, also a flexible, rollup type a r ray  mounted on the SSM. 
This alternate uses a central "Bi-stem" boom for extending and retracting 
two panels. The boom diameter is 3.5 cm, larger  and thicker than the 
FRUSA, and is commensurate with the length and panel mass.  This design 
simplifies the boom and actuator complexity since only one boom instead of 
four are used. Two drums instead of one is the penalty for the boom 
simplification. 
The array storage drums, the interleaf storage drums, and 
extension actuator are mounted on a cradle which can rotate when released. 
The orientation mechanism located inside the SSM provides rotational drive 
to control the orientation of the solar cell panels. 
Another advantage of this concept is that it does not require 
deployment of an additional rigid boom to permit panel extension and wing 
orientation. Also, it does not have to depend on the shroud mounting ring for 
bearing support. These aspects simplify deployment , retraction, and main- 
tenance of the array.  
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Like alternate no. t, however, its stowage height was too
large to stay- within the shroud envelope. The interfence was 7.1 cm; this is
also close enough to consider feasible and worthy of further study.
As shown, alternate no. 2 would provide an area of 37.72 m S
and its power performance would be equivalent to the reference array. Table
IV-23 gives a mass summary for the second alternate.
TABLE IV-23. ALTERNATE NO. 2 SOLAR ARRAY MASS
Component System Mass (kg)
Flexible Blanket (2)
Extension Mechanism (2)
Extension Boom (2)
Tiedown/Containment (2)
Solar Array Drive (2)
Drive Electronics (1)
Total Mass
80.76
7.26
7.26
39.02
11.79
1.81
147.90
c. Alternate No. 3 Solar Array. The third alternate may be
considered a semirigid-type array because the solar cells are mounted on a
flexible substrate and are attached to a rind frame. As a wing a_embly,
this alternate is quite rigid.
Alternate array no. 3 utilizes a solar reflector/solar cell
array to reduce the active array cell area. The reflector is integrated with
the large triangular backbone structure that provides primary support for the
solar cell panels. Figure IV-48 shows an outline drawing of this concept.
Each wing consists of six segments. The innermost is a transition section
from the drive mechanisms to the triangular backbone which runs down the
other five solar cell modules. The solar cell modules are made of solar cells
mounted onto a flexible substrate which, in turn, is mounted onto a low-mass
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isogrid rigid structure ( a  hollow structure like the floors of Skylab) . The 
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about 33 percent, thereby reducing the solar panel costs. The reflector/ 
concentrator costs and the lightweight structure costs would reportedly be as 
low a s  for the conventional honeycomb material. Resulting solar cell tempera- 
ture increases have been considered in estimating the projected solar ceii area 
reductlon. R&D results have projected that the electroformed isogrid struc- 
tures could be made at a low cost with the proper tooling. 
It may be noted that stowage, deployment, and retraction 
concepts are similar to those of the reference array.  When-deployed, it is a 
more rigid structure. Also, this alternate meets the Titan shroud clearance 
constraints. The array area of 42.74 m2  allowed for more degradation than 
used for the reference and also more area was  needed to keep the cell tempera- 
ture down because of the increased ( reflected) illumination. 
A mass estimate for alternate no. 3 ar ray  is given in Table 
IV- 24. 
TABLE IV-24. ALTERNATE NO. 3 SOLAR ARRAY 
MASS ESTIMATE 
Component 
Solar Cel ls ,  Coverslides , and Adhesives 
Insogrid Substrates 
Nylon Reflector 
Hardware, Hinges 
Total Mass  
Mass  (kg) 
40 
41 0 
5 
130 
585 
d. Alternate No. 4 Array. The variation of the reference design 
a r ray  using substrate loaded with a phase change material was considered as 
alternate no. 4. It is discussed in Section C. 
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e. Assessment of Alternates. Other alternates are under con-
sideration but have not been evaluated. All of those shown offer advantages
over the reference design and are worthy of more consideration. However,
the better retraction and deployment design, the replaceability features, and
the weight of the flexible, rollout types make them most attractive for the LST
mission. An extensive investigation of cost is required to accurately deter-
mine whether or not any of the alternates offer a cost advantageto the program.
3. Battery Trades. Numerous battery tradeoffs were considered
during the study in an attempt to optimize performance and to select optimum
cell size and battery assembly configurations for the LST mission. Data on
typical assemblies for other projects and on cell models available from four
manufactures were used in these trade studies. The same LST load and
environmental conditions used for the reference battery were used for the
alternates considered.
Rectangular and cylindrical cells were considered. Most of the
cylindrical cells produced are for small commercial applications such as
radios, razors, flashlights, toys, etc. Preliminary designs were made to
optimize assemblies for the application and for the variations in cell ratings
and configurations considered. Energy, voltage, mass, and thermal charac-
teristics of the assemblies were evaluated. In turn, these characteristics
were also traded for their effects on system complexity, redundancy, controls
needed, and subsystem mass. It was found that assembly characteristics are
only slightly affected by variations in cell dimensions or manufacturers once
the rating, style or type of cell construction, and the number of cells have
been selected. A few examples of battery assembly characteristics are given
in Table IV-25. These are typical of assemblies of the given cell rating,
depending on passive thermal control. It may be noted that for the rectangular
cells, the energy to mass ratio increased very slightly with rating size. The
high performance of the cylindrical cell assembly results from the high
pressure, low mass construction of the cells.
Three of the above battery assemblies are compared on a sub-
system basis in Table IV-26. For the LST load and orbit requirements, the
practical limits on ceils per assembly, number of assemblies, and depth-of-
discharge are shown. The mass of the battery assemblies, chargers, and
total subsystem are compared at a DOD of 17.5 percent for the three
configurations.
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Battery characteristics were evaluatedfor optimum operating
conditions and for optimum use of the battery mass for long term mission
intervals. The cycle life rating, DODtemperature, specific mass of the
battery assemblies, and LST energy requirements determined the character-
istics compared. Curves fo,_cycle life as a function of temperature and DOD,
as discussed in Section C and in Chapter VIII, served as a basis for deter-
mining performance as a function of DOD. Figure IV-49 is an example of the
performance curves obtained for the 31-A-h rectangular cell assembly shown
in foregoing comparisons.
For the design temperature, the cycle life limit andDODwere
related to the total energy that an assembly would deliver. The energy required
per orbit determined the battery mass as a function of DOD.
800 ] 32 80
/
700 28 70
600 ._2, _ 60
=_soo _,20 =
, ,,=, , so
400 T ,,Q,16 cc 40
_-" 300 T >
,?,12 o3o
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DEPTH OF DISCHARGE %
Figure IV-49. Battery performance comparisons, rectangular
cell assemblies.
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The total energy the battery would deliver during its life and the
battery mass may be related for each DOD selected. Thus, the curve for
total energy-to-mass ratio is determined. As indicated in Figure IV-49, the
DOD should be about 21 percent for optimum use of the example battery.
Optimistic cycle life curves were used for this example. On this basis, the
optimum battery design should be for about a 2.5 year life.
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CHAPTERV. COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING
The communications and data handling (C& DH) system design guide-
lines were derived from the collective data and command requirements of the
optical telescope assembly (OTA), the scientific instrument package (SIP),
and the support systems module (SSM). The philosophy used in configuring
the reference design for early missions was to obtain the maximum worth-
while scientific data within the constraints of existing technology and ground
facilities with no further investment in additional special data reduction equip-
ment and/or ground facility modification. The growth potential to take advan-
tage of possible increases in ground station capability and the availability of
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) for later Shuttle-
launched LST missions was considered.
A. Requirements and Assumptions
In addition to the general requirements specified for the overall LST
mission, the following specific requirements and assmmptions were imposed
on the Communications and Data Management function.
I. Communications Facilities
a. Ground Network. The ground network chosen for the LST
reference design is the Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network (STDN). These
stations include the Canary Islands (CYI), Ascension Island (ACN),
Orroral Valley (ORRX) as a proposed site change for Carnarvon (CRO),
Guam (GWM), Hawaii (HAW), and Goldstone (GDSX). For a 611 km (330
n. mi. ) circular orbit with an inclination of 28. 5 degrees, this network can
achieve an average contact time of 26 minutes per revolution. The average
contact time per revolution per station is 11.09 minutes. The calculations
were based on existing STDN capabilities operating at 2200 to 2300 MHz.
Downlink capabilities at each station will permit a scientific
data rate of 1 megabit/sec. The LST status, diagnostic, and command veri-
fication data will be transmitted down at a rate of 51.2 kbs. These rates have
proved adequate to meet mission requirements.
b. Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Systems. Data relay satel-
lites would not be available for early launches but might be considered later.
VHF and Ku-band data relays may become available. The Ku-band relay is
projected a s  a 14.4 to 15.35 GHz system uking a 2.4 m ( 8 ft) parabolic 
suitable for  color television, and an RF bandwidth of 200 MHz a r e  projected. 
- - _  antenna on the L S ' ~ .  A system noise temperature of i z o o " ~ ,  2 -;i&o &&+id~i 
-_ 3.. Da.t.a Quality. The bit e r ror  rate (BER) for data and commands 
transmitted to the equipment onboard the LST must be l e s s  than one part in 
b l o 9  (the probability of a bit e r ror ,  P For'data trans- e '  
mitted to the ground, the probability of a bit e r ro r  will be less  than for 
differentially coherent phase shift keyed ( PSK) operation. 
is l e s s  than 
3. Command Capability. A capacity for 5 hours of operations without 
contact for receiving commands will be provided. Command storage for  4000 
28-bit words is provided. Command messages a re  received at a rate qf 200 
bits/sec. 
4. Experimental Data. Experimental data will be sent directly from 
the SIP to ground through the communication system at a maximum rate of 1 
megabit/sec. A camera tube resolution of 20 to 30 cycles/md and a 50 by 50 
mm target is assumed as the design rcference because this is thought to be 
likely from projections of the state of tube development at the time of flight of 
the LST. However, a resolution of 60 cycles/mm and a 50 by 50 mm target 
was used to size the C&DH system to provide for growth for possible increased 
image tube capabilities. The number of bits required for the high resolution 
picture frame is 576 megabits with 8 bits/sample coding and 4 samples/cycle 
sampling rate. At least one frame per orbit is required from the SIP. With 
a maximum downlink data rate of 1 megabit/sec a 576 megabit frame requires 
about 1 0  minutes of contact time to transmit to ground. Comparable numbers 
for a tube resolution of 20 cycles/mm would be 64 megabits/frame and would 
take 64 seconds of contact time to dump at a 1 megabit/sec rate. 
B. Ground  Station Network and Facil it ies 
The primary guidelines used i n  this overall study were those that would 
satisfy the basic requirement of good scientific data being transmitted from the 
spacecraft to the ground. The ground network in existence during the LST 
mission flight time is probably one of the more important constraints. 
1. The designation cycles/mm is used throughout this volume and is equiva- 
lent to the designation of a line pair/mm [ V-11. 
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The network that will be used as design reference is STDN which is composed 
of the stations of the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) and the old Space 
Tracking and Data Acquisition Network ( STADAN) system. However, only 
stations with unified S-band (USB) capability were selected for this mission. 
The locations of the stations comprising the STDN are indicated in Figure V-I. 
There is a possibility that this network will be limited to only 15 stations. 
The stations that a r e  scheduled ( o r  a r e  being contemplated) for retirement 
a r e  shown by the triangles on the map. The six stations were selected to 
provide support in the tracking of the spacecraft, commanding the spacecraft, 
and for retrieving data from the spacecraft in near-real and real time. Stared 
data may also be transmitted to these stations for forwarding to the control' 
center. 
Two criteria were used in selecting the stations. The first was that 
the station had to be visible to the spacecraft during its pass around the earth, 
and the second ground station selection parameter was the equipment available 
at  the station. 
1. Mission Coverage Analysis. Generally, the mission coverage 
requirement means that the only stations with coverage within a band less  
than 28.5 degrees of latitude north and south can be used. In Table V-1 the 
entire 15 STDN stations a r e  shown with their corresponding latitudes. In 
some instances the spacecraft may be visible from stations a t  slightly more 
than 28.5 degrees of latitude north o r  south, but the time over those stations 
is greatly reduced. To confirm the coverage obtained from available ground 
stations with the LST launch data programmed for 1979 from the Merritt 
Island launch area,  a coverage analysis was based on a circular orbit at an 
altitude of 611 km (330 n. mi. ) and an inclination of 28.5 degrees ( see  
Volume 11, Mission Analysis). 
To maintain the intensive communications and control links 
between earth and LST experiments, the STDN provides six ground tracking 
stations equipped with a 9.144 m (30 f t )  diam antenna. The selected ground 
sites were originally CYI, ACN, CRO, GWM, HAW, and GDSX. Current 
NASA studies have dictated a requirement that the tracking facilities at CRO 
be phased out of the STDN in 1974. Since the LST is scheduled to operate 
initially in  1979, a subsequent simulation analysis has assumed a possible 
participation of ORRX instead of CRO. 
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TABLE V-l. STDN GROUND STATION LOCATION
Height
(Above
, Ellipsoid)
Station a System Latitude u Longitude (E) (m)
Ascension Island 9. 144 m (30 ft) USB - 7 ° 57' 17.26" 345 ° 40' 22.59" 527
Santiago, Chile S-band Goddard Range and -33 ° 09' 02.73" 289 ° 20' 03.25" 732
Range Rate (GRARR) VHF -33 ° 09' 05.21" 289 ° 20' 03.25" 732
GRARR Interferometer -33 ° 08' 57.24" 289 ° 19' 56.40" 720
Bermuda 9.144 m (30 ft) USB 32 ° 21' 04.50" 295 ° 20' 31.93" -43
FPQ-6 Radar 32 ° 20' 52.54" 295 ° 20' 47.91" -45
FPS-16 Radar 32 ° 20' 53.04" 295 ° 20' 47.70" -46
Johannesburg, Interferometer -25 ° 52' 58.86" 27 ° 42' 27.93" Not Available
Republic of South
Africa
Grand Canary 9. 144 m (30 ft) USB 27 ° 45' 52.33" 344 ° 21' 57.90" 179
Island
Goldstone, Calif. 25.91 m (85 ft) USB o_=° 20'_..°_,,,_ ._v°A_°nT, 35.n_" _I
9.144 m (30 ft) USB Earth 35 ° 20' 29.63" 243 ° 07' 40.46" 946
Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS)
Guam 9.144 m (30 ft) USB 13 ° 18' 38.07" 144 ° 44' 12.54" 114
Hawaii 9. 144 m (30 ft) USB 22 ° 07' 34.71" 200 ° 20' 05.42" 1143
FPS-16 Radar 22 ° 07' 24.61" 200 ° 20' 04.00" 1147
Honeysuckle Creek/ 25.91 m (85 ft) USB -35 ° 35' 00.58" 148 ° 58' 40.12" 1143
Ororral, Australia 9. 144 m (30 ft) USB c -35 ° 37' 37.50" 148 ° 57' 10.70" 941
Madrid, Spain 25.91 m (85 ft) USB 40 ° 27' 17.97" 355 ° 49' 53.57" 763
Merritt Island, 9.144 m (30 ft) USB Nu. 1 _o..... _,' _.,_"__o,, _._°_n° .........1Q,o_ _1" __4
Fla. 9. 144 m (30 ft) USB No. 2 28 ° 30' 26.34" 279 ° 18' 22.93" 19
Quito, Ecuador Interferometer -00 ° 37' 20.62" 281 ° 25' 17.94" 3593
Rosman, N.C. S-band GRARR 35 ° 11'45.05" 277 ° 07'26.23" 880
VHF GRARR 35 ° 11' 41.10" 277 ° 07' 26.23" 880
Tananarive, S-band GRARR -19 ° 01' 09.33" 47 ° 18' 12.56" Not Available
Malagasy VHF GRARR -19 ° 01' 11.80" 47 ° 18' 12.56" Not Available
Interferometer -19 ° 00' 27.10" 47 ° 18' 00.46" Not Available
FPS-16 Radar -19 ° 00' 06.49" 47 ° 18' 53.03" Not Available
Fairbanks, Alaska S-band GRARR 64 ° 58' 20.89" 212 ° 29' 22.41" 349
VHF GRARR 64 ° 58' 19.19" 212 ° 29' 28.12" 349
Interferometer 64 ° 58' 38.60" 212 ° 28' 40.90" 292
a. System locations are subject to minor changes as refinements in positional accuracies are made.
b. A minus sign (-) indicates south latitude.
c. Equipment to be moved from Carnarvon.
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A Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) concept using two
tracking and data relay satellites placed in geostationary orbit to simulate
tracking of the LST spacecraft over long arcs in the circular orbit was also
analyzed. The primary aim of this hypothetical concept is to increase orbital
and geographical coverage and to improve tracking accuracy. With its unique
capability for the continuous reception of data in real time, the TDRS
commands, tracks, and relays data from the LST to fewer ground stations.
Although it would provide complete tracking coverage for the LST, the TDRS
may have the problem of accessibility since the scientific data generated on
the LST orbital mission would not require continuous real-time data dumping
or real-time ground control of experiment and subsystem operations.
The STDNconfiguration was evaluated to satisfy one contact per
orbit with a 5-minute minimal contact and to satisfy the minimum data hours
that may be specified in the datahandling requirements. An evaluation of
ground coverage statistics for the reference design network is illustrated in
Table V-2. Contact conditions are shownfor a length of computer simulation
of 70 orbital revolutions, which are adequateto assure reasonably stable
statistics. In this table, the conditions computedare externally constrained
by a minimum 5-minute contact time and elimination of the ground station with
shorter contact time in the event of station multicoverage. This configuration
could acquire an average contact time of 26minutes per revolution. An
average contact time of I i minutes per revolution is established for each
STDN station whenever a contact is made.
Table V-3 shows a summary of cumulative contact time per 24
hours for each STDNstation, using the antennahorizon coverage limits as a
constraining factor. Minimum zero-minute contact time is considered. The
elimination requirement is not imposed on an overlapped station with a shorter
contact time. A comparison of the individual station coverages in terms of
minutes and secondsindicates that, whenthe overlapping elimination con-
straint applies, the ability to meet the one contact per orbit requirement
decreases. Replacementof CROby ORRXdid produce a substantial reduction
in the total station cumulative contact time per 24 hours.
The mission analysis using the TDRSshows that each communica-
tions satellite tracked the LST constantly for about anhour during each revolu-
tion. Thus, a 611-kin orbit gives an average TDRSnetwork coverage of about
95 percent compared with 26 percent coverage for the STDN Configuration.
The coverage statistics generated in the mission analysis indicate
that the STDNConfiguration which includes ORRXinstead of to-be-phased-out
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CROmay be adequatefor the LST coverage requirements. The TDRSconcept,
when developedand deployed, shouldbe designedto track a spacecraft suchas
the LST. (See Chapter III, Mission Analysis in Volume ii of this report for
a more detailed discussion of station contact statistics. )
2. Gro,,_.d Station Equinment. It was decided that only USB would be
used in the overall mission operations. This assures compatibility with
existing designs and enhances commonality between the LST and the High
Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO). Table V-4 shows all the 15 stations
and some of the stations that are planned for retirement and the equipment
that is presently available or planned by the time LST would require it. As
can be seen the stations with 9.144 m (30 ft) antennas are ACN, Bermuda,
CRO, CYI, the Engineering Center at Goddard, GDSX, GWM, HAW, Merritt
Island, Corpus Christi, and the Vanguard Ship. These have USB equipment.
Several of these stations can be eliminated because they are keyed for other
missions. In particular, this would eliminate Bermuda and Merritt Island.
It is not planned to use the Vanguard Ship because of the long duration of the
mission.
a. USB Stations. The receivers in the LST reference design
operate at 2200 to 2300 MHz. It can be seen from Table V-4 that certain
stations have reception capability at 2200 to 2300 MHz (or plan to have) but
one finds that the command capability, the tracking, and the telemetry in these
bands are not necessarily in agreement with the planned mission operation.
For instance, only the MSFN stations have the capability of demodulating
subcarriers which will be necessary for near real time and real time trans-
mission of spacecraft data. It is also planned to use the USB command sys-
tem for LST operation. The stations with the 9.144 m (30 ft) antennas have
the USB capability. The tracking function is also planned to be performed on
the USB for all known requirements. As indicated on the figure, Santiago has
neither the 9.144 m (30 ft) antenna, the S-band command capability, or the
S-band telemetry capability. Therefore_ it was not considered in this overall
mission even though it has been considered in the past as a possible site for
HEAO missions. The six stations that were primarily considered as useful
for this mission were ACN, CRO, CYI_ GDSX, GWM, and HAW. Stations
such as Madrid, Honeysuckle, etc., were not considered as primary candi-
dates because they have 25.91 m (85 ft) antennas, which is an overkill of
the problem in this case. The other stations which were not considered were
Corpus Christi, since it is anticipated that it would be retired and that the
equipment from GWM that has been moved to GDSX could be used in that
location with similar latitude and longitude of the present site; Merritt Island,
and Bermuda, which are primarily keyed for launch operations and are avail-
able only on a noninterfering basis with launch operations.
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b. Ground Station USB Receivers. A block diagram of a ground 
station receiver is shown in Figure V-2 to give a better understanding of the 
constraints imposed upon the spacecraft by the ground stations. It should be 
noted that although much of the equipment was custom dcsigned for the Apollo 
operation and can be adapted for the LST operation, it is certainly not opti- 
n u w e v e i ,  %r the sake of ~ t a f i d a r d i ~ ~ t i ~ f i  2nd reduced 
cost, it is anticipated that the LST can be designed to use i t  without any signi- 
ficant modifications other than in  the software. Not shown in the diagram a r e  
the digital synchronizers and word synchronizers which a re  downstream from 
the overall receiver operation. The demodulations shown in the design a r e  
primarily for those 1.024 and 1-25  MHz subcarriers commonly used in 
Apollo. It is anticipated that these will be quite useful in the overall operation 
of the LST for voice, i f  necessary, and in some cases where real time data is 
transmitted to the ground simultaneously with voice and ranging. 
mUm Iuor 'diiai ~ ~ i = ~ ~ ~ ~ .T T  --_.___- u 
The ranging portion of the circuit is not shown on the block 
diagram but can be visualized as a replacement for the base-band of the FM 
modulation. The ranging circuit uses PM-type modulation and determines 
the range and the range rate to the spacecraft on occasions when it  is neces- 
sary to know the vehicle's position in  order to update orbital predictions. 
The basic design of the USB receiver is a phase locked loop 
operating at 10 MHz. In the FM mode, the frequency is taken from the IF 
amplifier, further amplified in a second IF stage at  50 MHz, and fed into a 
50 MHz FM modulator that uses a closed loop. The bandwidth of the IF amp- 
lifier is about 11 MHz, which is further reduced to 7.5 MHz in the predetec- 
tion filter preceding the F M  detector in the upper right hand portion of the 
diagram. The 5 MHz is plus/minus 1 dB while in the P M  mode it can be 
operated to -3 dB with 4 &O. 5 MHz of bandwidth. In the lower right hand side 
of Figure V-2 is shown a subcarrier demodulator as it demodulates the PM 
biphase modulation that contains the 1.25 MHz voice channel and the 1.024 
MHz subcarrier for real time telemetry. It is quite evident that this design 
dictates the overall design of the spacecraft communication system and must 
be considered if  the LST is to be compatible with the ground station. Each 
point in the overall design of the LST to ground station interface has been 
carefully taken into account in the spacecraft communication system reference 
design concept. 
The USB system includes four main receivers and is capable 
of receiving four downlink frequencies simultaneously, provided the trans- 
mitting sources a r e  within the USB antenna beamwidth. Two of these 
receivers have been modified so that they can be tuned across the 2200 to 
2300 MHz frequency band, with open-loop mode IF bandwidths to 30 MHz 
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permissible. The remaining two are limited to 5 MHz open loop IF bandwidth
frequency reception at Apollo frequencies in the range of 2270 to 2300 MHz.
All four receivers have closed-loop (PM) IF bandwidths to about 3.3 MHz.
Normally the downlink carrier will be modulated with a composite signal
consisting of ranging data and modulated subcarriers, but as with the uplink,
either an open-loop or closed-loop configuration with carrier tracking loop
bandwidths ranging from 12 to 700 MHz.
c. Command Transmission. The USB configuration has a cap-
ability of transmitting commands both in the UHF and the VHF frequency band.
VHF command capability is possible in the 225 to 399.9 MHz region at most
of the MSFN stations using equipment normally configured for VHF air-to-
ground voice communications. In the latter case, tone encoders and decoders
of the UHF command systems are used. However, only the lower frequency
tones may be employed because of the transmitter bandwidth limitation. Also,
amplitude modulation is employed instead of frequency modulation which
makes it susceptible to noise.
The USB system is capable of transmitting commands on
uplink frequencies of 2090 and 2120 MHz with the command data modulated
directly on the carrier frequency or on a subcarrier prior to modulation on
the main carrier. An update buffer is used to interface between the USB
transmitting system and the command data processor. The command data
processor is a Univac 642V computer. The buffer receives digital command
data in parallel form from the processor and converts them to a 1 kbs serial
data stream. The data, in turn, PSK modulates a 2 kHz sinewave and is
linearly added with a phase coherent 1 kHz sinewave. This composite signal
is then modulated onto the 70 kHz subcarrier or main carrier as desired.
The 1 kbs serial stream represents an intelligence rate of
a.l,a
and for rejection of nonvalid commands. A variety of command word struc-
tures is available and the commands may be transmitted from the station or
a command/control center through the station. Command verification is
employed by sampling and demodulating the power amplifier output and per-
forming a bit for bit comparison with a command computer. It can also be
verified from the spacecraft through the telemetry downlink.
The power amplifier and USB antenna characteristics have
been discussed earlier and are pointed out in Table V-5. The 9. 144 m (30 ft)
systems contain only one power amplifier capable of operating at 20 kW.
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However, when two signals are transmitted simultaneously, the power must
be reduced to prevent intermodulation products. In most cases the power is
reduced to 2 kW per uplink.
d. The USB Tracking System. When tracking a phase modulated
carrier in a closed-loop mode, the USB tracking system maintains a cot;tinuous
update of the position of the spacecraft by measuring the antenna pointing angle
and range and the range rate of the vehicle with respect to the station. Each
USB system can determine the range and the range rate of two vehicles simul-
taneously, provided both are within the beamwidth of the antenna, but, of
course, it can only angle track on one vehicle.
(1) Ranging. A digital ranging technique is used to deter-
mine the range. In this system a pseudo-random binary code is phase modu-
lated on the S-band uplink and transmitted to the spacecraft. A transponder
system in the spacecraft extracts the ranging code and applies it to a coherent
downlink carrier, which is transmitted back to the ground station. A ranging
receiver accepts the ranging data from the main receiver at the 10 MHz IF.
Here a correlation process occurs wherein the received code is compared
with the time-shared code provided by the ranging system and thus turnaround
time for the code is determined. From this information the spacecraft range
is determined. It is possible to disable the full code modulation and use only
the 2 bit clock code. This limits the spectral distribution due to ranging to a
single spectral line at 496 kHz above and below the carrier frequency. The
range to the spacecraft can be resolved to about 1 m and the maximum range
tracking rate is about 12 000 m/sec. The other system and accuracy data are
presented in Table V-6.
TABLE V-6. REPRESENTATIVE USB METRIC TRACKING ACCURACIES
Characteristic
Range
Range Rate (mm/sec)
Angle (deg)
Bias
25
500
0.015
I
Noise
5
5.5 (1/6 sec)
0.015
(2) Range Rate. Spacecraft range rate is determined by
measuring the Doppler shift of the transponder carrier signal. The Doppler
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counting system is designed to handle + 180 kHz biased about a 1 MHz fre-
quency. Doppler is counted in either of two operating modes, destruct or
nondestruct. The first mode consists of simply determining the time required
for a preset number of Doppler cycles to be counted. In the second mode,
Doppler is counted continuously throughout the tracking period. The number
of Doppler cycles in any given time period is then representative of the range
rate of that period. The tracking data process formats the information for
transmission to the central control center.
(3) Angle Tracking. All the USB stations have X-Y mounts.
The X-Y mounts allow tracking through the zenith but have a gimbal restric-
tion in two areas of about 6 degrees of elevation at the 9. 144 m (30 ft) antenna
stations. The stations are capable of tracking at an angular rate of 4 degrees/
sec, with an angular acceleration of 5 degrees/sec 2. All the stations can be
either auto-tracked or programmed. In the auto-tracked mode, the antenna
monopulse tracking system, after the acquisition of the spacecraft, provides
error signals to the USB servo system to keep the antenna pointed to the
signal source. The angular direction to the spacecraft is measured by
encoders mounted on the two antenna axes. In addition to the PM tracking,
the system can provide angle track on suppressed carrier FM signals using
separate cross correlation auto-track receivers.
(4) Acquisition. The programmed mode of using X and Y
axis and time information can be supplied as acquisition data to position the
antenna. The initial acquisition of the spacecraft signal is facilitated by a
small acquisition parabolic antenna mounted in the center of the ground-based
USB antenna. The wider bandwidth of the smaller antenna aids in the acqui-
sition process. The gain of the antenna is approximately 44 dB for receiving
and 43 dB for transmitting. The beamwidth is 1 degree and is capable of
either right-hand circular polarization or left-hand circular polarization.
This will become quite important in the overall design of the spacecraft since
it will allow for frequency diversity and obtaining an omnidirectional pattern
for the entire spacecraft. The acquisition antenna has'only a 10 degree beam-
width and the acquisition gain is only 22 dB.
e. Noise Temperature. Low noise preamplifiers and multi-
couplers are connected between the antenna and the receiving equipment. The
amplifiers are generally mounted on the antenna to minimize the system tem-
perature. Multicouplers are used throughout the network to provide isolation
between preamplifier and receiver and to permit the connection of several
receivers to a single preamplifier.
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USB antenna systems have several configurations resulting in
a variety of noise temperatures. Many of the USB stations with the 9. 144 m
(30 ft) antennas have cryogenically cooled preamplifiers giving a system noise
temperature of 95°K; the remaining stations with uncooled parametric
amplifiers have noise temperatures of 170°K. The uncooled stations con-
sidered for the LST are CYI and Bermuda (BDA). To insure compatibility
with all these stations, it will be necessary to use the 170°K figure for all
link calculations even though many of the stations have the quieter front ends.
f. Telemetry. Pulse code modulation is the primary telemetry
concept employed in the entire system to support space projects. The PCM
decomutator systems are located throughout the network.
PCM systems are by several different manufacturers: Radia-
tion, Dynatronics, EMR, and Magnavox are used in the network. All the
equipment, including the necessary signal conditions and bit synchronizers,
can operate under the control of stored programs or patchboards. In general,
the units can handle PCM coded NRZ, RZ and split phase data with a data rate
capability of 1 megabit/sec for NRZ format and 500 kbs for RZ and split
' - _11,_tof _ _ ............ _.... _ _-hi_h _an hande _atapna_e. An exception is t._ ._ .... s ..............
rates of only 200 kbs. It is anticipated at the time of the LST mission that the
equipment will be updated to a capability of 5.5 megabits/sec. The Dynatronics
and Radiation stored program equipment utilizes magnetic core memories and
can be programmed in any of three ways: by manual entry from the front panel,
by paper tape reader, or by on-line computer. Output from the decomutators
may be through the digital to analog (D/A) decomutator digital PCM suitable
for future on-station processing or transmission to the central control. Dis-
plays vary with the different equipment but include recorders for D/A decomu-
tation. They may be used to provide additional capability for support and to
replace some of the patch panel program units. These decomutators will be
capable ef a data rate up to 5 meg_bits/sec.
g. Recording. Each of the stations contains a wideband magnetic
tape recorder that has a response from 400 Hz to 1.5 MHz using direct
recording techniques and from direct current to 500 kHz with FM recording
at a tape speed of 120 in/sec. Tape speeds from 10 cm/sec (3 3/4 ips) to
300 cm/sec (120 ips) are available with proportional response in the frequency
range. These recorders have 14 tracks with a capability of combining up to
7 tracks using FM recording and direct recording on the remaining tracks.
h. Computation and Data Processing. Each USB station has a
significant computer capability, referred to as the remote site data proces-
sors (RSDP). Generally, each USB station has two identical Univac 642B
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(modified) medium scale computers. Associated with these computers is an
"expanded memory unit" which contains two memory systems, one associated
with each computer.
computers.
graph s.
Most of these USB stations have two smaller Univac 1218
The RSDP computers are described briefly in the' following para-
(1) Univac 642B Computers. The two 642B computer sys-
tems are capable of intercommunications via an intercomputer channel,
allowing them to be operated as an integral unit. Normally one computer is
designated as a command processor and the second as a telemetry processor,
with the equipment configuration and software programming arranged so that
if one computer fails, the other can be switched to perform the major mission
functions of the failed computer. The expanded memory unit serves to double
the memory capacity of each computer from 32 768 30-bit words and increases
the number of input/output channels from 16 to 20. Other characteristics of
the computer are a 2.0 psec read-write cycle time, a magnetic core memory
capable of being randomly accessed, and an overlap memory capability which
can increase the execution speed of various programs. The following periph-
eral equipment, in addition to the expanded memory unit, is used with the
Univac 642B computer.
(a) The Univac 1540 Magnetic Tape Units (MTUs).
These contain four transports each and are accessible from either computer.
The MTUs are capable of reading and writing with densities of 200, 556, or
800 bits/in, at a speed of 300 cm (120 ips) and will rewind at 600 cm/sec
(24o ips).
(b) The Peripheral Communication System (PCS).
This system contains data transmission units (DTUs) and a model 1000 inter-
face system adapter (ISA). The DTUs are used by the computer to transmit
and receive high-speed data. The ISA contains a Greenwich mean time (GMT)
buffer, which transfers parallel GMT data from the station timing standard to
the computers, and a computer address matrix (CAM) multiplexer, which
provides a means of communication between the CAM keyboards and the
computers.
(c) The 1299 Interconnection Panel. This panel is
equipped with multipole, double-throw switches for connecting and disconnect-
ing the peripheral equipment to and from the computers, thus providing
system flexibility.
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(d) The Univac 1232Input/Output (I/O) Console. This
console contains a paper Lape le_ue,--1........., L ,.... _.^_ _ -_-_ T_ " ,,o_
by the computer operator to load and control programs and to monitor compu-
ter operations,
(e) The Motorola TP-400 Printer. This printer inter-
faces with the printer systems adapter (1222)," which serves as an interface
between the computer and the high-speed printers located at the integrated
operations control console (IOCC) and in the computer area.
(f) The Updata Buffer (UDB). This is the interface
between the command computer and the RF transmission equipment and serves
to transform digital command data to a form suitable for modulating the
command transmitters.
(g) The 1259 Teletype Unit. This consists of a stan-
dard AN/UGC-13 teletypewriter (TTY) with an adapter to interface with the
computer. It acts as an input/output device for the computer. The TTY is a
Model 28 automatic send/receive (ASR) unit, which offers an automatic means
of transmitting data between two points using either a !and or radio !i_k. The
TTY may be operated with mechanical changes at speeds of 60, 75, 100, or
200 words per minute.
(2) Univac 1218 Computer. This computer has associated
with it a 1232 I/O console and a 1259 teletype adapter with a modified ASR-28
TTY. The 1218 computer has a memory of 17 384 18--bit words (expandable
to 32 768) and eight I/O channels. It electrically interfaces with the USB
antenna position programmer (APP) so that it can process acquisition mes-
sages into pointing data for driving the USB antenna. The 1259 teletype antenna
and the modified ASR-28 TTY interface the 1218 computer with off-station
CO_m___m__t]Dic ati ons,
A second 1218 computer is being used to provide each
USB station with a computer-controlled automated checkout system. This
system, which will be used to perform tests and monitor-selected functions,
is a recent implementation and is identified by the acronym ASTAM ( auto-
mated system test and monitor).
(3) Remote Site Data Processing Capability. The remote
site 642B computers are normally operated so that one performs command
data processing and the other telemetry processing. Trajectory and tracking
data processing is performed by the 1218 computer.
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(a) Command Data Processing. The computer pro-
grams and equipment at the stations provide for receiving commands from a
computer center. The commands are transmitted in a digital format together
with a polynominal error checking code. The station computer program per-
forms a check of the command and the error code and determines whether
errors occurred during transmission. If an error is detected, the received
comrhand can be rejected and a retransmission request initiated. The soft-
ware program performs five-to-one sub-bit encoding of the stored commands
and sends this information to the UDB and transmitters for uplinking the
information to a spacecraft. The computer also performs a command verifi-
cation function in which data from the telemetry computer indicate that a
command has been received by the spacecraft.
The use of the polynominal error checking code
and sub-bit encoding is part of the secure updata transmission system which
is designed to insure that the probability that a spacecraft will accept an
invalid command is less than 1 x 10 -9. The computer can also be programmed
to print out a command history which indicates each command transmitted,
the commands accepted or rejected by the spacecraft as shown by telemetered
data, the status of ground system equipment, the time of events, the output of
the command verification receivers, equipment control and status information,
and the timing system information which is provided to the computer. This
command history information can also be formatted for transmission to the
Operations Center.
(b) Telemetry Data Processing. In general, the
reason for on-station telemetry data processing is to adapt or modify tele-
metered data rates to be compatible with the off-station communications line
capability. The computational techniques for accomplishing this modification
range from sophisticated data compression techniques to simple format filling.
Some of these techniques are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
Format selection is a process whereby various
formats are planned in advance of the mission, with each format containing
only those parameters most pertinent to a particular phase of the mission.
The desired format is then selected at the proper time in the mission sequence.
A similar process, parameter selection, involves
selecting out of the telemetry data stream only those parameters desired to
be transmitted in real time. The remaining data can be recorded and mailed
back or alternatively transmitted in near real time postpass.
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Rate reduction and truncation schemes may also
be used; however, some loss of data results whenusing these techniques.
Rate reduction involves transmission of a reducednumber of samples (e. g.,
transmitting only every lOth sample of a particular word, thereby reducing
the rate by a factor of ! O)of a particular parameter and truncation and reduced
number of bits (e. g., transmit the eight most significant bits of a lO-bit
word). These techniques are applicable where the resultant deterioration in
the parameter measurement would not be inconsistent with the planned use of
the data. Again, the original bit stream canbe recorded andtransmitted
postpass, for more detailed analysis.
Data compression programs are being readied for
use with the Skylab program becausestudies and test have indicated that cer-
tain types of data can be "compressed" by significant ratios without data
quality deterioration. For example, tests have shownthat Apollo Command/
Service Module data can be compressed by a ratio of 20 to 1. In addition, the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) project has beenusing compression
techniques at several stations where special computers have beeninstalled
for this purpose.
Data compression basically involves the removal
of most of the redundancyin the data stream so that only a minimum number
of bits are required to sendthe information over the data line. A compatible
program must be used at the receiving center to interpret the compressed
data.
i. National Aeronautics and Space Administration Communica-
tions Network (NASCOM). The NASCOM is a global system established and
operated by NASA to provide long-line operational communications support
for all NASA projects. The network provides for voice, data, and teletype
cemmm_ications between all gro:,_nd st_tion_ and the appropriate operations
and control centers. It also provides for television and other wideband trans-
missions from selected stations. The network includes land lines, submarine
cables, microwave and satellite links, and necessary terminal and switching
facilities. In general, geographically diverse routes have been established
from each station where possible so that no total communications loss will
occur if the primary route fails.
The NASCOM provides a system of full period leased voice
circuits (nominal 3-kHz bandwidth) to virtually all station and terminal points
in the NASCOM network. Essentially all voice/data circuits are routed either
directly to the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) switching, conferencing,
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and monitoring arrangement ( SCAMA) or  through various overseas NASCOM 
switching centers where conferencing, monitoring, and test facilities a r e  
available. The voice links interface with air-to-ground voice equipment at  
manned flight support stations to support spacecraft voice communications in 
addition to the general mission support services. 
In general, the voice/data circuits a r e  conditioned and tariffed 
so that they may be switched easily to provide either voice o r  data communi- 
cations. 
High-speed data modem (called modem for modulator- 
demodulator) sets a r e  provided at all STDN stations. Modems at STDN 
stations operate at 4800 bps or  7200 bps for  transmission of telemetry data 
and at 2400 bps (different modems) for transmission of high-speed tracking 
data. By the third quarter of the calendar year 1972, the telemetry trans- 
mission rate was to be standardized at 7200 bps. 
Analog data may also be transmitted over the 3-kHz voice/ 
data lines either directly o r  using multiplex equipment described in the sec- 
tion on telemetry. TV channels for transmission of manned flight telecasts 
a r e  leased a s  required. 
C. Corn m u n ications 
With the ground station system now defined, the LST onboard commu- 
nications system must be examined. This system receives all commands 
from ground and sends them to the data handling system for processing. In 
addition, all engineering and experimental data a r e  routed to this system for 
transmission to ground. 
1. Antenna Configuration Analysis. The operational requirement 
that the telescope be capable of pointing to any object in the heavens presents 
a major problem for the antenna subsystem. A near omnidirectional antenna 
coverage is required at a rather short wavelength, 6 . 3 5  cm (2-1/2 in. ) . 
The size of the vehicle and the solar array prevents a single antenna from 
radiating a spherical pattern. Several antennas located so that at least one 
would be in a favorable position with respect to the earth station is the only 
solution. However, there must be no multipath o r  other interference. To 
provide multiantenna coverage without interference some type of isolation 
(either phase, frequency, o r  space separation) must be used. 
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a. Antenna Configuration Tradeoff. Figure V-3 shows one 
possible antenna configuration for full 4n sr coverage. Four antennas would 
be located around the circumference of the cylinder midway from the end. 
Each of these four would be separated by 90 degrees. One antenna would be 
required at each end of the cylinder. Electromagnetic isolation must be used 
to prevent interferometer nulls. The two most commonly used techniques 
are frequency and polarization isolation. The ground station may be able to 
provide right- and left-hand circular polarization and transmit on two 
frequencies simultaneously. However, this still leaves two antennas that 
are not isolated. 
Another possible antenna configuration places an antenna at 
either end of the cylinder (Fig. V-4).  At least one antenna would be on a 
boom to insure overlapping coverage for the case when the axis of the 
cylinder is normal to the LOS to the tracking station. The advantage of this 
scheme is that either polarization diversity o r  frequency diversity could be 
used since only two antennas would be involved. If it were not for the solar 
array panels, this scheme would provide good coverage with a minimum 
number of antennas. However, the presence of the solar arrays could 
preclude overlap of the patterns and thus result in a serious null in the plane 
of the solar panels. 
Figure V-3. Antenna configuration Figure V-4. Antenna configuration 
no. 1. no. 2. 
A third configuration would use two antennas 180 degrees apart 
on the cylinder body with one positioned on a boom and the other body mounted 
( Fig. V-5) . Again, the solar panel could cause interference nulls in the 
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pattern coverage. The solar array apparently plays a larger role in the
antennalocation than any other factor. Therefore, it seems appropriate to
try to find a location that minimizes this impact.
Figure V-6 shows a configuration that utilizes the solar
arrays as antenna'_ooms." Here the antennasare positioned a considerable
distance from the spacecraft. While both the telescope and solar arrays will
no doubthave some impact on the resulting antennapattern, this configuration
provides a better coverage than either of the configurations shownin Figures
V-3 or V-4.
(
Figure V-5. Antenna configuration
no. 3.
Figure V-6. Antenna configuration
no. 4.
b. Antenna Pattern Tests. The uncertainty of the antenna per-
formance in the presence of the solar array prompted the building and testing
of a scale model. The conical spiral antenna was selected because the basic
pattern is cardioidal in shape. A full-scale antenna was fabricated and tested
at 2300 MHz to serve as a reference for the one-fifth scale model, which
should have the same shape pattern except that it must _adiate at 11 GHz.
The one-fifth scale model antenna is shown in Figure V-7.
The test pattern for the full-scale antenna very nearly
approached the theoretical cardioid shape. Extreme difficulty was expe-
rienced trying to duplicate this shape using the il GHz antenna. These two
patterns are shown in Figures V-8 and V-9. The pattern shape of the smaller
antenna was not symmetrical. Although this is a significant problem with very
high frequency systems, its significance is reduced in the lower frequencies
as evident in the 2300 MHz reference pattern.
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Figure V-7. One-fifth scale model conical spiral antenna 
frequency - 11.0 GHz. 
The test antenna was mounted on the tips of a scale model 
spacecraft and placed on the rotary table of an antenna range. The basic test 
setup is depicted by the artist's sketch in Figure V-10. Since the actual 
spacecraft would use two identical antennas, only a single antenna was  used 
for the tests. In the case where the second antenna would be required, a 
composite pattern was devised using a mirror image of the single antenna 
pattern as the second antenna. The model can be rotated in  azimuth by the 
v-25 
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turntable and can be rolled through 360 degrees in small increments and
measurements made at eachincrement. The test antennawas used in a
receive mode while the reference system transmitted at a knownlevel. The
entire operation was computer controlled. The solar array was placed in
three positions (Fig. V-11). In the first position the plane of the solar array
lies in a plane containing the long axis of the telescope. In the secondposition
the planeof the array made anangle of 45 degrees with the plane passing
through the axis. In the third position the solar array is 90 degrees to the
long axis. Two patterns are shownin Figures V-12 and V-13. The influence
of the solar array can be seen by examining two cases in the azimuth cut,
with the panels parallel to the LST and at 45 degrees with the LST. The polar
plots indicate a fairly uniform pattern. The area on the left" side of the
pattern is slightly diminished becauseof the characteristics of the test
antennaand not the presence of the spacecraft. At about 40 degrees in a
clockwise direction in the 45 degree solar array pattern (Fig. V-14), there
is about a 5 dB null, which occurs again at 220 degrees. This appears to be
due to solar array shadowing. With the solar panels parallel the elevation
cut requires a composite pattern to analyze the basic design (Fig. V-15).
Nulls of -8 dB appear at 5, 140, 220, and 355 degrees. These deepnulls are
attributed to the characteristics of the test antennaand would not be present
in the full-scale spacecraft configuration.
The data are plotted in a rectangular coordinate system
(Fig. V-16) to showthe ability of the antennasto provide 47rsr coverage.
The areas have been codedto indicate pattern intensity. Again a composite
was madeto simulate two antennas, one on the end of each solar array. The
codes cover a range from 0 to -6 dB. Below -6 dB is indicated by the clear.
The area of the clear is extremely small (_ 10 percent). The area covered
becomesnearly 100percent if the -8 dB level is considered. Two clean
areas in the upper portion of the dark areas running from left to right appear
to be dueto fiberglass supports that hold the spacecraft model. The clear
areas at the center that run vertically are due to improper overlap. The
clear areas in the upper left and upper right are dueto the poor shapeof the
test antenna. This would not bepresent in a full-size spacecraft.
The conical spiral antennahas proved to be a very goodchoice
for boom mounting becauseits circularly polarized hemispheric coverage
does not require a groundplane. With the solar panels retracted, the antenna
centerlines are perpendicular to the spacecraft axis. This permits the
establishment and maintenance of communications when the solar panels are
not deployed. As the solar panels are deployed, the antennaswill rotate to
maintain the cone centerline normal to the spacecraft axis.
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With only two antennas, both frequency and polarization
diversity schemes can be considered. The hardware needed to implement
each of these two schemes is given in Figures V-i7 and V-18.
Frequency diversity seems to be much more complex because
it requires two additional transmitters. However, the power should be compa-
rable since the output of each of the transmitters in the polarization scheme
must be double that for frequency diversity (each transmitter must drive two
separate antennas). It may be that doubling the RF output power at these very
low levels does not result in a doubling of the weight or primary power. This
is not a serious consideration because of the small amount of weight in either
case. Of prime importance is the capability of the ground station. Dual
polarization transmission does not presently exist. Dual frequency operation
is standard in the Apollo mission. A dual USB site is capable of receiving
four frequencies or downlinks simultaneously. Therefore, to be sure of a
feasible operation, some form of frequency diversity seems mandatory. If
redundancy for each of the four transmitters in the frequency diversity case
is required, the weight becomes a factor. However, this can be eliminated
and ground operation simplified by reducing the number of links to two if a
switch is added that connects both the transmitters to the antenna that has the
_+_ _ w+_ V-!9) . Thus, switched frequency dhrM-_tystrongest rcceivcd o.s,,al ,_._, ........
has been chosen for the design reference.
2. Reference Communications Configuration. The reference commu-
nications configuration shown in Figure V-20 consists of two unified S-band
transponders, an Apollo Block II type called the engineering data transponder
and a modified ERTS transponder (proposed for the HEAO-C) called the
scientific data transponder. The engineering data (PM-FM) transponder and
scientific transponder combination provides a flexible communications system.
The PM receiver-transmit capability of the engineering transponder is required
for tracking to match the ground station PRN ranging capability in the PM
mode. The transponder also provides the PM data downlink for command
verification, spacecraft housekeeping, and slow speed television data. The
scientific transponder provides the high data rate ( 1 megabit/sec) downlink
for the star field camera data.
The reference system uses four frequencies, two for the frequency
diversified upiink and two for downlinks. Redundant information is sent from
the ground to the LST on the two uplink frequencies. One of these frequencies
is received through one of the antennas by the active receiver in the engineering
transponder (the other receiver is in a standby condition) and sent to the PSK
demodulator assembly in the data management equipment. The other uplink
frequency is received through the other antenna by the active receiver in the
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c. Case 3 (solar panels at 90 degrees with LST axis).
Figure V-ll Solar array positions.
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scientific transponder (one receiver is on standby) and also sent to the PSK
_3. flu
sends signals back to the communications equipment to switch both transmitter
outputs to the antenna feeding the receiver with the highest automatic gain
control (AGC) signal.
a. The Engineering Transponder Downiink. The engineering
downtink consists of a baseband assembly, an active and a standby PM (phase
modulated) transmitter, and an FM (frequency modulated) exciter and trans-
mitter. Only one of the three transmitters can be used at any one time. The
active transmitter feeds a diplexer that is switched to drive the proper
antenna.
Real-time LST status, diagnostic, and command verification
data are sent to the ground stations using a 1. 025 MHz subcarrier transmitted
on an active PM transmitter. The baseband of an active PM transmitter can
be used for several purposes. In normal operations, the PM baseband is
used to transmit stored LST spacecraft status and diagnostic data, a pseudo-
random ranging signal, or a command storage dump. The PM baseband may
also be used as a backup mode for the transmission of experiment data when
it is not required for normal housekeeping operation.
When the engineering PM transmitters are not being used for
transmission of spacecraft data, the FM transmitter can be used as a slow
scan television data link from the slit jaw camera for ground station quick-
look.
b. The Scientific Data Downlink. The scientific data downlink
consists of two FM transmitters, one active and one on standby. The output
of the active transmitter can be switched to one of two diplexers which feed
the two spacecraft antennas. The modified ERTS transponder is dedicated to
the transmission of scientific experiment pulse code modulated (PCM) data
at a rate of up to 1 megabit/sec. This rate corresponds to the current single
downlink capacity to ground stations for NRZ data streams. The ERTS trans-
ponder may also be used in a backup mode to transmit the FM video signal for
slow-scan television coverage.
3. Operating Modes. There are several modes of operation of the
communications equipment to provide normal mission operational require-
ments and backup should a primary mode of operation fail. The nominal
modes are depicted in Figure V-21. The reference system has growth capa-
city for sending additional experiment data through the engineering link when
desired.
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a. Uplinks Modes. Basically there are three uplink modes of
L2 _._ /T:a- T7 _ \
operaL_u[l [r_g. v-_l), in the first mode (Mode 1) only the ground station
carrier is transmitted to acquire tracking. The downlinks respond and the
0.9144 m (3 ft) antenna is used to Locate the position of the spacecraft for
ground station Lockup of the antenna. Mode 2, the mode m_ost often used,
consists simply of commands transmitted on the 70 kHz subcarrier. In Mode
3, pseudorandom noise (PRN) ranging will be handled on the baseband in
addition to the commands coming up over the 70 kHz subcarrier.
b. DownLinks Modes. The many downlink modes provide a very
flexible and adaptive system which will be necessary for a long duration
mission. In Mode A2 the PM transmitter sends stored LST spacecraft and
diagnostic data on its baseband and real-time LST spacecraft and command
verification data on a subcarrier. A command storage dump may also be
executed over this PM transmitter. Scientific experiment PCM data are
transmitted through the modified ERTS FM transmitter. Commands are
received on the receiver with the higher AGC signal. This is the primary
mode of operation. Mode A1, the tracking mode, is similar to Mode A2
except that the PRN ranging signal is transmitted on the PM baseband in place
of stored spacecraft data. This ;o a required mode -"
_ _,_ operation during
tracking. Mode B is the normal operational mode of the scientific Link. It
consists simply of PCM-FM modulation on the carrier. The data rate of
1 megabit/sec is well within the assigned bandwidth and should result in a
very high-quality signal without intermodulation products from the subcarrier,
etc.
c. ALternative or Contingency Modes. In addition to these pri-
mary modes there are alternative or contingency modes yielding increased
system flexibility. The alternative mode is included for the transmission of
tube data from the slit jaw camera. Here, slow-scan television replaces the
stored spacecraft data transmission of the primary mode but uses the Apo!!o
FM exciter and transmitter instead of the Apollo PM transmitter. There is
also a contingency mode which provides for experiment PCM data normally
transmitted by the ERTS FM transmitter to be sent through the PM transmitter
on its baseband frequency. Real-time LST spacecraft data and command
verification would use the subcarrier of the PM transmitter. Another contin-
gency mode exists for use when the Apollo Block II type equipment is inoper-
ative. The ERTS receiver can be used to receive commands to control the
spacecraft or switch in standby Apollo transponder equipment.
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D. Data Handling
The design reference data handLing configuration shown in Figure V-22
contains aLL the equipment required to manage the flow of data to and from the
LST, SIP, and SSM. This incLudes the receipt, processing, and execution of
reaL-time and stored commands; the processing, formatting, storage, and
forwarding for transmission of aLl diagnostic and status information from aLL
LST systems and subsystems, and the routing of scientific data for trans-
mission to ground stations.
COMMAND
I DUMP AND
VERIFICATION
OR
REAL-TIME
28 DATA ENGINEERING
DATA
AC QU ISITION
UNITS
SCIENTIFIC DATA FROM "5
MID IR FOURIER SPECTROGRAP H_
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TO
cOMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM
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i
I
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8
COMMAND
DECODERS
(
TAPE RECORDERS
\/ \
TO STORED ENGINEERING AND
COMMUNICATION SCIENTIFIC DATA TO
SYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Figure V-22. Data handling system.
l. Command Distribution System. Command signals from the two
active receivers (one engineering and one scientific transponder) enter the
PSK demodulator assembly. This assembly selects the channel with the
strongest AGC signal and sends a switching signal to the antenna switch so
V-40
that transmissions will be routed to the antennareceiving the strongest signal
from the ground. The anteima ....... '-can _tL_ube _"_'_ by .... _-_
from the ground stations. The commands are in the form of five sub-bits per
information bit. Each command is checked for consistency with the command
repertoire prior to verificationto the ground through the control unit and
communications equipment.
a. Word Format. The word format for LST commands is given
in Figure V-23. A 2-bit vehicle address code is sent with each command. If
the command has the proper code for the LST, a pulse is sent to the command
processor and command decoders indicating that the following bits are either
a real-time or stored command for the LST. Real-time commands contain
11 bits, a 3-bit address for the command decoders and an 8-bit command text.
Stored commands contain 28 bits, which include a 17-bit time tag specifying
at what time the command is to be executed. This time tag allows an accuracy
of one part in 131 072 for command execution time, thus permitting a reso-
lution of I second in a 36-hour period.
I_l 2 13 14 15161 7 I s I 8 19 Ii°1111 _zI _l _ I_ 116117t18119 12° 1211_ I_ I _ I_ I B6[ 2_I 2s I B9I 30I
RESS
1
I-- 3 _'_ 8 _-
COMMAND I COMMAND
DECODER TEXT
ADDRESS
REAL
TIME
COMMAND
STORED COMMAND
Figure V-23.
T IME
TAG
LST command word.
b. Command Processor/Memory. All LST commands must be
routed past a special-purpose unit located in the SSM called the command
processor (Fig. V-24). The purpose of thisunit is to inspect all commands
and determine whether they are real-time or time-tagged commands. The
ll-bit long real-time commands are not acted upon by the processor and are
sent directly to the command decoders. Whenever a time-tagged command is
recognized, the command processor stores the command in the next available
write address of the plated wire command memory for later execution.
The command memory with a capacity for 4096 words of 28-
bit length is continually read in cycles. As each word is read it is put into
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an output buffer where its time tag is comp_ired with the vehicle clock (Fig.
V-24). If the time tag and clock agree, the ll-bit command is gated onto the
•"¢"_"_"'_ bus --_ --*^_ upon as a ---' _-"......l'Ui::ti-- bllll_ uommana.
c. Command Decoders. The 11 bits that are sent to the command
decoders from the command processor are clocked serially into a register
within each decoder. However, only the one decoder with the proper 3-bit
address code can act upon the 8-bit command. What happens to this 8-bit
command once it is accepted by the proper command decoder is a function of
the Location of the command decoder. In some cases the command may be
Left in digital form such as commands that are sent to the ASC computer.
Other cases wilL require the 8 bits to be converted to an analog signaL.
The 3 bits allotted for command decoder address allow, eight
decoders to be addressed. Eight redundant decoders are also included for
increased reliability. The 8-bit command gives each decoder a repertoire of
256 different commands for its assigned equipment. The allocation of the
decoders is given as follows:
Addressabie
Decoders
Total Including
Redundancy
2 (4) Acs
(2) Electrical Distribution
1 (2) C & DH
1 (2) Power
(2) OTA/Fine Guidance
2 _4) SIP
S (16) Total
Should it be determined that more than eight addressabie
decoders are needed, a bit will be removed from the time tag and added to
the decoder address. With a 4-bit decoder address, 16 command decoders
could be addressed. The price that must be paid for this increased number
of addressable decoders is a loss in time resolution for command execution.
A 16-bit time tag can resolve one part in 65 536 or approximately 1 second in
18-hours whereas the 17-bit time tag could resolve 1 second in a 36 hour
period.
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2. Data Acquisition System. The Data Acquisition System accepts
both analog and digital data (status and diagnostic) from the OTA, SIP, and
SSM equipment. These data can be handled in one of two modes. In the real-
time mode the data are taken directly from the data acquisition units (DAUs),
formatted, and sent to ground at a rate of 51.2 kbs. In the stored mode, data
are stored on magnetic tape at a rate of 1.6 kbs until time for transmission
to the ground stations at the 51.2 kbs rate.
a. Data Acquisition Units (DAU). The conceptual design of the
DAUs needed to meet the LST format requirements is compatible with state-
of-the-art technology in the field of remote multiplexing units. Each DAU is
capable of addressing 64 lines, which may contain either analog or digital data.
Digital data are received in parallel form by addressing eight lines containing
discrete inputs. When a single line containing analog data is addressed, the
analog sample is converted to an 8-bit digital word within the DAU. Analog
inputs must be conditioned by the user to a 0 to 5 volt scale. Ithas been
estimated that 28 of these DAUs would fulfillthe LST requirements. These
DAUs have been tentatively allocated as follows: SIP, 12; SSM, 10; OTA, 6.
In the SIP it is desirable to have one DAU per instrument ifpossible to provide
flexibility for future growth, and to facilitate instrument repair and replace-
ment. However, both the number and location of the DAUs are certainly
subject to change during the later phases of the LST study.
b. Control Unit/Format Generator. The control unit/format
generator combination supervises the multiplexing of all engineering data.
The control unit addresses lines within each DAU. Data from these lines
are formatted by the format generator and either stored on tape or sent
real-time to the ground. These two units are capable of handling several
formats of data acquisition.
Each address initiated by the control unit results in a word of
data for the format generator. In the stored mode 200 8-bit words constitute
a frame of data that is stored on tape. Four of these 200 words (32 bits) are
allocated for frame synchronization. The frame rate for this mode is I
frame/sec, yielding a data rate of 1.6 kbs. This stored data can be played
back 32 times faster than it is recorded, giving a 51.2 kbs transmission rate
to ground. In the real-time mode the frame length is shortened to 128 words
(still using 32 bits for synchronization) and the frame rate is increased to
50 frames/sec. This yields the 51.2 kbs transmission rate.
Each frame of data is composed of words or samples that are
acquired or sampled at various rates. The three primary sampling rates are
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1 sample/sec, 5 samples/sec, and i0 samples/sec. TabLeV-7 gives an
approximate List of now manymeasurements are required within each LST
subsystem and at what rate thesemeasurementsare sampled.
TABLE V-7. APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENT LTST.
LST
Subsystem
Structure
Power
C& DH
ALtitude Sensing and Control
(AS & C)
OTA
SIP
Sample Interval
(sampie/sec)
5
1
i0
1
i0
1
No. of
Measurements
30
115
100
142
111
2O4
62
20
i00
c. Tape Storage, Upon examining the tape system needed for
storing data from the DAUs, one finds that several manufacturers have mag-
netic tape machines capable of reeoding at the rate of 1.6 kbs. Past experi-
ence w_th unmanned spacecrafts indicate that they may go as many as three
to four orbits in which a ground contact is not made because stations are out
of operation for maintenance, other spacecraft are being launched, or because
of a malfunction. A review of the stations selected for the mission simulation
indicates that if certain stations should be out of operations, it might be two
or three orbits before a tape recorder could be dumped to the ground. The
orbital period is 96.9 minutes, resulting in about 291 minutes of data to be
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played back during a single contact. Partial playbacks are not desirable. The
average contact time is 11.00 minutes. ALLowing time for spacecraft acquisi-
tion and tape recorder turn-on, the actual playback period is approximately
10 minutes. The ratio of record to playback would be about 30:1. A ratio of
32:1 results in a playback bit rate of 51.2 kbs, which is the standard bit rate
for the ground station. The ratio 32:1 is very reasonable.
The reference design tape system used for storing data from
the DAUs contain three tape units. For reliability only one track of data will
be recorded per tape. The width of the tape is 0.636 cm (1/4 in. ) and each
unit will contain 7 × 102 m of tape. The recording tape speed wiLl be 4.76
cm/sec (1.275 in./sec). Using this tape speed at a data rate of 1.6 kbs
yields a bit packing density of approximately 336 bits/cm (850 bits/in. ).
Figure V-25 shows the combined C & DH system for the LST.
3. Scientific Data Handling. Scientific experimental data will be
gathered from the instruments contained within the SIP primarily by utilizing
TV tubes as sensors. With TV sensors the electronic image from the sensor's
target may be read sequentially, coded digitally, and transmitted to ground
over the scientific transponder at a maximum rate of approximately 1 mega-
bit/sec.
When considering the selection of an image tube for the LST, it
should be noted that each instrument has its own requirements. The matching
of the detector to the instrument for the best possible resolution, signal to
noise (S/N) ratio, and high data collecting efficiency is the main objective.
Desirable criteria for the tube are as follows:
1. Long Integration Time.
2. High Internal Gain.
3. Good Resolution at 50 percent Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF).
4. Large Storage Capacity.
5. Large Format Size.
6. Low Internal Noise Background.
7. Space Qualified.
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Preliminary specifications for the LST called for a TV tube having
a 60 cycle/ram resolution at 50 percent MTF on a 50 by 50 mm target format.
A survey of state-of-the-art tube technology revealed that the return beam
vidicon (RBV) had the greatest promise of attaining this goal. However, the
high conductivity of this tube's photoconductive target resulted in very limited
integration time and target storage capability. To effectively utilize this tube
in the LST project, a mass memory would be needed for storing tube images
until ground contact was available. This memory would also be utilized with
an averaging process required when using the RBV on high-magnitude stars
for increasing S/N ratio.
a. Mass Memory Storage. Several considerations must be made
to determine the size of a mass memory required for this case. The quantiza-
tion noise and the inherent noise of the sensor will combine in an additive
manner. To maintain an extremeLy high quality video signal means that the
light signal collected (S) must be very large. If the S/N out of the camera is
45 dB and the degradation is to be Limited to 1 dB, the value of S would have to
be 256, which corresponds to 8 bits/word. It wouLd take i0 bits/word for the
quantization noise to be completeLy ignored. One final parameter -- the
sampling rate -- must be established before the required storage can be
determined. The Nyquist criterion states that f => 2f where f -_ sampling
c m
rate and f -_ highest signal frequency. The minimum sampling frequency
m
must be twice the highest frequency in the signal. Stated another way, one
sample must be made per half cycle. However, this results in low pass
filtering of the signal with a response of 63 percent. To obtain a 90 percent
response requires a sampling rate four times maximum or twice per half
cycle. Now the required storage capability for onboard integration of images
external to the camera tube can be determined. A tube target having a
horizontal and vertical resolution of 60 cycles/ram on a 50 mm by 50 mm
format will contain 3000 cycles per horizontal line or 6000 pixels. The four
samples per cycles and 8 to i0 bits per sample would yield 9.6 × 104 bits for
8 bits and I. 2 × 105 for i0 bits to code a single line on the target. At the
completion of each line the reading beam is returned to the Left and lowered
the equivalent of one pixel, then scanned across again. This continues until
the beam reaches the bottom of the target, thus completing one frame of data.
Since the vertical height of the target contains 600 pixels, a total frame of
data would contain 5.76 × 108 bits for 8 bits of coding or 7.2 × 108 bits for
10-bit coding.
A memory large enough for a single frame of data presents a
significant technology problem. Several techniques were investigated in hopes
of finding a small, Lightweight, low power, nonvolatile memory. Since the
tube is read sequentially, the memory need not be random access.
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The following memories were examined as candidates for the
LST mass memory: ferrite core, tape recorders, magnetic bubble, plated
wire, laminated ferrite, disc, drum, electron beam, charge coupled devices,
metal nitride oxide silicon (MNOS), and complementary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS). Estimates were made in each case for the following
characteristics of a 300-megabit system: power, mass, vo!:,_me, cost, data
rate, and mean time between failures (MTBF). The results of this study are
presented in Table V-8. The listed specifications were obtained from
References V-2 through V-4 and a number of personal communications. 2
A brief summary of the detailed results from portions of this
study are incLuded as follows.
(1) Tape Recorder. The main disadvantages of tape
recorders stem from the fact that they are electromechanical devices built
to very tight specifications. Wear of the tape, heads, and bearings limits the
life of the tape system. The transfer of tape coating to the head and head
material to the tape aggravates this problem.
Tape lives of over 10 000 passes have been attained,
which would be inadequate for the highly used SIP mass memory. However,
tape wear is being improved through the development of new surface lubricants
which remain on the tape rather than shedding onto the head.
Head life is now somewhere between 4000 and 5000 hr,
depending on the application. This figure is stiLl being improved by the intro-
duction of better alloy materials. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has
let a contract to AppLied Magnetics Corporation for a head that wiLl have a
5-yr life.
2. Telephone conversation ia sprir.g of 1972 wiLh Mr. Jim Dickson of SCI
Systems, Inc., Huntsville, Ala., plated wire memory; with Mr. Bob Lindburg
of General Instrument Corp., Systematics Magne-Head Div., Hawthorne,
Calif., disc and drum memories; correspondence with Mr. John Kelly,
Physical Electronics Group, Engineering Sciences Laboratory at Stanford
Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., electron beam memory, and estimate
on laminated ferrite memory specifications obtained from Mr. Harrison
Garrett, A strionics Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center.
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Considerable bearing wear is included by shocks and
vibrations, causing errors in record and playback, low vapor pressure
lubricants are necessary to reduce thiswear, which becomes intense if
resonance occurs. Various new developments for seals and lubricants are
yielding continuous progress in the reduction of bearing wear.
Motor Life is another parameter to consider when
examining the tape system. A life of 25 000 hr is attainable; however,
part of this is expended in ground testing. Mission experience has shown
that mechanical problems limit the Lifetimes of the motors.
The weight, power, and volume requirements for a 300
million bit tape system would be no problem. Exact values for these param-
eters will depend upon the system design. Rough estimates of these values
taken from the Arthur D. Little, Inc., study [V-2] yield: weight, 14 to 18 kg
(30 to 40 lb) (includes tape, motors, motor control, reels, write and read
heads, information buffers, and parity checking electronics) ; volume, 0.02 m 3
(0.5 ft 3) ; and power, 8 watts to record and 10 watts to reproduce.
(2) Magnetic Bubble. The magnetic bubble technology was
recommended by Arthur D. Little,Inc., [V-2] under NASA Contract
NAS5-21531, presented in August 1970, as the most suitable replacement for
spaceborne tape recorders in the mid-1970s. The tradeoffs discussed in this
report led to the conclusion that a serial access memory which is nonvolatile,
has nondestructive readout capability,and can be arranged in blocks is the
most attractive contender as a replacement for a spaceborne tape system.
These attributes would also be desirable for the mass memory needed for the
SIP calculations. The magnetic bubble shiftregisters have all these properties.
The most pressing problem is with the storage medium
for the bubbles. None of the materials which demonstrate bubble domains have
been produced in large quantities of good quality. The two types of materials
that seem to be best suited for bubble domain storage are the orthoferrites and
the garnets. The garnets have some definite advantages over the orthoferrites,
notably a smaller stable domain size, combined with a reasonable mobility,
and a better response to cutting and polishing. It seems unlikely that one
mater.ial will sweep the market as silicon did with the integrated circuit
industry. Some materials will have the advantage on data rates and others
may be able to attain a higher bit density. Surely there will still be other
materials with varying degrees of these parameters. It is possible that
certain materials will be better suited for a particular application than others.
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The secondproblem associated with the bubble technol-
ogy is the temperature sensitivity of the systems. The operation of this type
of memory is highLydependentupon a predetermined and fixed ratio between
the diameter of the bubble domain and the spacing of the bit storage cells.
In summary, the conceptual design of the magnetic
bubble memory is attractive in many respects but there are several develop-
mental problems stilL to be negotiated. The most important features of the
further developmentof the bubble memory as far as NASAis concerned seem
to be the improvement in the quality of the storage materials, the introduction
of epitaxiai growth techniques capable of producing materials with a Low
coercive force, the announcementof a material with a good temperature range,
and continuing developments in photolithography.
(3) ELectron Beam. Mass data storage using electron beam
techniques is currently a deveLopmental item. At present no known read/write
erasable systems are avaiLable. However, a number of organizations are
attempting to develop such systems.
Itappears that the firstprototype systems could be
available during 1973, although their capacity is likelyto be limited to 107
bits. Systems of 108 bits should appear about 12 months later. These systems
should be in production in the period 1974 to 1976.
Larger memories of up to 10t°bits appear possible but
there is stilla large amount of R&D to be done. Big memories are likelyto
be compounded from a number of smaLler channels or modules, enabling
parallel access to read and write information. This subdivision will be
controlled by the economics of tube fabrication and required system perform-
ance.
(4) Memory Summary. The majority of the mass memory
systems surveyed had undesirable physical characteristics. The magnetic
bubble and eLectron beam memory systems would seem to be the two best
Candidates from the standpoint of power, mass, volume, cost, and reliability.
However, both of these memory schemes are stiLl in the deveLopmentaL stages.
Thus no suitable mass memory system was found for the SIP. The question of
system efficiency with no mass memory is treated in Appendix B.
b. Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) Vidicon. With the mass
memory scheme now considered a doubtful candidate for use in the LST data
handling system, the constraining criterion in tube selection must be target
storage capability, i.e., a tube must be found which has the ability to store a
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single frame of data on its target until ground contact is madeand yet attain
suitable resolution, target size, etc. Uponthis basis the SECvidicon was
chosen as the reference design tube for the LST.
The distinguishing characteristic of _n SECvidicon is its
capability to store collected photonsfor several hours. This quality enables
the SECvidicon to integrate for hours on high-magnitude (dim) stars. On
the other hand, if a low-magnitude (bright) star is viewed, causinga short
integration time, the SECvidicon can store the frame of data until a ground
station is contacted. The contents of the tubecan then be read out directly to
ground.
The low conductance target of the SEC vidicon allows it to
attain this long storage capability. This target, shown in Figure V-26, is
constructed of KCI with an AI substrate. The price paid for this storage
capability is low capacity and low resolution. The low capacity implies that
it takes fewer photons per unit area to saturate the SEC vidicon target than it
takes for the return beam vidicon (RBV). The present resolution of the SEC
vidicon is approximately 20 cycles/mm at 50 percent MTF. The physical size
of the SEC vidicon target is also small (25 mm by 25 ram) 1".....u_au_e of the
strength limitations of the target material. However, a 50 mm by 50 mm
target is presently being tested. Figure V-27 gives a basic operational
schematic of the SEC vidicon and a list of tube characteristics.
The optimum readout time of the SEC vidicon is a function of
the preamplifier because it is the dominant noise source of the tube. The first
impression would be that only the bandwidth, input impedance, and the gain
would be important. This would be true for high illumination; however, where
the system is used for photon counting or low-light-level slow scan, the pre-
amplifier, bias resistor, and shunt capacitance of the leads from the SEC
_*...... v ...... become ................ Thp field effect transistor
amplifier with its high imput impedance, low noise, and wide bandwidth makes
it ideal for this application. Its low voltage gain, however, requires additional
stages of amplification.
Calculations show that the preamplifier will operate with mini-
mum noise contribution at approximately 30 kHz (see Appendix C). Utilizing
this result with the sampling rates and encoding levels developed earlier, opti-
mum readout rates can be determined. For 8-bit coding the readout rate = (4
samples/cycle) (8 bits/sample) (30 kHz) = 960 × 103 bits/sec. A 25 mm by
25 mm target with 20 cycles/ram at 50 percent MTF sampled and coded using
the above specifications would contain 1.6 × 107 bits. Using the above readout
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Figure V-26. SEC vidicon target cross section.
rate it would take Less than 17 seconds to read out a frame of data. However,
should the SEC vidicon reach the desired 50 mm by 50 mm format with 60
cycles/ram at 50 percent MTF, it would take 10 minutes to read out a single
frame.
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Typical exposure times for the LST high resolution imagery
experiments will be several hours and storage after exposure up to 1 hour.
The usefulness of a television sensor for long exposures is directly related
to the internal background within the television tube and the environment in
which it must operate. This background consists of dark emission from the
photocathode, field emission from the electrodes in the image section, and
the phosphorescence of the materials that make up the image section of the
tube. In a low earth orbit there will be a background caused by energetic
particles striking the window, the walls, and the target of the television tube.
Operation of the television system has demonstrated that the internal back-
ground is less than 100 background photoelectrons/cm2/see from the photo-
cathode when the tube is cooled to 15° C.
There is littledata on the background caused by energetic
particle radiation of this type of sensor. Theoretical calculations are encour-
aging but hardly adequate because of the uncertainty of the model. To deter-
mine the feasibility of operating the camera as the basic device for storage,
two tubes typical of the design that would be used in the /_,STwere tested at
Princeton University in proton and gamma ray environments. One tube had an
MgF 2 window and the other a 7056 glass window. The TV tubes were operated
during and after the irradiation period to measure the background caused by
the radiation. The results of these tests have been plotted on a curve of
background noise in Figure V-28 to indicate the magnitude of this form of
background to that inherent in the tube and preamplifier. There are several
possible explanations for the difference in the results on the glass and MgF 2
faceplates but they are not important to this discussion.
During these tests there was a gamma ray flux in the area
caused by the main beam dissipating its energy in the dump located nearby.
This added an undetermined background to the proton-induced background.
A 100 Curie source of Cobalt-60 was positioned 25 mm in
front of the television tube window, resulting in a gamma ray flux of approx-
imately 43 000 per cm 2. The Co60-rays have energies of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV.
The 3-ram thick MgF 2 window had a projected mass of 0.9 g/cm 2. With about
5 percent of the gamma rays undergoing Compton scattering in this distance,
it is estimated that 2000 energetic electrons are produced per squared centi-
meter per second. The computed mean energy of the secondary electrons is
0.6 MeV. The 7056 glass window is 2.3 mm thick and has a projected mass
of 0.6 g/cm 2. The energetic electron density in this case is approximately
1300 /cm 2 /sec.
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Each tube was irradiated for 40 minutes with the following
results. The photocathodevoltage of 8000volts andthe focus field of 0°008 T
(80 G) were on during the irradiation. The results are again plotted to show a
comparison with other parameters. This indicates a slightly higher level for
gamma radiation than protons, which is not of particular concern since gamma
radiation is easier to shield against.
The effect of these results on the LST mission can be extrapo-
lated to show feasibility. The radiation environment inside the instrument
compartment of the LST will be highly directional because of the relatively
thick mirror and mirror cell in one direction and the support spacecraft in the
other direction. The magnetic focus coils assembly for the television camera
itself will be relatively thick and provide considerable attenuation. The proton
dose rate averaged over several orbits is 2 x l0 Gprotons/cm 2 per day,
presuming an aluminum skin thickness of 3.5 mm and an orbit altitude of
6.1 x l05 m (330 n. mi.), 28.5 degree inclination. This is comparable to the
dose received by the MgF 2 windowed tube when one considers that all of the
photons were at the relatively high energy of 42 MeV. The glass window tube
is more sensitive and it is probably more accurate to say that the tube sensitive
to longer wavelength photons is more vulnerable. Even in this case the test
dose is comparable to 2 to 3 hours in orbit. If the photocathode is turned off
during the South Atlantic anomaly portion of the orbit, a substantial reduction
in the background can be achieved. The absence of an afterglow following the
irradiation period indicates that there should be no problem with storing an
image during the pass through the anomaly.
In the SEC vidicon the target thickness is the determining
factor of its resolution. It can be made thin but eventually reaches a point
where mechanical considerations dominate. The thickness of the SEC vidicon
is not directly measurable; however, the effective thickness can be calculated
from the measured apparent capacitance. In a recent SEC vidicon tube the
measurements indicated a target thickness of about 7/zm. Some data indicate
a target thickness as thin as 3.56 #m. In Figure V-29 the MTF of image
section, the electron beam, and the target have been plotted to indicate the
influence of each.
The product of the individual parameter provides us with the
expected system performance. These curves indicate that the SEC vidicon is
a factor of three off the desired resolution (60 cycle/ram). While it is not
the purpose of this section to discuss the scientific instruments, it can be
shown that for a 50 percentoreSponse, the limiting resolution of a 3-m
telescope at 500 nm (5000 A) with f/96 focal length is only 22.5 cycle/mm.
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A curve labeled electrostatic camera is also included that has
a 60cycle/ram resolution at the 50 percent response. This camera was under
developmentby Columbia Broadcasting System for the outerplanet missions.
The developmenthas beendiscontinued becauseof budgetary restrictions. The
design is quite unique in concept { Fig. V-30) . The imaging section uses
electrostatic focus and target material is SO2. The SO2is deposited onto a
drum that rotates in front of the photocathodefor exposure and later through
180degrees to the read-beam. The higher resolution is achieved with a thinner
target thanKCI. The drum is capable of storing 10 frames. Its mass and
power compare favorably with the SECvidicon, 60watts readout and mass
23kg (50 Ib) for a 70mm format. The prestorage target gain is quotedby the
contractor to be I00 to 200. Magnetic focus in the image section could possibly
improve the resolution to as high as 100cycles/mm for 30percent response.
E. Scientific Instrument Control
i. Introduction. The purpose of this section is to provide a reference
design for the control of a typical set of instruments located in the SIP.
Although the details of this set of instruments may change as the LST project
progresses, they are assumed to be adequate for this reference design. They
are
i. Mid-IR Fourier Spectrograph, I. 0 to 5.0 _tm.
2. Faint Object Spectrograph, 0.66 to I. 0 tim.
3. Faint Object Spectrograph, 0.22 to 0.66 _m.
4. Faint Object Spectrograph, 0. i I0 to 0.22 Pro.
5. Echelle Spectrograph, 0.18 to 0.35 pro.
6. Echelle Spectrograph, 0. ii to 0. i8 tim.
7. Slit Jaw Camera Assembly.
8. One F-12 Camera.
9. Three F-96 Cameras; 0. 115 to 0.3 pro, 0.16 to
0.6pro, 0.5to i.i #m.
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The possibility that the control of these instruments as well as the
control of other systems within the LST may require computer support raises
the question of computer configuration and dedication, i.e., how many com-
puters will be utilized and what will they control. Three primary LST func-
tions were identified initially as candidates for onboard computer support.
i. ACS System and Solar Array Pointing.
2. Spacecraft Data Handling and the SIP and OTA Housekeeping
( engineering data).
3. OTA and SIP Control and Computations.
Three computer configurations were considered to support these
functions"
i. Alternative I -- three separate computers, one for each
function.
2. Alternative H -- a single computer for all functions.
3. Alternative III -- two separate computers.
a. Alternative I. The attitude control system (ACS) in the SSM
requires a digital computer. The functions requiring the computer are control
moment gyros (CMGs), strapdown inertial measurement unit, star trackers,
sun sensors, and fine guidance sensor signals from the OTA.
SSM data handling requirements and the SIP and OTA engineering
data requirements are not sufficient to justify a separate computer. The SSM
data handling will be accomplished with special-purpose hardware. Engineering
data from the SIP and OTA will be telemetered to the ground for processing.
Onboard checkout will be minimum.
Part of the OTA and SIP control and computation function
involves the figure sensors of the OTA which require digital computations to
calculate the reference force input to the force actuators. However, these
computations are only required once per week early after launching and one
per month later in the mission. Data from the figure sensor can be transmitted
to the ground, the computations performed, and the results transmitted up the
command link to the force actuators. The OTA utilizes closed-loop servos for
control and receives commands from the ground. Since the scientific data
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taken from the SIP will not be processed onboard, there are no projected
co_nputationrequirements for this unit. However, _hecontrol of the instru-
ments within the SIP will require either a computer or special-purpose hard-
ware for command sequencingand, possibly, data formatting.
Therefore, at most two computers or processors are required:
the ACS definitely needscomputer support; the SIP controlling system may
need computer support. The question of a special-purpose controller versus
general-purpose computer for SIP control will be discussed later.
b. Alternative II. Existing technology can readily provide a
single digital computer that can perform both the required functions discussed
above: ACS control in the SSMand SIP control. The single computer configura-
tion will showan advantagein mass, power, and volume. However, the single
computer configuration is a disadvantagefor LST operational requirements.
These requirements are
i. The LST must remain operational over a long period of
time. The ACS is responsible for telescopepointing, solar array pointing, and
the general safety and integrity of the spacecraft. The ACS is generally under
control of the digital computer. The flight program of the computer and
subsequentchangesmust be highly tested and verified before it is qualified to
operate the spacecraft.
2. The utilization of the SIPmust be flexible. Experimental
procedures will changefrequently. Probably many changeswill be madewithin
a few hours as the experimenter gets a quick look at the data. This type of
operational procedure does not lend itself to extendedtesting andverification of
flight programs for the computer.
Thus, these two requirements are not compatible and the single
computer configuration is not recommendedas the reference design.
c. Alternative III. This configuration consists of a digital
computer for the ACS anda digital computer or a digital processor for SIP
control. The details of the requirements for a digital computer or a simpler
digital processor are discussed in the following sections.
2. Functional Analysis of SIP Instruments. In addressing the question
of how best to control the instruments in the SIP, one must begin by isolating
the controllable variables within each instrument. Once this is accomplished
a control sequence or control flow chart can be established for each instrument
and the conceptual design of a control system for the SIP can be discussed.
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Figure V-31 shows the present complement of instruments con-
tained in the SIp.3 With the exception of the fine guidance sensors, whose
operations are controlled by the pointing control system of the OTA, and the
folding mirrors and f/96 optics, which are fixed in position, all other blocks
shownin this figure contain elements that must be commandedto obtain the
desired instrument operation. In the following paragraphs the makeup of each
of these controllable blocks will be examined to determine what items have to
be controlled and in what sequencethey must be commanded. This will be
followed by a discussion of the tradeoffs in controlling the SIP operation.
a. f/96 Camera Assembly. The f/96 camera assembly contains
three image tube assemblies or cameras. Each tube is preceded by a filter
selector. Only one of the three filter selector/tube assembly combinations
canbe utilized at any one time. The position of the mirror select and drive
assembly determines which of the three combinations is used. The f/96
shutter positioned before the mirror select and drive assembly will be
operated to either admit light or totally block the entrance of light. As
mentioned above, the f/96 optics located in front of the shutter are fixed in
position and thus require no control. By examining each of these components
in further detail, one candetermine what variables must be controlled.
(1) f/96 Shutter and Drive Assembly. Figure V-32 includes
a concept of the operation of the f/96 shutter and drive assembly. The control
logic shownin this figure will contain a position register which can be
commandedto place the shutter in one of its two possible positions, open or
closed.
(2) Mirror Select and Drive Assembly. A functional diagram
of the mirror select and drive assembly is included in Figure V-32. The
purpose of this mechanism is to direct the incoming light into one of the three
filter selector/tube assembly combinations of the f/96 camera. This assembly
can be controlled by commandingits position register. Two digital bits would
be the minimum requirement for positioning the mirror to its three positions.
If for some reason a finer mirror control were desired, more control bits
would have to be allocated.
3. It shouldbe noted here that this complement is subject to change. However,
the discussion of commandand control for the present group of instruments
shouldprovide a soundbasis for deciding upona general commandand control
mechanism for any instrument complement.
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(3) Filter Assembly. The filter assembly,is envisioned as
a wheel containing several filters and perhaps one openhole. 'Thedesired
filter could be positioned in front of the image tubeby rotating the wheel. If
no filter is desired, the wheel could be rotated until the openhole was in front
The three filter assemblies used with the f/96 cameras
canbe controlled in a manner similar to that used for control of the mirror
select and drive assembly. This is depicted in Figure V-32. Eachof the
filter assemblies would have its ownposition register for control of its filter
wheel. The number of bits neededto commandthe position registers would
dependupon the number of filters containedwithin the filter wheels and whether
fine control over the wheel position is required.
(4) Image TubeAssemblies. Behind each filter assembly
will be a tube assembly containing as SECvidicon with associated electronics.
Each tube contains different combinations of window and photocathodematerials
corresponding to the different spectral ranges to be imaged; however, all are
controlled in a like fashion.
Two tube variables may be controlled: integration time
andtarget scan rate. Setting an integration time for the tube could be accom-
plished by commandingthe start and/or stoppositions of a digital counter that
would signal whento start and stop tube integration. By controlling the number
of counts madeby this counter, one could control the integration time. The
target scan rate or readout rate is determined by the rate of the video clock
shownin Figure V-33. This video clock rate may be controlled by a number
of methods; the particular method used will dependuponthe final scan control
requirements• Regardless of the particular method of control, a digital
commandwill select the appropriate clock rate. It is assumedthat these
_1^ _1._.+..... ;11 _,_ ,_h,_,_n t,_ yield t, lh_ ct_ta rates that are compatible with the
receiving capabilities of existing ground stations. If it should be determined
that multiple clock rates are required, provisions will have to be made for
formatting tube data.
Once these variables are set, a tube command sequence
can be initiated. This command sequence consists of the four mode commands
shown in Figure V-34. Each mode command will start a specific hardware
sequence, which will control all the operations within a tube mode. A possible
hardware sequence is given for each mode in this figure.
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Figure V-33. Functional block diagram of digital scan control system.
Note that in the exposure mode the operation of the shutter
has been listed as optional. The reasoning behind this follows. Two methods
have been proposed for starting and stopping tube integration. In one method a
mechanical shutter is operated to either pass or block light. This method is
exemplified by the f/96 shutter. The alternative method relies upon the on/off
switching of the high voltage (~8000 volts) between the photocathode and target
of the SEC vidicon. When the high voltage is off, the photoelectrons from the
photocathode are not accelerated to the tube target. Thus, the optical image on
the photocathode is not projected to the target.
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OPERATIONS
WITHIN EACH
MODE ARE
HARDWARE
CONTROLLED
VARIABLES
INTEGRATION TIME
VIDEO CLOCK RATE FOR SCAN RATE CONTROL
PREPARE MODE
ON POWER SUPPLY
ON FOCUS COILS (WARM UP)
ON TUBE COOLING SYSTEM
ON e" BEAM (WARM UP)
ON VIDEO CLOCK FOR SWEEP CONTROL
OFF VIDEO CLOCK
OF F e" BEAM
EXPOSURE MODE
ON HIGH VOLTAGE FOR PHOTOCATHODE
(WARM UP)
OPEN SHUTTER (IF APPLICABLE)
START COUNTER FOR INTEGRATION TIME
CLOSE SHUTTER (IF APPLICABLE)
OFF HIGH VOLTAGE
READOUT MODE.
ON e" BEAM ( WARM UP)
ON VIDEO CLOCK FOR SWEEP CONTROL
ON/OFF DATA SYNC LOGIC
OFF VIDEO CLOCK
OFF e" BEAM
ERASE MODE
ON/OFF ERASE LIGHT SOURCE
ON e° BEAM
ON VIDEO CLOCK FOR SWEEP CONTROL
OFF VIDEO CLOCK
OFF e" BEAM
OFF TUBE COOLING SYSTEM
OFF FOCUS COILS
OFF POWER SUPPLY
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Figure V-34. Tube command sequence.
Regardless of which method is decided upon, the tube will
be commandedby the samemode commands. The only impact uponthese
commandswill be in the hardware sequenceof operations in the Exposure
Mode. For the mechanical shutter concept the hardware would commandthe
shutter to ........ open or _,_. _ ..... _ ....... _,......... were _UlLIIVI" ^I _ T_ +h_ h4,_h .... l_,_eva _fh_ used, the
hardware would simply command iteither on or off.
One exception to this concept of hardware-controlled
sequences occurs during long integration times (hours) when it becomes
necessary to start and stop tube integration due to occulted sources. When
occultation occurs, it will be necessary to block the incoming signal to the
tube target, using either one of the two aforementioned methods, and to halt
the integration time counter. Once the source is reacquired, integration may
be resumed. Thus, access will be required to both the integration time counter
and either the instrument's shutter or the high voltage of the tube.
A functional block diagram of the SEC tube assembly is
shown in Figure V-32. The f/96 camera structure will have three of these
tube assemblies. This block diagram shows that the following components may
be controlled: the tube sequence logic for giving mode commands, the integra-
tion time counter for setting the integration time and accounting for occultation,
the video clock for setting scan rates, and, finally, either the photocathode
high voltage or the instrument shutter (not shown) for stop/start integration
control during occultation. The other items shown are under the hardware
control of the tube sequence logic.
It has been proposed that for some instruments in the
SIP only a portion of the SEC tube's target would be transmitted to ground.
This can be accomplished by additional hardware within the tube assembly.
By setting an additional variable register or registers (not shown in Fig.
V-32), the hardware sequer, ce can bc switched to the desired sweep mode.
No change in the tube mode command sequence need be implemented.
(5) Self Checking Capability. It should be pointed out at
this time that a number of points within both the f/96 camera structure and
those systems yet to be discussed will be monitored through the data acquisi-
tion system. Data from these points will be taken through DAUs and either
transmitted real-time to ground or stored on tape recorders for later trans-
mission. On the ground these data will be analyzed to insure that the instru-
ments are in proper operating order. In addition to this checking capability,
each instrument will have its own self-check procedure implemented through
individual hardware packages called self-check logic. Upon command these
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individual hardware units will distribute test voltages to numerous points within
the instrument's control system. Someof the results of these test voltages will
be hardware inspected to determine go/no go operation. The remainder of the
results will be monitored through the data acquisition system.
(6) Control Sequence. Now that the discussion of controllable
variables within each componentof the f/96 camera assembly is completed, a
control sequencefor this structure may be formulated. The following sequence
of commandswould provide operational control:
drive assembly.
assembly.
variables.
1. Commandinstrument power on.
2. Initiate self-check logic for hardware test routine.
3. Readout engineering data to tape or ground.
4. Commandposition register of the mirror select and
5. Commandposition register of appropriate filter
6. Commandthe appropriate registers to set tube
a. Integration time set by commandingstart/stop
position of integration time counter.
b. Scanrate set by commandingregister for
control of video clock rate.
7. Submit mode commandsto tube sequencelogic.
a. Prepare mode.
b. Exposure mode (command integration time
counter andeither shutter or photocathodehigh voltage during occultation).
c. Readout mode.
d. Erase mode.
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b. SIPAxial Instruments. The SIPaxial instrument group consists
of two Echelle spectrographs for the wavelengthranges 0. ! ! to o. 1S.urnand
0.18 to 0.35 #m, a faint object spectrograph for the wavelength range 0.11 to
0.22 #m, and an unassignedinstrument. All these instruments share the same
collimating mirror and entrance slit mechanism. If it is determined that
shutters will be used, possibly one wouldbe positioned in the vicinity of the
entrance slit mechanism and shared by all the axial instruments.
(1) Spectrograph Selector. The collimating mirror for these
instruments is contained in the spectrograph selector. It canbe positioned to
one of four positions to determine which of the four axial instruments is to be
used. A conceptualblock diagram of the spectrography selector is included
in Figure V-32. This control mechanism is very similar to the one discussed
previously, with the exception of the presence of a locking device to fix the
mirror in place onceit has beenproperly positioned. This locking device is
under the hardware control of the digital comparator. Thus, the position
register is still the only item to be commanded. Here again the number of
commandbits neededwill be dictated by the final requirement onposition
control.
(2) Slit Mechanism. The slit mechanism, which is located
at the telescope f/12 focal plane, contains the slits through which light passes
before being directed to the appropriate instrument by the selector. Figure
V-31 indicates the path of light to each of the axial instruments.
The slits within the slit mechanism will be located on a
wheel. By controlling the position of this slit wheel, one may select a desired
entrance slit. The proposed mechanism for controlling the position of the slit
wheel is the same as the control mechanism for the filter wheel. The only
requirement for control is the commandingof a position register. The number
of hits neededfor the commandwill be a function of the number of slits on the
wheel and the possible requirement for fine control of the wheel position.
(3) Slit Jaw Camera. It hasbeenproposed that a slit jaw
camera be used in conjunction with all slit mechanisms. The purpose of this
instrument is to provide a device through which the stellar field around an
entrance slit may be examined to insure that the object of interest is positioned
within the slit. If it is determined by examining the picture transmitted to
ground by this camera that the object of interest is not positioned within the
slit, then appropriate commandswill have to be submitted to the spacecraft
sensing and control system to reposition the telescope line of slight. The slit
jaw camera provides a possible way of accomplishing this objective but it is
not the only way. Other methods are presently being proposed and analyzed in
an effort to optimize the SIP performance.
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Figure V-35 presents a possible implementation of the
slit jaw concept. The present complement of instruments in the SIP contains
three slit mechanisms: onefor the four axial instruments and one each for the
two radial faint object spectrographs. The slit wheel within each mechanism
can be controlled by commandingindividual position registers as discussed
earlier. Once a slit wheel has properly positioned a slit before the optics of
an instrument, the image on the mirrored area surrounding this slit is
projected through a slit jaw folding mirror assembly to one of the three optical
paths of the slit jaw optics.
All three optical paths of the slit jaw optics are focused
onto the slit jaw SECtube's target. Various methods for selecting which of
the three optical pathswill be integrated on the tube's target at any onetime
are presently being analyzed. The method presented in Figure V-35 utilizes
"nonreflective surfaces" on the slit wheels. By properly positioning the
nonreflective portion of two slit wheels before two of the three optical paths,
the third optical path may be integrated without interference andtransmitted
to ground for examination. This concept requires no movable parts within
either the slit jaw fold mirror assemblies or the slit jaw optics. However,
if it is determined that shutters will be used, the nonreflective surfaces
would not be needed.
Based upon the concept of the slit jaw camera shown in
Figure V-35, the following control sequence may be utilized.
1. Command instrument power on.
2. Initiate self check logic for hardware test routine.
3. Readout engineering data to tape or ground.
4. Command the position register of the two slit
mechanisms not being used to properly position the nonreflective surfaces, or
command shutters to close on two instruments.
5. Command the position register of the slit mechanism
being utilized to position the proper slit (if not already done).
6. Command the appropriate registers to set tube
variables.
7. Submit mode commands to tube sequence logic.
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Figure V-35. Functional block diagram of slit jaw camera assembly.
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Itshould be noted here that the silicon intensifiedtarget
(SIT) vidicon is a strong candidate for replacement of the SEC vidicon in the
slitjaw camera. Should this replacement occur, itis assumed that the SIT
vidicon will be controllable through mode commands similar to the SEC
control.
(4) Eehelle Spectrographs. Two Echelle spectrographs are
included in the axial instrument compartment. Both instruments contain a
section of fixed optics followed by a tube assembly, as shown in Figure V-32.
The differences between the two instruments are the rulings of the reflection
gratings and cross dispersers and differences in the window and photocathode
materials in the two tube assemblies.
The following control sequence was formulated for the
Echelle spectrographs:
I. Command instrument power on.
2. Initiate self-check logic for hardware test routines.
3. Read out engineering data to tape or ground.
4. Command position register of slit mechanism.
5. Command position register of spectrograph selector.
6. Utilize slit jaw camera routine to check relative
position of desired stellar object and slit.
7. Command the appropriate registers to set tube
variables.
8. Submit mode commands to tube sequence logic.
(5) Faint Object Spectrograph. This spectrograph operates
over the spectral range of 0. II to 0.22 pro. A functional block diagram of
this instrument is included in Figure V-32. Since this instrument contains
two reflectinggratings, a grating drive assembly had to be included. This
mechanism, similar to those previously discussed, operates through a position
register. The control sequence for this instrument is as follows:
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i. Commandinstrument power on.
2. Initiate self-check logic for hardware test routines.
3. Readoutengineering data to tape or ground.
4. Command position register of slitmechanism.
5. Command position register of spectrograph selector.
6. Utilize slit jaw camera routine to check relative
position of desired stellar object and slit.
7. Command position register of grating drive assembly.
8. Command appropriate registers to set tube variables.
9. Submit mode commands to tube sequence logic.
(6) Unassigned Instrument. The last instrument in the axial
group is unassigned at this time. However, since it is positioned with the other
axial instruments its operational control sequence would have to include
control of the slit mechanism and the spectrograph selector. Further specula-
tion on its control cannot be made at this time.
c. SIP Radial Instruments. The instruments in this group receive
their light signals from the field select mirrors which divert the light from the
optical axis of the telescope into the instrument's line of sight. These instru-
ments include a mid-IR Fourier spectrograph covering the spectral range from
i to 5/_m, an f/12 camera assembly, and two faint object spectrographs
cove.ring the spectral ranges from 0.22 to 0.66/zm and from 0.66 to i #m.
(I) Mid-IR Fourier Spectrograph. The basic operation of
the mid-IR Fourier spectrograph is outlined in Figure V-36. After light has
passed through an aperture, it is split by a beam splitter into two directions.
In one direction the light is reflected from a fixed mirror and in the other
direction it is reflected by a movable mirror. Both reflected beams return
to the beamsplitter, where a portion of each is passed to an intensity detector.
Two items of information must be extracted from this instrument. First, the
position of the movable mirror must be known, and second, the intensity
reading of the detector for that particular position of the movable mirror must
be monitored.
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Figure V-36. Block diagram of mid-IR Fourier spectrograph.
A detailed functional block diagram of this instrument is
presented in Figure V-32. Although the diagram included in the figure is more
detailed than Figure V-36, the basic operation is the same. A step command
from the command interface initiates a reference counter in the control logic
which steps the movable cat's eye through a finite series of positions. This is
analogous to the movable mirror of Figure V-36. A reading is taken from the
Pb-Se detector at every position. This reading, along with periodic informa-
tion about the position of the movable cat's eye taken from the fringe counter,
is sent either directly to ground over the scientific data link or stored on the
tape system within the data acquisition system for later transmission to
ground. The quantity of data produced by this instrument (~ 2 megabits/
interferogram) will not tax the tape system's capacity. Also, the movable
cat's eye within this instrument may be moved at a slow enough rate to make
the instrument's data rate compatible with the recording rate of the tapes.
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By using this information, a possible control sequence
for this instrument may be formulated as follows:
1. Command instrument power on.
2. Initiate self-check logic for hardware test routine.
3. Readoutengineering data to tape or ground.
4. Commandswitching logic to route data either real-
time to ground or to the data acquisition tape system for storage.
5. Submit step commandto reference counter.
6. Readout fringe counter and Pb-Sedetector.
(2) f/12 Camera Assembly. The f/12 camera assembly
consists of two components, a filter assembly and a tube assembly (as
mentioned before a shutter assembly may possibly be included with each
instrument). The control mechanism for the filter selector will be similar
to the ones used in the f/96 camera assembly andthc tube assembly will have
the same functional block diagram as the one shownin the f/96 assembly of
Figure V-32.
The control sequencefor the f/12 camera would proceed
as follows:
1. Commandinstrument power on.
2. Initiate self-check logic for hardware test routine.
8. _d_,it engineering data to tape or ground.
4. Commandposition register of f/12 filter assembly.
5. Commandappropriate registers to set tube variables.
6. Submit mode commandsto tube sequencelogic.
(3) Faint Object Spectrographs. The radial faint object
spectrograph covering the spectral range from 0.22 to 0.66 pm is illustrated
in Figure V-32. The only items to control in this instrument are the position
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of the slit wheel and the operation of the tube assembly. Every other item is
fixed in position. The proposed mechanism for controlling the position of the
slit wheel is the sameas the one shownfor the slit mechanism used with the
axial instruments. Thus, the position of the slit wheel is controlled by
commandinga position register. Onceagain the size of the commandwill
dependuponthe tolerance to which the wheel position must be controlled.
The control sequencefor this instrument is as follows:
i. Commandinstrument power on.
2. Initiate self check logic for hardware test routine.
3. Readoutengineering data to tape or ground.
4. Command position register of slit mechanism.
5. Utilize slit jaw camera routine to check relative
position of desired stellar object and slit.
6. Command appropriate registers to set tube variables.
7. Submit mode commands to tube sequence logic.
This control sequence may also be applied to the other
radial faint object spectrograph covering the spectral range from 0.66 to i #m.
The only difference in these two spectrographs lies in their fixed position
optics and their image tubes.
3. Discussion of SIP Control. With control sequences for each
instrument now defined, attention can be focused upon the choice of a controlling
scheme for the whole SIP. In the following paragraphs two methods of SIP
control will be examined: special-purpose hardware control and general-
purpose computer control.
Commands that are addressed to the SIP's command decoder(s)
will pass from the decoder(s) to a unit called the scientific instrument con-
troller, as shown in Figure V-37. This controller, which will either be
special-purpose hardware or a small computer, will supervise the distribution
of command sequences to the instruments of the SIP. It will have the capability
of storing instructions in its memory and recalling them upon command. Each
instrument in the SIP has its own control sequence. These sequences are lists
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of commandsto be submitted to control points within the SIP at particular
times. _._u_"... ,_.,_,,._,_,.._'_"'_+_"___-_,_req-ired in the command sequences . The only
variables associated with these sequences are the variable commands given
to position registers (positions no. 1, no. 2, etc.) and possibly the time of
execution of certain commands within the sequence. Once these variables
are set within the control sequence, the control of gne instrument is also set°
PSI<
DEMOD
COMMAND
S TORAGE
I C OMMAND IPR CESSOR
8 C OMMAND
DE C ODE RS
L__ a____
T
,- lscmNTI÷IC
I CONTROLLER
INTERFACE TOINSTRUMENTS I
Figure V-37. Control of SIP by scientific instrument controller.
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The scientific instrument controller memory will be loaded with
the control sequencesfor all the instruments. Whenever an instrument is to
be used, commandscoming either real-time from ground or time taggedfrom
the commandprocessor will load any new variable instructions that are needed
in the instruments control sequenceand then call the sequenceinto operation.
a. Special-Purpose Controller. Since the control s_quencesfor
the proposed complement of instruments require no arithmetic computation to
accomplish their control, a special-purpose controller will be sufficient for
commandingthe present SIP. A conceptual design of such a controller is
shownin Figure V-38.
The control unit within this special-purpose controller will
process interrupt requests coming either from the command processor through
the commanddecoder(s) or from the instruments. It will provide signals to
control the input/output (IO) operations of the memory and handle all output
sync pulses on the controller to instrument control lines. It will also handle
the input sync pulses for transferring information in from the command
decoder(s) and handle any interrupt priority system that may be deemed
necessary. The program counter will hold the address of the word currently
being referenced in memory. The memory data register holds the word that
is either written into or read out of memory. The select and timing section
contains all the circuitry required for accessing a word in memory and
supplies regulated word currents for either reading or writing. It will also
contain timing circuitry for strobing the senseamplifier and providing digit
current timing. The working registers will be multiple registers that may be
neededto route information into and through the controller. The instrument
selection register will contain the code of the instrument being commanded
by the controller andthe instrument commandregister would contain the
commandfor the selected instrument. In essence, this design represents a
small computer without an arithmetic capability.
Commandswill be distributed to the appropriate control points
in the SIP through an interface similar to the one shownin Figure V-39. Each
instrument will have its own separate interface to facilitate the addition or
substitution of instruments. The individual instrument interfaces will route
commandsfrom the commandlines to the appropriate control points within the
instrument. The instrument selection lines will be used to select the instru-
ment to be commanded. The control lines to the instrument will synchronize
all transfers of commandson the commandlines and control any interrupt
priority system. Signals on the instrument-to-controller control lines will
permit the instrument to request a program interrupt, indicating that it is
ready for a data transfer.
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b. General-Purpose Controller. If it should be determined at a
...... a_.^ .__. -_+_._H. o_p_hili_r in th_ SIP would be desirable for onboard
status checks of the instruments, computation requirements of a new instru-
ment, etc., the special-purpose controller would be inadequate. In this case
a small computer would be more desirable. The computer would have the same
data handling capability of the special-purpose controller plus an arii?nmutic
capability. A likely candidate for this role is Control Data's 469 computer,
which has already been recommended for the ACS of the LST and other NASA
projects.
A block diagram of the central processor of the 469 computer
is presented in Figure V-40. This diagram is functionally the same as the
special-purpose hardware conceptual design in Figure V-38 with the addition
of an arithmetic unit.
<1-- ÷ 15 V
INPUT _- + s v
•,*-- - 3 V
iNTERRUPT iNPUT _ -- 15 V
REOUESTS BUS "t"-- GROUND
d
INPUT 1
STROBE
6
i
? __..._____ __
OUTPUT
STROBE
I NO.l I----
CONTROLI
I/0 CHANNEL
SELECT
SERIAL
INPUT
OL ----_°'_'_---t G 2
Is"-,CKl;JCO"T"OLI L_,I I
--_II-- i -I ARITI't'-1 CONTROLI ®
I DIGIT REG 16I
'--t ,.o.;,;o,r--_r:7- _L_--Lq
I ...... I IOUTPUTREG 161
? i
OUTPUT UU$
(SERIAL OUTPUT INCL )
ti o'JMEMORY ADDRESS
Figure V-40. 469 computer functional block diagram.
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The arithmetic section consists of two identical metal oxide
semiconductor/large-scale integrated circuits (MOS/LSI) devices, each being
a fully self-contained 8-bit adder. The device has two holding registers which
are inputs to the addingnetwork. The adder also has the ability to perform a
i-bit right shift or masking operation.
An extra LSI register file is implemented in the central
processor to perform the fast fractional multiply. It is shownas the box
labeled SHIFT abovethe arithmetic LSIs in Figure V-40.
The control section of the 469 computer consists of five MOS/
LSI devices. Control No. i provides signals to the remaining control devices
and provides the four bits of channel information for IO operation. Control
No. 2 processes interrupt requests and the associated selection of registers
related to interrupt operation. Control No. 3 provides signals to operate the
memory in conjunction with the central processor. Control No. 4 provides
some commands to the arithmetic section as well as the input and output
strobe signals for I/O operations. Control No. 5 handles the serial input and
provides additional commands to the arithmetic unit.
The output register group consists of two MOS/LSI devices,
each containing three general-purpose 8-bit holding registers. One register
is used to hold data from the most recent parallel output instruction. These
data will remain in the register until a new parallel output instruction is
executed and will then go to the command lines of the output bus in a fashion
similar to the transfer of data from the instrument command register in
Figure V-38. The second register (digit) holds the data which are to be
written into the memory. This register, in conjunction with the sense digit
section, which contains all the necessary circuitry required for sensing
signals from memory, provides a function similar to the memory data
register of Figure V-38. The third register (S) is used to hold the address
of the word being referenced in memory (program counter, Fig. V-38). The
select and timing section provides the same function as the one in Figure
V-38.
The register file for the 469 computer consists of 16 words of
16 bits each. The file is made up of four MOS/LSI devices, each consisting of
eight words by 8 bits. The speed of the standard 469 computer is 2.5 MHz.
The memory used in this digital processor is constructed with
plated wire elements. This type of memory allows random access and is word
organized. It does not require rewriting after a read cycle and, therefore,
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provides for faster operation through its inherent nonvolatile or nondestructive
readout (NDRO) ............ _^ _"-'- word 1,_._,_+la !6 bits ,,,+th a ream
cycle time of 1.6 #sec, a write cycle time of 2.4/_sec, and an access time of
500 nsec.
The size requirements placed upon this memory by the SIP
instrument control sequences are expected to be minimal. Two K of this 16-
bit memory should be more than sufficient for this purpose. Utilizing this
size memory for the scientific instrument controller would yield a flexible
unit with excellent expansion capabilities.
The physical characteristics of a 469 general-purpose computer
with a 2K plated wire memory are as follows:
1. Weight: < i kg.
2. Volume: < 900 cm 3.
3. Power: < 15 watts.
With the discussion of both special-purpose hardware control
and general-purpose computer control completed, the following observations
can be made:
I. The only outstanding hardware difference in the two
control schemes is the presence of an arithmetic unit in the general-purpose
computer.
2. The special-purpose hardware would require a develop-
mental cost, whereas the computer is readily available.
3. The arithmetic capability of the computer would provide
more flexibility and a greater expansion capability than special-purpose
hardware.
4. Should it be determined that data formatting of tube data
is necessary, the computer could handle this development whereas the special-
purpose hardware would possibly require additional hardware to accomplish it.
5. The main advantages to a special-purpose hardware
controller would lie in its physical characteristics: smaller size and weight,
smaller power requirement, and greater speed.
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6. The question of reliabilityis more a function of system
configuration (redundancy) than either special-purpose hardware or general-
purpose computer per se.
On the basis of these observations, it is recommended that a
general-purpose computer be utilized as the scientific instrument controller.
Since the Control Data 469 computer has already been recommended for other
related NASA applications, it would be logical to consider this unit for use
here.
4. Reference Design of SIP Control System. On the basis of the
functional analysis of the SIP instruments and the discussion of SIP control,
Figure V-32 was developed as a reference design of the SIP control system.
This figure shows the data paths from the SIP's remote decoder(s) to the
control points within each instrument, the optical interface with the OTA, and
also lists the points that must be commanded for proper operation of each
instrument. To reduce repetition in Figure V-32 only one detailed portrayal
was made of a tube assembly, filter selector, and slit mechanism. The
detailed drawing of each was assigned the number one and subsequent repeti-
tions were numbered accordingly.
F. Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) to LST Data Link
I. Introduction. The design reference communication subsystem for
transmitting scientificdata to earth does not allow a continuous look at high
data rate experiments because of the relatively narrow information bandwidth
of the STDN ground intercommunication system and the intermittent contact
time of satellitesin low to medium earth orbits. Use of the synchronous
altitude TDRSS with its wide information bandwidth and nearly continuous
contact time will allow a real-time look at high data rate experiments. The
following discussion contains tradeoffs in an alternative TDRSS terminal data
link for the LST.
a. Design Approach. Wideband communication (greater than
10 MHz) from low to medium altitudes to earth via TDRSS requires a high
gain antenna and moderate transmitter power. Fifty megabits of data require
2.4 m ( 8 ft) antenna dish and 40 watts of RF power, as will be shown later.
One major design obstacle was the storage and deployment of two 2.4 m ( 8 ft)
diameter dishes. Two antennas are required to minimize contact time
outages.
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Figure V-41 showsthe LST in the payload bay of the orbiter.
As can be seen, there are two areas where an angcnnamay be stowed. The
volume betweenthe sunshield end of the LST and the end of the cargo bay has
more than adequatespacefor antennastowage, as the figure shows. Since the
antennamust gimbal to track the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite ( TDRS),
the antennadish must be mounted ona boom. The boom could be attached to
the sunshield or to the bottom of the OTA. Attaching the boom to the sunshield
is not attractive becausethe sunshield deploys. This would make it necessary
to have deployable signal andpower leads to the antenna. Attaching the boom
to the bottom of the OTA requires approximately a 7.6 m (300 in.) boom. In
addition, the boom must have a joint at the endof the sunshield to allow the
antennato clear the cargo bay walls when stored. The other area in which to
stow the antennais between the SSMand the cargo bay wall. The dimension
betweenthe SSMand the bay walls is approximately 35cm. In this case, a
deployable dish would be required.
The choice of the type of transmitter is limited because 40
watts of power is required at Ku bank ( 13.5 to 15.3 GHz). Efficient solid-
state generation of power at this frequency is not presently available. The
most efficient and reliable source of power at the Ku band is the traveling
wave tube (TWT) amplifier.
b. Typical Antenna Tracking Requirements. The angle tracking
requirement of the antennawas assessedwhile the LST was fixed on several
stars. Figures V-42 and V-43 are typical examplesof the antennarequire-
ments. As canbe seen, the angle traced per orbit is approximately 1.4 tad
( 80degrees) maximum and 0.15 rad ( 10degrees) minimum.
Typical LST antennarates for tracking a TDRSare shownin
Figure V-44. This figure gives the tracking rates about two antennaaxes
for a single orbital period.
c. Tracking Methods. Three methodswere considered in the
selection of a tracking technique for the antennasystem: programmed tracking,
step tracking, and monopulsetracking.
(1) Programmed Tracking. This requires that the LST and
TDRSpositions be accurately known. In addition, computer support is required
to generate the antennalook angles versus time for the particular orbit. These
are not severe requirements, which makesprogrammed tracking a candidate
tracking technique. Pointing errors due to the LST and TDRSSknown position
inaccuracies and their transformation into antennalook anglesare within the
pointing error budget. Other error sources to be considered are those caused
by boom alignment, antennabore sight, andboom deflection.
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(2) Step Tracking. The basic concept in step tracking is to
sense variations in the strength of the received signal caused by perturbing the
antenna position. The antenna is then moved to a position which maximizes
the signal strength. Typically the antenna is randomly offset from neutral and
the signal amplitude integrated for a given period. The antenna is then offset
in the opposite direction and the signal amplitude is integrated again. The
comparison of the two offset amplitudes with the neutral amplitude will then
determine the direction in which to move the antenna. Step tracking has the
advantage of requiring only a single channel receiver for operation. The
primary disadvantage is its slow tracking capability because of the required
signal integration time.
(3) Monopulse Tracking. In monopulse tracking, the direc-
tion in which to move the antenna for the maximum signal is determined by
phase comparing the outputs from offset feeds with the sum of the feeds. Each
feed determines a different beam offset according to the feed arrangement and
accordingly can be used for angle determination. The primary disadvantage of
monopulse tracking is the complexity because three receiver channels are
required. The receiver requirement may be reduced through multiplexing tech-
niques. The advantages of monopulse tracking are that it does not need computa-
tion support (except in acquisition) and a smooth continuous drive is imparted
to the antenna, which results in minimum perturbations to the LST pointing
stability. Because of these advantages, monopulse tracking was selected for
the design reference concept.
2. Reference Design Description. The reference design configuration
of the LST TDRSS terminal consists of two 2.4 m ( 8 ft) Ku band rigid dishes
with subreflectors and a two-axis gimbal, a monopulse tracking system, a
40 watt TWT transmitter, and a data receiver.
Figure V-45 is a block diagram of the reference design. The 2.4 m
antennas have a two-gimbal mounting and are located on the end of a 9.15 m
(30 ft) boom. The boom is deployable and once deployed is locked in place.
A servo system provides drive to the antenna. The servo drive signals are
provided by a conventional monopulse tracking receiver and by the guidance
computer in the SSM. The guidance computer calculates antenna look angles
to the TDRS relative to the local body references using the known TDRS
ephemeris and the ephemeris and attitude of the LST. The angle data provided
to the servo should be accurate enough to place the TDRS in the 3 dB beam
width of the antenna. In this case the monopulse receiver will detect acquisi-
tion, and automatic tracking will begin using error signals derived from the
antenna feed. Should the TDRS not fall within the antenna beam width, a local
scan routine would be initiated until acquisition is detected.
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Sincethe antennahas two degrees of freedom, RF signals to the
antennamust pass through rotary or flexible joints. Two means of hardware
division were considered for the terminal. In Case 1, the transmitters,
antennafeed, and preamplifiers are located on the antennaboom with the
remaining hardware in the spacecraft. In Case 2, all hardware except the
data receiver is located on the boom on the antennaside of the gimbal joint.
The primary differences betweenthe two cases are the equipment weight on
the boom andthe frequency of the signals that must pass through the rotary
joints. In Case t, the boom-mounted componentsare lighter than in Case 2;
however, the RF signals would be at Ku bandversus approximately 100MHz
for Case2 andflexible cables could be used instead of a rotary joint trans-
mission line.
A preliminary analysis of the pointing error produced by Case 2
indicates that the error is within the correction capability of the LST stabiliza-
tion system. BecauseCase 2 is feasible and does not require the development
of a two degree of freedom Ku bandrotary joint, it is the recommended
configuration.
The receiver is a double conversion type of standard design with
crystal controlled local oscillators. The demodulator receives the second
intermediate frequency and demodulatesthe command subcarrier to baseband.
It thendetects the commanddate to video. The detected video or digital code
is thenpresented to the commanddecoder and processed identical to commands
sent via the S-bandlink.
Information received from the data handling system is phase
modulated ona reference frequency. This phasemodulated frequency is then
multiplied to Ku band. The driver and TWT amplifier then raise the power
level to 40watts prior to deplexing to the antenna.
Figure V-46 shows the antennaattached to the LST in the deployed
position. The two gimbal axeswill allow 360degree movement around the
boom and approximately 340degree movement in the plane formed by the booms
and the LST. The booms extendbeyond the solar panels and thus the antennas
are notblocked by the panels as they track the sun. Tables V-9 and V-10 show
the estimated mass and power requirements of the TDRSSterminal. The mass
and power estimations are in two parts, boom-mounted and spacecraft-mounted
equipment. The boom-mounted componentslisted are for Case 2, in which the
entire terminal minus the modulator and commanddecoder is located in an
instrument container behind the antennadish. Estimated battery, solar panel,
and power conditioning weights are also included in the spacecraft-mounted
portion of the terminal.
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TABLE V-9. ESTIMATED MASS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
OF THE TDRSS TERMINAL -- BOOM-MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
Antenna Dish
Antenna Feed and Supports
Servo Motor, Signal
Couplers Servo System
Preamplifiers
Auto-Track Receiver
Transmitter
Modulator/Driver
Total (Boom)
Power (W) Mass. (kg)
3
10
210
5
233
5.4
2.3
4.5
2.7
2.3
10.5
0.5
28.2
TABLE V-J0. ESTIMATED MASS AND POWER REQUIREMENTS OF THE
TDRSS TERMINAL -- SPACECRAFT-MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
Data Receiver
Energy Storage
Solar Array
Total (Spacecraft)
Total (Spacecraft and Boom)
Power (W)
8
241
Mass (kg)
1.4
11.6
8.1
2i.t
49.4
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3. Functional Analysis
a. Antenna and Amplifier Selection. The requirement for a 40
watt transmitter and a 2.4 m ( 8 ft) ant.enna was determined by considering the
link margin calculation for 50 megabits of data via the TDRSS:
where
13.63 dB/_ K,
and
P/KT= Pt + Gt + Ls + Lm+ Gr/T-K- M
P/KT = ratio of average signal power to noise power/dB-Hz
Pt
G t
L
S
L
m
Gr/T
-- power transmitted,
= transmitter antenna gain,
= free space loss,
= miscellaneous losses (atmospheric, pointing, etc.),
= receiver antenna gain/system noise temperature =
K = Boltzmann' s constant,
M = link margin.
The assumptions and restraints are as follows:
Frequency 15.3 GHz
Distance 42 200 km
Gr/T 13.63 dB/°K
L -5 dB
m
P/KT i0.8 dB-Hz
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Thus,
10.8= Pt + G t- 208.67- 5+ 13.63+ 228.6- 6 ,
Pt= 65.24- G t
and
Pt= 34.15- 20 logD
A survey of Ku band power amplifier availability indicated that
a 40 watt TWT amplifier would be the largest available in the allowed time
frame with a reasonable risk factor. Figure V-47 is a plot of the link equation
in terms of LST transmitted power versus antenna size and indicates that a
2.4 m ( 8 ft) antenna would be required. The following list shows the proposed
TDRSS characteristics used in the analysis:
1. Receive Frequency -- t4.4 to i5.35 GHz
2. System Noise Temp. -- 1200°K
3. Antenna 1.5 m ( 5 ft) Dish -- 44.43 dB
4. Beam Width -- 0.8 deg
. Antenna Gain to System Noise Temperature (G/T) --
i3.63 dB/°K
6. Linear Frequency Translation
7. Limiting Amplifier
Angle Modulation Only
8. Transmission Frequency -- 13.4 to i4.2 GHz
9. Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) -- 52 dBW
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Also shown in Figure V-47 is a plot of terminal mass versus
antenna diameter. The antenna mass increases as diameter increases.
However, this increase is more than offsetby the reduction of transmitter,
battery, solar cells, and power conditioning required as antenna diameter
increases
b. Uplink Calculations. The capabilities of the TDRSS used as
an uplink to the LST were also assessed. The results of a TDRS to LST link
calculation shown in the following list allow an uplink information bandwidth of
1.66 MHz, which is more than adequate to meet the LST uplink requirements.
.
10W] -- 52dBW
Effective Radiated Power (ERP) [ t. 2 m (4 ft) Dish,
2. Free Space Loss (42 000 kin, 14.3 GHz) -- -208 dB
3. Gr/T 2.4m (8 ft) Dish, 2500°K-- 14.6dB/°K
.
Checkout) -- -5 dB
Miscellaneous Losses (Pointing, Atmosphere, and
5. Boltzmann's Constant -- -228.6 dBW/°K-Hz
6. TDRSS Degradation -- -I dB
7. Link Margin -- -6 dB
Total -- 75.2 dB-Hz
Required Signal to Noise (S/N) -- 13 dB
Excess S/N -- 62.2 dB
Possible Bandwidth -- 106.22= i.66 MHz
c. Pointing Impact Assessment. An analysis was made to
determine the effect that antenna tracking movements would have on the pointing
accuracy of the LST. The nominal antenna movement rate (Fig. V-44) was
taken to be 5. 210 -4 rad (0.03 degrees) per second while tracking the TDRSS
and repositioning of 2.1 rad ( 120 degree) in 10 minutes while slewing to acquire
the TDRSS. The antenna boom is 8.6 m (338 in.) long with a mass of 38.6 kg
( 85 lb) at the end. The polar mass moment of inertia is 13.44 kg-m 2
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( 10slug-ft2) and the mass moment of inertia about the Ya and Za axis is
13.55 kg-m 2 ( 10slug-ft 2). An anLennaboom was designedfor a fundamental
natural frequency of about i Hz. The mass of oneboom made of Lockalloy
material is 43kg ( 95 ibm). It has a circular section of 8.9 cm (3.5 in. )
outside diameter and 0.95 cm ( 0. 374in.) thickness.
The roll error about the spacecraft X-axis causedby the
movement of one antennafor tracking and another for repositioning is 4 × i0 -4
arc sec for a boom natural frequency of 1 Hz. The roll error about the space-
craft Y-axis is about 8.5 x i0 -5 arc see for a boom natural frequency of 1Hz.
The roll error about the spacecraft Z-axis is less than that for the Y-axis.
These roll errors in all three spacecraft axes are much less than the space-
craft pointing stability requirement of 0. 005arc sec. This showsthat the
movement of the antennasfor simultaneous tracking and repositioning canbe
made without exceedingthe pointing stability error tolerance of the spacecraft.
The error in the pointing axis of the antennacausedby the
deflection of the boom is about 1.95 x 10-3 arc sec. This error is negligible
in comparison with the allowable error limit in the antennapointing axis of
4.4 x 10-3 tad ( 0.25 degree).
Figure V-48 showsthe LST spacecraft with two deployed
tracking antennas. The X, Y, Z coordinate system shownin this figure is
centered at the center of gravity of the LST spacecraft with deployed solar
panels and deployedantennas. TheX , Ya' Z coordinate system is centereda a
at the tip of the antenna boom, as shown in Figure V-48 and rotates with the
antenna relative to the X, Y, Z coordinate system.
The antennas have 2 degrees of freedom, a roll about the
Y -axis and a roll about the Z -axis. The dimensions and the mass breakdown
a a
for the various parts of the antenna are shown in Figure V-48.
(t) Design of Antenna Boom. The antenna boom is 860 cm
(~340 in.) long and supports an antenna mass of 38.5 kg (86 Ibm) at its tip.
The boom will be subjected to bending and torsion due to the application of
torque for rotating the antenna. The smallest natural frequency in bending and
torsion modes for the boom should be larger than the spacecraft control
frequency. The boom is designed so that its smallest natural frequency in
both the bending and torsion modes of vibration is about 1 Hz.
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Figure V-48. Schematic of LST spacecraft with deployed
antenna booms.
(a) Design in Bending. The fundamental natural fre-
quency in bending for a cantilever beam fixed at the end attached to the space-
craft and supporting a tip mass at the other end is:
(1)
where M is the tip mass at the end of the boom, m is the mass of the boom,
and K is the spring constant in bending for the boom material. The value of
the spring constant K for the cantilever boom is
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3 EI
K = L3 (2)
where E is Young's modulus of elasticity for the boom material, I is the
area moment of inertia ol the boom section, and L is *_ ;_,h ,_ _h_ hnnm
Lockalloy (62 Be-38 A1) was selected for the boom
material because it is light [material density = 2.1 gm/cm 3 ( 0. 0756 lbm/in. 3) ]
and has a high value of E = 1.98 x 10 _1 N/m 2 (28.7 x 106 lbf/in.2). A Lockalloy
hollow circular tube of 8.9 cm (3.5 in. ) outside diameter and 0.95 cm (0. 374
in.) thickness has a cross-sectional moment of inertia of 19 cm ¢ (0. 456 in. 4)
and a mass of about 43 kg (95 lbm) for a 860 cm (340 in.) length. The
fundamental natural frequency for the boom with the antenna at its end was
computed as 6 rad/sec.
(b) Design in Torsion. The fundamental natural fre-
quency in the torsion mode for the cantilever beam is
w t = _-__ (3)
where cot is the fundamental natural frequency in the torsion mode, K t is
the spring constant in torsion for the boom material, I is the polar mass
moment of inertia for the tip mass, and I is the polar mass moment of
S
•uvl _,_ for +h,_ boem. Th_ value of K for a cantilever beam is
GJ (4)
Kt- L
where G is the shear modulus for the boom [for Lockalloy, G = 7.56 x 10 t°
N/m 2(11 x l061bf/in. 2)], L is the length of the boom, and J is the polar
area moment of inertia of the boom section.
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The value of the polar mass moment of inertia, I,
for the tip mass (one antenna) is 13.44 kg-m 2 (i0 slug-ft 2) .
For the samehollow circular section boom designed
in bending, the fundamental natural frequency in torsion was computedas about
49 rad/sec. This showsthat the designedboom is stiffer in torsion than in
bending.
(2) Spacecraft Pointing Error Analysis. The mass moment
of inertia of one antennawas calculated to be 13.55 kg-m2 ( 10 slug-ft 2) about
both the Y - and Z -axes. The momentum of an antennamoving at the
a a
maximum tracking speed of 5.2 x 10 -4 rad/sec ( 0.03 degrees/sec) is
0. 0071 N-m-sec (5.24 × 10 -3 ft-lbf-sec). The momentum required for
maneuvering the second antenna through 2.1 rad ( 120 degrees) in 10 minutes
is 0. 095 N-m-sec (0.07 ft-lbf-sec). This momentum is computed on the
basis of accelerating the antenna for half the maneuver time and decelerating
it for the remaining maneuver time. The total momentum required for the
two antennas is maximum when the tracking momentum and maneuvering
momentum are in phase; this value is 0. 1021 N-m-sec ( 0. 07524 fr-lbf-sec).
Driving mechanisms for moving individual antenna can
be designed so that the vector sum of the driving mechanism momentum and
the antenna momentum is zero. This will require a proper design of the
torque motor and various gearing mechanism if used. When the vector sum
momentum is zero at every instant of time, no reaction torque will act on the
spacecraft. Under this condition the spacecraft pointing will not be disturbed.
However, if the vector sum momentum is not zero at every instant of time,
reaction torque will act on the spacecraft. If this reaction torque is not
counteracted by the torque of the CMGs, spacecraft motion will result.
At the instant torques are applied for moving the
antennas, the antenna booms will start vibrating because of their flexibility.
The amplitude of the vibrations will depend upon the natural frequency and the
damping of the booms. The amplitude of the vibrations also depends upon the
type of torques applied. For example, if a ramp type of torque, a torque that
increases linearly with time, is applied instead of a step-type torque, the
amplitude of the boom vibrations can be decreased appreciably. In this study,
however, the application of step-type torques for moving the antennas is
assumed. It is also assumed that no cancellation of antenna momentum occurs
by the driving mechanism momentum and that all the torque required for
moving the antennas is transferred as a reaction torque to the spacecraft
through the flexible booms.
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(a) Roll Error AboutJX-Axis. When torques are applied
at both the a_n_t.ennatips for tracking and repositioning of the antennas, the
antennabooms deflect, as shownin Figure V-49. Using the Lagrangian
formulation for the system dynamics, the value of the roll error, 0x(t) about
the spacecraft X-taxis due to the application of step torques is
0 (t) - Tt2 T-----KIf- I- [ I/2X I 1/2 exp - _w t sin w (1 - _2) t
sx Wn2 (1 - _2) n n
+ tan_I i - ._2 (5)
where
e (t)
X
T
rotation of the spacecraft about the X-axis
as shown in Figure V-49,
step torque applied at both the antennas as
shown in Figure V-49,
t time,
I
SX
M
m
K
moment of inertia about the X-axis of the
spacecraft with deployed solar panels and
antenna boom s,
tip mass at the end of the boom (this
includes the mass of the antenna disk and
associated electronics and drive
mechanisms) ,
mass of the boom,
constant defined by
( + ){ Isx'(mRI+2MR2)L _L(__ 21is x --- _ ...... ,
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R1
R2
I
S
¢0
n
R
distance of the center of mass of the boom
from the X-axis of the spacecraft,
distance of the tip mass M from the X-axis
of the spacecraft,
spacecraft moment of inertia about the X-
axis without antennas and antenna booms,
natural frequency of the antenna boom
radius of the spacecraft as shown in Figure
V-49,
and
damping factor for the antenna boom.
T
M
ANTENNA
SPACECRAFT
C. G. OF BOOM
R
2
M
ANTENNA
Figure V-49. Rotation of the spacecraft and deflection of the booms
due to step torque T applied at the antennas.
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Equation (5) has been derived by assuming that the
LST main body is rigid and the antenna booms are elastic. Furthermore, it
is assumed that the mass of the antenna is concentrated at the tip of the
antenna boom and the mass of the boom is concentrated at the center of mass
of the boom.
In equation (5), the first term represents the space-
craft motion considering the spacecraft and antenna booms as rigid and the
second term represents the effect of the flexibility of the antenna booms on the
spacecraft motion. It is noted from equation (5) that the first term is a direct
current component and has no transients; however, the second term has
exponentially decaying sinusoidal transients. The frequency of these tran-
sients is the same as the natural frequency of the antenna booms. The time
constant _-, defined as the time taken for the transients to decay by 63 percent
is approximately equal to
n
(6)
The component of 0x(t) given by the first term of
equation (5) can be controlled by the use of CMGs because it is direct current,
but the transient part of 0 (t) , given by the second term, cannot be controlled
x
by CMGs because it contains high-frequency transients. The maximum value
of the transient part, (A0) is given approximately by
X max'
A0x) 2 T K (7)max- w 2
n
The value of I is 26 200 kg-m 2 ( i9 330 slug-ft 2)
SX
and the value of I is t4 650 kg-m 2 (10 810 slug-ft 2) . These values produce
• S
a K value of 1. 485 × 10 -4. Substituting this value of K into equation (7)
gives
(8)
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The amount of torque required for maneuvering one
antennais computedas about 3.25 × 10-4 N-m ( 2.4 × 10-4 ft-lbf). The above
computationassumes that the antennamass is accelerated half the time and
decelerated the other half-time. The sameamount of torque is more than
sufficient for continuous tracking of the secondantenna. Using this value of
the torque in equation (8) gives
(9)
(b) Roll Error About Y-Axis. Equation (9) gives the
roll error about the spacecraft X-axis causedby the flexibility of the antenna
boom. A similar equation is obtained for the roll error about the spacecraft
Y-axis causedby the flexibility of the antennaboom. This equation is
(lo)
Equations (9) and (10) are plotted in Figure V-50.
From this figure it is noted that the roll errors in both the spacecraft X- and
Y'axes for co = 6.28 rad/sec (1 Hz) are much less than the spacecraft
n
pointing stability requirement of 0. 005 arc sec.
The effect of the antenna boom damping _ ( _ lies
in the range of 0.05 to 0.001) on the magnitude of the roll error 0 (t) is very
x
small, as noted from equation (5). However, the effect of _ on the settling
time t , which is approximately equal to 4/_c0 n , is more pronounced. Thes
natural frequency of the antenna boom affects both the magnitude of the roll
error and the settling time.
(c) Roll Error About Z-Axis. A torque applied about
the Z -axis for moving the antenna will result in a roll error about the space-
a
craft Z-axis. The antenna boom will be in torsion because of this torque.
Since the antenna boom is very stiff in torsion because of its high natural
frequency in the torsion mode, the roll error about the spacecraft Z-axis will
be less than that about the spacecraft Y-axis given in Figure V-50.
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(3) Antenna Pointing Error. When torque is applied for
moving the antenna, the antenna boom bends and with this the pointing axis of
the antenna disk also bends, as shown in Figure V-49. The maximum angle
through which the antenna axis rotates is
(AOx) + q_oq_ = max (11)
where _b is the antenna pointing axis rotation angle as shown in Figure V-49,
(A0 x) is defined previously; its value is 4 x 10 -4 arc sec for w = 1 Hz,max n
and @0 is the steady-state deflection angle at the tip mass for a cantilever
beam. The value of _0 is given by
TL
_b° - E I " (12)
Substituting the various values into equation ( 12), gives
_0 = 1.55 x 10 -3 arc sec. Substituting this value in equation (11), gives
¢ =4 x10 -4+1.55x 10 -3= 1.95x 10 -3 arc sec. This value of the antenna
pointing error ¢ is within the allowable antenna pointing error of 4.4 x 10 -3
rad ( 0.25 degree).
4. Conclusions. The following conclusions are made as a result of
this preliminary study:
1. A TDRSS terminal is technically feasible for the LST.
2. Two steerable 42.4 m ( 8 ft) diameter Ku band antennas and
a 40 watt transmitter will meet the requirement to relay the wideband data.
3. The antenna dishes must be mounted on booms to allow
clearance to see around the solar panels in order to provide maximum coverage.
4. The pointing error imparted to the LST because of antenna
motion is within the correction capability of the attitude sensing and control
system (ASCS).
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5. Recommendations. It is recommended that an in-depth analysis be
made of the °_ TDRSS terminal. The analysis should include but not bekD.L v
limited to the following areas:
1. Consider a rigid versus a rollup antenna reflector. A rollup
reflector may alleviate the stowage problem. Cost and reliability _,,v_,_,,_'^'11_be
included.
2. Examine the possible places to locate the antenna during
storage and after deployment. Key issues are reliability, antenna blockage,
or interference with other items such as solar arrays or star trackers.
3. Analyze the various antenna tracking techniques considering
simplicity, accuracy, and the effect upon the LST pointing accuracy.
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CHAPTER Vl. ATTITUDECONTROLSYSTEM
A. Requirements
1. Guidelines and Constraints. An established guideline for com-
monality with the High Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) subsystem
was a strong driver in the selection of LST attitude control system (ACS)
components. The basic reference for this selection was the TRW HEAO
proposal [VI-1] in response to the HEAO RFP [VI-2]. However, it was
recognized that the components defined in this document were preliminary and
that the I_ST ACS should be updated as the HEAO design is finalized. Addi-
tionally, the decision was made late in the study to consider the Space Shuttle
as the design reference launch and maintenance vehicle.
The following requirements have been specified for the LST
mission:
1. Provide the capability for viewing any source on the celestial
sphere at any time while satisfying sun, moon, and earth avoidance constraints.
No observations will be made when the telescope line of sight (LOS) is within
45 degrees of the sun or within 15 degrees of the limb of the earth or moon.
2. Spacecraft coarse pointing accuracy.
a. Two axes -- _30 arc sec, 3a.
b. About LOS -- +0.1 degree, 3a .
3. Spacecraft fine pointing accuracy.
a. Three axes -- +1 arc sec, lff , using the optical telescope
assembly (OTA) fine guidance system (FGS).
4. Fine pointing accuracy (experiment LOS).
a.
star locations).
Two axes -- +0.1 arc sec, la (LOS relative to guide
5. Image motion stabilization.
a. Two axes -- 0. 005 arc sec, la, using the OTA FGS.
b. About LOS -- _I arc sec, la.
6. Maneuvering.
a. 60 degrees in 40 rain required.
b. 90 degrees in 5 rain to be considered.
7. Provide momentum accumulation capability for a minimum of
one orbit during experimentation without desaturation.
Additional requirements that are considered potential LST mission
requirements are the following:
I. Boresight guiding (stars and planets).
2. Fine guidance adjustment capability -- +0. 025 arc sec
(2 axes).
3. Spectrometer slit scanning -- 0.1 arc secondsteps over
several arc seconds.
4. Provide the roll reference and maneuver requirements for
spectrometer slit orientation.
These additional requirements were introduced late in the study
and confirmation as real requirements necessitates a detailed study of the
experiments, spacecraft, andACS interfaces. In most cases, additional
sensing capabilities will be required.
The following guidelines have been specified:
1. HEAO commonality.
2. Spacecraft and secondary mirror stabilization time of 5 min
(includes OTA coarse/fine guidancehandoff).
3. Antisolar hemisphere viewing is preferred.
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4. Target selection will be made by ground command.
5. Use 1974 state-of-the-art for required hardware development.
6. Refurbish with Shuttle, as available, when indicated by ground
diagnostics.
7. ACS assemblies including control moment gyros (CMGs) will
be activated and partially checked out prior to release from the Space Shuttle.
8. The mass properties used for performance analysis and
simulation are considered typical values and do not necessarily reflect the
latest updating of the mass properties given in the master equipment list.
The primary requirement for a reaction control system (RCS) on
the LST is to serve as an emergency backup control system to the LST pri-
mary ACS. Normally, during the entire LST mission, it is anticipated that
there will be no disturbance torques of a magnitude that the CMGs cannot
overcome. However, it is envisioned that during certain critical I_ST maneu-
ver(s), abnormal control situations could occur and an RCS on the LST in a
standby "go" condition would be highly desirable, e.g., during docking or
misdock recovery of the LST and the Shuttle. Also, in the event of a complete
or partial failure of the LST primary ACS, the RCS would provide the control
torques necessary until the Shuttle can arrive to perform maintenance on the
failed system.
The guidelines and assumptions considered for the RCS are as
follows:
1. The primary launch vehicle for the LST is the Shuttle with the
Titan IIIE as an alternate.
2. The CMGs are assumed to be spun-up pripr to LST release
from the Shuttle.
3. The LST is assumed to be released by the Shuttle in such an
orientation that minimum maneuvering is necessary to acquire the sun.
4. The LST RCS must not be a contamination producing source.
5. Components of the LST RCS will have a shelf and operating
minimum lifetime design goal of 2.5 years and, where possible, 5 years.
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6. The LST RCSdesignwill bebased on meeting a man rating
requirement.
7. The support systems module (SSM) will be pressurized so
that man canperform orbital maintenanceto the LST in a shirt sleeve environ-
ment. Limited extravehicular activity (EVA) will be allowed for maintenance.
8. The LST RCSdesignwill be based on modularization such that
RCSmaintenancecanbe easily performed in orbit.
9. In designing the LST RCS, efficient usewill be made of
existing andproven components.
10. The I_STRCSdesign will be basedon maintaining a low total
system weight, low cost, simplicity, and reliability.
11. The RCSwill not be sized to be used as a backupto the
magnetic torquers for CMG desaturation.
12. The RCSwill be sized and used for abnormal control situations.
2. Reference Attitudes. Based on the guidelines and constraints,
several reference attitudes must be defined to which the LST body-fixed axes
are oriented during various operational modes. In Figure VI-1, the body
principal axes and geometric axes are assumed to be identical and denoted
by the (X, Y, Z) right-hand triad. The X-axis (minimum inertia) is along
the LST line of sight and is referred to as the experiment or pointing axis.
The Y-axis (intermediate inertia) is aligned with the solar wing gimbal axis of
the LST. The Z-axis (maximum inertia) completes the triad and is perpen-
dicular to the LST X-Y plane. It is directed outward from that side of the
LST that is normally in the solar hemisphere. When the solar wings are
initially deployed, they are rotated 90 degrees so that their active surface is
normal to Z.
Since the LST depends upon solar energy to supply its power needs
and the solar wings have only one degree of gimbal freedom, some restric-
tions must be placed upon the orientation of the LST. During normal opera-
tional modes, the LSTTs attitude is restricted so that the Z-axis is always in
the solar hemisphere and contained in a plane defined by the sunline and the
experiment source (target direction). With these restrictions, the LST can
orient its experiment axis to any point on the celestial sphere and receive
maximum solar energy by gimbaling its solar wings. Since one side of the
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LST will normally be sunward, the thermal control system can be designed
and subsystemmounting locations can be selected advantageously. As a
reference, the solar wing gimbal position is measured relative to the vehicle
X-Y plane. However, for short periods of time, the solar power and thermal
constraints can be disregarded andthe.LST is permitted to acquire any inertial
attitude ( seeSection A. 3).
Since the solar wing normal usually points to the sunand the
Z-axis must be in the solar hemisphere, solar ecliptic coordinates are defined
and usedto describe the attitude of the LST for simulation and analysis pur-
poses. The solar ecliptic coordinate system is defined relative to the sun
and ecliptic plane by the right-hand triad (Xs, Ys' Zs) " The X -axis pointss
to the sun, the Z -axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane (PEP), andthes
Y -axis completes the triad in the ecliptic plane. The attitude of the LST iss
specified by three Euler angles: _, aboutthe sunline; _, in the sun experi-
ment target plane; and0, about the experiment axis. To acquire a target
during simulation runs, the vehicle is rolled about the sunline until the X-axis
intersects the suntarget plane; it is then rotated about the Y-axis until the
target is acquired. The third rotation, 0, is not used except to facilitate
finding guide stars with star trackers centered about the negative Z-axis in
the Y-Z plane. As illustrated in Figure VI-1, the pointing error is a function
of A_b and A_. Normally, the solar gimbal angle is given by _, and the Z-axis
is offset from the sunline by the angle 5 = C -_ [C$ CO], where C represents
s
the cosine function.
During the LST mission sequence, several ACS operational modes
are utilized. In most cases, an attitude reference and body orientation can
be defined for each mode. However, for some modes, the attitude is the
same but the sensors used to obtain attitude error signals are different, thus
defining a different ACS operation with the same general orientation. For
example, coarse pointing and fine pointing modes have the same vehicle
orientation requirements but differ in the sensors being used and the pointing
accuracies obtained. Table VI-1 lists some possible reference attitudes
that can be used to describe the LST's orientation during various ACS modes.
After initial orbit attainment, the body rates are nulled and the sun is acquired.
Then the LST is slowly rotated about the sunline until the star trackers on the
negative Z-axis pick up selected guide stars. An initial reference is then
established with the Z-axis pointing to the sun. Solar ecliptic coordinates
can be used as a basis to describe the initial orientation of the I_,ST and the
guide star locations as illustrated in Figure VI-2. Once a target star has
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TABLE VI-I. REFERENCE ATTITUDES
Reference
A tt itude s
Sun/_cquisition
Reference
Alignment
Fine (Coarse)
Pointing
Special Pointing
Emergency
Sun Acquisition
Solar Ecliptic
Orientation
The Z-axis points toward the sun and
all body rates are nulled.
The Z-axis points toward the sun and
fixed star trackers (FSTs) about
negative Z-axis are pointed toward
guide stars.
The X-axis points to an experiment
source, the Y-axis is perpendicular
to the sunline, and the Z-axis is
within the solar hemisphere.
The LST can assume any inertial
attitude except those within sun
avoidance cone. Solar power may
not be received.
The Z-axis points toward the sun
with roll about the sunline
uncontrolled.
The Z-axis points to the sun, the
Y-axis points north perpendicular
to the eclipticplane, and _nv"- X-
axis completes a right-hand triad
in the eclipticplane.
Use
Initial sun
acquisition or
reacquisition
E stablish
celestial
orientation
Normal
experiment
operation
Unusual
Experiment
operation for
short periods
Failure modes
Reference for
description of
been specified, new guide stars must be selected such that they are within the
fields-of-view (FOV) of the active star sensors mounted in the -Z-Y plane
when the X-axis is pointing toward the target source. The LST is then in a
coarse celestial pointing mode (Fig. VI-3) and is ready to enter normal
experiment operation. Whenever the OTA fine guidance sensor (FGS) star
trackers have acquired other guide stars near the target star, the LST enters
a fine pointing mode with the same inertial orientation. Data taking begins
and continues until a new target source is selected.
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"_"COARSE
FST STARS
I SUN
Figure VI-2. Roll about sunline to acquire inertial reference and to
place the X-axis in the sun-target plane.
STAR
RGET
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Figure VI-3. Roll about Y-axis to acquire target such that
sun-X-Z are coplanar.
In the event of failures, emergencies, or loss of reference, the
I_STreacquires the sun and goes into a solar pointing attitude. The Z-axis
points to the sunwith roll about the sunline uncontrolled. Even though RCShas
been selected for emergency backup, simulation and analysis have indicated
that the magnetic torquer system (MTS) canhold the LST in such an orientation
using only sun sensor attitude information. Sucha control mode could be
implemented so that its operation would not dependuponthe onboard computer
or CMGs.
Analysis has shownthat the LST could enter a storage mode (with
the solar wings folded against the vehicle) in which random tumbling is per-
mitted and still receive enoughsolar power to keep the communications and
thermal subsystems operating. There is noattitude reference for the storage
mode. All the experiments and most subsystemsmust be turned off to con-
serve power as the LST awaits retrieval and/or repair by the Shuttle.
There may be unusual experiment operating modes or maneuvers
for taking polarization data such that solar power might not be received. How-
ever, the allowable periods for such modeswould be relatively short and
dependuponthe thermal and power (depth of battery discharge) restrictions.
In a special pointing attitude, any inertial orientation can be attained. It is
assumedthat the experiment axis will either point to or point and rotate about
a celestial target.
3. Mission Sequence. The principal operational control modes can
be described under the following seven major headings:
1. Sun acquisition.
2. Reference alignment.
3. Maneuver.
4. Coarse pointing.
5. Fine pointing.
6. Special pointing.
7. Emergency sun acquisition.
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Figure VI-4 is a flow chart showingthe mode flow concept in
changingfrom mode to mode. This concept is based on the assumption that the
SpaceShuttle provides the necessary support functions to place the LST into a
The normal mode flow leading to data taking is indicated by thecorrect orbit.
heavy arrows:
Sunacquisition.
Reference alignment.
Maneuver.
Coarse pointing.
Fine pointing.
The sun acquisition mode canbe entered directly from any
other modewithout the aid of the RCS. This modewould be entered generally
whenall ACS componentsare functioning normally and a period of attitude
hold with the sun vector normal to the solar wing surfaces is required.
MANEUVER
FINE POINTING
COARSE
POINTING
SPECIAL
POINTING
EMERGENCY
SUN REFERENCE SUN
AOQUISITION ALIGNMENT ACQUISITION
Figure VI-4. ACS control mode functions for LST.
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The emergency sun acquisition mode can also be entered from
arD,cor_ro! mode. However, it is used after the occurrence of major system
componentfailures. In this mode, the I_STis placed in a stable two-axis sun
hold mode for troubleshooting analysis.
The reference alignment modeserves to cstab!ish an initial
analytic inertial reference frame for the onboardcomputation prior to the
slew maneuver required to acquire the initial experiment orientation in the
coarse pointing mode. During the experimentation phases of the mission, an
inertial reference frame will be maintained in a continuously updated state in
the digital processor assembly software. Therefore, it will not be necessary
to return to the reference alignment mode before acquiring each new data
source. Since celestial bodies are the primary reference sources for estab-
lishing an inertial reference frame, gyro drift compensations and computer
software attitude solution parameters can be computed and updated in this
mode.
The coarse pointing mode provides a means of transition from
reference alignment to the fine pointing mode. The coarse mode uses the
SSM sensors and actuators to align the LST in three axes to an accuracy suit-
able for the OTA fine guidance sensors to acquire the preselected guide stars
in their coarse fields-of-view. Using the OTA FGS and the SSM actuators, the
LST maintains the 1 arc sec spacecraft fine pointing accuracy.
The fine pointing mode is the primary experimentation mode.
Using the OTA pointing control system for sensing and actuation, the experi-
ment LOS is adjusted to point to the data source and to maintain pointing sta-
bility. A transfer from this mode to the special pointing mode is made when
an experiment requires precise orientation of a spectrometer slit that cannot
be obtained by normal fine pointing mode scheduling. The fine or coarse
pointing modes can be reentered directly from the special pointing mode.
A maneuver mode has been selected to mechanize the maneu-
vers to the various data sources. This mode requires special sensor and
actuator utilization to perform the maneuvers and acquire the coarse pointing
attitude.
B. Design ReferenceSystem Description
The individual components of the LST/SSM ACS were selected largely
to preserve commonality with the ACS components selected for the HEAO
missions. Based on TRW information for HEAO Missions A and B and the
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MSFC PhaseA study report for the HEAO-C (NASA TM X-64652), hardware
was selected to meet the LST ACS requirements. Final hardware selections
will be madeas a result of additional tradeoff studies and to maintain HEAO
commonality as the HEAO designs are refined andupdated.
Figure VI-5 provides a functional block diagram of the design reference
ACSwith a complete complement of sensors, actuators, and interface equip-
ment to perform all phasesof the LST mission. Also included in this block
diagram are the key interfaces with the LST OTA/SIP system components.
These interfaces are critical to establishing and maintaining LOS stability and
will be discussed further in Section E. Table VI-2 provides a corresponding
hardware summary for the SSM/ACS. The utilization of this hardware in
various combinationsto perform the required mission phaseswill be described
in SectionC and detailed componentcharacteristics will be provided in
Section G.
The three fixed star trackers (FSTs) are oriented in the Y-Z plane as
shownin Figure VI-6. Normally, two are active with the third in a redundant
standby status. Whenoperated in this manner, approximately 99 percent
coverage of the celestial sphere is attained with the capability of providing
3-axis attitude error signals. The accuracy of the trackers has beenselected
to adequatelyalign the telescope LOS so that preselected guide stars will
appear within the coarse FOV of the FGSstar trackers located within the OTA.
Five coarse sun sensors (CSSs) are included. Three of these are
body-mountedwith two aligned to the +Z-axis (one redundant) and one aligned
to the -Z-axis. Coverage of 4_ steradians is provided for sun acquisition and
emergency sun acquisition. The two remaining CSSsare located on the solar
wings (one per wing) and provide monitoring of solar panel offset with respect
to the sunline.
The reference gyro assembly (RGA) consists of six gyros arranged
in a skeweddodecahedronconfiguration along with the necessary support
electronics. In normal operation, four gyros are active and two are in a
redundantstandby mode. The four active gyros provide sufficient information
for onboardfault detection, but not fault isolation, with respect to a particular
gyro. The RGA and FSTs are to be physically located in the same area of the
spacecraft and aligned to each other to provide an accurate operational
interface.
A magnetometersensing system (MSS) consisting of two 3-axis
magnetometers (one redundant) is provided to sensethe earth's magnetic
VI-12
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Figure VI-6. LST star tracker configuration.
field. Voltage outputs proportional to the field strength along each axis with
the polarity of the signals indicating the field direction along each axis are
used to calculate and generate _orquing currents for the magnetic torquer
coils.
The transfer assembly (TA) serves as an interface assembly for all
ACS components. It has a sensor buffer unit that places the required sensors
on line for the control mode in use and routes signals between the sensors
and digital processor assembly (DPA) via the computer input/output section
of the TA. The computer input/output section is the interface between the
digital processor assembly (DPA), the sensors, and the actuators and
includes provisions for multiplexing, D/A and A/D conversions, and signal
conditioning. A power switching unit provides power to ACS components
according to the control mode selection. A power converter unit converts
VI-15
primary power to special voltage levels as required by ACS componentsand
provides isolation of these special sources. The command and telemetry
unit of the TA provides data buffer, and command storage and processing
functions.
The DPA receives data inputs from the various sensors via the TA,
processes the data, and provides the following outputs via the TA:
1. CMG gimbal commands.
2. Torque commandsto the magnetic torquer system.
3. Gyro drift compensation obtained from onboard sensors or ground
updatecommands.
4. Solar wing actuator commands.
Four single-gimbal CMG assemblies, each complete with redundant
drive electronics assemblies (DEAs) are mounted in a skewedconfiguration
so that each CMG can provide a portion of the momentum requirements for
each control axis. The CMGs provide the momentum storage capability
required to maintain the LST in an accurate inertial hold attitude and supply the
control torques required to maneuver the /_ST. The magnetic torquers supply
control torques for CMG momentum desaturation.
The cold gas reaction control system (RCS) provides the control
torques to place and maintain the LST in the emergency sun acquisition mode
attitude. An additional function of the RCS is to control the LST if large
disturbances due to Space Shuttle misdock occur.
C. SystemOperation
The configurations of ACS sensors and actuators that are placed on
line by the transfer assembly are given in Table VI-3 for the control mode
functions of Figure VI-4. Included in Table VI-3 are OTA/SIP subsystems
that are not listed as part of the ACS but are vital to data source acquisition
and pointing stability through interfaces with the ACS.
All ACS components will be in an operating state at release into orbit
and a partial checkout completed. The ACS will be in a sun acquisition mode
configuration at release and no orbit adjust capability will be available.
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The sun acquisition mode functions to align the +Z-axis to the sunline.
It is a rate and position mode with the CSS supplying two-axis error informa-
tion about the X- and Y-axis and the RGA providing three-axis rate signals.
A rate stabilized attitude is maintained about the +Z-axis. A CSS aligned to
the +Z-axis having a 2_ steradian FOV and an identical CSS aligned to the
-Z-axis provide 4_ steradian sun sensing capability. A redundant CSS is
provided for the +Z-axis. If the -Z-axis CSS senses the sun, bias commands
are generated to torque the -Z-axis away from the sunline and bring the sun
into the FOV of the +Z-axis CSS. Error signals from the CSS are then used
in a null seeking mode by the vehicle control law to align the +Z-axis to the
sunline in two axes to less than one degree. This attitude is maintained using
the RGA for rate stabilization until orbit determination, final systems checkout,
and preparations for entering the reference alignment mode have been com-
pleted. Control torques for sun acquisition and attitude hold are provided by
the CMGs with the magnetic torquer coils providing momentum unloading for
the CMGs.
The reference alignment mode (RAM) is entered from the sun acquisi-
tion mode and is used initially to establish a three-axis analytical inertial
reference frame. This is used by the DPA in computing the maneuver to
acquire the coarse attitude for the first data source. Later in the mission,
it will be used at times when reference attitude has been lost or after the sun
acquisition has been reentered for any reason.
The general steps to be followed in establishing the reference frame
are:
1. Selection of reference stars by the control center.
2. Transmission of star data to the LST.
3. Roll about the sunline (if required) and acquire stars with the
FSTs.
4. Perform three-axis hold on reference stars and adjust attitude if
required.
5. Compute and store the reference frame in the DPA.
6. Compute and compensate RGA drift rates.
7. Compute and store attitude bias compensations.
8. Maintain attitude using the RGA during reference star occultations.
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With two trackers operating, the FOV, sensitivity, and configuration
of the FSTs provide the .... _:1..,.capau_l- y of _'_._, _n_.........._t_r per tracker for 3-
axis control approximately 99 percent of the time for any attitude. This
capability may eliminate the requirement for a roll about the sunline, and a
star reference can be obtained by star identification by the method of comparing
star magnitudes and separation angles with a stored star catalog. By their
scan and acquisition routine, the FSTs will have selected the brightest stars
in the FOV, thus simplifying the identification procedure.
The three-axis hold is accomplished under RGA control with updates
from the star trackers. During this hold, gyro drift terms will be computed
by a comparison of RGA and star tracker measurements, and drift bias com-
pensations will be inserted into the individual gyro torquer loops. After com-
pensations, the attitude bias terms to be used in the attitude error computations
will be stored in the DPA.
During star occultations or when bright sources deactivate the star
trackers, the attitude will be maintained using the RGA outputs. Attitude can
be maintained to less than 30 arc sec during the occultation period.
A special maneuver mode is mechanized because the potential maneuver
of 90 degrees in 5 min will require RGA system gains and quantizations to be
modified. This is a direct result of the large rate difference between the
highly stabilized pointing mode and the maneuver mode.
The following information is received from the control center prior to
initiation of a maneuver:
1. Maneuver parameters.
2. Star d_ta for stars acquired by the FSTs at maneuver completion.
3. Solar panel position commands.
4. Maneuver mode configuration command.
5. Maneuver initiation command.
To perform the maneuver, the RGA outputs are used in a strapdown
calculation employing a four-parameter quaternion transformation. Maneuver
parameters are used in onboard calculations to generate the maneuver com-
mands for an eigenaxis maneuver to rotate the LST coordinate frame to the
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desired attitude. To avoid damageand to facilitate operation of the FSTs, the
eigenaxis andfinal reference stars shouldbe selected so that, during the
maneuver, the -Z-axis is directed to the antisolar hemisphere. The maneuver
will be accomplished in three parts. These are an acceleration phaseto reach
a given rate about the eigenaxis, a coast phase to reach a specified angular
rotation, anda deceleration phase at the end of which the rate will be reduced
to zero at the desired angular rotation. Ramp torque commandswith shaping
filters will be used to reduce settling times and to minimize disturbances on
the solar panelsand LST structure.
The coarse pointing mode is designedto provide pointing of the LST
to an accuracy of +30 arc sec in 2 axes and 0.1 degree about the LOS. This
accuracy is compatible with the coarse FOV of the OTA FGS sensors
and permits the prepositioned fine guidance sensors to acquire the guide stars
selected for a particular data source. The coarse pointing mode is entered
at the conclusion of a maneuver when the FSTs have acquired their reference
stars. At this time, control system parameters are reset for pointing and the
RGA outputs are used by the DPA to compute CMG gimbal commands" to
maintain a stable three-axis hold. The FSTs provide attitude error informa-
tion in three axes that is used to frequently update the RGA data in the DPA
attitude error calculations. This stable three-axis hold is maintained until
guide star acquisition by the fine guidance sensors is confirmed. At this
time, the primary optical attitude error sensing functions are transferred
to the fine guidance sensors. Gyro drift compensations and attitude error bias
terms are updated while in the coarse pointing mode.
The fine pointing mode is entered upon guide star acquisition. The fine
guidance system electronics, an OTA subsystem, processes the fine guidance
sensor outputs and supplies three-axis attitude error signals via the TA to the
DPA. Initially, this information is obtained from the FGS star trackers and is
used to generate torque commands to point the spacecraft to _1 arc sec and to
bring the guide stars into the fine FOV of the sensors. After the fine pointing
mode acquisition, the LOS is stabilized to 0. 005 arc sec rms using secondary
mirror position sensors. Roll errors are generated by an FGS star tracker.
In the fine pointing mode, sensor noise characteristics of the RGA
and FGS will determine how signal mixing is mechanized to provide the control
sensing functions. The RGA can be used as the primary sensor for the design
reference ACS with the FGS three-axis error information used to provide
frequent updates to attitude error calculations. This is desirable to provide
smooth transition between control modes. Based on state-of-the-art gyro
technology, this may also provide operational advantages from the standpoint
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of sensor noise and structural disturbance_. The alternate operating
concept would be to use the th,-ee-axis FGSerror signals as inputs to the DPA
in generating control system actuator commandsto directly control the I_ST
LOS.
For this alternate scheme, the RGAoutputs provide rate stabilization.
When the guide stars becomeocculted or for any reason cannotbe used in
generating error signals, the RGA will assumethe sensing function for control
of the vehicle. During these periods, it is expectedthat the LOSwill wander
sufficiently to allow the guide stars to leave the fine guide field. This requires
realignment of the LOSto bring guide stars back to the original position in
the fine FOV. For very long viewing periods on one data source, this must
be done numerous times andwill take place automatically on reappearance of
the guide stars.
The special pointing modewill be entered from the fine pointing mode
becauseprecise attitude positioning is required prior to small adjustments of
a slit orientation. Special sensors may be supplied as a part of the individual
spectrometers to detect the slit position with respect to the data source. A
design reference option is to use the sensors in a very low frequency closed
loop to reposition the secondary mirror or the FGSmicrometer tilt plate
through small angles and thus adjust the slit position with respect to the data
source. This procedure avoids the ground loop and resulting time delays in
precisely orienting the slit. However, ground confirmation probably will
still be required. Alternates are to electronically reposition the slit on the
detector of the scientific instrument or to perform the entire process through
a control center to LST loop. Detailed definition of experiment hardware is
required before a final decision can be made on the operating procedure.
Malfunctions of major ACSsubsystems that would result in loss of
LST attitude control will initiate the emergencysun acquisition mode either
by onboard fault detection or ground control. The CSSprovides attitude
information which, combinedwith derived rate error signals, commandsthe
RCSto torque the LST +Z-axis into two-axis alignment with the sunline. Rate
from the CSSis obtainedby differentiation of its output. Special networks are
contained in the TA for implementing this mode without use of the DPA. This
state will be maintained for troubleshooting analysis.
D. Trade Studies
1. Sensor Systems
a. Reference Gyro Assembly. The candidate gyro configurations,
selection criteria, and design reference selection characteristics are
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summarized in Table VI-4. The reliability and accuracy were considered
to be the most critical selection criteria, but reliability eventually was the
deciding factor. Further details on the reliability comparisons are given in
Chapter VIII, Section B. 2.
TABLE VI-4. REFERENCE GYRO.ASSEMBLY TRADES
C a ndidate s:
Dodecahedron -- 6 Gyros -- Skewed Configuration
(3, 4, 5, and 6 Active Gyros)
Tetrahedron -- 4 Gyros -- Skewed Configuration
Five Pack
Dual Orthogonal Triads
S election Criteria:
Reliability
Accuracy
HEAO Commonality
Fault Detection
Design Reference Selection:
Dodecahedron w_th 4 Active Gyros
Design Reference Selection Characteristics:
Accuracy -- Equivalent to 3-Axis Orthogonal Set
Gyro and Electronics Modules Replaceable on an Individual
Basis
Replaceable to 4 arc sec Alignment with Mechanical
References
Fault Isolation -- 4 Gyros Required to Detect Fault, 5
Gyros to Isolate Fault
Accuracy Improvement by Running all 6 Gyros
Alignment -- Can be done as a Complete Package
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The selection of the dodecahedronconfiguration led to a trade
study concerning operational conceptswith the goal of providing best reliability
and acceptable accuracy. The four-active/two-standby concept proved to be
most reliable and, in addition, provides easy implementation of fault detection.
Fault isolation by onboard techniques can also be easily implemented by
dby ...... _^ " "activating one stan gyro so ulaLu,_ iT_inlmum.... _,,_,.,_f ,r,r,.r,¢ fn," fnulf
isola¢ion are available. These techniques are faetual and considerable hard-
ware testing and system design have confirmed them.
There are actually 15 combinations of the 6 gyros taken in
combinations of 4, but for the 2 LST axes requiring high precision, there
are only 6 combinations acceptable from an accuracy stand[_oint. Thus, an
acceptable combination of 4 gyros can be selected for initial operation, but,
after 2 failures, there is the possibility that an acceptable combination from
an accuracy .standpoint might not be available. These considerations were
factored into the reliability study and the design reference configuration was
subsequently selected.
b. Fixed Star Tracker versus Gimbaled Star Trackers. Table
VI-5 lists a number of tradeoff considerations used in selecting the fixed star
tracker for the design reference system. The principal advantage of the
gimbaled tracker is its large effective FOV that provides the capability to
use bright stars for tracking and to center these brighter stars in the small
instantaneous FOV. Good pointing resolution and low noise are a direct
result. This large effective FOV, however, has the disadvantage of requiring
a large viewing window which is a potential problem area for the LST.
The state-of-the-art on fixed star trackers is at a stage
where tracking stars of +6 magnitude presents no great problem. Using this
sensitivity for the LST trackers, with the accompanying reasonable FOV,
provides excellent coverage of the celestial sphere. The selected configuration
provides a measure of redundancy in that Lwo of _'-^_,,__-_. _ _-_,__._ ........_ _. ...._n__o
gives a high probability of acquiring the one star per tracker required to
obtain three-axis error information.
2. Momentum Exchange Systems. The basic objective of the I_ST
attitude control system is to maintain a prescribed attitude (orientation)
relative to inertial space as a function of time, irrespective of the orbital
flight path. One of the most practical means for controlling the attitude are
momentum-exchange devices. These can be reaction wheels (RWs), single
gimbal control moment gyros (SGCMGs), or double gimble control moment
gyros (DGCMGs).
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TABLE VI-5. ACSSTAR TRACKER TRADES
FIXED STAR TRACKER (FST)
(DESIGNREFERENCE)
Advantages
HEAO Commonality
Reliability
Operationa 1 Simplicity
Mounting Simplicity
Cost, Weight, and Power
Disadvantages
GIMBALED STAR TRACKER
(GST)
Advantages
Large Effective FOV
Small Instantaneous FOV
Good Pointing Resolution
Low Noise Equivalent Angle
Disadvantages
Critical FOV versus Sensitivity
Tradeoff
Resolution is a Function of Star
Location in FOV
Requires Additional Trackers
to Obtain Required Star
C overage
More Sensitive Detector Required
Operationa 1 Complexity
and Design
Mounting C onstra ints
Reliability
Gimbal angle Encoder
G imbal Dynamics
Cost, Weight, and Power
The candidate momentum-exchange systems considered for LST
are shown in Figure VI-7 and in later sections by Figures VI-12 and VI-20.
Figure VI-7 illustrates a thrce-DGCMG system and a four-RW system. (Two
4-SGCMG systems are shown in Figures VI-12 and VI-20.) A change in
angular momentum of the momentum-exchange system will produce a torque
on the LST and may be accomplished by varying the speed of a flywheel or by
tilting the spin axis of a flywheel relative to the LST. For an RW, the fly-
wheel axis of rotation is fixed relative to the LST and the speed is changed to
produce a torque. For a CMG, the speed of the flywheel is constant with the
spin axis direction relative to the LST changed to produce a torque. As
depicted in Figure VI-7, each DGCMG has two gimbals by which the flywheel
can be moved. Double gimbals permit the momentum vector of each ClvlG
to be moved on a sphere of radius h, where h is the momentum per flywheel.
Three DGCMGs provide a near-spherical momentum envelope of 3h radius and
provide excellent utilization of the total system momentum capacity. Based
on previous work during the Skylab program, steering laws and software for
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DGCMGs have been perfected and their operational characteristics determined
with a high level of confidence. This past experience makes a system of three
DGCMGs a possible candidate for LST.
The mounting arrangement of either RWs or SGCMGs can be
selected to provide some desired value of momentum along each vehicle axis.
As illustrated in Figure VI-7, the RWs are symmetrically arranged about the
vehicle X-axis of minimum inertia. Each flywheel spin axis subtends an angle
with the X-axis. An RW can provide both torque and momentum only along
its spin axis. In LST coordinates, the system momentum, H, is the vector
sum of the individual momentum vectors, h.. The normalized vector com-
1
portents of H are illustrated in Figure VI-8 as a function of the skew angle fi
for both the RW system and the four-skewed SGCMG system shown later in
Figure VI-20. For the 4 RWs, a skew angle of 63.4 degrees results in equal
momentum capacity per vehicle axis. Increasing fi to 76 degrees results in
the major LST axis having twice the momentum capacity of the minimum
inertia X-axis. This type momentum distribution is desirable for the LST.
By increasing fi still further, very little additional momentum is gained in
the Y-Z plane but much is lost on the X-axis. Therefore, an RW skew angle
of 76 degrees is a reasonable selection for the LST. At most, note that only
the momentum of two RWs can be obtained for either the Y- or Z-axis.
Because of the momentum restriction in a single direction for each RW, a
system of RWs has poor momentum utilization, resulting in a much higher
system weight than an equivalent CMG system.
The solid lines in Figure VI-8 represent the normalized momentum
components of the four-skewed SGCMG configuration in LST coordinates. A
skew angle of 53.1 degrees produces equal momentum per axis. Decreasing
fi to 28.1 degrees produces twice the momentum capacity in the Y-Z plane
(where it is needed for I_ST) than on the X-axis. About 3.8 h (h is the
momentum per flywheel) is available in the Y-Z plane and 1.8 h out of plane
on the X-axis. As illustrated, the 4-skewed CMG configuration can utilize the
total system momentum of 4 h much better than RWs. Each SGCMG can pro-
vide momentum in a plane which is perpendicular to its gimbal axis, per-
mitting good h. utilization. The mounting arrangement of DGCMGs does not1
affect the momentum capacity per vehicle axis. Only 3 DGCMGs are required
for LST and a a h e_n_oi¢,T,_..... J _v_o+o_..._;n ,_v,,,3 ul._t:_lon. DGCMGs provide the
best possible h. utilization.
1
Based on the LST impulse requirements, the fast maneuver of
90 degrees in 5 min (if imposed as a hard requirement) sets the momentum
per vehicle axis that the momentum exchange system must provide. To attain
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a maximum vehicle rate of 18 deg/min requires about 500 N-m-sec on the
major inertia axis of the LST, as shown in Figure VI-9. However, when
practical constraints are considered (such as gimbal rate limits, vehicle
acceleration and deceleration values, and stabilization to the desired pointing
direction after the maneuver), a momentum value of about 1000 N-m-sec is
required for the LST to accomplish a 90 degree maneuver in 5 min. As
indicated, the 4-skewed SGCMGs selected for LST have over 2500 N-m-sec
on the major inertia axis, which is more than enough to meet the requirements
for this maneuver.
Assuming that 1000 N-m-sec is required for the major inertia
axis, Figure VI-10 indicates the flywheel momentum sizing required for a
momentum-exchange system composed of either three DGCMGs, four-skewed
SGCMGs, or four RWs. The DGCMG system requires 333 N-m-sec per fly-
wheel with a total system momentum of 1000 N-m-sec. The SGCMG system
requires about 265 N-m-sec per flywheel with a total system momentum of
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Figure VI-9. Momentum versus maneuver rate for
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Figure VI-10. Actuator sizing as a function of the required
momentum for maneuvering.
1054 N-m-sec. Although there are three DG and four SGCMGs, very little
weight difference is expected between the two systems because each SG fly-
wheel would be smaller than that of the DG. The RW system, however,
requires 520 N-m-sec per flywheel for a total system momentum of 2100
N-m-sec, about twice that of the equivaien_ CMG SYstem. As previous!y
pointed out (Fig. VI-8), a system of RWs does not utilize its total momentum
capacity very well. Given equal sizing criteria in terms of useable momentum
per vehicle axis, an RW system would weigh about twice that of a CMG
system.
When time optimal maneuvers are considered, the torque potential
as well as available momentum becomes important. In a time optimal maneu-
ver, all the torque available in the momentum-exchange system is used to
initially accelerate the vehicle over the first half of the maneuver and, then,
to decelerate over the last half of the maneuver interval. If the momentum-
exchange system saturates before one-half the maneuver time, then a constant
vehicle rate is maintained until the deceleration phase. Figure VI-11 illus-
trates some time optimal slewing considerations using momentum-exchange
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systems as actuators. The solid lines represent the constant torque required
as a function of maneuver time to accomplish -'_' .... a _,_.l__ltnv, _ .... 1 30, 90, or
180 degree maneuver. A 90 degree maneuver in 5 min requires a torque of
about 7 N-m and an angular momentum of just under 1000 N-m-sec. The
momep_um accumu!sted while performing_ a maneuver is represented by the
dashed lines. If the torque curve falls below a specific momentum curve,
then the maneuver can be accomplished. For example, a 90 degree maneuver
in 4 rein'cannot be performed using only 1000 N-m-sec momentum. As the
maneuver time gets longer, less torque as well as peak momentum values are
required.
Torque can be related to the power required to drive the actuators.
RW system power is especially sensitive to torque output. RW power is the
product of torque and flywheel speed or, equivalently, the momentum multiplied
by the flywheel angular acceleration. Assuming the flywheel is operating at
1000 rpm with an efficiency of 80 percent, the ordinate on the right of Figure
VI-11 gives the RW power to accomplish the maneuver. A 90 degree slew in
5 minutes requires an RW power input of over 1000 watts. In contrast,
SGCMGs require very little additional power for slewing above that required
to keep the flywheels spinning at a constant speed. The running power for
four SGCMGs is about 68 watts and the maximum power used while slewing is
only 90 watts. An equivalent DGCMG system can use about twice the power
of a SGCMG system while maneuvering, because the outer gimbal must also
hold against the inner gimbal while torquing. Either SG or DGCMGs can
provide a high torque output with very little power penalty. However, the
power requirements for RWs become excessive for the high torques required
during a time optimal maneuver of the LST. If the 90 degree maneuver in
5 min is imposed, then the power required probably will eliminate RWs as a
candidate momentum-exchange system for the LST.
rD.l_l._ XrT ¢_{II1,¢÷_.a÷_ _n _rhmtor comparison for the candidate
momentum-exchange systems for LST. The comparison factors are by no
means complete and the ratings are somewhat subjective, based on opinion
instead of deterministic analysis data in some cases. However, any of the
candidate systems should be capable of holding the LST body pointing accuracy
of 1 arc sec when used in conjunction with attitude error signals derived from
the OTA FGS. Although RW power is excessive for fast slew rates, the RW
power required for 60 degrees in 40 min (LS T guideline) would be acceptable.
Therefore, any of the candidate systems can also meet the LST maneuver
requirements. Each actuator system is given a rating of 1, 2, or 3 for each
comparison factor, with the higher numbers best. The individual factor rat-
ings are summed to give the total rating for each actuator system. Surpris-
ingly, there is very little difference between the candidate totals, even though
there are big differences between ratings on specific comparison factors.
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There is no weight or power difference between the four skewed
or the two scissored pair ensemble explicit distribution (2-SPEED) SGCMG
configurations. A system of three DGCMGs will weigh slightly more and
require more power than a system of four SGCMGs because of the extra
gimbals. An RW system (Figs. VI-8 and VI-10) will weigh about twice as
...._11_" _o"_a C _.,_ system_ and will consume about twice as much power, espe-
cially when the vehicle is slewed (Fig. VI-11). The reliability of RWs should
be greater than that of CMGs because the RWs have no gimbals. Because of
the extra gimbals, the reliability of a system of three DGCMGs should be less
than that for a system of four SGCMGs. As illustrated in Figure VI-8,
DGCMGs can utilize all the system momentum in any direction. But RWs can
utilize slightly less than half the system momentum for control purposes.
Gyro hang-up (ghu) is discussed for SGCMGs in Section F3. d.
This is a gimbal angle combination that causes all the individual CMG torque
vectors to lie in a common plane. The parallel and antiparallel constraints
for DGCMGs are analogous to ghu. The momentum distribution steering law
utilized for the Skylab program has solved the ghu problem for DGCMGs and
the proposed 2-SPEED control (discussed in Section D. 3) appears to solve
the ghu problem for that particular SGCMG configuration. There is no known
solution to ghu for the four-skewed SGCMG configurations. RWs do not have
ghu or any analogous problem. The steering law for an RW system is constant
gain which can easily be implemented in an analog fashion, but all CMG systems
require an onboard digital computer to invert and multiply matrices and to
handle the time varying calculations involved in the steering laws.
All actuator candidates have the ability to perform the LST control
function with one flywheel unit deactivated. With the exception of the pseudo-
inverse used for the four-skewed SGCMG configuration, all cases require
reprogramming of the steering law or use of alternate algorithms. With
the 2-SPEED steering law, the algorithm must be reprogrammed for an exact
maLrix inversior. _^'--*'_ W_+h +ho f_,,___kewed configuration, the pseudo-
inverse reduces to an exact inverse without reprogramming or altering the
algorithm used. The momentum use after a flywheel deactivation is propor-
tional to that before the failure, except for the 2-SPEED which decreases.
The expected pointing performance is within the 1 arc sec range and
does not include the impact of rotor imbalance, vibration propagation through
the LST structure, and shock mounting each CMG or RW. Since the steering
law for RWs is linear, composed of constants, and has only one variable
(flywheel speed) per unit, RWs are expected to perform better than CMGs.
The performance of DGCMGs are expected to be less than that of SGCMGs
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becauseof the extra gimbals. The outer gimbal must provide a torque to
counteract that of the inner gimbal as well as that required for control in its
gimbal direction.
As previously pointed out, RWs cannot provide a high torque
without imposing a severe power penalty. But SGCMGsare noted for their
ability to provide high torque with a small power input. Due to the extra
gimbals, DGCMGsdo not have quite as much torque output as SGCMGs. As
indicated by the overall totals for each candidate system, there is little if
any difference betweenthem. Although the four-skewed SGCMG configuration
has the highest score, the comparative factors could be changed or reevaluated
so that one of the other systems would appear more favorable. The general
conclusion is that the momentum-exchange system for LST should be selected
on the basis of available hardware or for commonality with other space
programs. Since it is presently expected that the HEAO will utilize a config-
uration of four SGCMGs, the HEAO momentum-exchange system will be
selected for the LST. Four SGCMGs with a skew angle of 30 degrees have
been selected for LST (see section F. 3) as a design reference for the Phase
A study.
3. 2-SPEED SGCMG Configuration and Steering Law. Since the
operation, mounting and steering laws for reaction wheels, 4-skewed SGCMGs,
and DGCMGs are readily available in the literature, they will not be discussed
in detail in this section. It is also well known that when a system of SGCMGs
has its torque output axes all in a common plane, no torque can be produced
perpendicular to that plane. Such a CMG system orientation has recently been
defined as gyro hang-up (ghu). Although many attempts have been made to
devise a method for detecting and avoiding ghu, none has been entirely suc-
cessful and most have met with failure. Recently a new SGCMG configuration
and steering law have been proposed as a solution to the ghu problem. The
configuration, denoted as the 2-SPEED, was developed by Northrop [VI-3]
and the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory of MSFC [VI-4].
The 2-SPEED acronym is somewhat misleading since the CMGs are
not truly scissored pairs but can operate independently. This configuration
consists of four SGCMGs that have been mounted such that their momentum
vectors are restricted to two planes, as illustrated in Figure VI-12. The
CMGs numbered 1 nn_ 9 ...... *_'-'_
.............. ,_u to l_u_ plane i with their gimbal axes
perpendicular to this plane. A similar arrangement places CMGs numbered
3 and 4 in face plane 2. The two planes intersect along the Y-axis of the LST
body coordinates illustrated in Figure VI-12, and each plane subtends an angle
fi (skew angle) with the Y-Z plane. For LST application, a 30 degree skew
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t 2-SG CMGS PER FACE PLANE ACTA A GIMBALED RE TION WHEEL
Figure VI-12. 2-SPEED mounting and face plane geometry.
angle has been selected to produce a momentum envelope somewhat propor-
tional to the LST vehicle inertias. Each pair of CMGs produces momentum
in its respective plane. By requiring that each CMG of a given pair contributes
an equal amount of momentum to their planar momentum vector, the two CMGs
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in a plane have the characteristics of a gimbaled reaction wheel. As shown
in Figure VI-12, the planar position of the momentum vector, H2, in plane 2 is
specified by the angle a2 and its magnitude by b 2. Both the magnitude and
direction of H2 can be varied. The total momentum acting on the LST is the
vector sum of the momentum vectors in each face plane (H = H1 + H2). By
simplifying, the characteristic of the 2-SPEED is that the four SGCMGs are
mathematically equivalent to two single gimbaled reaction wheels for which
a steering law can be obtained without resorting to the pseudoinverse type
solution.
Normally, the torque needed for vehicle control is known in the
(X, Y, Z) vehicle coordinate system. This torque must be projected into
the face plane coordinate systems to obtain components in the (Yi' Zi)
i = 1, 2 directions. A 2 x 2 torque matrix for each plane is inverted to obtain
the 2-SPEED steering law. To prevent program divergence when a singularity
is approached, a constant is inserted as a replacement for the determinant in
each 2 × 2 torque matrix. The known parameters at each solution time are the
commanded torque in the two face planes (Y1, Z_, and Y2, Z2 components).
The Z 1 and Z 2 components are unique, but since Y is the intersection between
the two planes, Yt and Y2 are not. The solution variables are (£1, bl) and
(a2, b2) for face planes numbers 1 and 2, respectively, which are directly
related to CMG gimbal rates as shown in Figure VI-12. Momentum (or torque)
can be arbitrarily distributed between the two planes in the Y direction as long
as the sum equals that commanded. A momentum distribution function is used
to prescribe how the Y-component is shared between planes while avoiding all
or as many singularities as possible (see Section F3. d for singularity and ghu
definitions). The distribution function selected [ VI-4] is
f= 0.5 (×,2+ 1)2+ + - 4
where
hyl/ 2)I/2XI2 ---- (4 - hzl ,
×34 = hy2/(4-h 2) ]27,2 '
and h is the momentum component in each face plane. By standard coordinate
transformations, the values for h and h are uniquely determined as well
Z 1 Z 2
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as their time derivatives (torques). The distribution function is utilized to
obtain the torque components h and h in the Y direction by requiring
that Yl Y2
2---- -kf
and using the relation h = h - h . The positive constant k depends on
Y Yl Y2
the solution time step used to update the steering law (0 -< k -< 2/At , where
At is the time step) with k = 2 being a typical value. The partial derivatives
of f are calculated and then the first order differential equation algebraically
yields h and h . Once the desired torque components are known in face
Yt Y2
plane coordinates, then the required CMG gimbal rate commands are 6btained
by inverting the two 2 x 2 face plane torque matrices. Using the 2-SPEED
CMG configuration and steering law, CMG planar saturation occurs when
either ×12 or )/34 = +1. The system is saturated when both of these conditions
exist simultaneously. The CMG momentum is mapped into a square in the
×t2 - ×34 space. The distribution function is a circle in this space with center
at (-1, -1) and radius 2. Once the program starts, the CMGs are forced
to a momentum state that lies on a quarter arc of the circle between the points
(×12 = -1, ×34 = 1) and (×12 = 1, )134= -1). As all the available momentum is
used in the Y direction, saturation occurs on one of the points which are
corners of the square• If h = 0 , saturation in either the X or Z direction
Y
does not show up in the X12 - X34 plane. Figure VI-13 illustrates the momen-
tum square for the 2-SPEED distribution function with the f = 0 distribution
solution. Only those points inside the square are obtainable. Singularities
of the 2 x 2 planar torque matrices occur when a pair of CMGs in a plane are
saturated (parallel) or antiparallel (self-cancelling), or equivalently when
X12 or X34 equals 0 or ±i As iot_ as uLlly one " r- 0 ÷ha _incr111_ritv
will be passed. Obviously if both ×ij 0 , then the solution is not on the
distribution curve. The sides of the square represent singularity of the two
2 x 2 face plane torque matrices, the f = +2 corners represent antiparallel
ghu, and the f = 0 corners represent true CMG system saturation.
Figure VI-14 shows the maximum momentum for the 2-SPEED
configuration with a skew angle fi of 30 degrees. The units are normalized
in terms of momentum per CMG. As illustrated, 4 H is available in the Y
direction, 3.5 H in the Z direction, and only 2 H on the minimum inertia axis.
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Figure VI-14. Momentum envelope for 2-SPEED.
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This type CMG momentum distribution is well suited for the LST. When one
CMG is deactivated, the momentum distribution is no longer symmetric, as
indicated by the dashed lines for h 4 = 0 , and the available H per axis is
reduced by about 50 percent. Also, the steering law must be completely
reprogrammed. With only three operational CMGs, a momentum distribution
is not possible and an exact solution for the gimbal rates is obtained by
inverting the 3 x 3 torque matrix (see Section F3. c).
In simulations, the 2-SPEED configuration and steering law was
compared with the 2-SPEED configuration with the pseudoinverse steering
law. In all cases, the standard 2-SPEED gave performance equaling that of
the pseudoinverse. Constant torques were applied to force the pseudoinverse
into ghu, at which point control was lost. Under similar conditions the
2-SPEED provided perfect control, even though gimbal angle combinations
were encountered at which the torque matrix was singular. That is, the
determinant of CC* can be zero while maintaining perfect vehicle control using
the 2-SPEED. This ghu avoidance capability of the 2-SPEED makes it a prime
candidate for the LST. The reasons it was not baselined instead of the four-
skewed configurations with pseudoinverse steering are as follows: (1) It is
still under development and additional tests could uncover faults, (2) the
four-skewed with pseudoinverse adapts easier to a CMG failure, (3) for three-
operational CMGs, the four-skewed momentum space is much larger than the
2-SPEED, and (4) ghu detection and avoidance is not needed for LST because
the CMGs are oversized and the magnetic torquing system (MTS) continuously
dumps momentum and can provide direct control if a ghu should be encountered.
At first glance, the 2-SPEED appears simpler than the pseudoinverse.
But when the distribution function and its derivatives are programmed, along
with nonlinear logic, to prevent mathematical singularities, the 2-SPEED is
more complicated than the pseudoinverse steering law. However, the 2-SPEED
proves, beyond doubt, that a ghu avoidance steering law exists for a four
SGCMG configuration without penalizing vehicle performance while permitting
use of the entire CMG momentum envelope.
1. Subsystems.
............. ,_ are:
1.
2.
3.
E. System Interfaces
Operationally, the major LST subsystems interfacing
Electrical Distribution System (Chapter IV).
Communications and Data Handling System (Chapter V).
OTA Fine Guidance and Secondary Mirror Control Systems.
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Refer to the referenced chapters for detailed description of the
functions supplied by these systems.
Interfaces with the OTA fine guidance and secondary mirror control
systems consist of:
1. Fields-of-View. The FSTs, their fields-of-view, and the abso-
lute pointing capability of the ACS are designed to point the telescope with suffi-
cient accuracy to acquire the guide stars in the FGS coarse fields-of-view.
2. Control for Fine Alignment. Using the three-axis attitude error
signals generated by the FGS, the ACS actuator system provides pointing to the
accuracy required by the FGS fine FOV.
3. Pointing Stability. Overall pointing stability to 0.005 arc sec
in two axes is maintained by controlling the spacecraft to maintain the guide
stars within the fine fields-of-view (< 1 arc sec) and by accomplishing final
pointing stability with tip and tilt control of the secondary mirror.
4. Precision Slew. Precise positioning of spectrograph slits may
become a firm requirement. This may lead to precise slewing of the space-
craft over very small angles using experiment sensors or a slit jaw camera to
provide the intelligence for the slew.
Through the communications and data handling (C&DH) system
uplink, commands and digital processor assembly (DPA) memory storage data
will be provided. Generally, the commands will consist of operating instruc-
tions for the ACS, such as component configuration, operating modes, and
execution details, all of which will be transferred to the transfer assembly
(TA) through the remote decoder units. Memory data will be transferred
directly to the DPA via the TA computer input/output unit. Typical types of
stored data are star coordinates, gyro drift compensation ue_.q_ates, a_n_d
maneuver instructions. Housekeeping data are provided via the TA command
and telemetry unit to the C&DH downlink. Typically this data consists of
component status monitor outputs and sensor outputs for use in ground compu-
tations of attitude.
Interfaces that occur due to interactions between systems and orbi-
tal conditions may be classified as:
1. Magnetic field propagation.
2. Occultation of guide stars.
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3. Structural vibrations.
4. Momentum desaturation.
These subjects have been considered in the ACSand spacecraft
design andoperation. Details of the studies andresults are contained in
Section F.
2. LST/Shuttle Rendezvous and Docking. Primarily, rate stabiliza-
tion of the LST must be supplied by the ACS during rendezvous and docking.
A secondary requirement could be orientation of the LST to a specific attitude
to aid in this operation. The ACS provides sufficient rate stabilization capa-
bility and, if no major component failure has occurred, the orientation capa-
bility exists. However, if major component failures have occurred, the rate
stabilization capability may be all that is available.
The docking transponder subsystem has not been included as a part
of the LST reference design due to lack of definition of the Shuttle rendezvous
and docking system. Studies have been made of a corner reflector cube system
used in conjunction with a laser radar system. Analysis has shown that a 0.1
m diameter cube used with a GaAs laser will have a range of about 43. 5 km
(27 mi) which is an adequate range for almost any low earth orbit rendezvous
navigation and guidance scheme. The number and configuration of the cubes to
provide adequate viewing will be dictated by the Shuttle needs. If a CW radar
system is selected for the Shuttle, a compatible transponder system must be
selected.
F. System Performance and Analysis
1. Disturbance Torqu% Momentum Storag% and Impulse Require-
ments. For a vehicle in a 611 km (330 n. mi. ) orbit, the dominant environ-
mental disturbance is due to gravity gradient (g. g. ). The other torques such
as aerodynamic and solar radiation will be less than 10 percent of g.g. Nor:
mally, the magnetic torque can be neglected if the vehicle is magnetically
clean. However, if materials such as invar, iron, or steel are used in the
spacecraft structure, then the magnetic environment can produce torques
almost equal in magni_!de to the _,._. _,_ p_.Lmu,a.y design analysis pur-
poses, it is assumed that the LST will be relatively magnetically clean and
graphite epoxy instead of invar will be used for the optical bench. Internal
movements of parts or rotating devices can also produce disturbance torques.
These devices usually act over a short time interval and it has been assumed
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during this phase of the study that all movementswill take place prior to exper-
imentation so that their effects will have decayedand canbe neglected. For a
long life mission such as LST, the g.g. disturbance torques and corresponding
momentum accumulation alongwith the required maneuver rates will size the
momentum exchangesystem.
It is required that, for a worst-case disturbance condition, the
momentum exchangesystem be sized for at least one orbit's momentum accu-
mulation during experimentation without desaturation. Then for average envi-
ronmental torques, the ACScan maintain required stabilization for several
orbits without desaturation. This type of criteria has been specified so that
g.g. dump (desaturation using environmental g.g. field) canbe utilized to
reset the CMGs in the event the MTS has failed. However, during a pro-
grammed g.g. dump, the spacecraft's pointing requirements must be ignored
and the vehicle must be maneuvered in a specific sequencesuch that the g.g.
counteracts the accumulated momentum. Normally, the time required for
g.g. dump is about the same as that required to saturate the CMGs under
worst-case disturbances. Thus, under worst conditions, one-half of the
experiment time would be lost and, under average conditions, about one-third
of the time is required for m_omentummanagementusing g. g dump as a failure
mode.
The g.g. torque acting on the orbiting spacecraft is given by
Tgi= 3w2 (I. -o
where COo is the orbital rate, Ij, k are the principal inertias, R is the local
vertical unit vector in principal body axes and (i, j, k) correspond to the
(X, Y, Z) body axes. Depending o_ _,,_ _,,_,_._,_o, ..............
gravity gradient torque component can be obtained. Since the maximum value
of the product R. R k is 0.5 [VI-5], the maximum g.g'. torque is given by]
T . = (1.5) w 2 ]I. -Iklgl max o j
The maximum g.g° torque values for the design reference configuration are
listed in Table VI-7. As indicated, the maximum always occurs about the
axis of intermediate inertia, which for LST is about 0.14 N-m (0.1 ft-lb).
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For an inertially orientated vehicle, the torque componentsare cyclic with a
frequency of 2 or 4 times the orbital rate. However, at least one component
will be offset from zero, resulting in a slow momentum buildup with time
which caneventually saturate the momentum exchangesystem (CMGs) unless
some type of desaturation device is utilized. This slow momentum buildup
is denotedas secular momentum. The maximum secular momentum per orbit
due to g.g. torque is also shownin Table VI-7 for eachvehicle axis. The
Y-axis can accumulate410 N-m-sec (302 ft-lb-s) per orbit. Assuming four
678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec) CMGs skewedat 30 degrees for the design
reference momentum exchangesystem, the CMGs can be saturated in 6.2
orbits without momentum desaturation or dump. If only 3 of the 4 CMGs are
operational, then saturation can occur in 4.4 orbits. However, the basic
ground rule is at least one orbit betweendumps. Therefore, either 4 or 3
operational CMGs have adequatemomentum capacity for over 400percent
increase in g.g. disturbance torque. Thus, the vehicle inertias can become
larger andmore unfavorable with respect to the design reference analyzed
during this study without impacting the selected momentum exchangesystem.
The secondfactor that sizes the momentum exchangesystem is
the maneuvering requirement. The guideline is 60degrees in 40 min with a
possible requirement of 90degrees in 5 min for unusual cases. As shownin
Table VI-8, the momentum required on the major axis of inertia is 498 N-m-
sec (367 ft-lb-sec) to maneuver at a constant rate of 18deg/min. Since some
time is required to build up to the maximum rate and to stop once the maneuver
is completed, the actual momentum required to accomplish the maneuver can
be almost twice that required to attain 18deg/min. Therefore, about 995 N-
m-sec (734 ft-lb-sec) were assumedto be required for the maneuver. How-
ever, the 4-skewed CMG system has 2530N-m-sec (1865 ft-lb-sec), over
twice that required for the fast maneuver. The number of orbits required
to saturate the 3 operational CMGs under worst-case g.g. torque disturbances,
the momentumrequired to accomplish the 90 degree turn in 5 min, and the
TABLE VI-7. MAXIMUM GRAVITY TORQUEAND MOMENTUM
Axis
X
Y
Z
(N-m)
0.0057
0.1403
0.1347
H Cyclic
(N-m-sec)
H Secular/
Orbit
(N-m-sec)
5.27
130.2
124.9
16.3
410
393
No. of Orbits
for CMG
Saturation
83.3
6.2
6.4
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total CMG momentum available are showri in Table VI-9 for the case where
CMG number 4 has been failed. On the major inertia axis, more than 1851
N-m-see (1356 ft-lb-sec) are available. This is about twice that required
for the fast maneuver. The experiment pointing axis (X) has over thirty
times the momentum required for the minimum maneuver. Based on simu-
_-'_ ...... "--_*-..... +_,_ perfo_m_noh nf fnm, or threeiation resuits, there is no ul_._._,,_ _ .................
TABLE VI-8. CMG MOMENTUM FOR MANEUVER a
Axis
X
Y
Z
H (18 deg/min)
(N-m-see)
77
480
498
H (Required)
(N-m-see)
155
960
995
H (Available)
(N-m-see)
1356
2529
2520
Max Turn Rate
(deg/min)
318
95
91
a. 60 deg/40 min= 4.363 x 10 .4 rad/see => h = 4.7 N-m-see
x
h -- 29.5 N-m-see
Y
h = 30.6 N-m-see
Z
TABLE VI-9. CMG MOMENTUM WITH NUMBER 4 CMG OUT a
Axis
X
Y
Z
No. of Orbits
for _. _.
Saturation
62.5
4.4
4,7
H Required to
Maneuver
(N-m-see)
H Available
(N-m-see)
155
960
995
1017
17 97
1851
Max Turn Rate
(deg/min)
238
70
67
ao 60 deg/40 min= 4.363 x 10 -4 rad/see => h
X
h
Y
h
Z
= 4.7 N-m-see
= 29.5 N-m-see
= 30.6 N-m-sec
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operational CMGs, and either case has a momentum envelopethat is oversized
for LST. Therefore, one CMG could be held in standby status and made
operational only after a failure of one of the three operational CMGs, if
reliability and operational simplicity .sodictates. Based on g.g. disturbances
with 10 percent addedfor other environmental disturbances, the required
maximum torque for attitude hold is 0. 006N-m (0. 0046ft-lb), 0. 155N-m
(0.114 ft-lb), and 0.148 N-m (0.109 ft-lb) on-the X-, Y-, and Z-axis,
respectively. The corresponding momentum for one orbit hold without dump-
ing is 18N-m-sec (13 ft-lb-sec), 450 N-m-sec (332 ft-m-sec), and 433 N-m-
sec (319 ft-lb-sec). If the 90-degree in 5-min maneuver is required, then
the momentum for the maneuver is about twice that required for environmental
disturbances and establishes the LST momentum requirement of about 995
N-m-sec (734 ft-lb-sec) on the major axis of inertia and 155 N-m-sec (114
ft-lb-sec) on the experiment pointing axis.
For long life missions such as LST, a considerable amount of fuel
would be required to desaturate the secular momentum due to biased environ-
mental forces if RCS dumping were utilized. Assuming a cold gas RCS with a
specific impulse of 70 sec, about 1.1 kg (2.43 lb) per day or 402 kg (887 lb)
per year is required to dump the average momentum accumulated. Over a
long period, the average momentum is only about one-half of the maximum
secular momentum per orbit as shown in Table VI-7. When one axis attains
its maximum secular H per axis, the other two components are zero. In most
inertial pointing orientations, the secular H will be distributed between the
vehicle axes, but the total magnitude will always be less than the maximum on
any individual axis. Since the fuel weight and/or possible contamination may
be prohibitive, a magnetic torquer system (MTS) is proposed for LST. The
MTS must be sized to dump the maximum secular momentum per orbit. The
MST design for LST is contained in Section F. 4. As proposed, the MTS will
be used continuously to keep the CMGs near a small value of momentum.
Hence, whenever a maneuver sequence is initiated, almost the full CMG
momentum capacity will be available for the maneuver. The CMGs must be
sized only to obtain the specified maneuver and not to attitude-hold for one
orbit and then do the maneuver unless failures in the MTS are considered.
2. Sensing System. Sensor noise from the reference gyro assembly
and fine guidance star trackers will be a critical factor in determining the
pointing stabitity. Two simplified attitude control systems were analyzed on
a single-axis basis to parametrically relate pointing stability errors to
system bandwidth for the three major disturbance sources, gravity gradient
torques, gyro noise, and star sensor noise. As shown in Figure VI-15, one
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system uses proportional, derivative, and single integral control to generate
actuator commands while the other system uses proportional, derivative, and
double integral control.
Based on the assumption that the errors due to the major error
sources were uncorrelated, the RSS error was expressed as
0 t = I(Ogg)2 + (0g) 2 + (0s)2] 1//2 arc sec (RSS)
The expressions for 0gg , 0g , and 0s , the pointing errors due
to gravity gradient torques, gyro noise, and sensor noise, respectively, were
developed from the single integral system block diagram and are
/_ co T g2 × 105)
0 = c gg gg 1
gg 2 _r-_-_3 I (BW) 3
N g2 ]I//2
e = g 1
g 16 _r _c (g - 1) (BW) 1/2
0
S 2+1) N
(4 s
4 _c (g - 1)
'/2
(BW) 1/2
is the damping factor, co is the frequency of gravity gradientwhere _c gg
torques (twice orbital frequency), T is the gravity gradient torque
gg
magnitude, g is the gain margin, I is vehicle moment of inertia, BW is
system bandwidth, N is the gyro noise spectral density -- constant over BW,g
and N is the star sensor spectral densitv -- cnn_t_,t ..... _.,
The three individual error magnitudes as a function of system
bandwidth are plotted in Figure VI-16. The following system parameters
were used:
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= 0.002 rad/sec ,
gg
T = 0.2 N-m (0.15 ft-lb) rms
gg
I = 122 400 kg-m 2 (90 000 slug-ft 2)
g = 4(12aB) ,
= 0.707 .
C
To facilitate the selection of the gain constants, the following
expressions are plotted as a function of bandwidth in Figure VI-17:
KI \_-_g2/ (BW)3
__
If values of star sensor and gyro noise are known, the plotted data
can be used to select a system bandwidth to minimize the total RSS error.
Following the bandwidth selection, the control gains can be determined from
the curves of Figure VI-17. Since pointing error due to gyro noise decreases
with increasing bandwidth and pointing error due to star sensor noise increases
with increasing bandwidth, a compromise bandwidth selection is required.
The data may be used also to determine the limiting values of noise to obtain
an acceptable total error because, in general, the bandwidth first selection
would be based on a stable system with very low steady state error due to
gravity gradient torques.
Based on a general look at expected gyro and star sensor noise
data, the conclusion is that pointing stability cannot be maintained to the
specified requirement by gyro control. However, star sensor control appears
feasible. Computer studies using actual models of the sensors and actuators
must be made to substantiate the analysis made using ideal sensors and
actuators.
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Gain constants for single integral case.
For the system using double integral control, the expressions
developed for gravity gradient and sensor errors are
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i<sl co I S -2_ c - - + 1 1gg Kg"_ogg g w gg g w gg
arcsec(rms) ,
I Kg Ng _/2 1 arcsec(rms)
V (4 _ 2 + 1) NS] 1/20 = c (BW)I/2 arc sec (rms)s 4gK_ c
where
K= wl = 10
C0
C
S = j c0 = system bandwidth,
S
co = gKw
S C
The remaining constants are identical to those used for the single
integral case. Figure VI-18 is a plot of the relations versus bandwidth.
The gain constants are plotted as a function of bandwidth in
Figure VI-19 for the following expressions:
87F31
- (BW)_
g2 K 2
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4 _-2- _ _r2I
_ C
= k_vv/1_ 0 / "o_xr %2gK
K 0 7r _f_-I (BW)
As in the single integral case, the error due to gyro noise
decreases with increasing bandwidth for the double integral case, but for a
given spectral density the errors in the double integral case are larger. The
error due to star sensor noise increases with increasing band.width; however,
for a given spectral density, the errors are less for the double integral case.
The total RSS error may not be appreciably different for the single and double
integral cases and the final choice will be based on system stability and the
method of primary control• Further computer studies are required in which
realistic sensor and actuator models are incorporated into the analysis and a
parameter sensitivity analysis accomplished.
A general conclusion is that gyro control alone is not a feasible
approach to mccting the pointing stability requirement and if gyros are used
as primary control, frequent updates from the star sensor system will be
required. In fact, the updates must be so frequent that the system will act as
if pointing stability is being maintained with star sensor information.
3. CMG System. Based on previous study results (see Section D.2),
CMGs offer several advantages over reaction wheels, especially from a power
and weight viewpoint. From a hardware availability standpoint, there are
several single gimbal CMGs that are sized appropriately for the LST space-
craft with respect to both torque and momentum. Moreover, for maximum
commonality with the HEAO, the same type SGCMGs could be used for the
LST mo_m_en_,m exchange system• The CMG system is required to provide
enough momentum accumulation capability to counteract all environmental
disturbances for a minimum of one orbit during experimentation without
desaturation. In addition, the CMGs must also provide enough torque and
momentum to maneuver at least 60 degrees in 40 min, with a desirable goal
for special maneuvers of 90 degrees in 5 min. Sufficient reliability and/or
redundancy must be incorporated to attain satisfactory performance over the
total mission duration.
The mounting of the CMGs relative to the vehicle reference axes
will determine the shape of the maximum envelope within which the CMG
system can provide momentum. In general, for an inertially oriented space-
craft that dogs not maneuver frequently, the momentum envelope should be
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sized proportional to the vehicle inertia distribution. However, when the
spacecraft is reoriented, stored CMG momentum is transferred from one
axis to another. In cases for which many maneuvers are made or when the
spacecraft spins, the CMGs should be mountedto produce a near-spherical
momentum envelope. Although the LST maneuvers quite often, it has a mag-
netic torquing system (MTS) which continuously keeps the stored momentum
containedabout either a zero or selected bias value. For the LST, therefore,
the CMGsshould be mountedto produce momentum proportional to the space-
craft inertias.
a. Four SkewedConfiguration. The SGCMGmounting arrange-
ment relative to the LST is shown in Figure VI-20. Four SGCMGsare
mounted symmetrically aboutthe experiment pointing X-axis. Each CMG
momentum (and torque) vector is restricted to a plane that is skewedrelative
to the vehicle Y-Z plane by the angleft. The four planes form a pyramid whose
apex is aligned with the vehicle X-axis, and each CMG gimbal axis is perpen-
dicular to its associated plane. As shown, the CMG system is at a zero
momentum state. When the CMGs are gimbaled, both the torque and momen-
tum vectors of each individual CMG change relative to the LST axes, but the
gimbal axes remain fixed relative to the LST structure. As a result of the
mounting arrangement, each CMG can contribute momentum along each axis
of the LST. If any of the four CMGs fail and is powered down, the remaining
three CMGs can provide three-axis attitude control and completely satisfy
all the LST control requirements. With help from the MTS, two CMGs can
be used to control the LST in a degraded operational mode.
b. Momentum Envelope. Both an analog and a digital program
were developed to determine the maximum momentum surface that can be
generated by a particular set of SGCMGs. Regardless of the CMG gimbal
positions, there is always some total momentum vector which is the vector
sum of the individual CMG momentum vectors. If the CMGs are caused to
rotate in some random fashion, the locus of the tip of the total momentum
vector will describe a solid in momentum space. The boundary of this solid
is the maximum momentum surface, or momentum envelope. This envelope
is a function of the number and mounting arrangement of the CMGs and is
independent of the control law used to command the CMGs.
Thp nvn_,_+;,_- ^_ +1._ moi-nentum cnveiope onto both the Y-Z
and X-Z planes for the four SGCMG configuration shown in Figure VI-20, is
shown in Figure VI-21. Since the X-Y view is identical to the X-Z view, it
is not shown. With a skew angle of 30 degrees, the momentum envelope
approximates an oblate spheroid. The normalized units shown have been
obtained by dividing the total momentum vector by the momentum, H, per
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• CMGs SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE X-AXIS
• NULL POSITION SHOWN
• FOUR 500 FT-LB-SEC SGCMGs
• SKEWED BY/3 = 30 DEG
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Figure VI-20. LST reference design CMG configuration.
individual CMG. In the Y and Z directions, the capability is 3.73 H per axis.
In the minimum inertia axis, X, the capability is 2.0 H. By increasing the
skew angle to 53.1 degrees, a near-spherical envelope with 3.2 H per axis
is obtained. By decreasing the skew angle, the profile shown is reduced on
the X-axis with some corresponding increase on the Y- and Z-axis. A skew
angle of 30 degrees has been selected for the LST to produce momentum
somewhat proportional to the vehicle inertias.
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Figure VI-21. CMG momentum envelope.
When one CMG has been failed, the envelope is no longer
symmetric and a bulge occurs along the gimbal axis of the failed CMG.
Figure VI-22 illustrates the momentum envelope when CMG number 4 has
been deactivated. Only the X-Z view is symmetric. The momentum attains a
maximum value of 2.9 H alnng the gimbal axi_ of the d_ac_ivated CMG. Inden-
tures or depressions of about 1.3 H occur along the gimbal axes of the other
3 CMGs. As previously shown in Tables VI-8 and VI-9, either the four or
three operational CMG cases can meet all LST momentum requirements.
Assuming 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec) per CMG, the total momentum avail-
able with four CMGs operating is over six times the actual requirement and
four times with three operational.
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Figure Vi-22. _ ........ _....... olnp_ ,._th CMG no. 4 failed.
c. Steering Law. When the CMG gimbal angles are moved, a
corresponding change occurs in the momentum relative to the body axes. By
definition, torque is the inertial time rate of change of angular momentum.
Therefore, torque stabilization of the LST requires a controlled rate of change
of the CMG gimbal angles. One general problem area is to derive the gimbal
rate commands so that the LST is torqued by the CMGs in some desirable
manner. The general spacecraft control law (commanded torque) is usually
derived as a linear combination of sensor outputs such as rate gyros, sun
sensors, star trackers, etc., which have been weighted by a constant gain
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on each output. The gains are selected to produce the desired vehicle response
and stability characteristics• Ideal LST control would be obtained if the torque
called for by the vehicle control law, T , could be exactly produced by the
c
CMGs• The CMG gim_bal rate commands required to make the CMG torque
an approximation of T are denoted as the CMG steering law•
c
The standard approach for obtaining the steering law is to
equate the total rate of change in CMG angular momentum, H , to the com-
e
manded torque, "T . The CMG torque, H , is mathematically related to the
c
gimbal rates through a torque matrix, C . If the number of SGCMGs is N,
then C is a 3 x N matrix with its columns being vectors aligned with each
individual CMG torque vector. For the four-skewed CMG configuration, there
are three equations (components of H) and four unknowns (CMG gimbal rates,
_). To obtain an exact solution, a constraint equation or relation between the
unknowns is needed• For each constraint or assumption that is made, a dif-
ferent solution (steering law) will be obtained for the gimbal rates• One type
solution that has performed well in simulations of the LST is the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse, which minimizes the norm of the gimbal rates. The
steering law is obtained through the solution of
_? = H= Co_
C
The pseudoinverse of C is given by
+
c = c* (cc*)
where the superscript asterisk represents the transpose of a matrix and
minus one represents the usual inverse of a square matrix• To obtain the
inverse, the determinant of CC* must be calculated and when it is zero a
solution does not exist• To prevent such a singularity from causing program
divergence, software ]imi_,_ could be incorporated in the _umput_r routine
for calculating the inverse. Assuming Icc*l is not zero, the pseudoinverse
steering law is given by
oz = C T
C
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When a CMG fails, the failed CMG must be identifmd and the
corresponding column of C set to zero. The pseudoinv_rse neednot be
reprogrammed. With one of four CMGs deactivated, C reduces to a 3 × 3
matrix that has an exact inverse, in which case the pseudoinverse also reduces
to the exact inverse.
As noted previously, the columns of C arc torque vectors for
eachCMG. Whenall the torque vectors are coplanar, the determinant of CC*
is zero, producing a mathematical singularity in the steering law. For this
condition, the CMG system cannot producea torque perpendicular to the plane
in which all CMGtorque vectors lie. If _ is then perpendicular to H , the
c
CMGs cannot provide any of the desired control torque, consequentlyvehicle
control will be lost. If T is not perpendicular to H when (CC*) is zero,c
then the pseudoinverse solution will producepart of the desired control torque.
Although the pointing error will increase as the singular condition is passed,
vehicle control will not be lost. In digital simulations with cyclic environ-
mental disturbances acting on the LST, the only singular conditions which
prevented proper operation of the steering law were those which also corre-
spondedto CMG saturation. In most cases for which an internal singularity
was approached, a small pointing error was observed, but the CMG system
would recover and operate satisfactorily until CMG saturation was reached.
However, when constant torques were commanded (without the cyclic
disturbance torques), internal singularities could always be encounteredwith
subsequentloss of control. Only about 50 to 60 percent of the momentum
envelope is usable if it is required to avoid all posible singularities. This
singularity free momentum solid is large enoughto meet all LST pointing
control requirements without dumping anymomentum for at least one orbital
period• More research is neededto fully understand the singularities associ-
atedwith SGCMGsandto developpossible avoidanceschemes.
d• Gyro Hang-Up (ghu). When [CC*I = 0 , there is a direction
in momentum space in which a torque cannot be produced. This direction is
a line perpendicular to the plane in which the CMG torque vectors are
coplanar, commonly referred to as the hang-up plane. If the commanded
torque is perpendicular to the hang-up plane, then the CMGs cannot produce
any part of this torque and vehicle pointing control is lost. Such a condition
will be defined as gyro hang-up and is identified whenever the scalar product
between the commanded torque and the CMG torque is zero ('T • H = 0).
C
Before ghu can occur, [CC*[ must be zero and T must be perpendicular
C
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to the hang-upplane. However, if "T is in the hang-up plane, completec
control authority is available even though ICC*I = 0. In many simulation
runs, T would subtend an angle less than 90 degrees with the hang-up plane.
c
For this case, the CMGs would produce a part of the commanded torque, a
pointing error would be observed, the CMGs would be driven out of the hang-
up condition, and pointing control would be resumed. However, once the
outer boundary of the momentum envelope is" reached, the CMGs are saturated
and in ghu.
Using the pseudoinverse steering law, these gimbal angle
combinations which produce ICC* I = 0 correspond to potential ghu conditions.
But other steering laws were investigated in which mathematical singularities
occurred that did not cause ICC*[ to be zero, such as the Brown Engineering
Company (BECO) H-distribution or the Bendix summation of three gimbal
inverses. Still other steering laws such as the maximum contribution or the
transpose with torque feedback had no mathematical singularities but certain
gimbal angle combinations would prevent the commanded torque from being
generated by the steering law. During the LST studies, several programs
were developed to investigate the singularities and possible ghu conditions
associated with SGCMGs. For a given CMG momentum state, it was deter-
mined that the corresponding gimbal angle set was not unique. But for a given
CMG gimbal angle set, the momentum state is unique. Starting from a specific
gimbal angle set, the momentum space was spanned in radial lines to produce
distinct surfaces, lines and points at which ICC*I = 0 and the potential for
ghu existed. However, changing the gimbal set (with the same initial momen-
tum state) and again spanning momentum space would result in an entirely
new set of possible ghu surfaces. If all possible surfaces where I CC* I = 0
are viewed in momentum space, control with SGCMGs appears almost
impossible [VI-6]. However, only those surfaces associated with the initial
gimbal set are meaningful.
With four CMGs operating, an infinite number of initial gimbal
sets produce a zero momentum state. Moreover, at a zero H state the gimbal
angles can be changed without torquing the vehicle. Hence, an initial gimbal
set should be selected to give the largest momentum space without hang-up
surfaces. Additionally, if the direction of the commanded torque is known
or eL an extended time interval, the initial gimbal set can be selected so that
the entire momentum solid in the desired direction can be used for control
purposes.
Starting with the initial gimbal set a. = 0 (i= 1, 2, 3, 4), the1
momentum state is zero. Those possible ghu surfaces associated with o_. = 0
1
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are shownin Figure VI-23 for the Y-Z and Z-X planes. In the Y-Z plane
there is a square box composedof Lille ghu ....pu_s_u_Li__-'""..... w_,_,._,_appear as
points (H /H = 1.75 H) in the Z-X plane. In either plane, the outer boundary
z
is the maximum momentum envelope which is always a ghu surface. The LST
momentum requirement for one orbit attitude hold under worst-case environ-
mental torques is also shown by the dashed lines in the planes. The require-
ment for secular gravity gradient momentum storage is a flat disk of 1.2 H
diameter in the Y-Z plane and a thickness of 0. 048 H in the Z-X plane, if
H = 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec) per CMG. For this case, the momentum
required to produce a vehicle angular rate of 18 deg/min is 0.73 H on the
Y-Z axes and only 0.11 H on the X-axis. With four CMGs.operating, there
is more than enough singularity free momentum space to meet the LST require-
ments. Although there are other possible ghu surfaces out of the planes shown,
a momentum sphere of at least 3.5 H diameter exists in momentum space that
is completely free of any possible ghu surfaces.
By changing the initial gimbal set, different ghu surfaces are
obtained. In Figure VI-24, the initial gimbal set is +60, -60, +60, and -60
degrees for ai , respectively, with i= 1, 2, 3, 4. Notice that the previous
ghu in the Y-Z plane has now become two points with the rest of the Y-Z plane
completely free of singularities. In the X-Z plane, there are still two point
singularities (on the X-axis) and a ghu line appears vertical to the X-axis at
H /H ,= 1.1 H. If the sign on the initial gimbal set is reversed, then the
x
point singularities in the Y-Z plane are rotated 90 degrees and the line
singularity in the Z-X plane appears on the negative X-axis. In any case,
there is enough singularity free momentum space to accomplish the LST
mission without singularity (ghu) detection and avoidance schemes.
When one CMG is deactivated, the remaining three CMGs can
-' ..... -_.......... h ¢{.n_g,,l_Ht:y frp_ momentum to meet the LST requirements.
With a skew angle of 30 degrees there is a sphere of at least 1.8 H diameter
centered about a zero momentum state. As the skew angle is increased, the
singularity free space in the Y-Z plane decreases slightly but increases in
parallel Y-Z planes offset on the X-axis. By offsetting its center from zero,
a 1.8 H diameter sphere of singularity free momentum space can be obtained
with almost any skew angle. Once a CMG has failed, the gimbal angles will
automatically be forced by the MTS to a state such that the momentum is near
zero. Without the MTS, however, the initial gimbal angles with their corre-
sponding momentum states must be specified for each CMG failure case. For
each CMG that has been failed, there are eight possible gimbal sets for the
remaining three CMGs that can produce a zero momentum state. Four corre-
spond to positive values of the determinant of the 3 × 3 torque matrix and the
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other four to negative values. The total momentum space can be spanned
using only the four initial gimbal sets corresponding to a positive determinant.
With one CMG deactivated, the steering law can be obtained as an exact
solution of the equation T = C _ ; because C is a 3 × 3 matrix, the inverse
c
of which exists if IC 1 ¢ 0. If the initial gimbal set produces a positive
determinant, obviously I C I cannot go negative without penetrating a singu-
larity surface. By selecting the proper initial gimbal set out of four possi-
bilities, the CMG momentum state can vary from zero to saturation along any
selected line without encountering a singularity. This initialization makes
possible the use of the entire momentum solid for control purposes. As
shown in Figure VI-25, however, enough singularity free momentum space
exists about the origin to meet LST requirements without gimbal angle initial-
ization. With CMG number 4 deenergized, the initial gimbal set _1 = -35.27
degrees, a 2 = 0 degrees and c_ = 35.27 degrees has been selected to produce
the zero momentum state. The disk shaped LST momentum requirement has
been superimposed on Figure VI-25 assuming that H = 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-
lb-sec) per CMG.
Since either three or four operational CMGs can meet all
LST requirements, only three CMGs could be active with the fourth on standby
in case of a failure, especially if it would increase overall reliability or life-
time of the CMG system. As long as the required singularity free momentum
space is available, there is no difference in LST pointing performance using
either three or four CMGs. As indicated by the momentum envelopes as
compared with the actual LST requirement, using 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec)
CMGs produces a much oversized system. A CMG system with only half as
much momentum per CMG would be more than adequate for LST.
e. SGCMG Shock Mount Dynamics Study. Torques and forces
generated internally by control moment gyros as a result of rotor imbalance
and bearing characteristics are transmitted to the LST structure and are a
potential source of pointing error. Shock mounts to isolate the CMGs from
the structure are considered to be a solution to the problem; however, the
dynamics of a shock-mounted CMG can also create problems. A study was
made to analyze the performance of shock-mounted CMGs in terms of
pointing stability of the LST.
The dynamics anaiysis study was conducted in the following
basic parts:
1. A model was developed for two-axis control using one
shock-mounted SGCMG per axis.
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Hx/H
I REQUIREMENT IFH = 678 N-m-sec/CMG
Figure VI-25. Three CMG ghu surfaces for the gimbal set
(-35.27, 0, 37.27), CMG no. 4 out.
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2. Transfer functions were developed for the model and
frequency versus amplitude plots were constructed.
3. Torque disturbances were applied to the transfer functions
and the outputs were applied to a simplified structural model to obtain pointing
errors.
Figure VI-26 is the model used to develop the transfer func-
tions. CMG A and CMG B are identical except the orientations are such that
CMG A controls the Z-axis and CMG B controls the Y-axis. The spring-
represented shock mounts for both rotational and translational isolation con-
tain both spring constant and damping. A_, A_2 , and A03 represent input
rates to the shock-mount system about the X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively.
x4 *°,
<
GIMBAL AXIS_ _"
Z
CMG A TORQUE OUTPUT_/Tm
X
y _ AXIS
"f "_z
To.O.Eou_.TAX,S a,..A. AX,S(:MGB
Figure VI-26o SGCMG shock mount, two-axis dynamics analysis study.
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Figure VI-27 is the simplified two-axis block diagram obtained
from the model. ,_u_.... _o_L._n"_ l_ops,_vaswell as direct coupled torque loops,
are included. The terms are defined as follows:
h angular momentumfor CMG A andCMG B.
shock mount rates for CMG B aboutY- and
Z-axis, respectively.
02a' 03a shock mount rates for CMG A about Y- and
Z-axis, respectively.
Tvy a' Tvz a vehicle torques about Y- and Z-axis due to
CMG A.
Tvy b , Tvz b vehicle torques about Y- and Z-axis due to
CMG B.
Ty b, Tzb disturbance torques to CMG B about Y- and
Z -axis.
Ty a' Tza disturbance torques to CMG A about Y- and
Z -axis o
vehicle rates about Y- and Z-axis.
vehicle angular displacement about Y- and
Z -axis.
Figure VI-28 provides frequency response plots of the various
direct coupled transfer functions as a function of the CMGs angular momentum.
The shock mounts are 20 hertz mounts with damping factor equal to 0.1 of
critical. An ideal gimbal servoloop (_ = O_c) was considered. The significant
points of the direct coupled case are:
1. Shock mount characteristics are provided by the H = 0
curve.
2. H not equal to zero -- Attenuation occurs at the shock
mount frequency but high and low frequency peaks appear.
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3. H increasing -- The peaks become more pronounced and
are spaced farther apart on the frequency scale.
4. Attentuation increases at the mount frequency with
increasing H, but the peaks grow.
Figure VI-29 provides frequency response plots of the various
cross coupled transfer functions as a function of angular momentum. The
peaking attributed to the shock mount is noticeable at low H values and, as H
increases to a practical operating point, the two peaks appear as in the direct
coupled case. Very little attenuation occurs at the shock mount frequency.
The condition, in both cases, of high frequency peaks occurring
approximately at the fundamental rotor frequency is undesirable since torques
at these frequencies and their harmonics need isolation from the structure.
The low frequency peaks are near the solar wing modes and it must be deter-
mined whether disturbances at these frequencies are generated by the CMG.
The final step in the study was to insert the CMG disturbances
into the LST structure and determine the pointing errors resulting as seen by
the optical system. The following steps were used to determine the error:
1. The structural frequency modes were determined using
the structural model described in Chapter II of this volume.
2. The displacements at each structural node for torque or
force inputs at the CMG node were obtained as a displacement per unit torque
or force.
3. The pointing error sensitivities with respect to displace-
ments were computed from the LST/OTA optical model.
4. The pointing error per unit torque or force input was
obtained by combining the structural response data and the optical sensitivities.
5. An empirical CMG forcing function containing disturbances
at the fundamental and four harmonic frequencies was selected and wheel
speeds were selected to m_t_h....... _°+"_-_,._.... freque_ci_s to structural vibration
frequencies.
6. The CMG forcing function was applied directly to the
structure (no shock mounts) at the CMG location and the pointing error was
determined for both force and moment inputs for the selected wheel speeds.
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7. The total pointing error was determined as a root-sum-
square value obtained from the resultant force and moment errors.
8. The shock mount transfer functions for the direct and
cross coupled cases were separately inserted between the CMG forcing func-
tions and the structure, and pointing errors obtained.
9. A total RSS pointing error for each wheel speed was
determined by combining the errors for force and moment disturbances.
Figure VI-30 is a plot of the RSS errors obtained for force
and moment disturbance as a function of rotor frequency or speed. Curves
are given for both the no-shock-mount case and for the case using 20 Hz, 0.1
damping factor shock mounts. Table VI-10 summarizes the frequencies used
and the resultant pointing errors.
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Figure VI-30. CMG and reaction wheel (RW) vibration effects.
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TABLE VI-10. PEAK POINTING ERRORFORAPPLIED FORCE
2XINLJ ivJLO_wi:,±_ _ (-_ITg'_ T'3T_rPTIT_T_L_,IxTC_]:_ TRTT)IIT, q
Wheel Speed
(rpm)
8460
6840
5850
5300
4740
4410
4270
RSS Error With
Shock Mounts
(arc sec)
-44.1× i0
-55.2× I0
-45.3×10
6.3x 10 -4
3.9x i0-4
1.4× 10 TM
4.7 x i0-4
RSS Error Without
Shock Mounts
(arc sec)
-32.3x i0
-4
7.1× 10
-31.3X 10
8.5 × 10 -3
2.3 x 10 -3
1.9x 10 .3
2.7 x 10 .3
The following conclusions may be obtained from the analysis
with the simplified structure model:
1. CMGs without shock mounts are a major source of point-
ing error and, to be acceptable for LST, a speed must be carefully selected
to avoid structural resonances.
2. Shock mounts reduce the pointing errors to nearly
acceptable values at any wheel speed; however, selection of wheel speed can
reduce errors to insignificant values.
3. Further analysis using more sophisticated structure
models and CMG torque and force signatures is required.
4. Pointing errors for a non-shock-mounted RW are given
in Figure VI-30. These errors can be reduced with shock mounts but, since
the RW controls by varying rotor speed, the selection of speed cannot be used
to further reduce pointing errors.
4. Magnetic Torquer System (MTS)
a. Magnetic Torque. Control moment gyros require periodic
dumping of momentum to prevent saturation. If a torque source such as
reaction jets are used for desaturation, a considerable amount of propellant
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is required for long lifetime missions such as the LST. In addition, contami-
nants from somepropellants can cause degradation of optical surfaces. For long
lifetime missions, it seems only natural to consider the productive use of
environmental forces such as the gravity gradient or earth's magnetic field.
Previous studies for the Skylab program show that g.g. can be utilized to
dump CMG momentum. However, during dump, the spacecraft's pointing
requirements must be ignored and the vehicle maneuveredin a specific
sequencesuch that g.g. counteracts the accumulated momentum. Under
unfavorable conditions, g. g° dump could consume a considerable portion
(half or more) of the available time. For the LST, experiment viewing time
takes priority and precludes the use of g. g° dump, except as a backup
measure.
Currently, the earth's magnetic field offers the greatest
potential for utilizing the environment for LST control purposes, without
sacrificing experiment viewing time by imposed maneuvers or orientation
restrictions.
Basically, the advantageof using controlled interactions with
ambient fields is that no propellant needbe carried aboard the vehicle for CMG
momentumdump, and lifetime is not limited by expendables. The use of the
earth's magnetic field requires that electromagnets be installed on the space-
craft, alongwith a magnetometer to measure the strength and direction of the
geomagneticfield, B. From a prior knowledgeof the physical characteristics
of the electromagnets andthe state of the CMG momentum, an appropriate
amount of electric current is passedth__rought e solenoid of each electro-
magnet to produce a dipole moment, M. The magnetic moment generated by
the electromagnets will then react with the geomagnetic field to produce a
torque, Tm, on the spacecraft. The CMGs then act to counteract this torque,
resulting in momentum dump of the CMGs. The magnetic torque produced
obeys the vector cross product
T = MXB
m
It is aooaltentthat th_ f_r_,_ _,.,,A.... A • _ ..... _--- ,-_. - ........ r ...... ,_ 13 b,_ib, wlluIIJui_i- _0
both the dipole moment and the earth's field. Although limited in magnitude
by the electromagnet size, the direction of the dipole can be produced in any
direction. At any instant of time, the magnitude and direction of the earth's
field depends on the spacecraft's orbital position relative to the surface of the
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earth. The vector componentsof B would be obtained by onboard magnetom-
eters. The magnitude of M varies as a function of the currents being passed
through the coils at any time. To maximize the torque produced by a given
current, the dipole generated shouldbe perpendicular to the earth's field.
Moreover, it is apparent that a torque cannotbe produced in the direction of
JO.
At some instant of time, the desired torque may be aligned
with B, in which case it cannot be produced. However, these periods are
relatively short because, as the orbital position of the LST changes, a corre-
sponding change occurs in the direction of the earth's field. Over any time
interval during an orbit, the CMGs produce the desired torque required for
fine control, and the magnetic torque, if available, is used to dump the
momentum accumulated in the CMGs. The magnetic system proposed for the
LST provides a torque proportional to the stored momentum. As such, it is
a secondary control torque and, if it cannot momentarily be produced, the
vehicle performance is not degraded.
Typical values for the components of the earth's magnetic
field are shown in Figure VI-31 as functions of the LST's longitude and
latitude. The orbit starts at the morning terminator at the time of winter
solstice with the north magnetic pole tilted toward the sun. The southward
component is always negative since the field dipole is directed from south to
north. As the earth rotates and the orbit regresses, the components change
slowly with time and generally repeat themselves every 24 hours. The
onboard magnetometer measures the field in LST body coordinates. Therefore,
the measured values depend on the spacecraft's inertial orientation in space
as well as the orbital parameters. The total magnitude varies from about
2.5 x 10 -_ T (0.25 gauss) to 4 x 10 -5 T (0.4 gauss), with an average of about
3 × 10-5 T (0.3 gauss). A spherical harmonic expansion was used to generate
the field components shown in Figure VI-31 for the year 1980. Essentially,
the _ IlelO genera_iotx .....w,tit' ........_yy_ via_ ,a'"*'_,_ +_.,. ................¢,_-rn_+{nn_ _n..... I._T bndv. coordinates
performs the functions of the magnetometer for analysis and simulation of the
LST.
b. Torquer blzing. As a general sizing criterion, the electro-
magnets must produce enough torque to counteract the average g.g. plus
an additional 10 percent to account for other disturbance torques such as
aerodynamic and solar radiation. For the LST, the maximum g.g. torque
is 0. 141 N-m (0. 104 ft-lb). The average g.g. torque plus 10 percent is
about 0.0814 N-m (0.06 ft-lb). Using an average value of 3 x 10 -5 T (0.3
gauss) for the geomagnetic field, the required magnetic dipole capacity per
vehicle axis is
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Figure VI-31. Components of the earth's magnetic field as functions
of the LST longitude and latitude.
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ft-lbT (avg) 0.0814 - 27!2A - rn2 0.2 gauss]M = B (avg) 3 × 10 -5 ....
For direct control, the MTS must produce a torque equal to or greater than
that of g.g., in which case a dipole moment per axis of 4610 A-m 2 (0.34
ft-lb/gauss) is desirable. Because of the magnetic cross product law, torque
on one axis is produced by the coils on the two transverse axes. For these
reasons a value of 4000 A-m 2 (0.3 ft-lb/gauss) per vehicle axis was selected
as a basis for designing the electromagnets for the LST. D]gital simulations
were used to verify the design value. With the field profile shown in Figure
VI-31 projected in LST body axes, over 814 N-m-sec (600 it-lb-sec) momen-
tum can be dumped during one orbit's time using three orthogonally mounted
electromagnets each limited to 4000 A-m 2. The maximum g.g. secular
momentum for I_ST is only 410 N-m-sec (302 ft-lb-sec), hence the coils are
oversized by a comfortable margin and permit an electromagnet failure
without endangering the mission. In the event of CMG failures, the MTS can
help provide direct control torque.
Instead of one electromagnet per vehicle axis, the design
dipole value can be generated by two equivalent electromagnets per axis.
The location of the MTS on the LST is shown in Figure VI-32. A total of six
electromagnets, two per vehicle axis, are used on the LST spacecraft with the
following advantages:
1. Each is physically smaller, making mounting easier.
2. Each can be driven by a separate electrical channel,
providing greater redundancy.
3. The length to diameter ratio is greater which reduces
the demagnetization factor, thus increasing efficiency.
As illustrated, there are two straight electromagnets aligned
with tl{e X-axis and four curved electromagnets. Two of the curved torquers
are aligned such that their magnetic moment Iies along the Y-axis, and the
other two aligned for a Z-axis dipole. The curved electromagnets have the
same curvature as the OTA and each is electrically equivalent to a straight
electromagnet. Although alternate mounting locations were examined such
as on the light shield or the SSM, each case posed problems. The light shield
is not thick enough for the torquers to be embedded in the structure, and
complicated rollout cabling is required when the light shield is extended. The
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SSM mounted torquers produced a magnetic field about 10 times that of the
earth's field in the SIP area where magnetically sensitive instruments arc
located. The OTA mounting arrangement is a compromise between the two
alternates. The various design data for the electromagnets are listed in
Table VI-11. To produce the same dipole as an equivalent straight electro-
magnet, a curved^'^^* ....... +. 1_ (5 _n
_- .... s .... Is _u cm .... ) longer and weighs 1, _ kg
(4 lbm) more. Each electromagnet solenoid is made of aluminum wire and
is designed for a maximum power of 5 watts. Thus, the total maximum power
for the 6 electromagnets is 30 watts. However, the total average power usage
is expected to be about 10 watts.
TABLE VI-11. ELECTROMAGNET DESIGN DATA
(ONE ELECTROMAGNET)
Maximum Magnetic Moment Required
Curved Weight
Straight Weight
Curved Length
Straight Length
Radius of Curvature
Diameter
Core Diameter
Maximum Power
Material of Core
Material of Solenoid Wire
B-H Design Data Flux-Density
F ield Density
Total Weight a
Total Max Power
Total Average Power b
2000 A-m 2 (0.15 ft-lb/gauss)
22.7 kg (50 lb)
20.9 kg (46 lb)
203 cm (80 in.)
191 cm (75 in.)
183 cm (72 in.)
4.19 cm (1.65 in.)
3.73 cm (1.47 in.)
5W
AEM-4750
Aluminum
1.2 T (12 000 gauss)
1592 A/m (20 oersted)
141 kg (310 lb)
30W
10W
a.
b.
The total weight includes 8 kg (18 lb) contingency for mounting
hardware, etc.
The efficiency of power usage has not been determined.
Note that 15 W is assumed in Table VI-2, page VI-14.
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AEM-4750 core material was selected because of its low
hysteresis and coercive force characteristics. Other materials, such as
permendur, have a higher maximum flux density than AEM-4750 but due to
large hysteresis it would be much harder to control the dipole moment. The
solenoid through which current is passed is wound around the core material.
As an alternate, solenoids, without core material (open coils) were con-
sidered, but a comparison of weight, power, dimensions, and mounting
arrangement shows that open coils weigh more for the same amount of power
than coils with cores. Moreover, open coils would have to be looped around
the outer perimeter of the LST, thus, complicating the mounting and producing
high magnetic fields inside the LST. Another alternate considered was vari-
able permanent magnets (VPMs) instead of electromagnets. VPMs consist of
a core of permanent magnetic material surrounded by a magnetizing coil which
is activated only when the magnetic state of the core is to be changed. Once
the desired magnetic moment is achieved, the current can be turned off with-
out affecting the magnetic state of the VPM. Thus, the average power con-
sumption for relatively long periods of steady-state operation would be negli-
gible, but high power is required for short durations to change the magnetic
state. Moreover, additional sensors must be installed on each VPM to
determine its magnetic state. Although a VPM system weighs less than the
electromagnets baselined for LST, its operation is more complex. Operation
of the VPMs would be commanded from the ground based on predictions of the
average expected g.g. torque and the earth's magnetic field. Since average
instead of actual values are used there will be a significant residual momentum
after every orbit. The CMGs will eventually saturate, requiring some sort of
maneuvering for backup g.g. desaturation. Thus, VPMs are not recommended
for LST.
c. Magnetometer. The type of magnetometer manufactured by
Dalmo-Victor that was used on the OAO spacecraft can be used on the LST
spacecraft. This magnetometer measures the goemagnetic field along each
of the spacecraft axes and converts this to a dc voltage. The magnetometer
weighs 3 kg (6.5 Ibm) and requires a power of 2 watts.
The magnetometer should be located on the spacecraft where
the geomagnetic field is practically undistorted due to the field of the electro-
magnets and induced magnetic moments. The farthest the magnetometer can
be placed from the electroma_netq i_ _t tho _,lh .... • .... _ -_ _,u ............ .y..... • _,,,, ,.,_ u,_ _pacecraft
where the magnetic field due to the 6 electromagnets is about 1 x 10 -6 T
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(0o01 gauss). This field is about3 percent of the average geomagnetic field
of 3 × tO-5 W _'_ .... _ an¢-1 _hn,,lrl ¢_,,_a ............
,. 3 qigniflnnnt errors in the magne-
tometer measurements. However, if more accuracy is desired, the magne-
tometer could be operated in discrete time intervals. The geomagnetic field
changes very slowly as the spacecraft orbits (two cycles per orbit) and,
therefore, it can be treated essentially as constant over small intervals of
time, say of the range of 1 min. Thus, the geomagnetic field can be accurately
measured at discrete intervals by switching off the electromagnets for short
durations of time (about 5 sec).
In the event the three-axis magnetometers used onboard the
spacecraft fail, the following two schemes could be used to provide signals
for changing the magnetic state of the electromagnets. In the first scheme,
the magnetic moment for each electromagnet is changed whenever the geo-
magnetic field components in the spacecraft axes change directions. Ground
computation can be made to determine the geomagnetic field components along
the spacecraft axes from a known model of the geomagnetic field and the
position and orientation of the spacecraft. From this information, the mag-
netic moment required for each electromagnet over a certain averaging period
can be computed. The averaging period is equal to the time between the
direction changes of the geomagnetic field components in the spacecraft axes.
Generally this period is equal to about a quarter of an orbit. Necessary ground
commands will be sent to the spacecraft such that in each quarter orbit the
magnetic state of the electromagnets is changed. The frequency of these com-
mands can be reduced from four times per orbit to once in two or three orbits
depending upon the accuracy of the model used to represent the actual geo-
magnetic field. It is possible to compute and store in the onboard computer
the changes required for the next two or three orbits.
In the second scheme, a known geomagnetic field model is
programmed onboard the spacecraft. This geomagnetic field model is used
in the event of a magnetometer failure. A fairly accurat6 and easily pro-
grammed model is a tilted dipole model for the geomagnetic field. This model
would require frequent updating through ground commands. In addition, it
would require information on spacecraft inertial orientation and spacecraft
orbital parameters.
The advantages of the second scheme over the first is that it
is continuous and all the computations are performed onboard the spacecraft.
The disadvantage is that it will require computer storage area for the geo-
magnetic field model. The number of ground commands required for either
scheme is expected to be nearly the same. The first scheme is preferred over
the second because of its low storage capacity requirements.
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d. Dipole Control Law. The mathematical logic and mixing of
information required to compute the desirable dipole moment of each electro-
magnetis denotedas the dipole control law. The dipole moment is directly
proportional to the current being passedthrough the solenoids at any time.
Since the MTS must produce a torque proportional to the CMG momentum, H,
but opposite in direction for momentum dump and a torque in the same direc-
tion as the commandedtorque, "T , for direct control, the magnetic torque
e
equation, Tm, is set equal to
= K "T -KdH = M×Bm c e
where Kc and K d are proportionality constants that must be selected for
proper operation. Taking the vector cross product of B on the left with both
sides and assuming M. B = 0 produces the following dipole control law:
= [Kc (_ ×-Tc) - Kd (_ × _) ]/B2
The vector form can be expanded to obtain the dipole component per vehicle
axis. Since each axis has two equal electromagnets, the dipole command
per axis is prorated equally between two solenoids. The dipole moment
commanded can be related to current and voltage that must be applied to the
coils of each electromagnet.
The actual dipole moment generated is limited by the physical
properties of the electromagnets such as the maximum available current,
number of turns in the coils, and the shape and volume of the core material.
For design purposes, a maximum of 10 watts per vehicle axis has been
assumed which for the LST MTS corresponds to a limit of 4000 A-m 2 ( 0.3
ft-lb/gauss) per vehicle axis. During simulation of the LST MTS, the dipole
moment of each axis was hard-limited to the electromagnet design value.
Many runs were made varying the gains K and K d to determine their
proper values, c
Totai LST control system performance was relatively
unchanged when K was varied, either with or without magnetic dump.
c
Apparently, the response time of the CMGs is so fast relative to the magnetic
control loop that the CMGs produce most of the commanded torque. During a
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CMG failure, however, and during the momentumredistribution after a CMG
has been deenergized, the ul_....... magnetic _^_+_lv,,_wloop p_7_ntq............ excessive
vehicle pointing errors and quickly helps drive the CMGs to a new operational
null. Direct magnetic control also permits pointing control in the event two
CMGs have failed. An appropriate value for K is unity.
c
In contrast, LST pointing performance changeddrastically as
the desaturation gain Kd was varied. Theresults also dependuponthe
commandedtorque and the control system bandwidthas well as the value of
Kd . For moderate pointing requirements suchas 1 arc min, integral control
is not required. In this case magnetic momentumdump of the CMGs improved
both pointing performance and stability characteristics of the spacecraft. A
linear analysis indicated that the MTS introduces the integral of the commanded
torque through the CMG-magnetic control loop. As the pointing requirements
approach that of LST (1 arc sec), the control system bandwidth must be
increased. For this case, the MTS can introduce a disturbance that addsto
the total pointing error. The LST pointing error as a function of the MTS
desaturation gain Kd is shownin Figure VI-33. A value of Kd = 0.1 results
in a possible pointing error of 0.8 arc sec or less and is an appropriate value
to use for a body pointing requirement of 1 arc sec. However, if fine body
pointing down to 0.0025 arc sec is required for the LST (either in lieu of, or
as a backup to the secondary mirror control system), then integral control
must be added to the commanded torque. To prevent the MTS from causing
pointing errors, the value of K d must be reduced to about 0. 005. Since
the maximum dipole moments are limited, lowering the value of K d makes
the electromagnets operate in a linear mode most of the time. As K d is
increased, the coils act in a bang-bang type mode each time the earth's field
components ,,._._-_... _.¢_gn.......... Th,l.q.. for proper.... ooeration, K _ must be large
U
enough to cause the CMG momentum to be dumped but small enough to prevent
attitude pointing errors.
e. Magnetic Field Propagation. Figures VI-34 and VI-35 show
the magnetic field strength distribution inside the LST caused by all six
electromagnets. The X, Y, and Z parameters used in these plots are the
Cartesian coordinates previously shown in Figure VI-32. In generating these
plots, it is assumed that all 6 electromagnets are operating and generating
their maximum magnetic moment of 2000 A-m 2. The direction of each elec-
tromagnet is parallel to the positive direction of the respective axes to which
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Figure VI-33. Errors due to magnetic dump of the CMGs.
they are aligned (Fig. VI-32). The curved electromagnets have been replaced
by equivalent straight electromagnets in generating the field propagation data:
1.9 m (75 in.) in length with a dipole moment of 2000 A-m 2. At any specified
point on the vehicle, the magnetic field is a vector whose components are
composed of the vector addition of the propagated field vector of each elec-
tromagnet at that point. The field strength magnitude at each specified point
is calculated using the normal vector magnitude.
Figure VI-34 shows the field strength along two lines parallel
with the X-axis in the X-Y plane. Th_ _IA o, .... *_ .......
................ ,,_,w, iS _u_lltiy higher in the
X-Y plane in the SSM section than in the X-Z plane because of the presence of
the two electromagnets aligned parallel to the X-axis in the X-Y plane.
Although the field was calculated over the total LST volume at points located
on the corners of a 15.2 cm (6 in.) square lattice, only the X-Y plane field
is illustrated. The field is plotted along the lines [Y = 0, Z = 0 and Y =
1.22 m (4 ft), Z = 0] with distance along the X-axis as a variable. In the
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SSM area, the field is less than 1 × 10 -5 T (0.1 gauss) and at the aft end about
1 x 10 -6 T (0.01 gauss), which is much less than the earth's average field of
3 x 10_ 5 T (0.3 gauss). In the center of the OTA near the electromagnets,
the field is about equal to that of the geomagnetic field. As an electromagnet
is approached, the field becomes much higher. Within 0.3 m of an electro-
magnet the field is about 4 × 10 -4 T (4 gauss) and inside an electromagnet is
is 1.2 T (12 000 gauss). Near the ends of an electromagnet the field is much
higher than near the sides at the same distance.
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Figure VI-35 shows an isomagnetic plot of lines of equal field
strength in" *_-_..............Y v _-_-_I_'_superimpn_4 nn..............._ rn,,gb _ketch of the LST. The
electromagnet locations are illustrated relative to the SSM, SIP, and OTA.
However, the Y electromagnet is not in the X-Y plane, consequently
no isomagnetic lines surround it. Also the Z-electromagnet is perpendicular
to the plane, thus, contributing very little in the plane. Since the field aft of
the primary mirror is much less than the earth's ambient field, no additional
shielding (other than that required for the geomagnetic field) will be required
for magnetically sensitive components located in the SIP and SSM areas.
As previously stated, the magnetometer should be located as
far from the electromagnets as possible so that a true measure of the earth's
field can be obtained without errors. On the aft end of the SSM, the field is
less than 1 x 10 -6 T (0.01 gauss), or about 3 percent of the earth's field. This
small value should cause no significant errors in the magnetometer readings
and the MTS can be used continuously, without stopping to measure the geo-
magnetic field periodically.
If, as an alternate mounting arrangement, the electromagnets
are located on the outer perimeter of the SSM, the field inside the SSM and
SIP will be about 10 times that of the earth's ambient field. Additional shielding
for magnetically sensitive components will impose a small weight penalty. For
continuous MTS operation, the magnetometer should ideally be located on the
light shade or the end of the OTA. But, if the magnetometer is also located
on the SSM, then the MTS would be operated in the off-on type mode previously
described: The electromagnets are turned off for a short period while the field
is measured, then turned on for a longer period using the measured data as
constants. The on-off period ratio can be about 100 sec on to 4 sec off.
Invar material has been proposed as an alternate to graphite
epoxy material for use in the telescope truss structure and the SIP structure
of the LST spacecraft. The Invar material used in the structure can be either
hard drawn or annealed.
The weight of Invar proposed is3approximately 400 kg (880
ibm) and the volume is approximately 4.9 x 10- m s (3000 in.3). The presence
of Invar in the telescope will have two effects. Magnetization of the Invar by
both the Earth's magnetic field and the field produced by the electromagnets
will result in the production of counter control torques and the alteration of the
field distribution shown in Figure VI-35. Since the strength of the field pro-
duced by the electromagnets over the majority of the telescope length is less
than the earth's magnetic field, the effects of the Invar from these sources
will be very small and have been ignored. The effect of the earth's field can be
significant, however, and is discussed below.
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Figure VI-36 shows the B-H characteristic for annealed Invar.
Data for this figure were obtained from the Alloy Digest, March 1964 issue.
It is noted that annealed Invar is likely to be magnetized in the earth's magnetic
field. The maximum value of the earth's magnetizing force at orbit altitude is
about 32 A-m (0.4 oersted). Corresponding to this value of H, the value of
magnetic induction, B, obtained from Figure VI-36 is about 9.5 × 10 -2 T
(950 gauss). The resulting magnetic moment induced in the Invar in the
direction of B is 3740 A-m 2. This is more than the capacity of one electro-
magnet. This large magnetic moment induced in the Invar will result in a
large magnetic field at the SIP and SSM, which is highly undesirable and may
result in the requirement for shielding many spacecraft components.
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The magnetic moment induced in the Invar by the earth's
field is parallel to the field and will produce no disturbing torque for the initial
spacecraft orientation. When the spacecraft is reoriented with respect to this
field, a new moment is induced; but there is also a moment due to the residual
magnetism from the previous orientation. That component of the residual
magnetic moment that is normal to the earth's field wiii produc_ a disturbance
torque on the spacecraft. The magnitude of this component under worst con-
ditions is equal to the moment produced by the total residual magnetism in the
Invar. No experimental data on the residual magnetism (hysteresis properties)
of Invar could be obtained; however, Itek personnel estimated it to be 10 to
30 percent. A value of 20 percent was used in the present analysis. This gives
the residual magnetism normal to the earth's field as 748 A-m 2. The maximum
disturbance torque produced on the spacecraft is then 0.03 N-m (0. 022 ft-lbf).
This is about 20 percent of the maximum gravity gradient torque. Because of
the large induced magnetism in the Invar and the consequent large magnetic
field and disturbance torque, the use of annealed Invar on the LST spacecraft
should be kept to a minimum.
Since the amount of magnetism induced in the hard drawn
hwar is lower than the annealed Invar, the hard drawn Invar is recommended
for any use in the structure. However, Itek Corp. personnel have recently
stated that the magnetic properties of hard drawn Invar change with time
and its resistance to magnetization decreases. If this is true, the actual
magnetic field distribution due to the geomagnetically induced magnetism in
hard drawn may approach that computed for the annealed Invar. Based on
this observation, only the results of magnetic field distribution from
geomagnetically induced magnetism in annealed Invar are given to charac-
terize the torque produced and the propagated field.
The magnetic field propagation due to the magnetism in the
annealed Invar structure induced by the geomagnetic field is shown in Figure
VI-37. Various assumptions were made in computing this magnetic _'^'_
distribution because of the complex structure of the LST. One of these
assumptions is that the field distribution in an annealed Invar structure
corresponds to the field distribution of an equivalent bar magnet. The length
of the equivalent bar magnet is 8.4 m (330 in. ), which is the length of the
telescope truss plus the SIP structure, and it produces a dipole moment of
3740 A-m 2.
One end of the equivalent bar magnet is at the aft end of the
SIP, within the LST SSM. The abscissa of Figure VI-37 represents the
distance along the longitudinal axis of the LST spacecraft from the end of the
Invar structure toward the base of the SSM. From this figure it is seen that
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Figure VI-37. Magnetic field distribution -- Invar structure in the
geomagnetic field.
the field near the end of the Invar is high but that it drops very rapidly outside
the Invar. Because of the high field strength, _ome m__gnetic .... _*'--_
ponents in the SIP and SSM will require magnetic shielding if Invar is used.
It is expected that the instruments located within tl{e SIP will
be adversely affected by a magnetic field strength over a few gauss. All
points on the plot shown in Figure VI-37 lie outside the SIP structure; there-
fore, the field strength within the SIP at points near annealed Invar members
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can be greater than 100 gauss. Magnetic _hielding can reduce this field
at the instrument if this does not interfere ---'*_ 1_+ _.,_o _t_ _ho
detectors. Magnetic sensitive components should not be placed adjacent to
the Invar structure. Depending upon the field sensitivity of the particular
co_m_ponent, it should be mounted some small distance away (especially from
the ends) from the Invar structure. The high induced fields expected in
annealed Invar seem to make this material unsuitable for use in.the SIP
structure. A graphite-epoxy material would be much more suitable from a
magnetic interference standpoint.
5. Reaction Control System
a. Guidelines. The selected LST configuration has an RCS in
addition to the primary control system. The design guidelines for the _RCS
have been outlined in Section A. 1 from which the following guidelines for RCS
analysis were obtained. The RCS may be used for:
1. Emergency control during a failure of ACS major
subsystems.
2. Backup control while in the vicinity of the Shuttle.
3. Larger control authority in case of misdock.
b. RCS Performance. A preliminary timeline of possible LST
RCS use was devised to obtain propellant requirements using the dual thrust
level reaction jets described in the system implementation section. Assuming a
Shuttle launch with utilization of Shuttle control during CMG spin-up, the
RCS may first be used after release of the LST from the Shuttle. As a worst-
case, the release transient will be assumed to be equal to docking transients.
A simple analysis wa_ made of two rigid bodies in collision with the total
momentum converted to an LST angular rate. The result was
= 11_74 v o ,
where v0 is in m/sec and _ will be deg/sec. In addition to this angular
rate, the Shuttle limit cycle rate will be added, to give
= 11.74 v 0 + 0.1 .
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Using a closure velocity 0. 0348m/sec (0.1 ft/sec), an angular rate of 0.46
deg/sec is obtainedfor the LST. It was felt that a reasonable approximation
to an actual collision is to distribute this in an RSSsense giving 0.26 deg/sec
on eachaxis. To remove these rates 222.4 N-sec (50 lb-sec) of impulse
will be required. Three misdocks were assumedto be budgetedgiving three
times the abovefigure or 667.2 N-sec (150 lb-sec). Figure VI-38 shows
the comparison betweenRCScontrol and CMG.control during a low velocity
collision. The attitude overshoot and recovery times allowed by the CMGs
are somewhatlarger than those allowed by the RCS. For the case shown, the
CMGs may suffice but, for larger closure velocities, the RCSwould be much
more desirable.
Next, consideration was given to an emergency hold mode.
Assuming no pointing requirements andthree-axis stabilization to 0.5 deg,
the X-POP mode (X-axis perpendicular to the orbit plane) was studied. If
this modewere maintained for 29 days, 10 230 N-sec (2300 lb-sec) impulse
would be required {assuming a regulated GN2RCS). As the attitude hold
accuracy is decreased {greater than 0.5 degree), the impulse requirements
increase dueto larger gravity gradient torques.
If the LST has a pointing requirement during the emergency
mode (i. e., the solar wings normal to the sunline), the worst-case gravity
gradient conditions could be encountered, requiring a much larger than
desirable propellant loading. Using the coarse sun sensor as a pointing
reference allowing tumble about the sunline and considering average gravity
gradient torques on the 2 controlled axes, the LST canbe stabilized to +10
degrees about 2 axes for 16days using 10 230N-sec (2300 lb-sec) impulse.
With the worst-case gravity gradient torques and 2-axis stabilization, the
10 230N-sec (2300 lb-sec) impulse will permit control to _10-degree accuracy
for 7 days.
The final RCScontrol function budgetedis the docking require-
ment. A simple percentage (10 percent) of the misdock budgetwas allocated
for docking, giving 67 N-sec (15 lb-sec) impulse. The complete impulse
budget is given in Table VI-12.
A brief comparison was made betweena blowdownRCS
........... = one _==u oi_ Skylab and the regulated I{CS selected for the
LST. Table VI-13 shows the propellant consumption comparison between the
regulated and blowdown systems. Obviously, the blowdown system is quite
wasteful with respect to limit cycle propellant consumption due to the relatively
large blowdown minimum impulse bits (MIBs). The MIB, in effect, gives the
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smallest possible angular rate achievable with the RCS; so, as the MIB goes
down, excessive limit cycle operation is also reduced. The smallest MIB in
each new heading of the figure is that of the regulated system. The MIBs to
the right of the regulated system represent variations in the blowdown system
as a function of propellant used. Propellant weights are found as a function
of the MIB and the deadband by tracing rows and columns to their intersection.
Even at the end of the mission, the blowdown system does not compare
favorably with the regulated system. From a stabilization and control view-
point, a regulated system is definitely preferred since the control torques for
the blowdown system are much too large for efficient limit cycle operation.
Only if a modified blowdown system with a much lower MIB were built would
it become a viable candidate.
c. Recommendations. It is recommended that two-axis control
be used during the emergency sun acquisition mode with the coarse sun
sensor providing attitude information. The 2 controlled axes can be stabilized
to an accuracy of 10 degrees by this method, allowing the solar wings to
operate near peak power. Attitude rate can be obtained by differentiating the
outputs of the sun sensors. For three-axis control, logic must be supplied
in the TA to obtain attitude and rate from the RGA. This is desirable during
Shuttle docking (with a failed LST central processor) to allow the LST to be
three-axis stabilized.
It should be reiterated that the RCS is desirable as a backup
control system during those times when the Shuttle is in the close vicinity of
the LST. Much more control authority is available during docking (with the
possibility of collision outside expected tolerances) than is available from
the primary control system.
6. System Simulation
a. Description. A digital computer program was utilized to
simulate the dynamic behavior of the LST in a circular earth orbit. The
program is basically designed to simulate the LST over a several-orbit time
period and is utilized to determine the overall compatibility of the subsystems
making up the total attitude control system and to verify the gain selections
to meet overall performance requirements. This simulation does not take
into account the hardware nonlinearities such as CMG dead zones and friction
o_ _nsor noise. In a real system, permissible gains are limited by noise
levels, mechanical resonances, CMG vibration, and angular rates acceptable
to the fine pointing system. Even at maximum permissible gain, actual
system performance is limited by hardware constraints such as the dead zone
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of the CMG gimbal tachometer andthe static and running friction of the gimbal
bearings. Only _1_. bony_rlyn_rni__........... nre incorporated in the digital simulation.
Therefore, the gains can be arbitrarily increased to attain whatever pointing
accuracy is specified without the usual restrictions of body flexibility effects.
The equations which were programmed were Euler's equations
for rotational motion about the principal LST body axes, a 1, 2, 3 Euler angle
sequence to relate the body axes to the solar reference coordinates, trans-
formational matrices to relate the environmental forces to the LST body
axes, control logic which relates the LST attitude errors through appropriate
feedback gains to the commanded torque, a CMG steering law which converts
the commanded torque to an applied torque through the CMG dynamics, a
spherical harmonic expansion to generate the earth's magnetic field, and
magnetic control logic for CMG momentum management. For added realism,
the program included all natural movements which could affect the orbital
motion of the LST, such as the earth's rotation, regression of the ascending
line of nodes, and the earth's revolution about the sun. Since the dominant
environmental torque is that caused by g.g. and the LST uses a magnetic
torquing system for CMG momentum exchange, the only environmental
torques simulated were those due to g.g. and magnetic effects.
A simplified block diagram (Fig. VI-39) illustrates the LST
overall system simulation. Those blocks below the dashed line represent
environmental torque generators for the g.g. and magnetic torques which act
on the LST as functions of the time-varying orbital parameters. The blocks
above the dashed line represent the LST and control system components.
Several limits were incorporated into the program, such as magnetic dipole
and CMG gimbal angle rate limits. Since the CMGs are oversized for the LST
and since a pointing mode is being simulated, hard limits on the CMG gimbal
positions and on the control law outputs have no effect on overall system per-
formance and were deleted from the program after having been initially
included. The CMG gimbal angles have unlimited anguiar freedom. The LST
is represented by Euler's equations. Kinematic relations represent sensors
which provide attitude rate and position information, and the generator for
the earth's magnetic field represents an onboard magnetometer. The control
law, CMG steering law, and coil dipole commands represent equations which
are normally solved by the onboard computer. The CMG angle rate limit, the
CMGs, and the limit dipoles blocks represent the corresponding hardware
components. As discussed in Sections F.3 and F.4, the CMG steering law is
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the CMG torque matrix which converts
the commanded torque into CMG gimbal rate commands. The coil dipole
commands are generated by the vector cross product of the earth's field and
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Figure VI-39. Block diagram of the LST digital simulation.
desired magnetic torque vectors. The desired magnetic torque is composed
of two factors. These are the CMG momentum state weighted by K d to dump
CMG momentum and the commanded torque weighted bv K tn nrn,_ _;_-+
c
control in the event of CMG failures. The connection between T and M is not
illustrated in Figure VI-39. c
The control law is composed of attitude position, rate, and
integral of position components, each weighted by a feedback gain which has
been selected to give the desirable LST pointing performance and stability
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characteristics as shownin Figure VI-40. ,Without integral feedback, a control
system 'uanuw.u_h_----'_of 0. 1Hz must he_selected to attain a steady state pointing
error of 1 arc sec or less under the maximum g.g. torque acting on LST. At
that design bandwidth and assuming a control system damping of 0.7, the
corresponding position gain on the major inertia axis is about 37 500 N-m/rad
(27 642 ft-lb/rad). By adding integral of position feedbackwhilc holding the
rate and position gains constant, the steady state pointing error can be reduced
to about 0. 001 arc sec. As shownin Figure VI-41, the steady state pointing
error decreases as the integral gain is increased. But eventually, as the
integral gain approachesthe position gain value, instability occurs. To reduce
the pointing error further, the bandwidthmust be increased, resulting in
higher values for both the position and rate gains. A practical upper limit on
bandwidth is about 0.4 Hz to attain LST fine body pointing.
b. Parameters. Many caseswere simulated for various LST
configurations, orbital conditions, and control gains. However, the simulation
results to be shownare all for only one LST configuration and one type orbit
so that data canbe compared under the sameenvironmental conditions. Table
VI-14 shows the vehicle and simulation parameters. The LST inertias for the
graphite-epoxy OTA are more favorable than earlier pre-Phase A inertia
values. The position and rate gains were selected to give a natural frequency
of 0.628 rad/sec basedon an assumeddampingratio of 0.7. The correspond-
ing time period is 10 sec. The integral of position feedbackgains and the
MTS gains, Kd and Kc, were empirically derived from simulation data. Based
on the electromagnet sizing and CMG selection, the values for the dipole limit,
momentum per CMG, andCMG skew angle represent hardware limitations.
At each half-second of orbital time, the equations in the simulation were
solved and the results printed out on each 50sec interval.
Table VI-15 illustrates the standard orbital parameters for
......... _"*of611 t_m(2._0n. mi._ the orbital rate is 1.08×LST. At a clrcu_L ,_ ............ ,
10 -3 rad/sec with a period of 5824 sec. A11 the simulation data have been
plotted as a function of orbital time scaled in 1000 sec increments. The orbit
starts at the time of winter solstice with the ascending line of nodes on the
morning terminator. The earth is positioned under the orbit such that the
north magnetic pole is tilted toward the sun. The spacecraft is inertially
oriented with its long axis (X) pointing to the sun, major inertia axis (Z)
northward perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, and its solar panel gimbal
axis (Y) perpendicular to the sunline in the ecliptic plane. Although the
orbital inclination should be 28.5 degrees, a value of 21.55 degrees was used
in the simulation runs to produce a 45 degree angle between the X-axis and
the local vertical. This type orbit and vehicle orientation will produce a
g.g. torque that will cause the CMGs to saturate more rapidly than any other
and represent a worst case for attitude hold.
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TABLE VI-15. ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Symbol Value Parameter
AA
I
X
_2
f_
e
T
0
CO
0
e
B
611 km (330 n.mi.)
28.5 deg
270 deg
deg
-7.3 deg/day
345 deg
5814 sec
0.001, 078, 78 rad/sec
23.45 deg
Orbital Altitude
Orbital Inclination
Solar Position for Winter Solstice
Morning Terminator Orbital Line
of Nodes
Orbital Regression
Greenwich Meridian to Tilt
Magnetic Pole Sunward
Orbital Period
Orbital Rate
Angle Between Ecliptic and
Equatorial Planes
Earth's Magnetic Field Generated
by Spherical Harmonic
Coefficients
c. Results. Figure VI-42 illustrates the g.g. torque vector
components and magnitude relative to the LST body axes. The Y component
is biased negatively and attains its maximum possible value of 0.14 N-m
(0. 104 ft-lb). Other orbital conditions, however, can cause the biased
torque to appear on either the X- or Z-axis or to be prorated between all
axes simultaneously. The maximum permissible g.g. torque always occurs
on the intermediate axis of inertia, the Y-axis for LST. The corresponding
g.g. momentum components and magnitude are shown in Figure VI-43. The
biased Y-axis torque produces a secular momentum of 410 n-m-sec (302 ft-
lb-sec) in one orbital period. As long as the same vehicle orientation is
maintained, the momentum hni!dup continues. To prevent CMG saturation,
the MTS for the LST must be able to compensate or dump this secular momen-
tum. Both the X and Z momentum components are cyclic. But due to LST
body symmetry about the X-axis, both the torque and momentum values are
near zero. With the MTS turned off, the CMG torque and momentum com-
ponents are the same as those shown for g.g.
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Figure VI-42. Gravity disturbance torque.
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Figure VI-43. Gravity momentum components.
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The accumulated CMG momentum is shown in Figure VI-44
with and without the MTS dumping momentum. The difference between the two
curves represents the momentum dumped by the MTS. During the one orbit
period, all the secular and a large part of the cyclic g.g. momentum has been
dumped.
Using only position and rate feedback signals, a control system
that performs well will produce an attitude error signal proportional to the
disturbance torque. Such a pointing error can be observed in Figure VI-45.
Without the MTS, the peak error is 0.8 arc sec and occurs at the same orbit
time as the peak g.g. torque. But with the MTS operational, the magnetic
torque required for magnetic momentum dump acts as a second disturbance
torque and the peak values do not correspond to g.g. With magnetics, the
peak pointing error (0.6 arc sec) occurs about midway in the one orbital
period.
When integral of position feedback is included in the control
law, the pointing error is no longer shaped like the disturbance torque. As
shown in Figure VI-46, integral control reduces the pointing error (by about
a factor of 100) to about 0. 003 arc sec without the MTS active and about 0. 005
arc sec with the MTS active. Using integral control, the magnetic dump gain,
Kd, has been reduced from 0.1 to 0. 005. As the pointing requirement gets
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Figure VI-44. Accumulated CMG momentum.
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smaller, the MTS gains must be reduced to make the electromagnet dipole
operate in a near-linear mode to prevent excessive pointing errors. As
previously shownin Figure VI-44, very little momentum is accumulated in
the CMGswith the MTS operating. Consequently, the gimbal angles stay small
comparedwith those obtained without using the MTS. The CMG gimbal angles
using position and rate feedbackcontrol without the MTS active are shownin
Figure VI-47. Gimbal angles numbers 2 and 4"attain a maximum of about 20
degrees near the end of one orbit. If continued, a possible gyro hang-up
condition would have occurred whengimbals 2 and4 reached ±90degrees,
respectively, with gimbals 1 and 3 near zero. In this particular situation,
the hang-up plane is the X-Z vehicle plane and the hang-up direction is the
Y-axis aboutwhich the secular momentum is building up. The gimbal angles
with the MTSoperating are shownin Figure VI-48. The maximum value
attained by any CMG gimbal angle is only about 4 degrees. Very little differ-
ence canbe observed in the gimbal angles when integral feedbackis added.
Sothe gimbal angles are not shownfor those cases.
Componentsof the earth's magnetic field in geocentric coor-
dinates havebeen shownpreviously in Figure VI-20. These componentsare
operated onby appropriate transformations to obtain the field components in
LST body coordinates as illustrated in Figure VI-49. The onboard magne-
tometer would measure these components. For the particular orbit analyzed,
the LST is in a solar pointing mode. Thus, B is the sunward, B is the
x y
20 2
I 2... ... ,, 5--
4
Figure VI-47. CMG gimbal angles without magnetic dump,
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perpendicular to the sun in the ecliptic plane, and B is the perpendicular to
z
the ecliptic component. The total magnitude is given by B. Since the secular
g.g. momentum is on the Y-axis, the Mx, Mz, Bx, and B componentsz
through the cross product dipole law will dominately be used to form a Y-axis
torque TM which is dumping the secular momentum. A s shown in Figure
Y
VI-50, both M and M reach their maximum permissible values of 4000 A-m 2
x z
(0.3 ft-lb/gauss) and are saturated during parts of the orbit. Once the
magnetic dipole vector has been generated, it reacts with the ambient earth's
geomagnetic field to produce the torque components shown in Figure VI-51.
The maximum value attained is about the same as the maximum g.g. torque,
0.14 N-m ( 0.1 ft-lb).
For comparison purposes, the total magnitudes of the g.g.,
magnetic, and CMG torques are plotted in Figure VI-52. Without the MTS,
the CMG and g.g. torques are identical (not shown) ; but with the MTS, the
magnetic torque approximates that of g.g. The CMG torque is generally less
than either the magnetic or g.g. torque, indicating that the use of the MTS
results in lower CMG gimbal rates as well as small deviations in gimbal angles
from their null or reference starting positions.
CMG Number 4 was deleted from the simulation by setting its
momentum to zero along with its corresponding columns in the CMG torque
matrix. No change was made in the pseudoinverse routine and the three
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Figure VI-50. Magnetic torquer dipoles to continuously reset the CMGs.
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operational CMGs were not initialized to a new zero momentum state. At the
start of the run, there was a biased momentum of 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec)
on the positive Z-axis with the gimbal angles at zero. At the initial orbital
position, the MTS started forcing the CMGs to a new reference position at
which the momentum is zero. After about three-fourths of an orbit, a new
CMG null position was established with _ 1 = -35, _ 2 = 0, and _ 3 = 35 degrees
and the CMG momentum near zero. During this reinitialization period, the
pointing error was less than 0. 006 arc sec. During the next orbit, after the
new CMG null was established, the performance was the same as with all
four CMGs operating (see Figure VI-46). In addition, the CMG gimbal angles
deviated less than 4 degrees from their new reference position. Other CMGs
were failed with similar results, although in each case, the CMG null refer-
ence position would be different.
Since the Z-axis electromagnet is utilized more than others,
the dipole limit on the Z-axis as well as CMG Number 4 were set to zero.
This situation corresponds to failures of the two electromagnets whose dipoles
are aligned with the Z-axis of the LST as well as a CMG failure. The pointing
performance was slightly degraded by the other dipoles reacting in more of a
nonlinear manner and all the secular g.g. momentum was not dumped. At
the half-orbit time point, the pointing error peaked at 0. 009 arc sec (as
compared with 0. 005). By the end of one orbit, only about half the secular
g.g. momentum had been dumped. Under worst-case conditions, the three
operational CMGs could have been saturated in about 10 orbits. However, it
is quite likely that a new vehicle orientation (experiment pointing target)
would have been selected during this time interval, thus alleviating the problem.
If not, the LST would have to be maneuvered in a g.g. momentum dump
sequence. During 10 orbits, however, the earth would have rotated about
243 degrees, with very little change in the orbit relative to solar coordinates
and the local vertical, thus drastically changing the geomagnetic field in LST
coordinates. Therefore, CMG saturation in 10 orbits may or may not occur.
In a subsequent run, the earth was rotated 180 degrees under the orbit so that
the north magnetic pole was initially tilted away from the sun. By the end of
an orbit, the peak accumulated momentum was about one-fourth that of the
maximum g.g. secular momentum. There was no observed increase in
pointing errors in this subsequent run. The tentative conclusion is that the
three operational CMGs would not be saturated by worst-case g.g. torques
eve_-_ with the electromagnets on one vehicle axis ii,operaLiv_.
Additional runs were made with and without the MTS in which
the momentum per CMG was varied. Without the MTS, the H per CMG could
be reduced to 136 N-m-sec (100 ft-lb-sec) and still meet the basic LST
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objectives. With this low H value, a singularity of the torque matrix was
always ....... _A .+ about ,_n_ h_lf orbit _nd s_+u_'a+_on occurred at about
1.3 orbits. When a singularity internal to the momentum envelope was
approached, a pointing error peak of about 10 arc sec was observed over a
100-see interval, after which, normal pointing performance was maintained
until saturation. However, by selecting a different initial gimbal angle set
( see Section F. 3. d and Figure VI-24), the singularity conditions changed
such that none were approached until CMG saturation. In this case, the
performance was not degraded by using small CMGs. With the MTS, the
pointing performance was the same as that obtained with the baseline momen-
tum value per CMG. The baseline momentum of 678 N-m-sec per CMG could
be reduced significantly without affecting the LST performance and still meet
all mission objectives.
G. System Implementation
I. Sensors
a. Reference gyro assembly (RGA). The RGA contains six
single-degree-of-freedom, Northrop GI-K7G gas-bearing spin axis gyros
with their input axes orienfed normal to the surfaces of a dodecahedron. Any
three gyros can provide three-axis attitude measurement capability.
The gyro pickoffs are maintained at null by pulse width
modulated capture loops. During experimentation, each pulse output of the
pulse torque loop represents an input axis angular increment of 0.02 arc sec.
The output pulses are accumulated in the pulse accumulator of the transfer
assembly and sent to the digital processor assembly for further processing
and attitude and rate computations.
To provide system accuracy equivalent'to a three-axis
orthogonal set of gyros as well as onboard fault detection capability, four
gyros will be active and their outputs used simultaneously in attitude
computations.
The dodecahedron RGA will be implemented in an all-orthogonal
structure by the use of three gyro twin-pack assemblies. Each twin-pack will
have the two gyros mounted on a plate with their output axes parallel. The input
axes of the two gyros will be skewed by 31 degrees 43 arc min 2.9 sec to form
a two-plane configuration. When mounted mutually perpendicular, the three
plates configure the dodecahedron arrangement.
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The electronic subassemblies will be packagedinto potted
functional modules, each designedto interface with a gyro twin-pack. Each
electronic channelconsists of a dc power supply, a gyro rotor excitation
supply, torque to rebalance electronics, readout and countdownlogic, and a
gyro temperature controller.
Figure VI-53 defines the RGA configuration and summarizes
the performance characteristics.
b. Fixed Star Tracker (FST). The FST characteristics are
summarized in Table VI-16 and a simplified sketch of the FST andthe elec-
tronics block diagram are shownin Figure VI-54. The FST is a conventional
image dissector type star tracker that provides two-axis information from the
outputs of the two-axis electromagnetic deflection coil currents. An internal
threshold canbe set by commandso that the FST will respond to the brightest
star in its FOV having a magnitude of greater than +3.0, +4.0, or +6.0. For
magnitudes of +6.0 or higher, additional filtering will be provided to obtain
the required accuracy. The noise equivalent angle (NEA) versus star magni-
tude relations are depicted in Figure VI-54 and show how a reduction in
bandwidth through additional filtering can improve accuracy.
The sunshadefor the FST is of typical design and will require
modifications to fit the mounting location. An attentuation of 108in sunlight
or earth shine is provided when the boresight is within 48 degrees of these
energy sources.
The following three basic functions are supplied by the power
supply:
1. A constant current for the focus coil to maintain gain
and linearity.
2. Voltages for the dissector photodiodeand dynodechain.
3. Secondaryelectronics power.
An additional feature may be required by the LST FST to avoid
arcin_ when high voltage i_ _pp]i_d _¢ _h_ _m_ +_.... _+_"' prcssure .......
in the FST. This high voltage arcing can be avoided by pressurizing the
tracker for early operation and later venting to the space vacuum. A period
of 8 to I0 hours may be required to vent below criticalpressure. If early
operation is not mandatory, then initialpressurization will not be required,
but the venting period is stillnecessary. This pressurization-depressurization
feature is not considered to be a high cost item.
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Figure VI-53. RGA configuration and performance characteristics.
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TABLE VI-16. FST CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
Field of View (FOV)
Acquisition 8 deg × 8 deg
Instantaneous FOV 11 arc min diameter
Lens Super Farron 75 mm f/0.87
Image Tube F4012 Image Dissector
Sensitivity 6th Mag AO Stars
Accuracy (1 Hz Bandwidth)
Noise Equivalent Angle
Bias and Drifts
Linearity (Calibrated)
10 arc sec (measured)
6 arc sec
0.1 percent
Position Address Gradient 1 V/deg
Output Signals
Input Signals
X Position
Y Position
Signal Strength Mode
Command Search
On/Off
Command Threshold
Power 5 watts (measured)
Input Voltage +15 Vdc and +5 Vdc
Size 11.4 cm× 11.4 cm× 40.6 cm
Weight 5.4 kg (12 lb)
Design Features
i_tcgral Bright Object Sensor and Shutter
High Reliability Image Dissector
Signal Strength Output
Tracks Brightest Star Above Threshold
C ommandable Thresholds
Sunshade to Provide Minimum of l0 s Sunlight Attenuation
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Figure VI-54. FST and electronics.
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c. Coarse SunSensor (CSS). Each of the five identical CSSsis
a two-axis, dual mode, (2_ steradian FOV with a +10degree linear range)
analog sun sensor manufacturedby Bendix Corporation. It is similar to the
model 1771858unit except the glass dome is to be replaced by a quartz cylin-
drical dome.
Each unit consists of 12 solar cells (Fig. VI-55) with four
of the cells mountedin a quad cell arrangement in a plane normal to the CSS
optical axis. Light reaching these cells passes through a square aperture
placed in front of the quadcell. Symmetric error signals are obtained by
electrically differencing output currents from diametrically opposedcells
in the TA. The quadcell provides the +10 degree linear output which decreases
for offset angles larger than 10degrees. The remaining eight cells are placed
around the periphery of the quad cell in an octagonal arrangement. These
cells are placed at right angles to the plane of the quad cell and are biased off
mechanically in the central 20-degree cone about null by a shadowingboss
extending into the FOV of the peripheral cells. The peripheral cells provide
sunline polarity information over the remainder of the hemisphere not covered
by the quadcell by electronically differencing diametrically opposedpairs of
cells in the TA.
The following is a summary of the physical and functional
characteristics of the CSS:
Mass
Size
Power
Detector Type
Output
Null Sensitivity
Linear Range
Linearity
Null Accuracy
0.1 kg (0.20 lb)
4.8 cm×4.1cm
Baseplate -- 6.4 cm diameter
None, a passive device
Silicon solar cells (12 cells)
0 to 5 mA
0.20 mA/deg
+10 degrees, both axes
2 percent
6 arc min
d. Magnetometer. The magnetometers manufactured by Dalmo-
Victor and used on the OAO spacecraft are suitable for the LST. This fluxgate
tvne_, magnetometer ............_ _o *_^_l_geomagneLic _ield along each oi the vehicle
axes and converts this to a dc voltage. The following are principal
characteristics:
i. Range
2. Sensitivity
+60 microtesla
4. 167 × 10 -2 Vdc/microtesla
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Figure VI-55, Coarse sun sensor operation diagram.
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3. Dimensions 26.7 cm x 12 cmx 12 cm
4. Frequency Response 280 Hz
5. Mass 3 kg (6.5 lb)
6. Power 2 watts
To avoid distortion of the measured geomagnetic field, the
magnetometer will be located on the spacecraft with as much separation as
possible from the magnetic torquer coils. Other extraneous magnetic fields
must also be considered. However, the magnetic torquer coils are considered
to be the major source of interference to the magnetometer measurements.
If the physical locations of the components do not solve the magnetic inter-
ference problem, an alternate scheme of sampling the magnetometer outputs
can easily be implemented. In this scheme, the outputs of the magnetometer
can be sampled at intervals of roughly 1 min while the torquing currents to
the coils are turned off. This procedure should be satisfactory because of the
slow geomagnetic field changes (two cycles per orbit) that occur as the LST
orbits the earth.
2. Actuators
a. Contrpl Moment Gyros. The design reference CMG system
requires four SGCMGs arranged in the configuration described in Section F. 3
and shown in Figure VI-20. Each CMG assembly is complete with an active
and redundant drive electronics assembly (DEA) and requires only primary
power input for operation.
The CMG selection for LST is based on the report cited in
Reference VI-1. As the HEAO CMG design and specifications become finalized,
the CMG selection for LST will be updated to preserve commonality.
Figure VI-56 is an outline drawing of the CMG assembly.
Basic functional and physical characteristics are:
1. Momentum 610 N-m-sec, nominal
Speed Control i.O percent
407 to 814 N-m-sec
2. Runup and Rundown Time 4 hr, nominal
3. Steady State Gimbal Torque 8.4 N-m, minimum
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ASSEMBLY
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Figure VI-56. CMG cutaway drawing.
4. Peak Gimbal Torque
5. Minimum Commandable Rate
6° Steady State Spin Motor Power
7. Spin Motor Runup Power
8. Torque Motor Power (At
Steady State Torque)
9. Static Balance
10. Dynamic Balance
11. Monitoring Signals
a. Gimbal Rate: Range,
Accuracy
b° Wheel Speed Accuracy
13.6 N-m, minimum
0.005 deg/sec to O. 05
deg/sec
14 W nominal, 33 W max
90W, max
14 W, max
3.5 × 10 -4 N-m
3.5 × 10-3 N_m 2
• 10 deg/sec, ±1.0 percent
±1.0 percent
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c. Spin Motor Current
Accuracy
+3.0 percent
d. Spin Bearing Temperature ±5.0 percent
Accuracy
e. Torque Motor Current
Accuracy
±3.0 percent
Two major departures from the HEAO CMG assembly design
are required to meet LST pointing requirements. First, the gimbal control
electronics must include proportional plus integral control to reduce the
effects of the CMG gimbal nonlinearities. In conjunction with this change,
the outer control loop that includes the sensors, CMGs, and vehicle dynamics
must have compensation to conform with the CMG gimbal design and integral
networks to provide the high gain at low frequency necessary for very small
angle errors in the presence of disturbance torques. Second, shock mounts
to isolate CMG force and torque disturbances from the LST structure will be
required to maintain the LOS optical stability. Both of these subjects were
discussed in Section F, the system performance and analysis section of this
document.
b. Magnetic Torquer System (MTS). The complete design
details, operation descriptions, and performance analysis are contained in
Section F. 4.
c. Reaction Control System (RCS).
(1) Configuration Summary
(a) General. A functional schematic of the RCS
selected for the LST is shown in Figure VI-57. The RCS is a pressure
regulated, gaseous nitrogen, propulsion system modularized into three basic
elements -- a propellant tank, a black box, and two major thruster modules.
Auxiliary items, most of which are contained in the black box, are latching
solenoid isolation valves, filters, pressure regulators, check valves, pressure
and temperature transducers, pressure gages, manual shutoff valves, pneu-
matic disconnects, propellant fill _nrl a_n .ol ...... _^ _ ..........
connecting plumbing. The RCS elements are assembled in the SSM as shown
in Figure VI-58. A mass statement for the RCS is shown in Table VI-17.
The significant RCS features are as follows:
1. Twelve thrusters are used; six are active and
six are standby.
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2. Onetank is utilized to store the GN2 propellant.
3. A dual-level pressure regulator is used. W_h
the regulator operating in the high mode, the thrust level is 44.48 N ( 10 lbf).
With the regulator operating in the low mode, the thrust level is 2.22 N
(0.5 ibf).
4. With the exception of the tank, RCS component
redundancy is available.
5. Modularization of the RCS provides for ease in
maintenance.
6. Most components are off-the-shelf items.
(b) Propellant Tank. In determining the amount of
propellant needed to satisfy the allocated impulse budget (see Section F. 5) for
the LST, it was assumed that the RCS will provide an average theoretical
specific impulse of 65 seconds, resulting in a GN 2 requirement of 17.69 kg
(39 Ibm).
An investigation to determine the availability of
existing GN 2 storage tanks revealed two that could be considered for application
to the LST RCS. One is a GN 2 tank used in the Skylab thrust attitude control
system (TACS) and the other is a cold gas storage tank used in the backup
RCS for the Lockheed Satellite Control Section.
The Skylab tank shell is made of 6A1-4V titanium
alloy. The tank is spherical with a diameter of approximately 0.61 m (2 ft),
weighs 53.07 kg (117 Ibm) empty, and is man-rated. In a fully-loaded operat-
ing condition, the tank contains 28.58 kg (63 ibm) of GN 2 at an operating pres-
sure of approximately 2.14 × l0 T N/m 2 (3100 psi). The McDonnell DougLas
Corporation provides the tank for the Skylab TACS.
The Lockheed Satellite Control Section backup RCS
tank selected is also made of 6A1-4V titanium alloy. The tank (manufactured
by Pressure Systems, Inc. for Lockheed) is spherical with a diameter of
approximately 0.57 m (22.25 in. ), weighs 25.54 kg (Sa..2 !bin) empty, and
has a safety factor of 2.0 (burst pressure/operating pressure). In a fully
loaded operating condition, the tank contains approximately 19.50 kg (43 Ibm)
of GN 2 at an operating pressure of 2.07 × 107 N/m 2 gage (3000 psig). The
Lockheed tank was selected because its capacity approximates that needed for
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the LST emergency modes. The tank consists of two forged hemispheres
which are t!mgsten-inert-gas welded to a transition joint to form a sphere.
The tank assembly has a thermal managementsystem which includes a flight
heating system and a ground heating system, each containing two heaters, a
thermostat, and an electromagnetic interference (EMI) suppressor. Associ-
atedwith the thermai managementsystem are two electrical cormectors _d a
temperature sensor. The tank is covered with multilayer insulation, such as
aluminized mylar. Whenthe tank is applied to the LST RCS, the ground ther-
mal managementsystem will be deleted.
The Lockheedtank has been qualified to perform
to the Satellite Control Section requirements during exposure to orbital con-
ditions for a period of 6 months. How much longer the tank can perform
beyondthis time period is unknown. There is no knownreason why the tank
cannot perform under orbital conditions for 2.5 years or beyond; however,
testing to prove this would be required.
Since the tank has only a single port, an integral
manual shutoff/fill and drain valve associatedwith this port will be required.
Associated with this valve will be a pneumatic disconnect fitting to provide
an attachment for the propellant supply line which leads to the black box.
This same fitting will also be used for filling the tank. The addition of the
valve/pneumatic fitting to the tank will be a necessary tank modification.
Since a bump or scratch on the surface of the tank
when fully loaded could cause the tank to explode, a protective cover around
the tank will also be required. Other necessary modifications to the tank and
to what extent the tank should be requalified for application to the LST RCS
should be determined in the LST PhaseB study effort.
(c) Black Box. The black box housesthe numerous
auxiliary RCScomponents (valves, reguiators, etc.) as w_li as a _,_ _.-
mary RCScomponentswhich cannot easily be replaced on orbit on an individ-
ual basis. Shoulda componentin the black box fail and cause the successful
operation of the RCSto be in jeopardy, the black box can simply be replaced
during an LST maintenanceperiod. Becauseof the large number and type of
components in the black box, andhencethe greater probability of a failure,
complete redundancyin black box componentswas provided.
Even thoughthe components in the black box are
existing items, the black box does not exist. As a proposed concept, the
black box is to consist of two primary structural members -- a baseplate and
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a protective cover. The baseplate will be designedas the load-carrying
structure for the internal and external components. Mounting structure will
be provided on the baseplate for attaching the individual componentsandfor
retaining the plumbing, pneumatic disconnects, andwire harnesses. The
baseplate will also have the necessary structure for attaching the box to the
SSM. A protective cover will fit over and attach to the baseplate. The cover
can be madeof fiberglass or some lightweight sheet metal.
The black box will be designed and configured for
minimum weight andvolume, and for ease in handling; however, for purposes
of this study, the box is envisioned as being rectangular and measuring 0.18
m× 0.51 m× 0.71 m (7 in. x 20 in. × 28 in.).
(d) Thruster/Thruster Module. Since the RCS is an
LST backup control system, the thrust level and minimum impulse bit (MIB)
requirements could vary over a broad spectrum. RCS control requirements
for very small LST disturbances as well as for very large LST disturbances
could be necessary; therefore, rather than optimize a thrust level, an MIB,
and a thruster system for the LST, an existing system was selected that is
thought to most nearly satisfy the expected LST thruster requirements.
The Agena RCS thrust valve cluster is selected
as the basic thruster module for the LST RCS. The solenoid-operated thrust
valve cluster consists of three identical thrust valve cartridges mounted on a
single manifold containing a pressure port and electrical receptacle common
to the three valves. As shown in Figure VI-57, four of these modules are
utilized by the LST RCS. Two of the modules are active and two are standby.
An active module and a standby module are clustered into a single major
module for mounting to the LST (Fig. VI-58). The two major modules are
mounted 180 degrees apart, and each module is located 90 degrees from the
solar panel support structure. This arrangement minimizes the thruster
plume impingement on the solar panels. The thruster modules are mounted
to the LST as far aft as possible and as far radially as possible to take
advantage of the maximum lever arm distance which in turn minimizes the
propellant weight required. The structural makeup of the major module and
its design for attaching to the LST should be determined in the Phase B study.
However, the method selected for attaching the modules to the LST must be
simple enough for man to be able to replace them by means of an extravehicular
activity (_;VA).
(2) LST RCS Maintenance Procedure. Reference is made
to Figure VI-57 in conjunction with the following description of the LST RCS
maintenance procedure. Assume that, during one of the LST maintenance
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visits, the RCSpropellant is found to be almost depleted, a major component
failure has occurred in the black box, andone of the major thruster modules
hasbeen switched to its standby system becauseof a valve failure in the
active system. During this maintenancevisit, the GN2tank would needto be
refilled or replaced with a full tank, the black box would needto be replaced,
and one or both of the thruster moduleswould needto be rep!aced.
Maintenance of the RCSis initiated by bleeding downthe
pressure inside the RCSto equal the pressure inside the SSM. With the
pressure inside the RCSequivalent to that in the SSM, the manual shutoff
valve on the tank and in eachline leadingto the exterior of the spacecraft
is closed. A pneumatic fitting at the tank, which connects the tank to the line
leading to the black box, is disconnected. After an electrical connection to
the tank has beendisconnected, the tank is removed from its support rack
structure andplaced in the Shuttle supply/spares area.
Next, the black box is removed from the SSM. Removal
of the black box consists of disconnecting sevenpneumatic fittings -- one fitting
for each line which leads to the exterior of the spacecraft and the fitting for
the line which leads from the tank -- the black box electrical connector, and
removal of the black box from its support structure. A newblack box is
placed in proper position in the SSMand is connectedfollowing the reverse of
the procedure used to remove the old black box.
If GN2resupply facilities are on board the Shuttle, the
tank will be refilled and reconnected to the LST RCS;otherwise, the Shuttle
will have to bring a fully-loaded replacement tank from the ground, andthe
old tank will be flown back to the ground for resupply and later use. Regard-
less of the resupply method, the tank is placed in its support rack structure
and is connectedfollowing the reverse of the procedure for its removal,
except that the tank manual shutoff valve will not be openeduntil the RCSis
_'_L__ j .... ;_ ",,'Y,,'_";_,'I-_ n _ n _ 4qtogether and ready to operate. In the interest of s_l_y uu_.,_ a ................
visit, it is suggested that the fully loaded RCS tank be one of the last items
to be placed in position prior to the astronaut's leaving the SSM.
The major thruster module will have to be replaced by
means of an EVA. The two feed lines leading to the module are easily dis-
connected by means of a pneumatic disconnect similar to that used on the
black box. The two electrical connections to the module are disconnected
and, by some simple means, the entire module is separated from the LST.
The reverse of this procedure is followed in mounting the new module. The
expected life remaining in the other module determines whether or not it
should also be replaced during this maintenance visit.
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A worst-case RCS maintenance procedure was just
described. Of course, any one major element can be replaced without having
to replace the others. The described RCS checkout procedure is only sugges-
tive and is subject to variation.
(3) Conclusions and Recommendations. The RCS described
herein is a simple, regulated GN 2 system modularized into three basic ele-
ments to provide ease in manned orbital maintenance. Most of the components
are existing and are used in operational space systems. However, some of
the components may need to be modified and quality-tested for application to
the LST. The use of these existing components will result in a low-cost RCS
for the LST spacecraft.
Modularization of the RCS also provides for growth
potential. Should the RCS propellant budget increase substantially, the black
box can be modified for the connection of additional tanks, or a single common
manifold can be provided for the tanks which, in turn, connects to the black
box. Modification of the black box would not be necessary with the common
manifold approach. Volume is also available in the SSM for additional pro-
pellant tanks.
During the LST Phase B study, considerable attention
should be devoted to determining the exact requirements for an RCS on the
LST. Should the desirability for an RCS on the LST continue to exist, an
effort should be made to keep the impulse budget low enough for the RCS to
remain a simple GN 2 system. From the standpoint of reliability, lifetime
capability, system cost, and contamination effects, it is desirable that a GN 2
RCS be retained for the LST instead of a hydrazine or hot gas system.
Should a GN 2 RCS be selected for the LST during the
Phase B study effort, a detailed study should be performed to determine
whether the RCS should be a simple blowdown or regulated system. The
reliability needed in RCS components as well as the extent of redundancy in
these components should be determined. The feasibility of the RCS mainte-
nance method should also be investigated. Also, since dry nitrogen gas will
be used by the LST onboard contamination control system (CCS), an analysis
should be performed to determine the feasibility of using a common GN 2 supply
source for the RCS and the CCS.
A complete description of the RCS selected for the LST
will be published in a NASA TM X.
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3. Signal Processing
a. Transfer Assembly (TA). The TA combines in one assembly
all circuits and processing functions that are required to interconnect and
operate the various ACS assemblies and to provide their interface with other
LST subsystems as required. The TA is a modified HEAO design based on
LST ACS and overall systems requirements. It consists of the following
subas s emblie s:
1. Sensor buffer unit (SBU).
2. Computer input/output unit.
3. Command and telemetry unit (CTU).
4. Power converter unit (PCU).
5. Power switch unit (PSU).
The SBU contains all the circuitry for buffering and processing
the gyro and coarse sun sensor signals. By ground command, four gyros of
the RGA are selected using the SBU gyro select logic, and the gyro outputs are
processed by a set of four pulse accumulators. The accumulators are strobed
and reset on command by the DPA. The circuitry for the emergency sun
acquisition mode that uses the CSS data to command the RCS is provided by the
SBU. Selection logic for the FSTs and magnetometers also exists in the SBU.
The computer input and output units provide the buffering
interface between the DPA and the ACS and other subassemblies. The input
buffering has three functional circuits: Bilevels; analog to digital; and serial
digital. The bilevels serve as a power enable signal for each DPA module and
determine the DPA operating configuration. The analog signals originate at
the sensors and actuators and each input is selectively multiplexed and applied
to the A/D converter.
The CTU provides the interface buffering for most of the ACS
and permits ACS data to be handled by software routines within the DPA. This
concept simplifies the wiring and interfaces and provides the maximum flexi-
bility for data handling without affecting the hardware interface. A telemetry
buffer provides for a temporary storage of 16-bit words from the DPA. The
arrangement allows the DPA to output telemetry data in large batches at less
frequent intervals, thus reducing a critical timing burden on the DPA. Com-
mand processing is provided by an input register, control logic, and TA
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command storage designed to interface with the remote command decoders of
the C&DH system. TA command data such as power enables, mode selection,
etc., are identified, received, and placed in the TA command storage register.
All other command data are directed to the computer input unit for inputting
to the DPA. Cross strapping allows inputs to be used with either redundant TA.
A power converter unit derives-secondary power from primary
power and supplies this to ACS subsystems, primarily the DPA and TA, as
required. It also provides electrical isolation to selected TA and ACS circuitry.
By application of power, the power switching unit provides the
relays and circuits for switching and selecting all assemblies within the ACS.
Each redundant TA can independently select any combination of assemblies
within the ACS. The redundant TAs are provided with the input and output
cross strapped signals.
b. Digital Processor Assembly (DPA). The design reference
DPA selected is a modular internally redundant version of the Control Data
Corporation (CDC) 469 computer that was also selected for HEAO. Modi-
fications to the DPA software to conform to the LST ACS mission requirements
will be made, but the hardware will be essentially identical to that used in the
HEAO.
A general block diagram of the DPA is shown in Figure VI-59
complete with the cross strapping to interconnect the DPA central processors
with either redundant TA. An input/output block diagram of a basic single
central processor unit is shown in Figure VI-60.
Characteristics of the DPA are:
1. Dual redundant CPU.
2. Six 2000-word, self-contained memory modules.
3. Modules interconnected via dual redundant buses.
4. Secondary power obtained from the TA.
5. P-MOS/LSI technology.
6. 16-bit instruction and data words.
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OUTPUT (TO CROSS STRAP CIRCUITS)
CHANNEL
SELECT
I_-_'_"_'s_" I
_-BITLOCKOUTREGISTE_
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3 INTERRUPT EXECUTE
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PARALLEL SERIAL
OUTPUT OUTPUT
PROCESSOR
I/O RESPONSE
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SERIAL PARALLEL FROM
INPUT INPUTS PROGRAMMERS
CONSOLE
INPUT (FROM CROSS STRAP CIRCUITS)
Figure VI-60. Basic single central processor unit
input/output block diagram.
7. Fixed point fractional two's complement arithmetic.
8. 5-mil, NDRO plated wire memory.
9. 42 instructions.
10. 4 index registers.
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11. 3 interrupt levels.
12. Memory expandable to 64 000 words in 2000-word
increments.
The operating configuration of the DPA is controlled and
selected by the online TA. Each module of the DPA receives a separate
bilevel power enable signal from the TA that places it either in an operating
or standby mode. The DPA is then reset and initialized by a control signal
sent to the operating CPU. This causes the program counter to be initialized
to a known starting location from which the first program instruction is
fetched.
As part of the normal executive program function, the CPU
transmits a discrete signal to the TA each time the program completes a
major program cycle. This signal causes the fault timer in the TA to be
zeroed. In the event that either the selected CPU or memory module have
failed to the point at which the operating configuration cannot proceed through
a normal program cycle, the TA fault timer will overflow, indicating an
inoperative system. At this point, the DPA is shut down until commanded
into a new configuration by the ground station.
A provision is incorporated to bootstrap a new program into
the memory units via the uplink command system. This is accomplished by
loading a few selected memory locations with a "bootstrap loader" routine
via the externally forced direct execute instruction. The processor is then
initialized by the TA and proceeds to software bootstrap the remaining pro-
gram into memory.
H. Conclusions and Recommendations
The design reference ACS used in conjunction with the OTA fine guidance
system (FGS) will satisfy the LST pointing requirements. The dodecahedron
RGA using four active gyros, with frequent updating by the OTA FGS error
signals, will provide sufficient accuracy to meet the 1 arc sec, 3-axis, pointing
requirements during experimentation. Two-axis control of the LOS to maintain
a 0. 005 arc sec pointing stability requires tip and tilt positioning of the sec-
ondary mirror in response to FGS star tracker outputs. During occultation of
the FGS guide stars the RGA can provide the sensing function to maintain the
LOS excursions within the limits of the FGS coarse fields-of-view.
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Sensor noise (RGA and FGS) is critical to obtaining the required 0. 005
arc secpointing stability andwill be one of the primary factors limiting the
body pointing capability of the ACS andthe pointing stability. A thorough
investigation of sensor noise must be continued. Estimates of the FGS noise
indicate that the expectedlevels are acceptable. However, these estimates
in general have beenbased on photonnoise studies and more detailed investi-
gations are required to determine the FGStotal system noise. Gyros in the
RGA are marginal from a noise standpoint and realistic noise factors must be
established, followed by development of techniques to minimize the effects of
gyro noise.
The system signal processing concept and the interface operation of the
RGA, FST, and FGSrequires further analysis. Digital versus analog or
hybrid techniques should be analyzed and recommendeddesigns generated.
The designs shouldbe confirmed by prototype system tests.
The nonlinear properties of the CMG gimbal componentsare a source
of pointing instability. Theseproperties include friction, tachometer noise
and threshold, electronics deadzones, torque motor threshold, and angle
resolver threshold. Investigations in this area must be continued to obtain
realistic nonlinear models and to obtain CMG system designs that minimize
the effects of nonlinearities.
Internally generated CMG forces and torques whentransmitted by the
LST structure to the critical optical componentsgenerate pointing errors.
This vibration propagation and its effects must be thoroughly investigated.
Detailed dynamic models of CMGs should be generated and realistic force
and torque signature data accumulated. Properly designed shock mounts can
reduce the pointing errors, and rotor speed selection to avoid structural
reasonancescan further reduce the errors to a level consistent with the overall
pointing requirements. These factors shouldbe included in any CMG studies.
A digital processor dedicated to the attitude control system is recom-
mended. Assigning control functions to a central processor introduces prob-
lems in system test and calibration, software design and updating, and system
interfaces.
........ w_.Lof additional requirements that dictate precision slewing
should be assessed. Precision slewing for planet surveys with a narrow
spectrometer slit, comet tracking, and precision positioning of spectrometer
slits are typical examples. Additionally, an assessment must be made of the
hardware and operational techniques required to meet requirements of this
nature.
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The actuator systems recommended for LST are a cold gas RCS for
emergency or failure mode operation over a short interval or where high
torques may be required; an SGCMG system for normal operational modes
such as stabilizing, pointing, or maneuvering modes; and an MTS for momen-
tum management of the CMGs. Although the LST requirements with a Shuttle
launch do not dictate an RCS, a low impulse, cold gas RCS has been placed on
the reference LST, because it raises the confidence level for mission success.
The RCS will be in a standby operational status during orbital insertion by the
Shuttle or when docking is attempted. The RCS will also be used during abnor-
mal situations. For example, if the computer should fail, the CMGs and MTS
could not be used. While the failure is being analyzed and corrective actions
taken, the RCS through simple analog programming, which bypasses the com-
puter, would bring and hold the LST in a solar pointing orientation. Additional
studies should be done to define the sensor logic and algorithms required to
implement the RCS for emergency operations.
The four-skewed SGCMG configuration has been selected for LST. A
skew angle of 30 degrees provides a momentum envelope somewhat propor-
tional to the LST inertial values. Even with one CMG deactivated, the momen-
tum envelope is still shaped properly for LST control purposes. A momentum
value of 678 N-m-sec (500 ft-lb-sec) per CMG unit has been used for study
purposes. However, such a value produces a grossly oversized momentum
exchange system for LST, even when a CMG is deactivated. Simulations
indicate no difference between the performance obtained using either four or
three CMGs. Although all four CMGs would normally be used, consideration
should be given to using only three, with the fourth deactivated until needed
after a failure, especially if reliability or lifetime of the total system could
be enhanced. The CMG system momentum capacity permits continuous experi-
ment data gathering without desaturation for 6.2 orbits (4.4 orbits with three-
CMG operation) under worst-case environmental disturbances. A maximum
turning rate of 91 deg/min (67 deg/min with three CMGs) can be obtained about
the major inertial axis. Although the four-ske-_'cd CMG system e×ceeds LST
requirements, there are several obvious advantages to an bversized system:
1. Growth potential -- The vehicle inertias can become much larger
and more unfavorable without impacting the momentum-exchange system.
2. Commonality -- Use available CMGs from other programs, such
as HEAO.
3. Failure -- One CMG can be failedand normal operations continued
using only three CMGs.
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4. Permits the use of g.g. dump modes in the event of MTS failure.
5. Ghu -- Singularity detection and avoidance schemes are not
required. (Inside the maximum momentum envelopethere is a ghu free
envelopethat meets all LST requirements. )
6. Gimbal angles remain small permitting a constant gain steering
law to be analog programmed for possible failure modes.
7. Permits the MTS to be turned off for several orbits while experi-
ments extremely sensitive to magnetic fields are conducted.
The CMG steering law recommended is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse. This type steering law is relatively easy to implement and gives
excellent performance. In the event of a CMG failure, the steering law need
not be reprogrammed or any changesmade in the computational algorithms.
The failed CMG must, however, be identified and the corresponding column
elements in the CMGtorque matrix set to zero, in which case the pseudo-
inverse reduces to the exact solution. Most other steering laws considered
for LST would require major reprogramming to accommodatea CMG failure.
The MTS recommendedfor LST is used mainly for momentum manage-
ment of the CMGs. The system of Six electromagnets generate a dipole
moment in any specified direction by passing current through the appropriate
coils. Analysis has shownthat the magnetic field produced by the MTS is
more than 10 times less than the earth's ambient field in the SSM-SIPareas.
Thus, there are no additional shielding requirements for magnetically sensi-
tive instruments over that normally required for the earth's field. Moreover,
location of the magnetometer on the aft end of the SSMpermits the earth's
geomagnetic field to be measured while using the MTS. Thus, continuous use
of the MTS is recommended, in which case the CMG momentum variation
remains small. As a secondaryuse, the MTS is programmed to produce direct
vehicle control torques, permitting a greater depth of CMG failure and faster
recovery during and after a failure mode. Since the MTS is sized for direct
torque control, it is oversized for CMG momentum management. Any two of
the electromagnets can be deactivated and the remaining units can meet the
main objective of momentum dumping. Someof the advantagesof the MTS
proposed for the LST are li_te.d below:
1. No RCS or fuel weight is required for normal operational modes.
2. Lifetime is not limited by expendables.
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3. CMG saturation detection is no_ required for continuous desaturation.
4. Prevents CMG ghu.
5. One CMG fail operational capability.
6. Operation with only two CMGs is possible with some degradation.
7. Small size CMGs could be used.
8. Very small gimbal angles permit a constant gain CMG steering
law, if desired.
9. Automatically forces CMGs to a null position, without programming.
10. All the CMG momentum is available for maneuvers, since the
normal CMG momentum state stays near zero.
Most of the MTS analysis was done assuming a linear system. How-
ever, the materials used in constructing the electromagnet core may possess
nonlinear characteristics, such as hysteresis, and the OTA structure could
interfere with the dipole produced, changing its magnitude as well as direction.
Electromagnets of the size proposed for LST should be manufactured and
tested for magnetic operating characteristics such as current input to produce
the dipoles, the ability to linearly control its magnetic state, and the fields
propagated.
Since the CMGs are oversized and the MTS provides direct torque, ghu
detection and avoidance are not required for LST. However, ghu is a general
problem area that needs further investigation. To date, the 2-SPEED CMG
configuration and steering law is the only candidate that has been developed
that appears promising, in Lhe event 2-SPEED is further 4eve]oped and shown
practical, it should also be considered for LST.
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CHAPTERVII. MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSES
A. Introduction
The mission goal of the LST is to provide 15 years of on-orbit obser-
vation time. Present plans call for the initial 5 years of observation to be
performed by the precursor LST, with the remaining 10 years of on-orbit
operation being accomplished by the advanced LST.
In order to maintain an acceptably high level of operational performance
during the entire 15-year LST mission duration, the following three inter-
related factors must be considered:
1. Provide for instrument update when warranted by changing interest
or advance in technology.
2. Assure system performance for long-time observatory operation.
3. Minimize total LST program cost.
The following two options exist to sustain the LST performance at the
desired level for the 15-year mission duration:
1. Expendable LST -- in this option a new LST is placed on orbit when
the operational LST malfunctions.
2. Maintainable LST -- this option provides for repair of the mal-
functioning LST to return it to the desired performance level.
..... •_., _._1.... _ _ c_mpnri_nn of the program costs for both the
expendable and maintainable LST options with the maintainable LST serving
as a reference and assigned a relative program cost of unity:
Configuration
Option
Expendable LST
Maintainable LST
F light A rticles
Required
Total Relative
Payload Cost
1.8
1.0
In the abovetable, the number of LST vehicles required for the expend-
able program is basedon a componentdesign lifetime of 2 years over the 15-
year program duration. The number of LST vehicles required for the main-
tainable option includes one precursor for the first 5 years and one advanced
LST for the remaining 10years.
Also, from the abovetable, the potential cost savings resulting from
the maintainable LST option is approximately 44 percent of the expendable
LST program costs -- certainly greater than the uncertainties attendant with
current cost estimating techniques. In view of the magnitude of this potential
cost savings resulting from the maintainable LST option, the expendableLST
option was removed from further consideration.
B. Maintenance Trade Study Approach
A preliminary maintainability analysis was conducted for the LST
mission to determine and define a feasible maintenance concept. The four
following maintenance modes were initially considered for the LST spacecraft:
1. On-orbit manned maintenance -- pressurized.
2. On-orbit manned maintenance -- unpressurized.
3. On-orbit manipulator maintenance.
4. Ground-based maintenance.
I. Definition of Maintenance Modes
a. On-Orbit Manned Maintenance -- Pressurized. This mainte-
nance mode provides the crewmen direct access to the replaceable subsystems
elements and scientificequipment under shirtsleeve conditions and for this
reason requires a smaller design impact to the replaceable elements than is
required by other in-flightmaintenance modes. The shirtsleeve environment
and associated contamination control system for this maintenance mode are
provided by the Shuttle orbiter and chargeable to itspayload. Of the three
on-orbit maintenance modes considered, the pressurized (shirtsleeve) mode
enables the maintenance crew to perform more detailed and precise mainte-
nance tasks and to accomplish them more easily, more quickly, and with less
risk.
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b• On-Orbit MannedMaintenapee-Unpressurized. The general
configuration and equipmentarrangement selected for this maintenance mode
is similar to the mode described in the preceding paragraph, except that no
pressure vessel is provided and all maintenance operations are performed in
......... _ _nt_r_hiol]l_r a_tivitv (IVA) conditions, ispressure _ ...................... (IVA
defined as T'activity performed in space or on a celestial body by an astronant
internal to the space vehicle, under vacuum conditions. T') Life support of the
pressure suits may be provided via backpacks or umbilicals. At the present
time the umbilical mode appears to offer the advantages of smaller suit
volume and a lower suit-induced contamination rate.
c. On-Orbit Manipulator Maintenance. This maintenance mode
was developed by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and was selected
as its preferred maintenance concept for the LST servicing. In GSFC's
VVLarge Space Telescope (LST) Preliminary Analysis and Design Report, '_
the centerts manipulator maintenance concept was described in the following
manner•
The teleoperator system to be used to conduct in-orbit resupply
and mission update operations consists of the following assemblies and
functions:
1. A service module platform, which is attached to the
Space Shuttle and contains the spare subsystem and instrument modules,
designed to dock with the observatory.
2. A manipulator system, which is also located within the
service module platform, to perform the physical activity of removing the
malfunctioning subsystem and/or instrument modules and inserting new sub-
system and/or instrument modules.
3. A system of pilot (astronaut) operated controls, located
within the Shuttle command cabin, used to control subsystem box position and
rate of travel and also subsystem to spacecraft lock/unlock functions.
4. A system of visual sensors and monitors to provide the
pilot with a display of all external resupply activities.
d. Ground-Based Maintenance. This maintenance concept entails
retrieval of a malfunctioning LST by the Shuttle orbiter for return to earth
for maintenance and refurbishment. An immediately obvious disadvantage of
this mode is the requirement for an extra Shuttle launch.
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2. Maintenance Mode Comparison. The maximum design lifetime
for life-limited subsystems and instruments has been assessed as being 2 1/2
years. Consequently, initial maintenance trade studies were conducted
assuming that scheduled maintenance-is performed every 2 1/2 years. Since
the precursor LST is to have 5 years of service, one scheduled service
mission was planned and costed for comparison.
The trade study was carried out in the following manner. Special-
ists in the various discipline areas assessed each maintenance mode with
regard to the impact on the design of the LST configuration, design and
operational flexibility, performance characteristics, complexity, and develop-
mental and performance risks.
C. Maintenance Mode Study Results
Table VII-1 lists some 20 factors comparing and contrasting the four
considered maintenance modes. At this time the comparison is qualitative,
and as yet no attempt has been made to quantify or to arrive at "figures of
merit" for the various comparison remarks. From a technical viewpoint,
it can certainly be argued that all four maintenance options are feasible --
each with certain attractive and detrimental features. Careful perusal of the
table does, however, indicate that of the four maintenance options, the on-
orbit manipulator mode is the least attractive because of its shortcomings in
the areas of (1) ease of maintenance tasks, (2) quantity/complexity of sepa-
rate operations required, (3) growth potential and flexibility for design
changes, (4) interconnection quantity and complexity, (5) ease of maintenance
tasks, (6) logistics weight and volume requirements, (7) mission sharing
possibilities, (8) alignment and calibration capability, (9) special tool
requirements.
Primarily because of pressing commitments on other aspects of the
LST study, a complete technical assessment of the four maintenance modes
was not possible during this phase of the study. Study plans called for estab-
lishing a reasonable baseline maintenance mode for design and costing purposes
for this study phase and establishing a firm preferred maintenance method at
a later date. As will be seen later, the selected maintenance concept for this
study phase was chosen primarily on a cost basis.
1. Flight Sharing. Table VII-2 is a listing of the support system
module (SSM) subsystems and scientific instrument package (SIP} and optical
telescope assembly (OTA) scientific instruments which would be replaced
VII -4
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during a scheduled maintenance fIight. The total mass and volumes including
allowances for packaging were used in the maintenance mission analysis
trades. Since the on-orbit maintenance mission does not utilize either the full
weight nor volume payload capability of the orbiter, I_ST costs could be
reduced if some other mission shared the flight with the LST maintenance
mission. Employing this premise, the Space Shuttle Mission Model was
surveyed to locate compatible payloads to share flights with the LST mainte-
nance mission. A copy of the mission model used in this study appears in
Table VII-3.
Currently, there are no ground rules as to how Shuttle flight costs
are to be prorated for mission sharing. Costs could be prorated on payload
mass ratio, payload volume ratio, on-orbit operations time ratio, etc., or a
combination of some or all of the aforementioned factors. As a result of
discussions with engineering cost personnel, it was decided to select payload
mass as the basis for prorating mission sharing costs for this study.
The selection of payload mass ratio as the basis of cost proration
means that I_ST costs can be minimized by selecting the heaviest payloads
possible to share the LST maintenance mission flights; in this respect, Space
Tug missions proved to be some of the best candidates for mission sharing.
Table VII-4 presents the portion of the total number of payloads requiring the
Tug. There are ample Tug missions to share LST maintenance mission costs.
Before investigating specific flight sharing cases, it should be
noted that flight sharing does not apply to the earth return maintenance mode.
Since this mode requires retrieving the I_ST, which uses most of the orbiter
payload bay volume, few payloads can be identified to share such flights.
Servicing the LST at its orbit of 611 km (330 n. mi. ) requires
the orbiter to use an on-orbit maneuvering system (OMS) propellant tank which
is located in the aft end of the payload bay. The full OMS tank weighs 5443 kg
(12 000 lb) and is chargeable to the LST maintenance mission as part of the
required I_ST payload weight.
2. Specific Flight Sharing Cases. Figure VII-1 presents the maximum
payload length that can be accommodated for three specific flight sharing cases.
a. Unpressurized Spares in the Cargo Bay. In this case, the
spares are packaged in the cargo bay for on-orbit manipulator maintenance.
A total length of 3.66 m in the payload compartment is allocated for spares
packaging, manipulator access, and airlock module. Allowance for the OMS
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TABLE VII-4. TOTAL NUMBER OF PAYLOADSREQUIRINGTHE TUG
Total Number of Payloads (1979-1990):
Astronomy Space Physics Earth Orbital
415
Non-
Com/Nav a Planetary NASA
72 29 101 57 28 128
Tug required for approximately 224 payloads (54%)
5 25 5 33 28 128
a. C ommunication/Navigation.
tank and the Tug leaves 2.44 m of payload bay length for the Tug payload. An
automated payload packaging technique was utilized to scan the mission model
and select payloads which could share the LST maintenance mission, given
these constraints. Table VII-5 presents the resulting list of compatible
missions. Each row of the table lists a payload, its orbit characteristics,
its physical dimensions, and the calendar year of flight. At the lower right of
the table are annual totals of payloads available for LST maintenance mission
sharing. The major point to be learned from this table is that ample candi-
dates for flight sharing exist each year.
b. Spares in Pressurized Service Module. The second case
presented in Figure VII-1 is for the on-orbit manned maintenance mode,
utilizing a service module. The service module depicted in the sketch has
the dimensions of a current short Sortie Lab. The LST would be docked to
the service module _vith thc latter being ,,tJlized as an operations base for
maintenance activities and a storage area for spares. Since, as is shown in
Figure VII-l, only 1.22 m of the payload bay remain for the Tug payload, the
number of payload flight sharing candidates is substantially reduced, as
shown in Table VII-6. In addition, in this case, the LST maintenance mission
incurs the cost of carrying the 4536 kg (10 000 lb) service module to orbit.
c. Spares in the Crew Compartment. Preliminary investigation
revealed approximately 8.5 m 3 (300 ft 3) of volume available in the crew
compartment for packaging LST instruments and spares inventory and the
necessary support equipment. In this case, maintenance would be performed
by docking the orbiter to the LST and using the crew compartment as the
VII-15
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Figure VII-1. Maximum payload length for various spares locations.
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maintenance base of operations. As shown in Table VII-7, the flight sharing
J
analysis for *_" ....... lo_ that 7_ po.oonf of pnyln_d_ in the mission
model could share flights with the LST maintenance mission.
Because of these results, on-orbit manned maintenance using the
service module was no longer considered a viable option.
3. Number of Shuttle Flights Required. Table VII-8 shows the number
of Shuttle flights chargeable to each of the candidate maintenance options. As
an example, to determine the number of Shuttle flights charged to on-orbit
unpressurized (manipulator) maintenance, locate this maintenance mode in the
far left column. The column to the immediate right describes the initial
maintenance upflight. In this case, a Tug mission was selected to share the
orbiter upflight costs. The current round-trip cost for a Shuttle flight is
estimated at $10.5 million. One-way flight was considered to be half the
round-trip cost or $ 5.25 million. Recalling that costs are prorated on
payload mass ratio, the LST portion of the cost is determined as follows:
1. LST Maintenance Mission Mass
Spares Plus Support Equipment 3 652 kg
OMS 5 443 kg
Total 9 095 kg
2. Shared Payload (Tug Mission)
Tug Payload 467 kg
Tug 16 818 kg
Total 17 285 kg
3. Total Flight Payload Mass 26 380 kg
The LST portion of the flight is $5.25 M 9 095
26 380
- $1.81 M
The next two columns, Retrieval of LST and Return LST to Orbit,
do not apply to this maintenance option. The last column contains the orbit
flight sharing for the earth return flight. The procedure for calculating pro-
rated costs is the same as previously described. Note that the Tug mass
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shown reflects propellant consumption and satellite deployment. The final
result is that the LST program is charged for a portion of the cost of one
round-trip Shuttle flight for on-orbit manipulator maintenance.
The on-orbit pressurized (manned) maintenance flight sharing is
similar to the previously discussed case. It, too, is charged for a portion
of one round-trip flight on the orbiter. Detailed cost comparisons are dis-
cussed later.
Earth return maintenance is not charged for the initial Shuttle
upflight. The LST will be retrieved on the down leg of a mission to deploy
a payload. Studying Table VII-8 reveals that the LST program is charged
for one and one-half round-trip Shuttle flights for the earth return maintenance
option. As will be discussed later, orbiter flight costs are a major discrim-
inator when comparing maintenance options.
4. Orbital Operations During Flight Sharing. Thus far the discussion
on flight sharing has been devoted to the physical compatibility of payloads.
The operational compatibility of shared payloads will now be considered.
Figure VII-2 shows that it is operationally feasible to deploy a Tug at a 185 km
(100 n. mi.) orbit, have the orbiter transfer to a 61 km (330 n. mi.) orbit,
rendezvous with the I_ST, perform the LST maintenance mission, have the
Tug rendezvous with the orbiter at the 611 km orbit, and have the orbiter return
to earth with the empty Tug. The upper timeline in Figure VII-2 illustrates
Tug events, whereas the lower timeline presents current LST maintenance
activities. The 124 hours available for LST maintenance represents a mini-
mum value due to a combination of worst case assumptions with respect to
Tug phasing.
Detailed crew activity schedules of the maintenance operations
show that the required maintenance can be performed by two crewmen in 2
working days. Therefore, flight sharing with Tug missions provides ample
time to conduct the LST maintenance.
5. Scheduled Maintenance Cost Comparison. The results of the cost
comparison study of the three candidate scheduled maintenance methods are
given in Table VII-9. On-orbit pressurized maintenance was selected as the
cost study reference design, and costs are presented as millions of dollars
difference (A) from the reference design. The four cost columns give delta
cost for (1) shuttle flights, (2) design, development, test, and engineering
(DDT&E), (3) recurring cost, and (4) total cost.
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TABLE VII-9. LST SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE COST
COMPARISON a , b
Maintenance Mode
(Reference Design)
Pressurized On-Orbit
Maintenance
Unpressurized On-Orbit
Maintenance Using
Manipulators
Unpressurized On-Orbit
Maintenance Using
Manipulators (Increased
Configuration & System
Testing)
Earth Return
Maintenance
Shuttle Cost
i.09
1.09
DDT&E
31.93
55.27
11.82
-(11.97)
Recurring
1.93
1.93
8.99
Total
34.95
58.29
8.84
a. Reference design maintenance mode for cost study is on-orbit
pressurized.
b. Cost numbers are in $ Millions (A) from baseline.
The Shuttle flight costs for the on-orbit pressurized maintenance
and the on-orbit unpressurized maintenance using manipulators are nearly equal
since both missions were shared with a Tug flight. The earth return case is
based on the cost of one and one-half round trips above the design reference
mission.
Two sets of cost numbers are presented for the on-orbit unpres-
surized maintenance method using manipulators. These two cases bracket a
range of estimates (NASA and industry) which results from an uncertainty as
to the type and amount of required testing. More details on this subject will
be presented later. From Table VII-9, on-orbit unpressurized maintenance
using manipulators is seen to be the least attractive option from a cost stand-
point and was dropped from further consideration at this time.
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Although earth return maintenanceappears to be more costly than
on-orbit pressurized maintenance, the $8.84 million is considered to be
within the accuracy of the cost estimating techniques. Therefore, the earth
return and on-orbit pressurized maintenancewere considered equal competi-
tors at this point.
The major items contributing to the high DDT&E cost of the
on-orbit unpressurized maintenanceusing manipulators are:
1. Structure -- $3.97M greater than design reference.
2. Electrical power -- $ 5.60M greater than design reference.
3. Test hardware -- $ 3.17M greater than design reference.
4. Special manipulator -- $20. OOM.
These high costs are the result of more complex and highly integrated modules,
complex umbilicals, extensive testing, and special equipment. It is possible
that these costs could show a substantial increase if configuration and sub-
system test requirements increase. A conservative estimate of manipulator
maintenance costs incorporating a maximum amount of testing is $ 57.2M
above the reference design as shown in Table VII-9.
Again referring to Table VII-9, the Shuttle flight cost for the earth
return maintenance option is $11.82 million greater than the design reference.
With sharing effects included, the design reference maintenance mission Shuttle
flight cost is $ 3.93M. Although scheduled maintenance may be planned,
contingency or unplanned maintenance must be considered as a very realistic
possibility. The cost impact if an additional maintenance visit is required
during the 5-year precursor mission is presented in Table VII-10. Again the
cost design reference is on-orbit manned maintenance with one main_enanc_
mission. The costs shown are in millions of dollars difference from the
design reference. It is clear that the earth return maintenance cost is highly
sensitive to the number of maintenance missions required. As a result of
these findings, the on-orbit manned maintenance concept was selected as the
recommended maintenance mode for purposes of detailed study.
6. Recommended Reference Design Maintenance Method. The selec-
tion of on-orbit manned maintenance was made under the ground rule of one
scheduled maintenance mission after 2 1/2 years of LST operation. Pertur-
bation of the schedule was accomplished by assessing the impact of a contin-
gency maintenance flight. Therefore, inherent in the scheduled maintenance
VII-25
TABLE VII-10. LST MAINTENANCE COSTIMPACT DUE TO
bADDITIONAL SHUTTLE FLIGHTSa'
MaintenanceMode
On-Orbit Manned
Maintenance
Earth Return
Maintenance
A Cost for One
Maintenance Mission
0
(Design Reference)
8.8
A Cost for Two
Maintenance Missions
5.9 c
31.8 d
a. Cost design reference is on-orbit manned maintenance with one
mission.
b. Cost comparison is in $ millions A from baseline.
c. Design reference maintenance Shuttle costs resulting from flight
sharing plus $ 2.0M for spares.
d. Includes $ 7.19M recurring costs and $15.75M for one and one-
half additional Shuttle flights.
concept is the requirement for designing to accommodate unscheduled contin-
gency maintenance. Itfollows that ifthe LST requires maintenance prior to
the scheduled time, unscheduled maintenance will probably be performed. If
the LST is performing at an acceptable level at the time for scheduled mainte-
nance, maintenance will probably be postponed until required. Therefore,
unscheduled maintenance better satisfiesreal-world requirements.
In summary, the selected maintenance concept is unscheduled,
on-orbit manned maintenance without using a servicing module (Sortie Lab).
Equipment will be replaced only when required because of failure or scientific
update. Unscheduled maintenance will allow for reduction in design lifetime
of equipment from 2 1/2 years to some shorter time. Future studies will
determine the least-cost design lifetime/maintenance frequency combination.
To reduce costs the LST maintenance mission will share Shuttle
flights with other payloads. The LST may be returned to earth for major
maintenance when dictated by complexity of repair or when science desires
a major upgrading of optical or instrument systems. Table VII-11 presents
a listing of the items which would probably be replaced on an unscheduled or
"typical" maintenance mission.
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D. Crew Time for Typical Maintenance Mission
Table VII-12 lists the discrete crew maintenance tasks, the associated
crew time to perform each task, and the overall crew time to replace various
components. The replacement items selected for the preliminary analysis of
crew maintenance time are those for a "typical _' unscheduled maintenance
mission and include those shown in the following list:
1. Life-Limited Items
a. Tape Recorder 3
b. Battery 6
2. Typical Random-F allure Items
a. Reference GyroAssembly (RGA) 1
b. Digital Processor Assembly (DPA) 1
c. Control Moment Gyro (CMG) 1
d. Regulator 1
e. Remote Decoder 1
f. Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) 1
3. Typical Science Update Items
a. f/96 Camera & Filter Wheel 3
b. Echelle Spectrograph 1
c. Faint Object Spectrograph (UV) 1
The following assumptions were used in the crew maintenance time
analysis:
1.
2.
All replacement items are readily accessible in a resupply vehicle.
The resupply vehicle is docked directly to the SSM.
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3. All mechanical, electrical, and fluidconnections are the "quick-
disconnect" type.
4. Maintenance times are for one crewman working in a shirtsleeve
environment; i. e., on-orbit pressurized maintenance mode.
The total crew maintenance time for the replacement of all components
in the "typical" unscheduled maintenance mission is slightly greater than 12.5
hours. The total time required for the maintenance operations is about 41.5
hours.
E. Neutral Buoyancy Simulation Activities
Neutral buoyancy simulation activities are in process to further evaluate
both the shirtsleeve and the IVA maintenance modes. The pressurized (shirt-
sleeve maintenance) configuration will be evaluated first using a full-scale
mockup of the SSM and SIP in Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC's) Neutral
Buoyancy Facility. Essentially the same mockup will then be utilized to eval-
uate IVA maintenance of the same SIP and SSM elements.
The LST mockup represents the flight vehicle design as it existed in
late June 1972, with some minor modifications. The mockup has been designed
in four major subassemblies to facilitate configuration changes and equipment
updates. The major subassemblies comprising the mockup -- the docking port,
the 3.04 m cylindrical section, the SIP, and the SIP adjustment section -- are
depicted in Figure VII-3. Most "blackbox" items are mounted on the docking
port section on a ring shelf immediately inside the crew entry port. Large
components such as the CMGs, the reaction control system (RCS) module,
the GN 2 sphere, and the batteries are mounted on removable pallets within the
3.04 m cylindrical section. The SIP mounts to the inside surface of the SIP
.... _ .... _ www_ivll, VVX_L.LI.,,J.J. ill _ill lilUtlilUb _U &ll_ V_ III M_llllUl'It]_ll _t::_(_bJ.U[l.
This arrangement permits a fore-and-aft SIP adjustment capability of approxi-
mately 1.01 m. Planned neutral buoyancy simulation tests will serve to deter-
mine the minimum SiP/Docking Port clearance necessary for manned
maintenance.
To permit an early initiation of simulation activities, the SIP mockup
will be built in two stages. The first (preliminary) stage will include high-
fidelity structure and a detailed f/96 camera mockup, while the remaining
SIP equipment will be represented only by clearance envelopes, as shown in
Figure VII-4. The second stage of the SIP mockup will be achieved by replacing
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the axial and radial bay clearance envelopes with detailed mockups of the
remaining SIP equipment. The assembled mockup, including the preliminary
SIP, is as shown in Figure VII-5. The mockup will be placed in the Neutral
Buoyancy Facility in the horizontal position.
Planned simulations with the SSM and the preliminary SIP include the
removal and replacement of the following items:
1. Selected components mounted on the ring shelf.
2. RCS module and GN 2 sphere.
3. CMGs.
4. Batteries.
5. Small pallet-mounted items.
6. f/96 camera.
Simulations will be conducted in both the shirtsleeve and pressure-suit
modes and will be used to evaluate mobility aids, operational techniques,
clearance envelopes, and crew time required to remove and replace each item.
The SIP position will be varied during removal and replacement of large items,
such as the CMGs, to determine the minimum SSM length required for manned
maintenance.
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CHAPTERVIII. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
A. Support Systems Module Reliability Point Estimate
i. Introduction and Support Systems Module Reliability Summary.
The purpose of the reliability point estimate exercise described here is to
provide assurance that no serious reliability flaws have been incorporated
into the design reference. Tho this end, only that equipment essential to the
LST mission objectives and/or survival Of the LST is considered in this
estimate. "Survival" refers to those configurations of failed and unfailed
equipment that permit the Shuttle to dock with the LST for either return-to-
ground (retrieval) or on-orbit maintenance. "Success" is defined to require
only that the support systems module (SSM) equipment failure combinations
allow the collection, storage, and transmission of undegraded scientific data
and enable the SSM to receive and respond to ground commands. This success
definition permits a number of degraded modes (reduction of LST efficiency,
but not data quality) which are discussed in Section C of this chapter.
A 1-year SSM reliability goal of 0.95 was established for this
exercise. This number was selected to ensure a credible assurance of no
serious design flaws and to allow for SSM equipment commonality with the High
Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) program spacecraft. In general, such
reliability goals are, or should be, established by a reliability allocation
procedure -- allocation being a dynamic programming term used to denote a
reliability requirement determined to optimize some system parameter such
as cost or performance subject to constraints on other parameters such as
weight, volume, or power. To establish such an allocation in a meaningful
way in the present case would require considerably greater total system
definition than is attainable within the present Phase A study. Moreover, as
..... i.... ,___ .t. ....... + 0• -.-,_1i_h_1-ity per sediscussed in Sections C and D of u,,_ u,,_,_v , -,_ --..,_v- - ------ ....
is not strictly applicable to maintained systems.
The design reference SSM i-year reliability point estimate is
0.98408 (Table VIII-i); this number results, for the most part, from design
margins, redundant paths arising from functional requirements, and the
critical-function, single-point failure (SPF) protection criterion. Figure
VIII-I illustrates the SSM reliability decay. Redundancy beyond that required
by the SPF criterion is applied only to the following equipment blocks:
TABLE VIII-1. LST SSMRELIABILITY POINT
ESTIMATE SUMMARY
Subsystem
Attitude Control (ACS)
Electrical Power (EPS)
Communications and
Data Handling
(C&DHS)
Reliability
1 Year
0. 98795
0. 99801
0. 99807
2 Years
O.93344
0.98520
0.99191
SSM 0.98408 0.91218
1. Transponders (XPDRs).
2. Reference gyro assembly (RGA).
3. Electrical batteries.
4. Computer memory sizing.
5. Voltage regulators.
The XPDRs chosen (min-mod Apollo and Earth Resources Tech-
nology Satellite) represent existing equipment. Other choices, while offering
somereliability and mass advantages,would entail a significant cost penalty.
With regard to choices of existing equipment, the question of hardware avail-
ability during the procurement time frame must be recognized. SomeRGA
redundancyis necessary to meet any reasonable reliability goal and since the
dodecahedralRGA is used in the HEAO spacecraft, it is considered to be
existing equipment. An increase in RGA redundancywould incur significant
penalities. The batteries represent an unknownreliability (Subsection 3),
and the present system sizing corresponds to system requirements. Thus,
a reduction of battery capacity or number is not indicated. The cost and mass
impacts of varying computer memory size are minor. Therefore, while the
redundancy shownreflects more than SPF protection, this is justifiable,
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particularly since memory size requirements are "soft." The indicated
redundancy for the regulator is a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 6 -- a 7.3
kg difference. Since this is a high failure rate item, the additional redundancy
is reasonable.
Failure rates used in this exercise are given in Table VIII-2. A
listing of specific vendor equipment is provided, where possible, to document
failure rate sources; this listing does not necessarily indicate equipment
selection preferences. Since these failure rates represent presently achieved
values, they are in most cases conservative estimates for the SSM equipment
gelection time frame. Failure rate reductions of 10:1 and 4:1 for standby
status of electronic equipment have been used where appropriate. The code
In/( £ + m)] b is used to describe redundant assemblies; b is the number of
identical serial blocks within the assembly and, within each block, n is the
number of identical elements required for success, £ is the number of online
elements, and m is the number of standby elements.
2. Attitude Control System. The ACS dependency diagram is shown
as Figure VIII-2.
A number of RGA configurations were evaluated against the
following considerations:
1. During the performance of certain experiments which are
interrupted by occultation, the LST must maintain its two-axis inertial pointing
orientation within a 30 arc sec (half-angle) cone. Failure to meet this require-
ment results in a degraded mode, as discussed in Section C. Based on a
worst-case occultation period of 36 min, the RGA must meet the accuracy
requirements satisfied by an orthogonal triad of gyros with a random drift
rate of 0. 005 degree/hour (1_).
2. In normal operation, it is highly desirable that the LST shall
be capable of fault detection by voting the information from redundant operating
gyros.
These requirements imply consideration of two physical RGA
configurations. The dodecahedral configuration consists of six gyros whose
input axes are normal to six of the faces of a regular dodecahedron (Fig.
VIII-3). The second configuration, called the orthogonal configuration, is
obtained by augmenting a conventional orthogonal triad with a standby gyro
on each axis. This latter configuration has the reliability code [ 1/(1 + 1) ] 3,
and the resulting reliability curve is shown in Figure VIII-4.
VIII-4
TABLE VIII-2. LST SSMFAILURE RATE DATA
Equipment
Wide Angle SunSensor
(WASS)
WASS Electronics
Fixed-Head Star Tracker
(FHST) and Electronics
Inertial Rate-Integrating
Gyro
Gyro Electronics
Digital Processor Assembly
(DPA)
DPA Power Supply
Transfer Assembly (TA)
Magnetometer (per axis)
Magnetic Coil
Coil Driver Electronics
Control Moment Gyro (CMG)
Regulator
Electrical Control Assembly
(ECA)
Electrical Distribution Unit
(EDU)
Failure
Rate
(PPMH) a
0. 692
0.68
4.411
5.0
i0.0
3. 252
5. 957
0.3
0.4
0.702
11.1
3. 643
0.538
Source
GAC b
GAC
TRW c
TRW
TRW
CDC d
TRW
GAC
BECO"
BECO
MSFC
BECO
BECO
Remarks
BDX 1818787
BDX
ITT
Breadboard
Nortonics GI-
K7G
See Figure
VIII-7
Corrected for
DPA power
supply
Dalmo-Victor
Dalmo-Victor
Parts Count
See Figure
VIII-6
ATM
Parts Count
Parts Count
VIII-5
TABLE VIII-2. (Concluded)
Antenna
Equipment
Pulse-Modulated Receiver
Frequency-Modulated
Receiver
Pulse-Modulated Tr.'_smitter
Frequency-Modulated
Exciter/Transmitter
PhaseShift Keyed (PSK)
Demodulator
Frequency Multiplexer
Format Generator
Read-Only-Memory (ROM)
Pulse Code Modulator
•(PCM) Encoder
Remote Decoder
Failure
Rate
(PPN[H) a
0.13
15.5i
I0.4
9.595
7.415
1.788
1. 147
5.0
0.28
Source
TRW
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
TRW
TRW
GAC
S&E-
QUAL f
GAC
GAC
Remarks
Antenna failure
rate assumed
similar to
HEAO program
antenna
a. PPMH = parts per million hours
b. Grumman Aerospace Corporation
c. TRW Systems, Inc.
d. Control Data Corporation
e. Teledyne-Brown Engineering Co.
f. Quality and Reliability Assurance Laboratory, MSFC
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The orthogonal configuration has
certain important disadvantages. When its
1-year reliability of 0. 97419 is combined with
the reliabilities of other system elements, the
0.95 1-year SSM reliability goal becomes
difficult to meet without introducing excessive
redundancy at other points. The consequence
of failure in this case is that three-axis atti-
tude information is no longer available,
implying that no scientific data can be taken.
Thus, a further consequence of this failure is
a decision to commit to a Shuttle mainte-
nance flight. A second disadvantage is the
fact that voting fault detection, but not iso-
lation, is not feasible unless all six gyros are
kept on line. In this case, the reliability
code becomes (1/2) 3, and the resulting
z
A B
Y
F
Figure VIII-3. Dodecahedral
RGA geometry,
reliability curve is shown in Figure VIII-4 from which it can be seen that the
reliability drops still further.
The most straightforward operation of the dodecahedral configura-
tion is obtained by operating all six gyros. The corresponding reliability
curve is that marked with the code 3/6 in Figure VIII-4. To realize the
greatest reliability benefits from this configuration, however, only four gyros
are kept on line with two on standby. Since only three gyros are required to
provide three-axis attitude information, the applicable reliability curve is that
coded by 3/(4 + 2) in Figure VIII-4. As can be seen, this configuration is
superior to both possibilities for the orthogonal configuration. The dodecahe-
dral configuration can provide voting fault detection so long as at least four
gyros are kept on line (more than four would also give isolation). Thus, the
curve marked 4/(4 + 2) gives the probability for voting fault detection, but
not isolation.
A slight modification of the "four on line" approach maximizes
the probability of meeting the accuracy requirement. In fact, the requirement
is not quite so stringent as stated above. It is sufficient that the accuracy
described be attained only about the pitch (y) and yaw (z) axes, and this can
be done with any combination of five or six gyros and with six of the possible
15 four-gyro combinations. With the gyro labeled as in Figure VIII-3 these
latter combinations are: ABEF;BCEF;ACEF;ADEF;BDEF;andCDEF.
Figure VIII-5 illustrates one tentative concept for maximizing the probability
of satisfying the accuracy requirement.
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ABEF
B FAI LS CDEF
C FAILS BDEF
A FAILS BCEF E FAILS .
F FAI LS .
A FAILS CDEF
B FAILS ACEF _'_ C FAILS ADEF
F FAILS .
E FAILS .
_ FAILS ABCDF ANY *
FALLS ABCDE ANY
Figure VIII-5. Dodecahedral RGA operational concept.
Initially the four gyros ABEF are on line. When the corresponding
parity equations _ detect a failure occurrence, the failure may be isolated
directly from the parity equation by bringing gyro C on line. This procedure
can be implemented on board or, sir_ce the predominant gyro failure mode is
a gradual drift out of specified performance, on the ground. It is assumed
that the gyro internal states (wheel speed, temperature, etc.) will also be
transmitted to the ground to complement the parity equations. In either case,
the failed gyro data are ignored by the onboard strapdown algorithm and the
failed gyro turned off on ground command. If, for example, gyro A had failed,
the new operating combination would be BCEF and the second failure could be
isolated by bringing gyro D on line. If the first failure had been gyro E, then
gyro D would also be brought on line, and the operating combination would be
ABCDF. This brief discussion should serve to explain the operating concept.
Although there is some arbitrariness in the choices made, all choices lead
to the same numerical reliability result; namely,
7
R(t) = _ Pi(t)
i=0
1. Gilmore, J. P. : A Non-Orthogonal Gyro Configuration. MIT Master of
Science Thesis, 1967.
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where
-(4X + 2X')t
P0(t) = e
P X
s (eM t
P,(t) = 2 X' - I) Po
P2(t) = 2(e h't - 1) P0 ,
2p2x
s (Po - e-5Xt)P3(t) = t - 2X'
P4(t) = p12 (t)/4Po(t)
Ps(t) = Psl [<Ps X ) X,t) 2l' + 1 (1 - e
2X' t )J(I - Ps)(e - ! Po ,
3P X
s X't) Po ,P6(t) = 2X' (1 - e
and
X' t)PT(t) = (1 - e P0
with P being the gyro startup probability, I the online failure rate, and
s
_' the standby failure rate. The results of calculations with these formulas
(Ps = 1) are plotted in Figure VIII-4 and coded by (4*)/(4 + 2). The sensi-
tivity of this curve to small variations about the value P = 0. 9995 is negli-s
gible. It should be emphasized that the consequence of failing to meet the
accuracy requirement about the pitch and yaw axis is merely the degraded
mode discussed in Section C.
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A typical single-gimbal control moment gyro (SGCMG) dependency
diagram, showingthe failure rates used, is given in Figure VIII-6. These
failure rates are applicable to one version of the Bendix MA-500 SGCMG,
assuming anorbital environment and an ambient temperature of 30°C. Similar
failure rates will apply to other SGCMGswith the same momentum capabilities.
Satisfactory steering laws have recently beendevelopedfor configurations of
three andfour operating SGCMGs,so that the Ininimum number to be con-
sidered is four, which provides the required single-point failure protection.
The configurations to be considered are then 3/'4, 3/(3 + 1), 3/5, 3/(3 + 2),
etc. The reliability numerics for the first three of these are given in Table
VIII-3. The numerics for the 3/(3 + 1) configuration were generated using an
equivalent failure rate computedfrom the corresponding SGCMGunit reliability.
Although this technique is of dubious accuracy, the results are in accord with
the intuitive expectation that the 3/(3 + 1) configuration shouldbe intermediate
betweenthe 3/4 and 3/5 configurations.
Whenthe reliabilities of the remaining system elements are con-
sidered, the data of Table VIII-3 do not support a requirement for a fifth
SGCMG. Thechoice betweenthe 3/4 and 3/(3 + 1) configurations was made
on the basis of other than reliability considerations. The 3/(3 + 1) configura-
tion is slightly more reliable and has a slightly smaller power requirement
than the 3/4 configuration. In addition, since the case of three operational
SGCMGsmust be considered as a degraded case of the 3/4 configuration, use
of the 3/4 configuration implies the developmentand implementation of either
two steering laws or a single steering law applicable to both three and four
operational SGCMGs. The selection of the 3/'4 configuration for the design
reference was made on the basis of its greater momentum capability. Further
steering law developmentscould reverse this choice.
A block diagram of an internally redundant CDC 469 is shownin
Figure VIII-7. For computational purposes, this is simplified as shownin the
ACS dependencydiagram (Fig. VIII-2). The failure rates are as follows:
Central Processor Unit (CPU)
Switches A/B
Memory Module (2K)
Switches C/D
Power Supply
5. 827 PPMH
0. 308 PPMH
10.124 PPMH
0. 572 PPMH
3. 252 PPMH
Preliminary memory estimates require a 6Kword memory. Oneof the extra
two 2K word memory modules allows for possible memory requirement growth
and the secondprovides single-point failure protection. The reliability code
is 3/(3 + 2). The code for the power supply is 1/( 1 + 1).
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TABLE VIII-3. NUMERICAL RELIABILITY COMPARISON OF
CANDIDATE SGCMG CONFIGURATIONS
Time,
Months
3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
Unit
Reliability
0. 99972
0. 99918
0. 99837
0. 99732
0. 996 02
0. 99448
0. 99270
0. 99070
3/4
>0.99999
0.99999
0.99998
0.99995
0.99990
0.99982
0.99968
0.99949
3/(3 + 1)
>0.99999
>0.99999
0.99999
0.99997
0.99993
0.99986
0.99975
0.99960
3/5
>0.99999
>0.99999
>0.99999
>0.99999
>0.99999
>0.99999
>0.99999
0.99999
Two of the three fixed star trackers (FSTs) provide three-axis
attitude information over 95 percent of the celestial sphere. With all three
FSTs unfailed, this coverage increases to 99 percent. Thus, the effect of
the first FST failure is a minor capability degradation. With the second
failure, the capability for updating the reference gyros is lost, and guide stars
cannot be brought into the field-of-view of the fine guidance sensor. The
applicable reliability code is then 2/(2 + 1), since only two FSTs need be
on line simultaneously. A duty cycle of 100 percent has been assumed for the
online FSTs. The failure rate of 4.411 PPMH is based on a TRW piece-part
count for the HEAO Phase C/D proposal.
Six magnetic torquers (MTs) are included in the design reference
to accommodate worst-case gravity gradient torques. As failures occur, a
degraded capability will exist so long as at least one MT is unfailed on each
of the three orthogonal axes. Thus, the redundancy shown arises, not from
the SPF criterion, but from capability improvement. The reliability code for
the MTs is therefore (1/2) 3. The failure rate of 0.04 PPMH is the estimate
for the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) magnetic coils. All sources
consulted agreed that the coil size should not have a significant effect on the
failure rate. Two sets of magnetic torquer electronics (MTE), one on line,
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are provided for each axis. Either set is capable of controlling the two MTs
dedicated to that axis. The failure rate of 0. 702 PPMH was derived from a
BECO piece-part count. The reliability code for the MTE is then [1/(1 + 1) ] 3.
The onboard magnetometer senses the ambient magnetic field and
is designed as a [ 1/( 1 + 1) ] 3 reliability configuration. With a 0.3-PPMH
failure rate for each of the sensing elements, a high reliability was computed
for this unit. However, since ground computation of the field is a feasible
alternative/backup, the magnetometer is not shown as an essential system
element.
The LST transfer assembly is assumed similar to that proposed
for HEAO, although unique to the LST. The failure rate shown has been com-
pensated for the DPA power supply, which is treated separately.
The three wide angle sun sensors dedicated to the ACS are used
for the sun acquisition mode and the emergency attitude hold mode. The duty
cycle is essentially zero and the components themselves are highly reliable.
Only one is required, although the sun acquisition mode is simplified by having
one sensor aligned with the +Z-axis and a second with the -Z-axis.
The RCS and its electronics also have a negligible duty cycle
and are included in the design reference to back up catastrophic failures and
to enable recovery from other failures. Table VIII-4 summarizes the ACS
reliability calculations.
TABLE VIII-4. ACS RELIABILITY SUMMARY
RGA
FST
TA
Assembly
DPA (Processor, Memory, and Power
1-Year
Reliability
0.99827
0.99702
0.99855
0.99416
Supply)
CMG
MT
MTE
O. 99996
0.99999
O. 99994
ACS 0.98795
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3. Electrical System. The electrical power system contains two
elements for which no satisfactory quantitative reliability assessment can bc
given: solar panels and batteries.
For all but the simplest academic examples of solar arrays, the
number of cells, solder joints, interconnects, blocking diodes, etc., is so
large, and these are arranged in such a complex manner, that the applicable
reliability models defy analysis by deterministic methods. This system
complexity arises in part from the nature of solar arrays and in part from
the desire to avoid single-point failures. In a typical solar panel, for example,
there are no single-point failures and few instances of simple dual redundancy.
Multiple electrical paths are the rule rather than the exception. This extreme
use of redundant paths is sufficient to preclude practical deterministic models.
One technique used in the past for solar power system reliability prediction
has been the assumption of a solar cell failure rate, and organization of the
solar panel in a standard series-parallel reliability model involving only the
cells. Data accumulated from the Skylab and Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
solar panel tests indicate that this approach is grossly inadequate. Moreover,
the usual objective of a reliability analysis is an estimate of the probability
that the system analyzed will operate satisfactorily over a given time interval.
A more satisfactory objective, particularly in the LST context, would be an
estimate of the density function of the power output, with time as a parameter.
These considerations indicate that only a statistical modeling technique such
as Monte Carlo could produce useful results.
To accomplish this objective, considerable data must be accumu-
lated. The power degradation effects of incident sunlight angle, temperature,
and accumulated radiation dosage have been reasonably well quantified. Other
data, however, are scanty and subject to extreme variability. There are
several reasons for this. Testing of solar arrays has generally been confined
_L _ _ .....Lu some iu_l_ of _._.._ .... _¢_g;_.............,_H_I _nd radio_raDhic_. insl_ection_ and a
very limited amount of environmental testing to eliminate obvious design and
manufacturing flaws. The primary factor, apart from those already mentioned,
leading to power degradation is component breakage resulting from thermal
cycling. Since this breakage is random in occurrence, only test data can
provide the statistical information required to assess its effects. Unfortu-
nately, this information has been observed to vary widely according to design,
manufacturer, and date of manufacture. Since the fabrication process is
largely a manual one, this is to be expected. One additional problem is that
solar cells must be placed in operation without the considerable burn-in process
usually employed, and must therefore suffer from infant mortality of com-
ponents while in operation. Acceptance testing can eliminate only the most
obvious infant mortality effects.
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A number of attempts were made to arrive at a credible battery
reliability estimate. As a result, it was found that the six-battery configuration
of the design reference is a potential reliability problem. Since the estimates
obtainedvaried widely, the battery reliability numerics were not factored into
either the EPS or SSMreliability totals.
Assuming an exponential failure distribution with the 1. 527-PPMH
cell failure rate used in the ATM primary power supply reliability analysis,
a 1-year reliability of 0. 944was calculated assuming three of the batteries
were required. This is the number of batteries required for the nominal
power profile. Additional batteries are required to reduce the depth of dis-
charge (DOD), which extendsthe battery system life. Six batteries are
required to supply the power demands for an off-sun pointing spectrometer
slit orientation mode requirement. Onebattery can provide the power required
for the emergency attitude hold mode.
The sources consulted to obtain a more realistic battery reliability
model essentially agreed that a normal distribution for cell life expectancy
could lead to a better estimate of the battery reliability, although the assump-
tion of a predominately "short" cell failure modewould still introduce a
considerable pessimism. With this distribution,
Prob(L-> t) - i f exp (u - m) 2 t - m
_" s t - _-sf du = erfc
where L is the cell life, m is its mean, and s is its standard deviation.
The reliability of a 24-cell battery is then
R(t) = Prob(L-> t) 24 .
The Boeing Company (TBC) has estimated a/m = 0.28, regardless of
operating temperature and DOD.
Figure VIII-8 illustrates the dispersion in mean cell life estimates.
The straight line curves at 0, 10, and 25°C were provided by The Boeing
Company. The remaining curves at 0, 25, and 40°C were generated at MSFC.
In Figure VIII-9 the mean cell life is plotted versus temperature (quadratic
curve fit). Note that the MSFC data predict an optimum operating temperature
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Figure VIII-9. Mean cell life versus temperature at 19.2-percent DOD.
in the range of 0 to 10°C, which is in agreement with experiment experience.
In Figure VIII-10, the battery reliability obtained with the MSFC data (P
(BATT)), the probability of no battery failure (P(O)), and the binomial proba-
bility of survival of three of six batteries ( P(3/6) are plotted. The binomial
formula is optimistic in this case since load-sharing effects are ignored.
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The corresponding reliabilitiesobtained with the Boeing data are plotted in
Figure VIII-11. As can be seen from these curves, the battery system useful
lifelies in the range of 9 to 24 months.
The same exercise was repeated for an eight-battery system and
the results are plotted in Figures VIII-12, VIII-13, and VIII-14. Keeping in
mind the variation in the data and the optimism of the binomial calculation,
Figures VIII-13 and VIII-14 indicate only that an eight-battery system is
more reliable and that a potential for battery failure after 1 year still exists.
Three of the six regulators are sufficient to handle the nominal
power profiles. The additional regulators are included to bring the reliability
numbers up and to provide SPF protection. One regulator is sufficient for the
emergency attitude hold mode.
The use of dual ECAs and EDUs provides SPF protection.
EPS dependency diagram is shown in Figure VIII-15 and the reliability
numerics are given in Table VIII-5.
The
4. Communications and Data Handling System. A simplified func-
tional diagram of the LST communications system is shown in Figure VIII-16,
where the equipment required for three links is identified. Note that although
the frequency-modulated exciter/transmitter is intended primarily for experi-
mental television, it can also be used for spacecraft and other experiment
data. This diagram is expanded to the C&DHS dependency diagram (Fig.
VIII-17), where redundancy is also shown. Apart from the redundancy
imposed by the SPF criterion, the choice of the Apollo Block H unified S-band
equipment (USBE) transponder and ERTS transponder (arising from the choice
for existing equipment to minimize cost) creates additional redundancy. Note
that one receiver is "on" for each antenna, so that a single receiver failure
does not destroy the command uplink. The probability of two simultaneous
receiver failures during one loss-of-contact period, one in each transponder,
is negligible. (The command uplink can be accomplished through either path,
with the strongest signal path being the one used. )
Since the triplexers are simply tuned metal cavities, there is no
discernible failure mode, which accounts for their absence from the dependency
diagram.
The data acquisition system allows housekeeping data to be trans-
mitted via the spacecraft downlink either in real time from the data acquisition
units (DAU) or as stored data from the tape recorders. These data can then
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Figure VIII-12. Mean cell life versus temperature at 14.4-percent DOD.
be correlated with the experiment data or used to monitor and detect/isolate
equipment failures. The probability of a large number of DAUs failing is
vanishingly small, and isolated failures will not imperil successful LST
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TABLE VIII-5. EPS 1-YEAR RELIABILITY SUMMARY
Regulators
ECAs
E DUs
0.99905
0.99901
0.99995
EPS 0. 99801
COMMAND IDATA
REAL TIME !
(VOICE) AND STOREDI_.I _ [
SPACECRAFT IDATA
TV & EXPERIMENT
---b"DATA
10
DEMODULATOR
FREQUENCY
MULTIPLEXER
,1
TRANSMITTER
5 1
PM _7
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER
FM
EXCITER/
TRANSMITTER
8
FM I 'RECEIVER
_--i 3.._x
COMMAND UPLINK
SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENT
DOWN LINK DOWNLINK
(1, 3), 5, 10 (1,3), 6, 11 (1, 3), 7
(2, 4), 8, 10 (1, 3), 7, 11 (1, 3), 9
(2, 4), 6, 11 (2, 4), 7
(2, 4), 7, 11 (2, 4), 9
Figure VIII-16. LST communications functional diagram.
operation. Accordingly, the DAUs are not included in the dependency diagram.
Similarly, the tape recorders are omitted since real time data should be suf-
ficient for system monitoring and since there does not appear to be a critical
need to correlate experiment and spacecraft data.
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The commandmemory requirement estimate currently stands at
4096words of plated wire memory. Dual redundancy is applied to both the
command memory and commandprocessor. Since a real time command mode
exists, the memory and processor do not appear in the dependencydiagram.
Six remote decoders have beenidentified as essential for the
simplex system. Dual redundancyhasbeen used, however, not only for these
but for the others also since a simple OR circuit canprevent the issuance of
a faulty command. Alternately, fault isolation canbe provided by test com-
mands. This is discussed further in Section D.
Letting PA denotethe antennareliability and Pt and P2 the
reliabilities of the pulse-modulated (PM) and frequency-modulated (FM)
receivers, respectively, the reliability of the antenna/receiver block is
computed from the formula
R = PA P1 + P2 (1 - PA Pl) ,
where P1 , P2 , and P3 denote the reliabilities of the PM and FM transmit-
ters and the FM exciter/transmitter, respectively. In both cases, the
reliability code for P1 and P2 is 1/( l + l). Table VIII-6 summarizes the
results of the C&DHS reliability calculations.
TABLE VIII-6. C&DHS 1-YEAR RELIABILITY SUMMARY
Antenna/Receiver Block
Transmitter Block
PSK Demodulator
Frequency Multiplexer
Format Generator
PCM Encoder and ROMs
Remote Decoders
0.99994
0.99998
0.99976
0.99999
0.99983
0.99937
0.99919
C& DHS 0. 99807
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B. LST Checkout and Fault Isolation
1. General. An important consideration in the design of the LST SSM
subsystems is the elimination of critical-function, single-point failures --
often termed "hardcore." This dictates functional redundancy throughout all
active system areas. In general, conventional masking techniques, such as
triple modular redundancy (TMR), are avoided because of their uneconomical
equipment, power, weight, and volume implementation requirements. How-
ever, masking schemes that are economically implemented, such as error
detection/correction encoding and TMR for the status register configuration
control circuitry, can be used where warranted, as detailed in the following
paragraphs.
Most frequently, where masking is not used, functional redundancy
is achieved by what is commonly called "standby sparing" redundancy. This
type redundancy has the greatest potential for economical, long-lived unmain-
tained systems if they are carefully designed, because a minimum amount of
functional equipment is required for system success and advantage may be
taken of lower power-off failure rates. However, two outstanding pitfalls
that must be scrupulously avoided at all phases of the design are: (1) the
design of the reconfiguration switches and thai1 ........cvnL.v_l- must be _v.._.._^_+_n-_l,_lv_._
scrutinized to preclude inordinate amounts of implementation hardware and
introduction of potential SPFs into the system, and (2) the fault-detection/
isolation schemes throughout the system must be virtually infallible if sparing
techniques are to truly enhance rather than reduce system effectiveness.
In view of these pitfalls and constraints, the LST SSM systems
are designed to have:
1. Highest priority ground override control of system
2. Onboard autonomous control where the implementation
penalties are reasonable.
3. Onboard checking circuit data transmitted to ground control
centers at each opportunity for communications between the ground stations
and the LST.
The fault detection/isolation features that determine the system
partitioning occur at natural boundaries where the number of lines to be
switched (for system reconfiguration) are at a minimum, and fault detection/
isolation can be uniquely tailored to the particular type of functional equipment.
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Where appropriate, power switching with diode isolation is used becauseof
the economiesin circuitry afforded by this type reconfiguration switching.
The major sensors and effectors of the attitude sensing and control system
(ASCS) are digital readin and readout devices. Thus, a troublesome central
analog signal-dominated complex of multiplexers, decoders, scaling amplifiers,
converters, and sample-hold amplifiers is eliminated. The replacement
simplified digital signal switching circuitry provides a more naturally parti-
tioned system and minimizes problems of line noise and long term calibration.
The fault detection, isolation, reconfiguration, and recovery implementation
are significantly facilitated by this design.
The built-in test equipment (BITE) signals from the primary ACS
sensors, the third electrode and temperature signals from the electrical
power system, and other signals associatedwith redundancy management
functions, rather than being primary mission critical signals, may be handled
in a standard manner. Thus, these types of signals may enter and leave the
transfer assemblies as analog signals when most convenient. The transfer
assemblies would then contain a complex containing analog-to-digital (A/D)
and digital-to-analog (D/A) converters, analog multiplexers, scaling and
drive amplifiers, and sample-and-hold circuits.
2. Switchable Interfaces. The design of the reconfiguration switches,
as previously mentioned, is especially crucial if SPFs are not to be introduced
into the system and if the amount of switch implementation circuitry is to be
minimal. Interface switches fundamentally must be designed so that there is
no fanout from the switching elements. This assures that a failure in the
switches affects, at most, one functional receiving module. Functionally then,
the switches are uniquely associated with their associated receiving modules,
and the failure rate of a switch may be combined with the failure rate of the
receiving module with which it is associated.
On the other hand, the switch control circuitry cannot be uniquely
associated with elements of the functional hardware. If this control circuitry
is made orders of magnitude more reliable than the remainder of the functional
hardware, then the failure probability of the control circuitry is relatively
negligible and may be neglected in the quantitative analysis.
The system configuration control in the LST system resides in
status registers. These status registers are triple modular redundant to
afford the requisite reliability. The functional logic for a typical switch is
shown in Figure VIII-18. Two identical receiving modules, designated RCVR1
and 2, are connected through appropriate switching logic under control of
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triple modular redundant status registers designated TRANSMITTER status
and RECEIVERSTATUSrespectively. The design is such that only one of the
two transmitter modules is connectedto only one of the two receiver modules.
There is nofanout of the switching logic; therefore, failure of a switch element
affects, at most, the operation of one receiving module.
Referring to the transmitter status registers, three identical S-C
flip-flops under normal conditions are set such that the 1 output is up (that is
at the 1 level) and the 0 outputs of the flip-flops are down (that is at the 0
level).
There are four majority vote circuits (depicted as circles)
associatedwith each status register. Two voters vote the 1 output of the
three flip-flops, and two vote the 0 outputs of the flip-flops. This duality
precludes the voters as single failure points. It is straightforward to design
similar switching interfaces for interconnecting larger numbers of transmitting
and/or receiving modules along the same principles.
3. Status Register Control. Figure VIII-19 shows the functional
schematic logic for control of the status registers. The dual redundant com-
mand decoders control the triplicate flip-flops. Two lines from each decoder
control a mode flip-flop such that if the flip-flop is set in the automatic mode,
then the onboard fault detection equipment can control the status registers
which in turn control the interface configuration. If the mode flip-flop is set
to the manual mode, then only ground command signals can control the status
registers. For this purpose, two additional lines, one for the Set and one for
the Clear input of the associated status register, are used to set the interface
configuration. The onboard fault detection signals are present at the input to
the AND gates but are not effective unless the auto mode is set in the mode
flip -flop.
4. Digital Processor Assembly. The digital processor assembly
consists of two CPUs plus a shared memory with associated memory trans-
lators. Onboard fault detection/isolation for the CPUs is by means of the
built-in hardware and software self-test equipment coupled with an external
window timeout device. Fault detection and isolation for the memory array is
by means of error encoding of the words stored in the memory. The memory
translator translates from the error correction encoding in the memory to the
byte parity encoding in the CPU and vice versa. Fault detection/isolation for
the memory translators is by means of self-testing, self-checking circuitry.
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The CDC-469 computer was chosenfor the design reference as
"existing" equipment, for HEAO commonality, and to provide a source of
quantitative failure rate data. Certain advantageswould accrue, however,
from the choice of a processor which has fault-tolerance features incorporated
into its design. The MSFC-developedSpaceUltrareliable Modular Computer
(SUMC) hasbeenunder development for several years in the MSFC Astrionics
Laboratory. Several breadboard models were built to verify the concepts.
Currently prototypes are under construction by RCA andIBM. The SUMCwill
be available as a space-qualified off-the-shelf processor for operation in the
1975time frame.
The microprogram control store of the SUMCprovides essential
capability for processor self-testing as well as capabilities for checking and
control of peripherals. The SUMC is a state-of-the-art processor in large
scale integration (LSI) andpackaging technologies.
An extensive qualification program has been andwill continue to
be conductedin all phases of the development. This coupledwith the flexible
modular designwill result in a space-qualified, highly reliable off-the-sheK
processor for a broad spectrum of space applications.
a. CPU Checking. In addition to the built-in hardware checks,
the choice of such a processor would enablethe CPUto be checkedby a
comprehensive self-test microprogram. Periodically and frequently, the
digital computer assembly, which is at the time on line, will go into a self-
test mode. The self-test mode will verify the integrity of the memory, the
CPU, andthe input/output (I/O) subsections. Failure of either the CPU or
the I/O indicated during the testing of either unit will result in failure to set
a discrete out to the window timer. The window timer is located in the
transfer assembly andwill be described in conjunction with that subsystem.
For the purposes of this discussion it is sufficient to say that failure to set the
discrete will cause switchover to the alternate CPU during periods in which
the system is in the auto mode. When the system is in the manual mode, a
proper indication of a test failure will be set. The CPU hardware is comprised
mainly of registers, an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and control circuitry that
initiates the proper sequencesof information transfer within the CPU in
response to the programmed instructions. The control circuitry would account
for more than half of the total CPU circuitry. Proper functioning of the ALU
and the registers is virtually essential for proper functioning of the CPU.
Tests for theseportions of the CPU are relatively straightforward. Verifica-
tion of the integrity of the control circuitry, however, is not so straightfor-
ward. It is in this area of the CPU that there exists a potential for major
improvements in self-test techniques over predecessor programs.
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Figure VIII-20 will serve to illustrate the difficulties of
verifying the integrity of complex logic arrays such as in the CPU control
circuitry. It also serves to illustrate why the basic design of the ASCS proc-
essor must be inherently checkable. A testable design is not a retrofit. It
must be included in the basic processor design.
The square in Figure VIII-20 represents a complex multiinput,
multioutput array. Two interior logic gates within the array are shown with
their input lines; 1, 2, and 3. The problem is to verify the integrity of the OR
gate when one has control only over the input patterns on lines l, 2, and 3,
and can only sense the output of the AND gate. The eight possible 0-1 patterns
that can appear on interior lines 1, 2, and 3 together with th6 corresponding
correct outputs of the OR and AND gates are listed in Figure VIII-20.
LATE NT FAU LTS
HARDWARE ANALOGY
I
I
!
i
I
I
-------<3
1 Z
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
Figure VIII- 20.
3 D D
0 0 0
1 0 0 SA1
0 1 0
1 1 1 SA0
0 1 0
1 1 1 SA0
0 1 0
1 1 1 SA0
Logic verification implementation schematic.
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Assume for a moment that the output of the OR gate is stuck
at one (S-A-l). Only one of the eight input patterns would cause the output
of the AND gate to be influenced by this fault; that is, the fault could only be
detected by this one pattern. Three patterns would be effective for detecting
an S-A-0 condition of the OR gate.
As the complexity of the logic is increased, the number of
input patterns, necessary to verify the functional integrity of the total logic
increases very rapidly. It is imperative then to analyze the logic and deter-
mine the minimal set of input patterns necessary to verify the functional
integrity.
The CPU self-test microprogram can be structured to operate
each logic element in the CPU in both logic states, at least once during the
course of the routine, thus verifying the integrity of the entire CPU.
The extensive CPU testing on LST is possible because of the
disparity in processor speed and processing speed requirements. The proc-
essor speed can be approximately three times the speed required to run the
operational programs. Thus, 50 percent of the computer time may be used
for system COFI if necessary.
Once or more during each self-test loop, a discrete bit is
set if there has been no detected failure. This discrete bit (OK reset) is used
to set a countdown counter to its all ls value. The counter then proceeds to
decrement toward zero. If another OK reset pulse does not reset the counter
before it reaches zero, a CPU failure is indicated. The above operation of
the decrementing counter handles both CPU self-test detected failures and
failures that cause the program to branch to a wrong location and wander
unpredictably. Another type failure is that which causes the self-test program
to erroneously branch into a tight loop that includes issuing of the OK reset.
This is handled by the window logic on the timer. Once the timer is reset to
the all is position, another OK reset occurring before the window will have
the same effect as the timer reaching the all 0s position -- a failure indication.
The functional logic of the window reset timer, which is located in the transfer
assembly, is shown in Figure VIII-2i.
b. Memory System Fault Detection/Isolation. Memory system
fault detection, isolation, and recovery are achieved by means of error cor-
rection and coding with self-checking circuitry for selected portions of the
system. The organization is such that any single fault may be tolerated.
Extension to withstand any number of single faults (not simultaneous) is
straightforward if deemed necessary. The memory technology will be non-
volatile, nondestructive readout technology, probably either plated wire or
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Figure VIII-21. Window reset timer functional logic schematic.
monolithic. Several independent memory modules, the exact number is not
presently specified, contribute to each word read from the memory. Redun-
dant bits forming a part of each word enable identification and correction of
errant bits in each word readout. Recovery from both transient and hard
failures is facilitated by the memory organization. Since the memory system
is shared by the CPUs, the fault recovery problems associated with dedicated
memory CPUs are largely circumvented. Referring to Figure VIII-22 for pur-
poses of explanation, the memory system is composed of several independent
basic operating modules (BOMs). A device called a translator is interposed
between the memory and the CPU. The purpose of the translator is to
translate between the code used for the stored data and the code that is
accepted by the CPUs. Words stored in the memory are encoded in an error-
correcting code referred to herein as a single BOM correct, double BOM
detect (SbEC/DbED) encoding. Words read from the memory are comprised
of bits from all the BOMs; that is, each BOM contributes one or more bits to
each word, thus any failure in the BOM can affect only those bits in the word
that the BOM contributes. Because of the encoding, the translator can deter-
mine which BOM has failed and correct the bits such that the output to the
CPU is a correct word encoded with conventional byte parity encoding normally
accepted by'the CPU. Also, the same circuitry in the translator translates
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Figure VIII-22. Memory system organization schematic.
from the CPU encoding to the error correction encoding before the word is
stored in the memory. The BOM width, that is the number of bits that each
BOM contributes to the word readout, will be highly technology dependent. If
the memory technology is monolithic, it is probable that each BOM will
contribute only one bit to the word. If the technology is plated wire, it is
probable that a BOM width of four bits will be more cost effective. The error
encoding for the single bit per BOM can be a conventional Hamming encoding.
The encoding for greater BOM widths would be of the more recently introduced
b-adjacent error correction codes. The translator will be designed to be
self-checking; that is, a single circuit failure in the translator will not produce
an erroneous output without simultaneously indicating a failure. Figure VIII-23
illustrates the implementation of the fault tolerant memory system with two
translators. The BOMs can feed either of the two translators as determined
by the voted outputs of the status register. Each translator contains checking
circuitry such that if the translator fails, an erroneous indication is given
simultaneously with the production of the information out. In the event that
the two checking signal lines from either translator have an even parity output,
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Figure VIII-23. Fault tolerant memory system with two translators.
this is an indication of a failure in that translator. The signal pairs are
routed to equivalence function circuits denoted by the circle with an equal
sign inside. If the system is in auto mode, the flip-flop status registers will
be reset such that the alternate translator is opuraL.u,_.' _-_ "_o.... _,.,._
control of the voted outputs of the status registers. The switchable interface
interposed between the translators and the CPUs is essentially the same as
that shown in Figure VIII-i 8.
c. Memory Organization Control and Fault Detection/Isolation.
As part of the digital processor assembly self-test, every location in memory
will be verified for proper operation. A rapid and efficient means for accom-
plishing this is by means of a complement check. In this check, the contents
of each location, no matter what they may be, are read out and stored in a
register. This value is then complemented and restored. The restored value
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is next read out, and the original contents are compared by either an exclusive
OR logical operation or an equals logical operation. If the exclusive OR
operation is used, all positions should indicate a 1 from the exclusive OR.
If the equal compare is used, all positions should indicate a 0. Any bit posi-
tion or positions that do not agree with these criteria are faulty; therefore, the
logic compare word with any faulty positions is incorrect. The time required
for testing all memory words would be less than 1 sec. In the event that time
constraints of the operational program do not allow complete memory testing
on each self-test cycle, then fractional portions of successive sections of
memory might be tested on successive self-test cycles with little loss of
reliability. A retry capability for the memory will be incorporated to dis-
tinguish between transient and hard failures. Whenever an error is indicated
in a word read out from memory by the translator, a retry will be initiated.
If on retry the location is read correctly, then the retried word will be issued
to the CPU. If on retry the location still indicates a failure, the failure will
be corrected and the word issued to the CPU if the indication is a single
failure; that is, a single BOM failure. If the indication is that the failure is
a multiple failure that is not correctable directly by the translator, then a
software routine will be entered. First, the routine will determine if the
indication of the translator is a double BOM failure; then the store and read
complement and compare with the original word test will be initiated. This
test will then indicate the errant bits, and they may be corrected by a straight-
forward routine. In the event that the translator indicated greater than a two-
BOM failure, the word is not correctable. In some situations, a checkpoint
rollback procedure may be used to recover; in other situations this may not
be feasible. An attitude hold or sun-point maneuver may be necessary until
the next ground contact, where the situation is flagged by means of the com-
mand downlink system and ground isolation reconfiguration will be used.
When any digital processor assembly failure is indicated from which onboard
recovery may not be effective, the system is put into a hold mode or a sun
acquisition mode until such time as ground contact can be made and reconfig-
uration and recovery can be effected from the ground.
5. Transfer Assembly. The transfer assembly serves as the interface
between the sensors and actuators and the digital processor assembly. It con-
tains such things as the up-down counters for the rate gyros, the window time-
out for the digital processor assembly, the configuration control status reg-
isters, the amplifiers for controlling the magnetic torquers, and the discrete
drivers for the reaction control system engines. In general, the various
portions of the transfer assembly are functionally independent. It is for this
reason that the transfer assembly is not reconfigured as a unit, but rather
portions of the transfer assembly are reconfigured as their associated external
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equipment or they themselves fail. Data from the sensors are transmitted to
the transfer assembly in digital form. Therate gyros transmit the delta-V
information as a pulsatile train, and an up-downcounter in the transfer
assembly dedicated to each of the rate gyros accumulates these pulses. Other
sensors, in general, will have built-in conversion equipmentand will encode
the information in a gray --_ .... :'_ _**^_ -_-"_" _-_-_^_^_"_+ _ +..... _;_(,_,UUl;_; WILII _ LL_LUII_U. IJ_i.L lb.y _.L uz.m.oxxzz_o _v_A
to the transfer assembly. Sensor information comes to the transfer assembly
in serial form, high-order bit first. The serial input of the digital processor
assembly I/Os will have a simple translator to translate the gray encoded
information to signed binary information. A standard instruction in the CPU
then converts the signed binary information to two's complement binary for
storage in the memory and ultimate utilization in calculations. A straight-
forward implementation of the communications between sensors and the
transfer assembly would be to have two wires, one to indicate to the sen.sor
when it should transmit the serial data along the second wire. Figure VIII-24
depicts the functional layout of the input sensor to the CPU interface. Readout
of the devices is effected in any sequence by the CPU in command sending an
address to its device address register. The address decoder then selects the
line corresponding to the address and commands the particular device to begin
a serial readout of the contents of its register. The serial data are then
transmitted to the data input multiplexer, which has also selected the corre-
sponding line to the addressed device. The data then pass through the multi-
plexer directly into the CPU serial data register. It is significant that no
physical switches are required in this portion of the system; since, in the
event of failure of a sensor, the CPU can simply neglect addressing this
device. Alternatively, the device could be read if it was desired to maintain a
fixed sequence, and the data simply could be ignored in the software. The
serial data device on each sensor will have a command line from the address
decoder associated with each CPU and a data transmission line to each CPU
input multiplexer. Diode isolation will be used to preclude a short in address
decoder number 1, for example, causing address decoder number 2 to be
ULI.)Ul_ u_unable to access a particular sensor. _Imlmarty, w_,_
on the data output lines of each sensor device. The implementation in Figure
VIII-24 is shown only for the up-down counter of rate gyro number 1; however,
itis understood to be applicable to the devices on all the remaining sensors.
Functionally, the address decoder and the input multiplexer are dedicated to a
CPU and therefore form a part of that CPU.
a. Transfer Assembly Outputs. Figure VIII-25 depicts the
functional logic of the output portions of the transfer assembly. Commencing
from the top, each CPU has a reset time pulse to indicate that its hardware,
firmware, and software self-checks have all indicated good health in the
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self-test mode. The window timer is only effective when the system is in the
automatic mode. Conventional circuitry not shownin Figure VIII-25 could be
addedto the voters such that they are effective only in the auto mode.
Failure to properly reset two or more of the window timers will cause
the flip-flops following the voters to move to the clear or reset state. In the
normal set state of the flip-flops, the quad redundant switch on the left is
effective and enablespower to the output section of the transfer assembly for
the prime CPU. If the flip-flops are in the reset state, power is switched
from the prime CPU output to the backup CPU output; thus a CPU, in the
event of failure, is effectively eliminated from having any effect on the system.
Thesepower switches are made quad redundant to eliminate single failure
points in the switch. Assuming for the moment that the prime CPU is in
control, the methodof handling discretes is shown. There are two discrete
registers; one is a discrete enable register and the second is a discrete issue
register. A one-bit in the corresponding position of each of these registers
is necessary to issue any particular discrete. The discrete enable register
is set by the CPU program just prior to the self-test mode. The discrete
issue register is set just subsequent to the self-test routine. Thus, the
discretes are not, indeed, issued until a very recent self-test health check
is completed satisfactorily. Handling of the outputs from the backup CPU is
similar to that of the prime. At the receiver load, both the prime and the
backup signals are combined, such that either the prime or the backup func-
tioning can actuate the load. Short circuits upstream from the load ahead of
the isolating diodes preclude one line shorting and disabling the other line
from actuating the load.
b. Transfer Assembly Redundancy Management Input/Output. In
addition to the communications between the ASCS primary sensors and effec-
tors with the transfer assembly and digital processor assembly, there are
similar communication requirements of the latter assemblies with other points
of the system. Certain onboard redundancy management functions are to be
controlled by the ACS processor when the system is placed in the auto mode.
6. Reference Gyros. The strapdown references gyros for the inertial
reference system will utilize six reference gyros mounted with their sensitive
axes perpendicular to the faces of a regular dodechaedron. This configuration
has advantages in regard to accuracy and failure detection. During regular
operation, four reference gyros will be active and two will be powered-down
in standby status to take advantage of the lower failure rate in standby status
and the savings in power. The primary means of failure detection is by
comparison of the outputs of the four rate gyros. So-called parity equations
for combinations of any four rate gyros may be written which under ideal
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alignment and operations equal zero. Practical threshold levels will have to
be determined that allow for normal instrument variations, alignment errors,
and computational precision. Out-of-tolerance conditions in any one of the
four may then be detected as a solution to the equation exceeding the allowable
,u__.^,_ ...1,,_ q_n i_nlnte the recalcitrant unit, a fifth gyro will have to be
powered-up. Diagnostic computations to identify this unit will then be com-
puted. Included in the computations is a health status matrix. The elements
of the matrix for the active units are set to one• The elements of the matrix
for the inactive units, whether it be because they are intentionally in standby
or because they have been identified as failed units, are set to zero, thus
effecting a software switch. To maintain configuration control is a straight-
forward matter•
Up to two failures may be detected and isolated by observations
of the outputs of the reference gyros alone with this technique• A third failure
may be detected; however, it cannot be isolated without additional information.
This additional information will be obtained by means of the built-in test
equipment of the reference gyros. Additionally, the built-in test equipment
will be used to augment the primary failure detection means• During each
computational minor loop, after the most recent information is read from the
gyros but prior to utilizing this information in computation, the health status
will be determined. If the information from one of the reference gyros is
unacceptable, one of two alternatives can be used. The first is: if mission
constraints allow a standby gyro to be powered-up, locate the defective unit,
reread the remaining four good units, and utilize these values in the com-
putations. With this alternative, there is essentially no system recovery
problem. In the event the particular phase of the mission places constraints
where this is impractical, the last good values are still available and could
be saved -- the computations performed, including the bad unit, until such
time as it can be identified. Having identified the unit, it is then relatively
s_ra,_,,_u_w_u to _"'_'_÷_ +ho present r_tes from the checkpoint restart
and the deviations of the three good units. Of course, if another means such as
the BITE indications are sufficient to identify the bad unit, then the powering-
up of the standby and diagnostic calculations also could be precluded.
7. Control Moment Gyros. Several methods of failure detection for
any one of the four control moment gyros (CMGs) may be used. The first
test is a measurement of the resolver reference voltage. A deviation greater
than a predetermined allowable variation indicates a failure of the CMG resolver
and consequently of the CMG. A second test of the CMG is a comparison of the
integral of the drive command over any period of time with the gimbal angle
change over the same period of time to verify their correspondence• A third
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failure detection test for the CMGs is to compare the vehicle attitude,and
attitude changes corresponding to the commands to the CMG as measured by
the rate gyro assembly. Upon detection of a CMG failure by any or all of the
above methods, system recovery must be effected by firstwithholding any
subsequent rate commands to the CMGs and by exchanging momentum of the
failedCMG with the remaining good CMGs so that vehicle attitude may be
maintained with a three-CMG control law. The momentum exchange can be
accomplished utilizingthe three-CMG control law but is only initiatedby
ground command.
8. Wide-Angle Sun Sensors. The fault detection on the wide-angle
sun sensors is primarily by means of comparison consistency cheeks between
sun sensors and internal consistency checks of individual sun sensors. The
redundant pair of sun sensors oriented along the plus Z vehicle axis can be
compared with one another for fault detection. Fault isolation may be done
on this pair by internal consistency checks, and recovery entails primarily
a software switch to ignore the data from the failed cell and turn off the power
to its associated electronics. For the wide-angle sun sensor oriented along
the minus Z-axis, internal consistency checks together with reasonableness
tests of the vehicle attitude, known from the vehicle attitude computations,
may be used to detect and isolate a failed cell. For the two wide-angle sun
sensors mounted one each on the solar panels, internal consistency checks
plus correlation with the solar power impinging on the solar array may be
used to detect and isolate failures. Recovery, again, consists of a software
switch together with power turnoff of the electronics associated with the failed
cell.
9. Fixed Star Trackers. The three fixed star trackers oriented in
the Y-Z plane -- one collinear with the minus Z-axis and the remaining two,
one at +45 and one at -45 degrees, with the minus Z-axis -- are redundant in
the sense that any two of the three may be used to establish the reference
plane for vehicle orientation. However, the 6-degree fields-of-view of the
trackers do not coincide or overlap. Thus, instantaneous comparisons of
their outputs are not useful for failure detection. Detection of catastrophic
failures when in the tracking mode is rather straightforward in that the
indication would be a dramatic increase in one or both of the output access
signals without a corresponding indication of the vehicle attitude control
system. Slow drift failures may be detected when all three trackers are
locked on separate stars. The drift of the outputs of one tracker relative to
the corresponding axes of the other two would be manifest as a significant
difference in drift rate of the faulted tracker. For the case when only two of
the three trackers are locked on a star, the failure detection might revert to
comparison with the fine pointing signal from the scientific instrument package
(SIP) or a ground analysis of the picture quality data being received indicating
the drift condition.
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10. Three-Axis Magnetometers. The pair of three-axis magnetometers
may have failure detection by means of comparing _._.........._w • _._._._-_ aY_........ n,,t_
puts of the magnetometers. Resolution of any discrepancy may be done by
noting the vehicle attitude effects in response to specific torquing signals and
notir_g which magnetometer most correctly models these effects.
11. Communications and Data Handling System.
a. Command Subsystem. Fault detection, isolation, and recovery
in the command subsystem are largely dependent upon verification by means of
the downlink that the commands transmitted in the uplink channel were, indeed,
obeyed. Real-time response is not of paramount importance for this purpose.
At each opportunity for earth-to-spacecraft communications, the system status
is transmitted from the spacecraft by means of the downlink command system.
The system configuration may be changed in response to commands up-linked
from the ground station. A subsequent transmittal of system status will then
reveal whether the spacecraft has, indeed, responded correctly to the com-
mands. In the event that it has not, a systematic sequence of commands from
earth may be used to isolate the faulted unit. Sufficient redundancy is incor-
porated that the system may withstand any single failure and recovery may be
effected. Two independent transponder systems are used: one is a modified
Apollo transponder which is dual-redundant in that it contains two transmitters
and two receivers; the second transponder, likewise, is dual-redundant being
a modified ERTS transponder with dual transmitters and receivers. For
command receivers in the uplink mode, one receiver in each of the two
transponders is powered on. The ERTS receiver is connected to one antenna
and the Apollo transponder receiver is connected to the second. Signals from
both receivers are channeled through the electronic switch assembly to the
dual PSK demodulator. The PSK demodulator assembly selects the channel
with the strongest automatic gain control (AGC) signal and sends a switching
_ignal to the antenrm's switch so that subsequent transmissions will be routed
to the antenna receiving the strongest signal from the ground.
To detect interference noise that constitutes failures in the up-
link information channel, an information bit is derived from five subbits which
are transmitted. Since there are 32 combinations of 5 bits, there are 32
combinations from which to choose the 0 and 1 command representations. For
example, the subbit code for data 1 may be chosen as 11010; and the subbit
code for a data 0 may be chosen as the complement or 00101. There are other
possibilities also such as a different encoding for the address bits to the
decoders in order that confusion may not arise between address bits and data
bits. Only prewired, valid combinations of bits are accepted; otherwise an
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error is flagged. The outputs from the dual PSK demodulators, each receiving
signals from a separate receiver, are compared, and if they agree, the com-
mand is issued. In the event of discompare, the command is not issued and an
error messageis reported to the ground. The mode is automatically set to
enable either (or both) channels to receive and issue commands. Ground
analysis of the error messagewill determine the faulty channel. The next
uplink will be directed to the good channelto reconfigure the system and switch
out the faulty channel.
b. CommandDecoders. Commanddecoders are used with a
prime and standby spare type of operation. Each decoder has an 8-bit input
that is decodedto one of 256 output lines. A status register controlled switch-
able interface is used to direct the command signal to the online decoder.
Outputs of the dual decoders are diode ORedto the points at which the lines
are directed. Failure detection of the decoders is by means of a parity check
as shownin Figure VIII-26 with backup being by ground control. Ground
analysis of the cause of failure, and reconfiguration requirements to circumvent
the failure shouldbe greatly augmentedby circuits such as the decoder checking
circuit whenthey canbe economically implemented. Figure VIII-26 shows the
decoder detection scheme. The outputs of all lines which shouldbe activated
by even parity inputs are ORedtogether as are the secondgroup of output lines
that shouldbe activated by evenparity inputs. In the event an erroneous out-
put condition is detected by the checking circuit, a flip-flop associatedwith
the particular failed commanddecoder is set and the status is transmitted on
the subsequenthealth transmission.
c. CommandProcessor. It is desirable to have certain commands
initiated by the ground issued and executedat a time when the spacecraft does
not have ground communication contact. The commandprocessor has the
capability to accept and store commandsfrom the ground and to issue the com-
mandat a predetermined later time. The processor consists, basically, of a
memory that is read in cycles and a real-time clock. Part of each stored
commandconsists of a time-tag which specifies the time when the command
is to be executed. As the memory is cycled, the real-time clock is compared
with the successive commandsbeing read from the memory; and, whenthere
is a correspondencebetween the real time andthe time tag, the commandis
output to the commandbus.
The clocking circuitry consists of three crystal-controlled,
phase-lockedoscillators with individual associated shaping circuitry. After
shaping the individual channel, square waves may be voted with conventional
voting circuitry. Also, the various subdivided clock pulses can bevoted in a
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TMR fashion; thus, triplicate redundant clocking signals used throughout the
communications and data handling subsystem are distributed over triplicated
buses. Units which require these clocking pulses are served by voting the
three signals as clocking inputs to the using devices. The memory for the
command processor is a nondestructive readout read-write memory. The
memory is organized with error encoding redundant bits similar to the ACS
computer. Associated with the memory is a self-testing translator. The
translator, at this time, is not specified as having a backup because the entire
delay command capability is not essential to experiment and mission success.
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12. Electrical System. Fault tolerance in the electrical system is
obtained by means of diode isolation throughout the system and reconfiguration
switching. The system is partitioned to a very high level such that there are
a multitude of successful states to circumvent all single failures and a large
variety of multiple failures. Figure VIII-27 is a schematic of the system. It
may be seen that there are 12 solar arrays, 6 on each of 2 solar wings. Each
panel has a dual output which is switchable and may be diode-isolated. Each
output from each wing is dot ORed to common primary buses in the solar power
distributor. There are two solar power distributors with six panels connected
to each of their primary buses. There is also an alternate primary bus in
ewch solar power distributor to which the second array outputs are connected.
The corresponding primary buses and alternate primary buses in the solar
distributors may be connected through a switch to each other. Each primary
bus is connected through switches to three battery-charger combinations. All
six charger-battery combinations can receive power from any of the four
primary power buses via crossties between solar power distributors and
between the electrical control assemblies.
Following the solar power distributors and battery-charger com-
binations are two identical ECAs. These each contain a main battery bus and
an alternate battery bus. The main battery bus in each of the two ECAs is fed
by three charger-battery units through diodes and switches. The main battery
buses are also connected through switches to the corresponding channel primary
buses in the solar power distributors. The alternate battery buses, one each
in each of the two ECAs, is fed by the alternate outputs of the three battery-
charger units through diodes and switches. The alternate battery buses are
also connected through switches to the corresponding channel alternate primary
buses in the solar power distributors. Three regulators may receive input
power from either the main battery bus or the alternate battery bus in the
corresponding ECA. Dual outputs from each of the three regulators are dot
ORed through switches to a main and an alternate distribution bus in the ECA.
Diode isolation is not required on the output of the regulators because of the
design. A finite equivalent impedance in the output of each regulator and
feedback enables regulating the share of the load that each regulator contributes.
The main and alternate distribution buses then feed eight EDUs through appro-
priate switches. In turn, the EDUs supply the various loads throughout the
system. The capacities of the regulators are such that any three of the six
are capable of supplying the total system requirements.
Fault Detection and Isolation. Throughout the system, the
voltage and current parameters of the buses and the various types of modules
supplying the buses are continuously monitored for fault detection and power
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control. The solar arrays themselves are additionally monitored from the
groundby measurements of their I-V characteristics. Temperatures of the
solar arrays, as well as other components in the system, are measured to
detect incipient and occurred faults. The various test points and parameters
within the electrical power system are continually being monitored by the DAUs
allocated to the electrical system. The power managementswitches that con-
trol the configuration of the system are controlled from signals received from
commanddecoders. The decoders are addressed and controlled from the
ground through the radio-frequency (RF) commanduplink. The ground also
has override control of automatic protective switching.
13. Software Estimates. The onboard redundancy management soft-
ware is estimated to require a few more than 2000 16-bit locations. Table
VIII-7 is a breakdown of this estimate.
The rate gyro routine has been written at the MIT Draper Labora-
tory. The CMG and sun sensor routines are written for the Skylab program.
The remaining estimates are based on assumed complexity.
The electrical system redundancy management estimate is assumed
to implement a keep-alive algorithm to circumvent system faults until the next
ground communication opportunity. Optimum reconfiguration for the degraded
mode system operation is assumed to be uplinked from the ground via the
command system. Also, an upgraded electrical system redundancy manage-
ment algorithm is assumed to be uplinked to the ACS processor.
system.
No onboard redundancy management is postulated for the C&DHS
TABLE VIII-7. MEMORY SIZE ESTIMATES
ACS Memory Words
Rate Gyro Failure Isolation and Adaptation
CMG
Acquisition Sun Sensors
Magnetometers
Star Trackers
Magnetic Torquers
Electrical System
8OO
575
170
170
225
75
2015
25O
2265
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C. Degraded Mode Assessment
A study of the design reference reveals a considerable measure of
fault-tolerance; i. e., a large number of failures can occur with no significant
impact on the system capability. This is particularly true in the SSM and
optical telescope assembly (OTA). Since the SIP instrument failures are,
for the most part, independent, a given instrument failure will affect only the
operation of that instrument. The most noticeable exception is the slit jaw
camera that operates in conjunction with certain other instruments and whose
failures would decrease the usefulness of those instrument outputs.
The most important credible degraded modes in the SSM are discussed
below.
Failure of the command processor or memory would result in loss of
the stored command capability. Hence, redundancy has been applied to these
system elements, since a real-time only command execution capability would
greatly decrease the information output of the LST.
Failure of one or more electrical batteries would effectively eliminate
the present capability for one orbit of off-sun pointing to satisfy a spectrom-
eter slit orientation requirement and would also necessitate experiment
scheduling to minimize the power demands and conserve battery system life.
Alternatively, so long as three batteries are unfailed, the nominal loads could
be satisfied, but this might result in a shorter maintenance interval.
As described previously, the reference gyro assembly must provide
attitude information about the pitch and yaw axes with accuracy at least
equivalent to an orthogonal triad with gyros aligned along these axes. This
is based upon a desire to avoid a target reacquisition sequence, with the
attendant possibility of locking onto the wrong guide stars. The time estimated
for completion of the reacquisition sequence, including maneuvering and settling
time, is approximately 5 min. With gyros having a random drift of 0. 005
degree/hour (1cr) and with a maximum occultation time of 35.5 min, the gyro
combinations described in Section A. 2 will permit the guide stars to remain
within the coarse field of the fine guidance sensor. Since observations can be
continued with up to three gyro failures, albeit with greater difficulty, these
failures constitute a degraded mode of operation.
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D. Future Effort: The Reliability and Maintainability
Problem
Once the decision had been made to launch the LST using the Shuttle,
there arose the problem of effectively utilizing the Shuttle maintenance capa-
bility to achieve a feasible low cost design. While considerable emphasis has
been placed on this capability, there is a dearth of techniques useful to the
hardware designer. For the first time, the maintenance mode, policy, and
level form an integral part of the hardware design problem.
The "mode" is simply the method by which maintenance is to be
accomplished. For the LST, three maintenance modes were considered:
(1) pressurized, shirtsleeve, on-orbit maintenance; (2) unpressurized
(manipulator) maintenance; and (3) ground maintenance using the Shuttle
retrieval capability. The option of a Shuttle-launched, expendable LST was
also considered. For the design reference, the pressurized mode, with
ground return backup capability, was selected. The qualitative and economic
reasons for this selection are discussed in Chapter VII. "Policy" is the term
used to describe the frequency of maintenance actions or, what amounts to
the same thing, the criteria used to determine maintenance actions. These
criteria can be called maintenance action initiation decision rules. Two
policies were considered for the LST: scheduled maintenance at fixed intervals,
and random, or unscheduled, maintenance. The latter is a "fix when failed
using the Shuttle as available" approach. Shuttle availability is discussed in
Chapter VIII. For these policies, the interval length or interval length sta-
tistics can be varied by changing the decision rules or the hardware charac-
teristics. At the present time, the random maintenance policy appears to
offer the greatest potential for cost savings.
Early in the Phase A study, it became obvious that the traditional
reliability techniques were inadequate to answer the questions raised by the
Shuttle maintenance capability. As an example of this inadequacy, consider
the SSM spares problem. Table VIII-8 lists 21 different replaceable items
having a total volumetric requirement of 2. 299 m 3. Due to lifetime problems,
it was assumed that the batteries and tape recorders would be replaced during
every maintenance action. The expected, or average, spares volume for a
maintenance flight occurring at 1 year was calculated to be 0. 414 m 3 (these
are "raw" volumes; i.e., no allowance is made for packaging, tools, test
equipment, contamination control equipment, etc.). However, this single
number is not very informative. Note that the volume of a single CMG is
approximately 0.461 m 3. Accordingly, a crude attempt was made to estimate
the reasonable spares volume requirement. Table VIII-9 gives the results.
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It was first assumed that only batteries and,tape recorders would be replaced;
0. 136 m 3 was required, ......uu_u._ _ _'_,._. ha A on!y _hnut a _,-pereent _3robabili .ty
of being "as good as new." Spares were then allowed for those items least
likely to be "as good as new." The volumetric requirement rose to 0.624 m 3
and the "renewal" probability to about 31 percent. Further spares raised the
voIume to 1. 180 m 3 and the renewal probability to about 94 perc'ent. This
analysis is misleading in that ground diagnostics of the telemetered spacecraft
data would, in actual practice, define the spares kit. Accordingly, the "spares"
shown in these two tables more nearly describe the inventory from which the kit
would be drawn. A second point to be noted is that it is not essential that a
given maintenance action restore the spacecraft to a "new" condition.
The spares problem, either in the volumetric context just described
or reformulated in terms of maintenance action duration statistics, is typical
of the problems raised by the Shuttle maintenance capability. Problems"
relating to the number of maintenance actions required, Shuttle availability,
and program cost statistics are other examples.
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CHAPTER IX. CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER IX. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the Phase A study indicate that a 3 m optical telescope
can be operated ia low va_...._L_u_^-_'_*.,_for 5 .,_-_-_-_o_-,_..., _ y_v_........ The telescooe, suooort_
requirements can be provided by onboard systems to provide near-diffraction-
limited optical performance. The LST spacecraft may be launched by either
the Shuttle (primary) or the Titan IIIE/Orbit Adjust System (OAS) (alternate)
vehicle. Specific conclusions are categorized as follows:
I. Configuration,
a. The reference design support systems module (SSM) configura-
tion is compatible with either a Shuttle or Titan launch. The docking structure
blends easily into the reference design SSM. However, either launch requires
that the SSM be provided with fittings for a Shuttle recovery. The Shuttle
launch/recovery in turn requires a pallet or cradle to adapt the SSM to the
Shuttle payIoad bay and to avoid inducing loads into the LST from Shuttle
flexing. Conical adapters are required for the Titan launch to adapt the SSM
and the fairing to the OAS kick stage. One cone provides support for thc
aerodynamic fairing while another provides the primary LST/OAS load path.
b. The arrangement of support system components provides
adequate clearance for astronaut maintenance of the LST in a shirtsleeve
environment. The arrangement also is thermally compatible with the SSM
radiating surface area and solar orientation and is adequate for the reference
design thermal control system.
2. Structures
a. Tne refe_-ence u_,,_'_ --,,.Q_ I_" a conventional pressurized
cylindrical structure of simple aerospace skin/stringer construction, although
several other standard aerospace structural design techniques, i.e., "isogrid,"
honeycomb, integrally stiffened panels, etc., might easily be substituted.
Conventional materials such as aluminum alloys in standard gages with standard
fasteners will provide a satisfactory pressure shell with an adequate factor of
safety. The meteoroid protection shield is easily integrated into the reference
design structure or other standard aerospace structures and is compatible with
the reference design thermal control system.
b. The reference design solar array is structurally adequate;
however, alternate structures provide design leeway and may be preferred
for other than structural requirements.
c. No significant disturbance to telescope pointing is causedby
oscillation of the solar array following reorientation of the spacecraft.
d. Dynamic deflections of the spacecraft structure causedby
control moment _ro (CMG) disturbances (rotor unbalance) are not struc-
turally significant.
3. Thermal Control
a. A passive thermal control design is feasible for the SSM.
b. Louvers will be required to control the battery temperatures
within their prescribed limits.
c. Approximately 250watts will be required for heaters to
control the temperature of the pressure bulkhead of the SSMduring pressurized
on-orbit maintenance.
d. The system allows substantial changesin systems design
and power requirements.
e. The SSMthermal control design utilizes either existing
materials andhardware or those which will be developedbefore their require-
ment for the LST program. This represents a low-cost R&D effort.
f.
replacement.
The system allows for easy component maintenance and
4. Electrical System
a. The electrical power system is designed for an orbital average
power of 1500 watts at the 5 year end-of-mission conditions.
b. The LST average power requirement is 1283 watts and the peak
is 1785 watts. This gives design margins of 217 and 915 watts for the average
and peak powers.
e. The energy storage requirement for the docked operations is 1024
watt-hours for the maximum occultation period and an average power of 1500
watts. This will be provided by six nickel cadmium 30 Ah batteries. Depth
of discharge will be limited to 19 percent to provide a lifetime in excess of
2 years.
IX-2
d. The use of phase changematerial within the solar array sub-
strate can reduce *_...... of cn1.T',vr,y t_.mperatures from i35 to 43°C
This will increase the reliability of cell interconnections; however, power
output will be increased by only about six percent. The mass penalty would
be 91 kg.
e. The number of consecutive orbits that the spacecraft may be
oriented in a nonoptimum solar panel illumination attitude for polarization
measurements depends on the location of the target, the degree of freedom in
roll, and the installed battery capacity. If a slit rotation of +45 degrees is
satisfactory, the reference electrical power subsystem (EPS) has the
capability to sustain several orbits for all pointing directions. If a _90 degree
slit rotation is required, the reference EPS cannot sustain a full orbit for
about 30 percent of the celestial sphere targets. An additional battery is
required for full sphere coverage for one complete orbit if +90 degree roll is
necessary.
f. The low mass, high performance battery concept is based on
proposed standardized cells and assemblies for future payloads.
g. The solar array reference design, based on conventional solar
panels, can satisfy the LST requirements. However, it is a high mass approach
and its storage, deployment, and retraction are complex; in addition, it is not
a good candidate for in-space maintenance. The alternate flexible roll-out
arrays have much more attractive mass, deployment, retraction, and
maintenance characteristics. Further study is recommended to determine
whether the alternates would be cost effective.
5. Communications and Data Handling
a. The communications and data handling (C&DH) system utilizes
state-of-the-art hardware to provide a flexible data system.
b. Two dual data transponders, one for high-speed scientific data
and one for slower-speed engineering data, utilized with two conical spiral
antennas, provide a communications link with the Space Tracking and Data
Acquisition Network (STADAN) stations.
c. The data system is capable of taking a single frame of data
from a 50 mm by 50 mm target format with 60 cycle/ram resolution and
transmitting it to ground at a rate of i m bit/sec within i0 min.
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d. A mass memory storage alternative for storing scientific data
is circumvented by utilizing secondary electron conduction (SEC) vidicon
tubes with a storage capability of up to several hours.
e. The data relay satellite could permit real-time observations
should it becomeavailable for LST use.
f. The commandsystem can distribute both real-time and stored
commandsto eight addressable decoders, eachwith a command repertoire to
256 commands.
g. Both status and diagnostic data can be gathered from 28data
acquisition units placed throughout the LST.
h. Capability for a flexible scientific observational program has
beenprovided by permitting arbitrary instrument sequencingthrough either
uplink commandsor onboard control.
i. The scientific instrument controller provides maximum flexi-
bility in the event of a changein the instrument complement.
6. Attitude Control System
a. The design reference attitude control system (ACS) used in
conjunction with the optical telescope assembly (OTA) fine guidancesystem
(FGS) will satisfy the LST pointing requirements.
b. Tip and tilt positioning of the secondarymirror in response to
FGSstar tracker outputs is required to maintain the 0. 005 arc sec pointing
stability.
c. The reference gyro assembly (RGA) can provide the sensing
functions to maintain the line of sight (LOS) excursions within the limits of the
FGScoarse fields-of-view during guide star occultation periods.
d. Sensor noise (RGA and FGS) will be one of the primary factors
limiting the body-pointing capability of the LST.
e. CMG gimbal componentnonlinearities are a source of pointing
instability but the effects can be minimized by mechanical design of the CMG
and by electronic design of the gimbal andvehicle control loops.
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f. CMG-generated disturbance torques, whenpropagated through
the structure to critical optical components, create pointing errors. The
effects can be reducedby shock mounts androtor speedtiming.
g. The four-skewed --'--'----_-_ lCn_ C_n --,,-ei_,r.tion
selected for the LST reference design permits continuous experiment data
gathering without desaturation for 6.2 orbits ( 4.4 orbits with three CMG
operations) under worst case environmental disturbances.
h. One CMG of the four-skewed configuration can fail and normal
operations be continued without performance degradation.
i. The vehicle inertias can become much larger and more
unfavorable without impacting the momentum exchange system.
j. The magnetic torquer system used for momentum management
of the CMGs produces magnetic fields in the support systems module (SSM)/
scientific instrument package (SIP) area which are an order of magnitude less
than the earth's magnetic field. Therefore, no additional shielding is required
for magnetically sensitive instruments over that normally required to shield
the earth's field.
k. Gyro hangup (ghu) detection and avoidance are not required
for the design reference ACS CMGs using the magnetic torquer system for
desaturation.
1. The reaction control system (RCS) raises the confidence level
for mission success by providing a standby actuator system for abnormal
situations such as Shuttle misdock and by providing an emergency backup system
for short-time use during major ACS component failures.
7. Maintainability
a. The selected maintenance concept is unscheduled, on-orbit,
manned maintenance using the Shuttle orbiter for support.
b. Equipment will be replaced only when required because of
failure or degradation or for scientific update.
c. Unscheduled maintenance allows for reduction in design lifetime
of equipment from a previous goal of 2.5 years to some shorter time.
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d. The maintenancemission will share Shuttle flights with other
payloads to reduce costs.
e. The LST may be returned to earth for major maintenancewhen
dictated by complexity of repair or for major upgrading of optical or instrument
systems.
8. Reliability
a. The SSMi year reliability goal was set at 0.95. The current
one year point estimate is 0. 98408;however, this does not include the reliability
estimates for batteries or the solar array.
b. The i-year reliability estimate for the OTA is 0. 9631.
c. The probability estimate for no maintenance requirement for
the SIP for I year is 0. 79336.
9. Contamination Control
a. The contamination level in the LST during orbital maintenance
is controlled to a i0 000-class particulate level in the SIP, to a i00 000-class
particulate level in the SSMvolume about the SIP, and to a 15ppm maximum
level of trace contaminants.
b. To achieve these contamination levels, ducting andhigh
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are located on the LST. A trace
contamination control loop, environmental control equipment, andpower
sources are located in the orbiter support volume.
c. Existing equipmenthas been selected for the componentsof
the contamination control system to minimize costs.
IX-6
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APPENDIX A
LST CONTAMINATION CONTROL
The LST, in its present configuration, may be launched with either the
Space Shuttle or the Titan launch vehicle. Space Shuttle launch is used as the
design reference in this study. Current concepts provide for maintenance
visits to the LST by the Space Shuttle either on an as-needed or periodic basis
and for retrieval by the Space Shuttle for refurbishment if required. One of
the on-orbit maintenance modes considered involves pressurizing the support
systems module (SSM) of the LST which contains the instrumentation. The
SSM would be pressurized to 1 atm to provide a shirtsleeve environment (with
clean-suits) for the two-man maintenance crew which will enter the SSM and
replace faulty components as required. This exposes the sensitive LST instru-
ments to another potential source of contamination.
The LST mission concept outlined above presents numerous problems
of contamination control. Both high-resolution imagery and faint-source
detection are goals of the mission and the optical instruments on board,
particularly those operating in the ultraviolet spectral region, are highly
sensitive to degradation by contamination.
The purpose of this study, which is reported in detail in Reference
A-l, is to investigate sources of contamination which represent a threat to
the LST or its mission, to determine the effects of such contamination, and
to identify and evaluate the effectiveness of potential countermeasures.
When an LST contamination control design concept was developed, an
attempt was made to define the problem within the framework of available
information. LST contamination control equipment design concepts were then
developed based on work done for other systems. It became evident very
quickly that the levels of tolerable contamination desired for the LST and the
levels of contamination production predicted for manned, general scientific
spacecraft missions were not amenable within reasonable flight equipment
weight and power limits. Tradeoff studies were performed to evaluate equip-
ment impacts as a function of contamination control levels. The contamination
control equipment concepts derived represent achievable designs for reasonable
contamination control provided that all equipment is thoroughly cleaned, baked
out, and desisned for minimum contamination production in orbit. The equip-
ment cannot function effectively with careless design or lax operational
procedures.
As the susceptibility of the LST to various contaminants and realistic
contaminantproduction rates is more confidently defined, a relief in the
rigidity of contamination control procedures and LST contamination control
system designspecifications may result. Uncertainty usually produces more
severe specifications.
A. Requirements
Contamination control must be involved in all aspects of LST activity.
It must be permitted to influence concept definition and development from a
design and operational viewpoint since contamination has the potential of
nullifying LST usefulness. Some of the elements of LST activity which must
be strongly influenced by and which may be used in achieving effective con-
tamination control aboard the orbiting LST are:
i. Design.
2. Selection of Materials.
3. Environmental Control.
4. Scheduling of Events.
5. Cleaning.
6. Special Manufacturing Processes.
7. Compensatory Measures.
8. Verification.
9. Configuration Management.
I0. Personnel Indoctrination.
These elements are dependent and overlap; therefore, each influences
the other. The possible impact of each element is illustrated by the methods,
considerations, and approaches to achieve effective LST contamination control
discussed in Reference A-I.
i. Design for Contamination Control. Control of LST contamination
should begin with the basic design concept of the spacecraft. By regarding
contamination as a design parameter at the outset, numerous problems of
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contamination control may be circumvented. Figure A-1 illustrates some
potential sources of contaminants during orbital operations which must be
considered during the designphase• These potential sources are categorized
as follows by type of device and expectedmode of contamination:
• LI(_IUi Drive Motors (luDrzcan_s, coil ,_ ...... i.
a. Aperture drive.
b. Mirror drive.
c. Sunshade deployment mechanism.
d. Pressure bulkhead drive.
e. Solar panel drive•
2. Thermal Coatings and Paints (outgas, flaking).
a. Exterior of sunshade, white paint, S13G.
b. Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA) exterior, white paint,
SI3G.
c. SSM exterior, zinc orthotitanate.
d. OTA interior and light baffles, Cat-a-Lac black•
e. SSM interior, Cat-a-Lac white paint•
3. OTA graphite epoxy structure (outgassing, absorbs moisture)•
4. Wiring Harnesses and Electromechanical Assemblies (Outgassing,
Adsorption of Secondary Contamination).
5. Internal Insulation. (Represents a large surface area subject to
adsorption of trace contaminants• )
Reaction Control System (RCS) Thrusters (should be clean, inerto
gas type)•
7. Tape Recorders (typical of wear particle generators, must be
sealed to contain contaminant).
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,(lubricants, wear particles, insulation ouL_,_ssingj" _.
that one device is used for several instruments. )
Scientific Instrument Package (SIP) Electromechanical Devices
a. Fine guidance assembly.
b. Echelle spectrographs (2).
(1) Slit width selector*.
(2) Collimating mirror position control*.
c. Czerny-Turner spectrograph (axial).
(1) Slit width control*.
(2) Collimating mirror position control*.
(3) Grating selector.
d. f/12 field camera -- filter wheel.
e. f/96 cameras (3).
(1) Flip mirror position selector.
(2) Filter wheel.
f. Wadsworth spectrograph slit width selector.
g_ Czerny-Turner Spectrograph (radial) -- slit width control.
h. Fourier Interferometer -- field-of-view opening control.
Of course, some of these sources are also sensitive to contamination
or degenerate in performance as they produce contamination. An example of
the latter is the thermal coatings. An example of the former is the graphite
epoxy which absorbs moisture so that it changes dimensions approximately
25 pm/m in going from 0 to 25 percent humidity (soak).
2. Nonl_articulate Contaminants. Many of the potentially harmful
contaminants are nonparticulates. These gases, vapors, and moisture-
transported contaminants must be controlled to an acceptable level. The
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definition of an acceptable level is difficult without a knowledgeof the physical
and chemical characteristics of the materials used throughout the LST and a
detailed knowledgeof the physical and chemical characteristics of contaminants
produced by the LST and its environment. An attempt has been made to define
acceptable concentrations during pressurized on-orbit maintenance from the
point of view of "no deposit -- no contamination." That is, there is a critical
cont_tminantconcentration during the maintenance period, at standard tempera-
ture and pressure of air, below which the evaporation rate exceedsthe deposi-
tion rate for that potential contaminant. Theoretically, that contaminant would
not deposit on any surface if held below the critical concentration. However,
if the contaminanthits a cold surface it may well condenseon that surface,
particularly if it is water soluble and is suspendedin the humid air provided
for crew comfort.
Since chemisorbed materials will deposit to a monolayer for virtually
any concentration other than zero, the only practical means for controlling
such contaminants is not to allow them within the LST support volume. For
some materials this can be feasible. For biological products such control is,
of course, impossible. The contamination control subsystem must be designed
to keep low vapor pressure compoundsto concentrations which do not provide
molecular incidence rates greater than approximately 5 x 1014molecules cm-2
sec-1. For vapor pressures greater than 10-2 mm Hg, molecular incidence
rates of 1018molecules cm-2 sec-1 can be allowed. For very high vapor
pressure compounds,permanent deposition is not a problem. However, if
these compoundsare not controlled, cloud obscurement of the LST becomes
a problem. For this reason, it is considered advisable to control these high
vapor pressure contaminants actively rather than to vent the contaminants in
the vicinity of optical experiment packages.
Without detailed descriptions of the materials used in the servicing
vehicle LST support volume as well as the surface areas of those materials
(and recent environmental history to evaluate contaminant adsorption), it is
difficult to determine the types and quantities of nonparticulate contaminants
to be expected. Trace contaminants from biological sources will bepresent.
If only materials from the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) approved list or a
more stringent LST approved materials specification are used on the LST and
within the "clean" LST support volume aboard the on-orbit maintenance
support vehicle, contaminants from nonbiological sources shouldbe materially
reduced. Effective control within those limits indicated as necessary by pre-
liminary analysis will require sharp curtailment or elimination of nonbiologi-
cal contaminant production. The only available experience factor for non-
biological contaminantproduction was that assumed for the SpaceStation pro-
totype (SSP) study [A-2] based on spacecraft simulation studies for missions
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similar to the LST on-orbit pressurized maintenance concept. Calculations
indicate that excessive contamination control equipment would be necessary
to control these to LST specifications.
In summary, the 1_,:__ -,_,--_ ..............p.uutt_L.u_, of _._1_1 contaminants to be controlled
totals about 5.5 g/day plus about 2.5 g/day of nonbiological ammonia. Of this
total, about 4.5 g/day of ammonia will be produced along with approximately
3.5 g/day of contaminants requiring the catalytic oxidizer for removal (in-
cluding 1.2 g/day of methane in a total of about 2.2 g/day of hydrocarbons).
The production of sorbable contaminants was estimated at 75 g/day.
The reference design contamination control subsystem was designed
to control ammonia concentrations to 2.8 parts per million (ppm) or less,
sorbable intermediate vapor pressure and low vapor pressure contaminants
to 10 ppm (1018 molecules cm -2 sec-1), and hard-to-oxidize high vapor
pressure contaminants, including methane, to 15 ppm or less.
3. Particulate Contaminants. Contamination of sensitive surfaces by
particulate matter is a type of problem that is common to all spacecraft and
one particularly difficult to prevent, especially for large spacecraft. Particu-
late contamination may occur at any stage in the life of the spacecraft and
consists of the deposition on spacecraft surfaces of small particles of dust,
soil, lint, skin, and the like. Primary and secondary forms of particulate
contamination may be distinguished. Primary contamination occurs when the
sensitive surfaces of the spacecraft such as thermal control and optical sur-
faces become contaminated directly by particulate matter from sources
external to the spacecraft. In secondary contamination, an insensitive space-
craft surface collects particles initially and these are later dislodged by
vibration of air currents and are deposited on sensitive surfaces as contam-
inants.
In the design of a particulate control concept, the class 350 (i0 000)
specification was used for sensitive areas with class 3500 (i00 000) accept-
able for the support volume and less sensitive areas. The design endeavors
to put the clean air just out of the filters into the sensitive areas, forcing
particulates from these areas to less sensitive areas. A tradeoff of hardware
penalties versus particulate cleanliness level led to a compromise system
which could be used for small particle control by installing a filtration system
to eliminate the smaller particles.
Particulate contamination may be reduced to an acceptable level by
filtering all air introduced into critical areas and maintaining a controlled
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flow of air so that entrained particles will be continuously moved from the
more critical to the less critical system. With this method, all the air going
into a critical area is cleaned by high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) fil-
ters. The air is pumpedfrom a more contaminated area, filtered, and
allowed to flow back after ventilation of the critical area with "clean" air.
An openloop system which pumps air from outside the contamination control
or "clean" area may be used.
B. Contamination Control System (CCS) Reference Design
The removal of nonparticulate contaminants in the vapor and gaseous
state must be accomplished by thorough (near 100 percent) removal of all
such undesirable contaminants from a portion of the airflow to reduce the
concentration of these contaminants to an acceptable level. Processing the
entire flow required for particulate control would be prohibitive in terms of
pressure drop (fan power) and size of the sorbent beds and/or oxidizers
required. To an extent, this implies open loops with smaller flow rates;
however, the nonparticulate contaminant production rates characteristic of
manned spacecraft do not allow control of these contaminants to an LST
acceptable level for the entire servicing vehicle without excessive equipment
weight and power penalties. It is therefore necessary to provide a separate,
controlled volume with principal contamination activities (food, waste man-
agement, equipment outgassing) isolated from the LST nonparticulate con-
tamination control loop. This implies a sealed volume whose environmental
control and life support system (EC/LSS) can be isolated from that of the
main cabin area of the support vehicle. In this sense, a closed loop system
to limit contaminant production to manageable proportions is required.
The criticality of contamination effects on LST performance indicates
a need for class 350 (10 000 English System) overall cleanliness for the LST,
at least class 3500 (100 000) for the vehicle servicing the LST, and positive
pressure forcing flow out of the LST. The objectives of the following analysis
were first to determine the costs of the class 350 (10 000) requirement in
terms of power, occupied volume and mass, and then to arrive at a recom-
mended particulate control system.
1. The Particulate Control System. Table A-1 indicates that the cost
of class 350 (10 000) particulate cleanliness is relatively great and yet class
3500 (100 000) conditions may not be sufficient for the sensitive instruments
of the SIP. It was reasoned that a significant amount of cleandown capability
could be achieved, above the class 3500 (100 000) level, by enclosing the SIP
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and diverting flow through it to establish a positive pressure purge. A savings
in mass and power ......_,u_ul-_, ,vnlo_,be _-_-v_l_..........nv_r th_ class 350 (10, 000) system,
while class 350 (10 000) conditions could hopefully be approximated within the
SIP cowling. Thus, such a particulate control system design was evolved and
is presented herein as the recommended system for inclusion in the overall
contamination control system (CCS) design.
TABLE A-1. MASS AND POWER SUMMARY FOR LST
CONTAMINATION CONTROL SYSTEM CLEANLINESS
CLASS TRADE STUDY
Cleanliness Class
350
(10 0001
3500
(100 000)
Mass [kg (lb)l
Support
Vehicle LST
250 113
(549) (248)
219 13.2
(481) (29)
Total
362
(797)
232
(510/
Power (W)
Support
Vehicle LST Total
2674 0 2674
824 0 824
Figures A-2 and A-3 are schematic diagrams of the system,
designated class 350/3500 (10 000/100 000), showing the filtering equipment
and ductwork installed in the SSM. This "hybrid" system was sized to supply
the distribution manifold a sufficient volumetric flow rate to maintain class
3500 (100 000) cleanliness within the cabin and provide, in addition, a stream
of filtered air to the cowled SIP, by means of a pressure-actuated flow diver-
ter. When an instrument is removed for servicing and the integrity of the
cowling is interrupted, the SIP flow would increase to provide at least a 0.5
m/see (100 fpm) outflow.
A mass and power breakdown for the recommended system is given in
Tables A-2 and A-3. Mass and power savings of 40 and 65 percent, respec-
tively, have been gained over the class 350 (10 000) system design (not
including the clean-work station and separate support volume filtering equip-
ment penalties ).
Nonparticulate contamination control requires the removal of atmos-
pheric contaminants to maintain concentrations at an acceptable low level.
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2. The Nonparticulate Control System. Assuming that nonbiological
contaminant production will be held to negligible proportions by materials
selection, bakeout, and cleaning techniques, the major concern of the con-
tamination control system equipment is with the biologicals. Those trace
contaminants specified for control in the Shuttle are listedin Table A-4 with
the production of the two-man LST maintenance crew (rather than the entire
four-man Shuttle crew), principal method of control, flow rate of the princi-
pal control method, and minimum concentration C (co) achievable at that flow
rate.
a. Removal Methods. The chemical removal of trace contami-
nants may be broken down into several groups which indicate possible control
methods:
by charcoal.
removable.
in water.
1. Ammonia. A small molecule cannot be readily sorbed
It can be oxidized but the oxidation products are not easily
Ammonia can be easily sorbed by an acidic sorbent or dissolved
2. Hydrogen, Carbon Monoxide, and Methane. Small
molecules which cannot be readily sorbed but can be oxidized.
3. Hydrazine Derivatives such as Mono-Methyl Hydrazine
and Dimethyl Hydrazine. Can be removed by acid compounds and are soluble
in water. (Molecules easily dissolved in water such as hydrogen sulphide,
sulphur dioxide, hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen fluoride, can also be
removed by molecular sieve, silicagel, and LiOH, Li2CO 3.
4. Acids. In general, these can be readily sorbed by
highly basic compounds such as LiOH or Li2CO 3 and generally can be dissolved
in water.
5. Organic Compounds. May all be potentially oxidized
but those products of combustion other than CO 2 and H20 should be sorbed
before leaving the contaminant control section. Some are soluble in water.
A detailed analysis of the contaminant list (Table A-4) defined the process
rates required for each of the contaminants. The contaminants are listed
with the design flow rate, primary removal mechanism, and the resulting
limiting concentration, C (co) in parts per million.
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b. Flow Requirements and Cleandown Capability. Given an
initial concentration C O a production rate P, an efficiency per pass of 7?
and a flow rate F, we may calculate the concentration in terms of charac-
teristic emptying time T= V/_F and C(co) = P/_F.
c(t) = (c 0 - c( ))exp (_t)+ (A-l)
or normalizing to t/T and C/C(co) '
= 1
C(_o) )
exp (- t/T) + 1 . (A-2)
This normalization allows the plotting of the ratio of the concentration as a
function of time C(t) to the limiting concentration C(_) = P/_ F, versus
time in units of the characteristic emptying time T or t/T. A series of
curves for different ratios of the C0/C (co) is shown in Figure A-4. With this
parametric presentation it is possible to select any volume, flow rate, con-
taminant production rate, and initial concentration and determine the time to
"clean down" to a predetermined concentration C (t) " If we assume the
Shuttle air is in the control volume at the start, an initial concentration equal
to the maximum allowable concentration (MAC) for manned occupancy is
possible in the worst case. To facilitate cleandown, the control volume will
be kept vacant, so P = 0 is assumed. The MAC of those hydrocarbon con-
taminants primarily controlled by the catalytic oxidizer is 1355.5 ppm (of
which 1060.8 ppm is methane). Since P = 0, C(co) = P/_?F = 0, and
C 0= 1355.5ppm, then C(3T) = 0.05 (1355.5) = 67.7ppmin 5hours if
X /
V=28.23m 3 (1000 ft 3) and C,6TX_j =0.05 (67.7) =3.4ppminl0hours.
Figure A-5 is a plot of normalized cleandown time t/T as
a function of initial concentration C O to various final concentrations C (t)
with various values C (co) = P/_?F which correspond to given production rates.
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If C(co) is in parts per million (ppm), P is g/day and F is 5 × 10 -3 m3/sec
(10 cfm) with_ = 0.99, C(_o) (ppm) _2 P (g/day).
c. Equipment Functional Description. Primary ammonia control
is accomplished by the use of CuSO 4 coated sorbeads in the primary sorbent
bed (Fig. A-6). This material provides the best weight efficiency of the can-
didate materials surveyed (sorbeads, regenerated charcoal, acid-impregnated
charcoal ).
The primary control of intermediate and low vapor pressure
hydrocarbons is to be accomplished by the use of activated charcoal, which is
to be placed in the main sorbent bed along with the CuSO 4 coated sorbeads for
space efficiency. Since the hydrocarbons require a considerably higher flow
rate, the ammonia control will be more than adequate. The flow rate for this
loop was set at 0.2 m3/sec (400 cfm), which allows a safety factor of four.
This loop has been designed into an integrated LST contamination control
package concept (Fig. A-6); however, it should interface directly with an
EC/LSS loop dedicated to the LST and its support volume. The dedicated
EC/LSS loop is necessary to limit contaminant production to controllable
levels. Such interfacing will also allow for the control of water-soluble con-
taminants in the temperature and humidity control subsystem without the
need of a separate contamination control subsystem. Acid vapor and CO 2
control will be accomplished by the EC/LSS subsystem LiOH canisters.
The high vapor pressure contaminants will be controlled by
the utilization of a 5 × 10 -3 m3/sec (10 cfm) catalytic oxidizer (Fig. A-6),
which is required for control of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane.
The catalytic oxidizer cleans up the high vapor pressure compounds by oxi-
dizing those compounds. Consequently, an LiOH post-sorbent bed is included
downstream from the catalytic oxidizer to remove the oxidizer residue. To
minimize the load on the catalytic oxidizer, a secondary sorbent canister
containing CuSO 4 sorbeads and charcoal and an LiOH presorbent canister
identical with the postsorbent LiOH canister is included upstream from the
catalytic oxidizer.
A Flanders absolute filter for dust and bacteria is normally
a part of EC/LSS systems. Because it is assumed that the 0.2 m3/sec
(400 cfm) loop will interface with the LSS, a better location for the filter
might be ahead of the primary sorbent canister; however, this filter is not
included in the integrated package.
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3. Contamination Control Support Equipment Packaging. An inte-
grated package of those elements of the LST contamination control equipment
to be placed aboard the support vehicle was assembled to determine the over-
all dimensions and volume required (F.ig. A-7). An attempt was made to use
a quasi-portable CCS scheme by taking the equipment package into the LST
SSM. Although the equipment will clear the 1 m hatch, the procedure is not
recommended because it ignores the dependency of the CCS on a dedicated
(isolated) loop of the EC/LSS of the support vehicle and may also cramp the
available volume in the SSM. It also is not considered good practice to locate
the operating equipment of the system within the volume of air upon which it
i_ operating.
The dimensions, weight, and power required for the LST contam-
ination control equipment package are summarized in Table A-5.
C. Summary of Equipment Functions and Procedures
1. On-Board Ecluipment. The equipment recommended for installa-
tion aboard the LST to provide a class 350/3500 (10 000/100 000) particulate
cleanliness and control of hydrocarbons to less than 15 ppm within the SIP/SSM
is listed in Table A-2 and illustrated in Figure A-3. The design philosophy
of this concept is to supply clean air from the support vehicle with nonparticu-
late contaminants removed. This air is routed through an umbilical connected
by the crew through the open hatch to the ductwork installed in the SSM of the
LST and thence through HEPA filters to the SIP and the forward end of the
SSM. The idea is to provide the cleanest air to the most sensitive parts and
have it flow outward to less sensitive regions. Airflow through the SIP is
governed by valves which control the pressure so that approximately 0.5
m/sec (100 ft/min) flow through any opening in the SIP cowling.
2. Support Equipment. The equipment required aboard the support
vehicle to service the recommended contamination control concept is listed
in Tables A-3 and A-5 and illustrated in Figures A-2, A-6 and A-7. In ad-
dition to the equipment listed, a volume with an individually controlled
clean environment sealed off from the contamination of the support vehicle
is required for spares and work space for two scientist-astronauts. This
space should be directly accessible to the docked and pressurized LST during
maintenance operations and provided a plenum for the backflow of HEPA
filtered air from the SIP and SSM. To this volume will be connected the inlets
of the contamination control equipment package which will, in turn, be inter-
connected with a separate dedicated EC/LSS loop operating independently
from the support vehicle (Shuttle) EC/LSS during LST maintenance. The
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sealing off of the control volume may be accomplished by an air-supported
fabric which maintains a proper cleanliness/airflow barrier without imposing
safety problems such as emergency egress, etc., which might accrue with
hard structure.
3. Procedures. Contamination control with minimum equipment
requires that the LST maintenance operation start clean, keep cleaning, and
stay clean during the operation and after termination. It is expected that the
LST will be remotely commanded to close the OTA aperture doors and the
pressure bulkhead door between the main mirror and the SIP prior to docking
with the Shuttle. After docking, the SSM/SIP will be pressurized with clean
air from tanks aboard the Shuttle.
Some of this same clean air might also be used to expand the folded
fabric "control volume" surrounding and sealing in the LST spares. This
volume would then occupy a larger portion of the Shuttle crew compartment.
A slight overpressure would allow the two scientist-astronauts to enter, in
"clean suits," through a zippered access door to airlock. Note that this clean
volume is not a shirt-sleeve environment. It requires clean suits such as
those used in ground-based clean rooms.
The maintenance crew would proceed through the Shuttle airlock,
open the outer Shuttle hatch, then the LST hatch. The CCS umbilical would
be pulled through the hatch and connected to the LST ductwork before flow
through the umbilical was allowed. The flow of clean air, once established,
would come from the SIP and the forward end of the SSM out through the hatch
and airlock into the control volume in the Shuttle. From there it would be
recycled through the dedicated EC/LSS loop and the contamination control
equipment.
This concept provides free access between the Shuttle-provided
LST Clean Control Volume and the LST-pressurized SSM/SIP for the main-
tenance crew. After performing a checkout, replacement, and recheck of the
LST equipment as needed, the maintenance crew would withdraw as "cleanly"
as possible. One aspect of contamination control during this part of the opera-
tion concerns debris trapped by the HEPA filters located in the SSM. To
remove the filters would contaminate the SSM; to leave them open into the
ducts during evacuation might also permit the debris to migrate through the
filters or out of the ducts. Some provision will have to be made to seal them
off from both sides before evacuation of the SSM.
With the completion of required activities aboard the LST, the
maintenance crew would withdraw, close the LST hatch, the Shuttle airlock
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hatch, depressurize the LST, and disengagefrom the LST. After the Shuttle
is _,_,_.,_y-'_4"_;^"'1-fa_..__w_y,,........._hpT,STpressure bulkhead and aperture doors may
be remotely commandedto open.
Aboard the Shuttle, the control volume may be evacuatedand
collapsed around the spares cabinets to occupy a minimum of space --_ _"^
LST dedicated EC/LSS loop may be switched back to the main Shuttle EC/LSS
function.
The degree to which many of the special contamination control
procedures and equipmentwill be neededis a function of what degree of basic
contamination control is provided aboard the servicing vehicle (the Shuttle).
D. Contamination Control for Prelaunch, Launch, and Retrieval
These problems were addressed primarily as a purge/vent system
definition and description, subject to the general requirements given as
follows:
1. The primary purpose of the purge system is to prevent penetration
of the LST or its internal sensitive areas by gaseous or gas-borne contami-
nants. The pressure differential and resulting weight flow rate required to
satisfy this purpose were established in the following environments: ground,
shuttle cargo bay, and orbit. Purge flow should not be required during ascent
ventdown.
2. Purge flow will be needed during both ground operations and
descent and retrieval operations. These requirements necessitate the
presence of purge flow distribution and overboard vent management hardware
onboard the flight vehicle. To minimize the complexity of both systems and
operations, ground purge operations should utilize the flight hardwai=e
wherever possible, provided that LST flight weight and reliability are not
compromised. In addition, some purge flow will be required before Shuttle
arrival and after Shuttle departure to prevent penetration by Shuttle propellant
effluents; thus, completely autonomous operation upon remote command
appears necessary. An examination of relative operating times reveals that
autonomous operation involves relatively little gas; this in turn suggests that
the great majority of purge gas can be stored externally to the LST and
delivered th,rough supply lines, umbilicals, or quick-disconnects. Only the
small purge gas capacity required during autonomous operation would need to
be carried onboard the LST.
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3. A single, preferably passive purge gas is desired in order to be
compatible both with systems simplicity and safety philosophy during ascent
and descent. However, a purge with clean air is necessary during ground
operations to allow mannedaccess for componentinstallation, checkout, or
removal. This latter requirement coupled with the desire to use flight purge
hardware during ground operations suggeststhat dry nitrogen be chosenas a
purge gas. The fluid flow properties of dry air and dry nitrogen are suffi-
ciently similar to allow a system designed for nitrogen to perform adequately
well whenoperated with air. In addition, the fact that the design reference
RCSapproachis cold nitrogen gas offers the possibility of sharing components
or even tankagespace, provided that the autonomouspurge requirement is
small enoughand that no major reliability penalty occurs.
4. The primary purposes of the vent system are to managethe over-
board disposal of the purge gas during purge flow and of the internal atmos-
phere during ascent to orbit in ;_ucha way that the design pressure differential
is not exceeded. Neither the forward aperture doors nor the aft SSMclosure
are pressure doors; both are limited to the maximum Ap they may tolerate.
The reference design Ap is 0.07 N/cm 2 (0.1 psig) while the maximum for
this study will be 0.7 N/cm 2 (1.0 psig). Furthermore, both closures are
assumed to have a gas leakage area of 0.025 cm 2 per linear cm (0.01 in. 2/in. )
of perimeter. (This is also the maximum leakage area for this study. )
5. From a contamination control standpoint, the portion of the OTA
containing the primary mirror and the portion of the SSM containing the SIP
are the most sensitive of the LST. Further, the presence of potential con-
tamination sources in the subsystems area of the SSM (wiring harness,
equipment, etc. ) suggests the desirability of designing the vent system to
direct purge flow away from the sensitive area. Thus, two vent locations
appear to be desirable: toward the rear of the SSM and toward the front of
the OTA. The design reference purge/vent approach will be two separate
systems, one for the SSM and one for the OTA. During operation the pressure
door in the forward SSM bulkhead will be closed.
The ambient pressure trace for shuttle-launched LST ascent is pre-
sented in Figure A-8. A descent pressure trace (Fig. A-9) was constructed
from Reference A-3 and a Manned Spacecraft Center Internal Note. 1 These
were assumed to be the existing conditions within the cargo bay for this
investigation.
1. A Representative Reentry and LandIng Trajectory for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter. MSC Internal Note 72-FM-197, Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA,
Houston, Tex., Aug. 17, 1971, p. 16.
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Figure A-8. Cargo bay ambient pressure history for LST
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1. Steady-State Requirements. For ground and on-orbit operations
a slight, positive pressure differential is needed to prevent penetration by
gaseous or gas-borne contaminants. In an effort to keep the calculations at
a manageable level of accuracy for this brief analysis and not try the capa-
bilities of state-of-the-art pressure sensors in the preliminary design stage,
a minimum allowable pressure differential was arbitrarily set at 0. 007 N/cm 2
(0.01 psig). The important steady-state relationships for both ground and
on-orbit operations were evaluated at this minimum allowable pressure differ-
ential, and are given in Table A-6.
TABLE A-6. OTA, SSM STEADY-STATE RELATIONSHIPS DURING
GROUND SUPPORT AND ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
Component
Component Volume
[ m 3 (ft3)]
Baseline Leakage
Area [ cm 2 (in. 2)]
GN 2 to Pressurize
(at Ap = 0.007
N/cm 2) [kg (lb)]
Steady-State Leakage
Rate [kg/hr (lb/hr)]
OTA
47.35
(1672)
88. 07
(18.65)
58.97
(130)
2_
(560)
Operation Mode
Ground Support On-Orbit
SSM Total
42.62 89.97
(1505) (3177)
8.13 96.20
(1.26) (14.91)
53.07 I12.04
(117) (247)
23. 59 277.59
(52) (612)
OTA
47.35
(1672)
88.07
(18.65 /
O. 0402
(0.0887)
3.09
(6.81)
SSM
42.62
(1505)
8.13
(1.26)
0.0362
(0.0799)
0.29
(0.641
Total
89.97
(3177)
96.20
(14.91)
0.0764
(0. 1686)
3,38
(7.45)
2. Ascent Ventdown Analysis. A computerized procedure was devel-
oped to determine the LST interior-to-ambient pressure differential during
ascent and descent, given the ambient pressure traces and assuming an
isentropic expansion process within the LST interior. A series of runs was
then conducted to determine the additional vent area required to limit the
maximum Ap during ascent to the 0.07 N/cm 2 (0.1 psig) design value while
holding minimum Ap above the arbitrary 0.007 N/cm 2 (0.01 psig) design
value. In this analysis the total flow area (leakage plus vent) was assumed
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to be open at launch, thus requiring "makeup" purge flow during the first por-
tion of ascent to maintain the minimum Ap. The results of this parametric
analysis are shownin Figure A-10.
3. Purge Requirements Analysis, A timeline for a typical Shuttle-
launChed-and-retrieved LST mission was constructed from Reference A-4 and
two internal communications 2 and the purge gas requirements were estimated
by source for each mission phase. The mission model is presented in Table
A:7, with the purge gas sources identified as follows:
I. GSE -- supplied by Ground Support Equipment.
2. ORB -- supplied by the Shuttle orbiter.
3. LST -- stored onboard the LST.
The prelaunch and postlanding estimates are based on the steady-
state requii_ement calculations. All prelaunch purge was assumed to be pro-
vided by GSE through an umbilical connection penetrating the orbiter cargo
bay. At liftoff the GSE umbilical would fall away and any necessary "makeup"
purge during ascent would be supplied by ORB. During postlanding operations
ORB must supply purge until the GSE umbilical can be reconnected, which
should be accomplished as soon as possible to minimize the orbiter weight
penalty.
An LST autonomous purge is needed only when the spacecraft is
in the vicinity of the orbiter and the ORB unbilical has been disconnected.
This occurs when the LST is released to pursue its mission and when it is
retrieved for servicing. No purge is required during LST orbital operations.
Using the previously described computer program and the descent
pressure trace of Figure A-9, the required purge flow from initiation of the
Shuttle reentry at 122 km (400 000 ft) to landing was calculated. All vents
were assumed closed with only the baseline leakage area allowing purge
escape. The pressurization flow was Sized to afford the baseline minimum
Ap for this study, 0. 007 N/cm 2 (0.01 psig). The results show that during
2. D. Stewart, Large Space Telescope Ground Operations Timelines, and
Powered Flight and On-Orbit Operations for Shuttle/LST Mission with Recover-
able Second Stage Engines, internal correspondence to J. Heyer, Program
Development Directorate, Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA, Huntsville,
Ala., Aug. 4, 1972.
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descent approximately 88. 5 kg (195 lb) and 51.7 kg (114 lb) of GN 2 are
required for the OTA and SSM, respectively, and 140.2 kg (309 lb) of GN 2
total. This purge would be supplied by ORB through an umbilical connection
at a controlled flow rate.
4. "Clean Bag" Concept. Table A-7 shows that, because of the large
leakage area, a prohibitive amount of purge is required during periods that
the LST is out of a clean room on the ground. As a solution to this and other
problems, a contamination control bag (clean bag) has been proposed which,
because ofits much smaller leakage area, would greatly reduce purge leakage.
Before leaving the clean room after final integration, the LST
would be enclosed in a clean bag and pressurized with purge gas for prelaunch
preparations. During ascent the bag would allow ventdown through A p-
actuated vent holes. When the LST is retrieved a new clean bag could be
installed and deployed prior to reentry and the spacecraft would remain in
the clean bag during postlanding operations and transport back to the clean
facility. Thus, the clean bag and its deployment/retraction mechanism would
be completely portable and provide sealed access to support points for trans-
fer operations. Prior to installation of the LST in the Shuttle cargo bay, the
clean bag deployment/retraction canister could be supported by an LST
transport/handling fixture or by attachment to the LST itself so that it could
be detached after installation in the Shuttle.
Figure A-11 shows a conceptual design for the clean bag system
placed in the cargo bay. The design employs Velcro tape to hold the bag in
position and draw the bag toward the bag canister for retraction; the bag is
stowed in a lap-folded position (see detail). Deployment could be accom-
plished by moving the drive motors forward of the stowed bag or by use of
the orbiter's manipulators, if available. The bag end is attached to a rigid
ring containing a seal; the ring travels on three guide cables during deploy-
ment/retraction and helps hold the bag in position to keep it from abrading
the LST exterior. There is a seal around the LST support points (see detail
in Fig. A-11). A flexible boot containing a coil spring is attached to the LST
surrounding the support point and a soft pressure seal is maintained around
the bag penetration. When the LST is held by the support points the spring
would be compressed, and the simple shear force caused by tension on the
bag would overcome the soft seal when the bag was retracted.
The perimeter along the bag's seals is calculated at 742 cm
(292 in. ). Applying the same leakage area factor 0.025 cm2/cm (0.01 in.2/in.),
the totalleakage area would be 18. 55 cm 2 (2.92 in.2), as compared with
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96.20 cm2 (14.91 in. 2) for the unprotected vehicle. The steady state leakage
rates are directly proportional to the leakage area, so the amount of purge
required from the GSE(Table A-7) would be reducedby a factor of five.
Additionally, the orbiter requirements during steady-state operations (ground
and on-orbit) would be cut by the same factor and further savings would be
realized during descent. Of course, a better seal might be available which
could reduce the leakage area even more.
Two other possible advantages occur through utilization of the
clean bag: _ p-actuated vent holes may be used during ascent ventdown so
that no makeup purge is required of the orbiter and because of the relative
size of the LST, the clean bag should be adequate for the handling of most
other anticipated Shuttle payloads.
5. Vent System Recommendations. Sufficient vent area may be
available to the OTA through utilization of the aperture doors in a spring-
loaded mode but the large vent area required for the SSM threatens to com-
promise the simplicity of the vent system and the performance of other SSM
systems. It may be possible, however, to alleviate the problem by redesign-
ing the aft SSM closure to withstand the large Ap incurred with no vent area
(the pressure door between the OTA and SSM is currently capable of with-
standing SSM pressurization for manned maintenance) or to provide additional
vent area as needed in the hatch. SSM relief via the pressure door behind the
primary mirror is not desirable because it involves flow through the
contamination-sensitive SIP.
6. Pur_e System Recommendations. A NASA Technical Memorandum
now in preparation 3 describes the baseline RCS for the LST as a pressure-
regulated system utilizing nitrogen gas. Currently the RCS nitrogen tank is
sized for a 19.5 kg (43 lb) capacity, including a 50 percent contingency factor
and allowance for residual pressurant. Since Table A-7 indicates that only
10.4 kg (23 lb) of nitrogen need be carried onboard the LST, it appears
technically feasible to share tankage with the RCS. The onboard system must
be capable of autonomous purge upon remote command for maintenance opera-
tions. Quick-disconnecting umbilical connections must be provided for purge
supply from the Shuttle orbiter and ground support sources when available
and a regulating system will be required to control the LST internal pressure
with respect to the ambient.
3. William B. Price, Phase A LST Reaction Control System Design for the
Large Space Telescope (LST), NASA Technical Memorandum, Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala., to be published.
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It is recommendedthat mission scheduling bestructured to allow the
LST to remain in a clean room as late as possible in the prelaunch timeline
and compel it to be returned to a clean environment immediately after orbiter
landing. The design of the orbiter's onboardpurge supply system and the
necessary GSEwill dependlargely on the amount of purge required of each
source. The clean bag concept shouldminimize purge requirements during
ground operations and may possibly aid in ascent ventdownby eliminating the
needfor makeup.
E. Contamination Control During Ground Operations
The LST is basically composed of three assemblies. These are the
OTA, the SIP, and the SSM. The manufacture, handling, transport, etc., of
the major components of each of the assemblies are considered from a cbn-
tamination standpoint during their integration to form the assembly. The
handling, transport, etc., of each assembly are similarly considered during
their integration to form the LST. Finally, the disposition of the LST in
regard to contamination control is traced to the launch operation.
Before being brought into a clean room, parts and subsystems are
precleaned by wiping, flushing, and scrubbing to remove dirt, fouling, etc.,
acquired in the fabrication and manufacturing processes.
The prevention of damage to the part or subsystem is the governing
principle determing the temperature-time bakeout profile for a given part or
subsystem.
The systems possessing complex geometry are, in general, vacuumed
in addition to flushing in the final cleaning process.
1. LST Integration. In a class 350 (10 000) clean room, the OTA
and SIP structures are mated and aligned. The SIP contamination control
ducts are assembled to the SIP structure and the HEPA filters installed. The
ducting is connected to a fan which takes air from the clean room in which the
LST is being assembled and pumps it through the ducting system to create
positive purge flow through the SIP.
a. SIP Assembly. Once clean purge flow is established, the
optical instruments and SSM interface hardware are assembled to the SIP
structure. The SSM interface hardware to be installed in the SIP consists of
such equipment as remote data acquisition units, remote command decoders,
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power distributors, and data bus terminals. The optical instruments are
aligned. Similarly, the star trackers are installed and aligned on the SIP
structure.
b. SSM Assembly. Independently, the SSM structure, GN 2
thruster system, gyros, attitude control system (ACS) equipment, sun sen-
sors, SSM contamination control ducts, batteries, tape recorders, electronics,
electrical, communications, and data management equipment are assembled
together in a class 350 (10 000) clean environment.
c. OTA, SIP, and SSM Mating. The SIP duct fan is disconnected
and the SSM assembly is integrated with the OTA/SIP assembly and the OTA
sunshade. The sunshade is cleaned by methods similar to the cleaning of
other large similarly manufactured structures. Another option is to assemble
it to the OTA during OTA assembly. The fan is reconnecte.d to the SSM duct
which feeds the SIP system and clean flow within the SSM is established. Then
alignment and integral tests are performed.
The partially assembled spacecraft is placed in a clean bag
(see section D-4 of this Appendix) so that it can be transported out of the
clean room. While the partially assembled LST is being transferred between
testing stations, it is necessary to purge the SSM by forcing GN 2 or clean air
through the ducting and HEPA filters in the SSM. It should be noted that
whenever and wherever this purge system is operated, there must be a source
of purge gas, umbilical connections to the clean bag, blowers, and a power
source to operate the purge system, as indicated in section D).
d. Solar Vacuum Tests. The LST is taken into a solar-
environmental test chamber, which is at least class 350 (10 000) clean. This
facility must admit a cylindrical shape approximately 19 m (60 ft) long and
6 m (17 ft) in diameter. The clean enclosure is removed and the thermal-
vacuum tests are performed.
Upon completion of these tests, the LST is enclosed in the
portable clean room or clean container and transported back to the class
350 (10 000) clean room. The clean enclosure is removed and laminar flow
is reestablished through the SIP/SSM.
e. Final Assembly and Launch Preparation. The solar panels
and solar panel deployment mechanism are integrated and then assembled to
the LST. A final integral test is performed on all systems. Next, the SIP/
SSM purge flow blower fan is disconnected, the HEPA filters are replaced,
and the LST is placed in the clean bag transport assembly.
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A controlled temperature GN2or clean air purge and pressuri-
zation system is ...... 11__so as to --_' *_"....... of Me LST/_l_n bag
system. This system shouldprovide a positive gagepressure of GN2inside
the clean bag from this point until the LST autonomouspurge system is acti-
vated for Shuttle release.
The LST is transported to and mated with the Shuttle orbiter.
The electrical, GN2, or clean air purge and temperature control umbilical
connection is made to the payload for use during launch operations.
2. Ground Support Contamination Control Systems and Facilities.
The following is a summary of the ground support system_ and facilities
needed for LST contamination control:
1. Facilities.
a. Class 350 (10 000) clean room capable of containing
either the integrated LST or the SSM and OTA at the same time, along with
ancillary equipment, to be used for LST integration. Vertical laminar flow
design, estimated size 20 m long by 10 m wide by 10 m high (66 ft by 33 ft
by 33 ft), estimated volumetric flow rate 100 m3/sec (210 000 cfm), and
estimated fan power 60 kW (80 hp). Must include nonparticulate CCS.
b. Class 350 (10 000) clean room capable of containing
either the OTA or the SSM, along with ancillary equipment, for final compo-
nent integration. Vertical laminar flow design, estimated size 10 m long by
10 m wide by 10 m high (33 ft by 33 ft by 33ft), estimated volumetric flow
rate 50 m3/sec (110 000 cfm), and estimated fan power 30 kW (40 hp). It
must include nonparticulate contaminant control.
2. GSE.
a. Cradles and/or supports capable of supporting the OTA,
SSM, and LST during assembly.
b. Dynamic dehumidifiers.
c. Dry GN 2 purge system with umbilical connections to
clean bag transport assembly.
d. Gas leak rate test equipment.
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e. Handling equipment capable of liftingLST/clean bag
transport assembly: estimated capacity 11 000 kg (25 000 Ib).
f. Portable class 350 (10 000) clean room capable of
containing the LST. Estimated size 16 m long by 5 m wide by 6 m high (50 ft
by 16 ft by 20 ft), estimated volumetric flow rate 40 m3/sec (85 000 cfm), and
estimated fan power 25 kW (34 hp). It must also include nonparticulate con-
taminant control.
g. Portable class 350 (I0 000) clean room with nonparticu-
late contaminant control capable of containing the OTA. Estimated size 7 m
long by 5 m wide by 6 m high (23 ft by 16 ft by 20 ft), estimated volumetric
flow rate 20 m3/sec (42 500 cfm), and estimated fan power 12 kW (16 hp).
F. Conclusions and Recommendations
Available analytical and empirical evidence indicates that contamination
can have a marked effect on LST performance. Experience gained on other
programs is continually reemphasizing both the need for and the difficulty of
improved contamination control.
To obtain effective contamination control without undue program
impact, it is recommended that:
I. Tolerable limits to likely contaminants be established for all LST
equipment.
2. An overall LST contamination control specification be established.
3. An LST acceptable materials list and stricter qualification criteria
be a part of the design specification.
4. A "traceable environment" specification be imposed as a verifica-
tion technique to assure contamination control.
5. The list of known spacecraft contaminants (Table I, Reference A-l)
be reviewed and revised to more accurately reflect Shuttle/LST production
rates, LST tolerance levels, and possible control mechanisms.
6. The LST contamination control system for on-orbit maintenance
be designed to work with the Shuttle EC/LSS system either as an impact on
that system or as a supplemental kit to augment it for LST on-orbit main-
tenance.
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7. A purge and vent system using an in-flight clean bag for the LST
be incorporated in the design.
8. Manufacturing, assembly, prelaunch and refurbishment operations
strictly a_here to contamination control requirements.
9. In-flight operations be designedto minimize the LST contamination
potential.
The contamination control procedures and equipment described in this
report would assure adequatecontrol; however, a better definition of con-
taminant production and susceptibility could reduce the required measures.
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SCIENTIFIC DATA GATHERING EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
An important consideration in the overalL use of the LST is the amount
of scientific data that can be gathered by the system. With data storage
capability Limited to the target of the SEC vidicons, a possible reduction in
data gathering efficiency can arise when the SEC targets become saturated,
no ground contact is availabLe for data transmission, and a ceLestiaL source
is a_,aiLabLe for viewing.
To examine this situation, a computer simulation was devised for the
operations of the f/96 camera system to estimate the scientific data gathering
efficiency as a function of target integration time with system storage as a
variable parameter. Four cases were examined: a single camera, two cam-
eras, three cameras, and three cameras plus a tape recorder.
In the simuLation, the equations of motion of a vehicLe in earth orbit
were examined at 1 sec intervals. At each second the computer was checked
for visibiLity of a given ceLestiaL target and RF contact with a ground station
(the six tracking stations discussed as design reference for the project were
used in the simuLation). If a given star was avaiLabLe for viewing, a counter
was incremented representing the gathering of Light by a camera. When a
camera counter became fulL, representing tube target saturation, another
camera counter was incremented if available. When no cameras were avail-
able for intergration, a counter representing wasted time was incremented.
Integration times for severaL stars were varied by changing the Limits of the
camera counters. When a star became occuLted, the dead time counter was
activated until the star couLd be reacquired, if _roui_d ...... _ wa ° e _+_h_
and a camera counter was fulL, this single camera counter was reset to zero.
The efficiency for each of the four cases in question was computed as
a function of integration time needed to obtain tube target saturation. The
folLowing equation was used to compute system efficiency:
(Total Time) - (Dead Time) x ZOO°/o = Efficiency
(Total Time)
Figure B-I presents the results Of this simulation. The jagged nature
of the curves is a result of two constraints pLaced upon the simulation: (i)
No counter couLd be reset to zero until it had reached saturation and (2) a
counter could onLy be reset to zero when enough ground contact time existed
for total frame transmission, i.e., if camera saturation was attained during
the later portion of a ground contact period the camera must'wait until the
next ground station was acquired for data transmission so that.sufficient time
would be available for total frame transmission. These curves show that the
simulated systemV s efficiency is proportional to the required integration
times for the various celestial targets. For the case of two or three cameras,
i00 percent efficiency could be reached at approximately 1 hour integration.
Three cameras and a tape recorder approach I00 percent for integration
times of 15 min or longer.
The conclusion that can be drawn from this simulation is that even a
one-camera system can operate efficiently when being used strictly for dim
sources. The problem now becomes one of mission definition. Will the LSTVs
prime mission be the observation of bright objects or will it be more con-
cerned with higher magnitude sources? Once this is determined the system
efficiency can be evaluated.
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DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM READOUT BANDWIDTH
FOR PREAMPLIFIER OF SEC V!D!CON
The optimum readout time of an SEC vidicon is a function of the tube's
preamplifier since this is the dominant noise source of the SEC. The first
impression is that the preamplifier's bandwidth, input impedance, and gain
should be examined to determine noise characteristics. This would be true
if the tube were used strictly for high illumination. However, where the
system is used for photon counting or low-light-level slow scan, the
preamplifier's bias resistor and the shunt capacitance of the leads from the
SEC to the amplifier become very important.
The Field Effect Transistor (FET) amplifier with its high input
impedance, low noise, and wide bandwidth makes it an ideal candidate for
this application. Its low voltage gain, however, requires additional stages
of amplification. The first stage of amplification establishes the noise
characteristics. Since the charge due to stored electrons on each resolution
element of the SEC vidicon will be quite small, the shot noise within the FET
must certainly be considered. In addition, the thermal noise of the bias
resistor is increased by the gain of the amplifier and must also be accounted
for in the noise calculations. To determine the operating frequency at which
the total noise contribution of the preamplifier is minimal, expressions must
be found for both shot noise and thermal (Johnson) noise in terms of readout
frequency.
Shot noise in the FET occurs as a result of the granular or particle
nat-re of the electron flow. The total instantaneous current _ in Figure C-1
represents the current in the channel, while Idc is the average over a large
interval of time. The mean square variations about Idc are defined by
-- (i b _ id c)2
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Figure C-I. Instantaneous channel current in an FET.
where At is dwell time of readout beam on any given resolution element. The
interval At is very much larger than the transient time of an electron through
the channel of an FET. In his book Information Transmission Modulation and
Noise, Schwartz shows how the integral above can be expanded in a Fourier
series regardless of the shape of the noise pulse. If the consideration is for
low frequencies where Af << 1/r (note r is the transient time through the
channel), the mean square deviation in the load current is found to be
_ Nq e
i 2 = 2 -_ qe Af
Substituting
Nq e
Idc- At
C-2
and
I
At = 9.Af
yields the root mean square (rms) deviation in the load current due to shot
noise in terms of dwell time and drain current,
This is the result of the internal noise of the FET on the output signal. In
order to combine the effects of this shot noise current with the thermal noise
of the input bias resistor, the above equation must be referred to the input of
the FET.
The current in the output due to the gate voltage for the circuit in
Figure C-2 is
I =gm E g
where gm is the transconductance of the FET and E is gate voltage.g
the rms noise voltage referred to the input of the FET is
Then
J Idc qeAt - gm E g
The noise voltage in terms of the number of electrons on the input
capacitor is given as
N qec
E -
g C
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Figure C-2. FET preamplifier stage used with SEC vidicon.
input,
Now, the equation of the FET noise in terms of noise electrons in the
N of the FET is
c'
J Idc qe gm Nc qe
At C
Solving for N yields
c
/ IdcC
N - /
c gm _] qe At
This says the rms value of shot noise electron during the dwell time on a pixel
in the SEC vidicon is a function of current through the FET, the total capacitance
C-4
in the input, and the transconductance of the FET. Translating this into noise
electrons/half cycle yields
/ _ A_CT
N - C [ .... dc
c gm _] qe
With an expression for shot noise now defined, attention will be focused
upon the thermal noise of the input bias resistor.
H. Nyquist demonstrated that a resistor could be considered the source
of spontaneous fluctuation voltages with mean-squared valve
v 2 = 4 KTR Af
where T is temperature in degrees Kelvin'of the resistor, R is the resistance
in ohms, K is the Boltzmann constant ( 1.38 × 10 -23 joule/°K), and Af is the
frequency bandwidth. Using Ohm's law this equation can be rewritten to yield
the rms value of thermal noise current in a resistor:
i_r2 = J 4KTAfR
Substituting an equivalent equation for current in terms of electrons,
N qeri -
r At
where N represents rms thermal r_ise electrons and At is the dwell time
r
of the readout beam in the SEC on a single pixel given by At = 1/2zXf yields
2Nrqe Af= J4KTAfR
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Solving for N , one obtains the root meah square value of thermal noise
r
electron dueto the resistor in the gate circuit:
J KTNr= _fRq:
The thermal noise of the bias resistor combined with the shot noise of the FET
provides an expression for the total noise effect of the preamplifier for an
SEC vidicon:
!
/ KT 2Idc Af(C) 2
N
a= JAfRq: + qe (gm) 2
Two things should be noted from this expression:
1. The bias resistor should be as large as practical.
2. The shunt capacitance of the lead should be as small as possible.
A curve of this equation indicates that an optimum frequency for mini-
mum noise in the output exists (see Figure C-3). The minimum point on the
curve can be found by differentiating the above expression for preamplifier
noise (electrons per half cycle) with respect to frequency (Af) and setting the
resultant equation equal to zero. This procedure yields the following expression
for Af :
&f= KT gm 2
2 Idc R qe C2
The following are some realistic values for the components of an FET
amplifier:
T = 260°K.
R= 2x 108 ohms.
C-6
I = 7 × 10-3 amperes (typical).
gm = 13.4 × 10-3 amperes/volt (typical).
C = 40 × 10 -12 i....... -Illlv_ureu for ..... A ._nl{{{_v]
K = i.362 × 10 -23 joules/°K.
qe I.6 × 10 -19 coulombs/electron.
Substituting these values in the above equation results in an optimum frequency
on the order of 30 kHz.
Earlier in this report the sampling rate and encoding levels were
developed. If 30 kHz is used as upper frequency limit, the bit rate can be
determined as follows:
Bit Rate = (4 samples/cycle) (8 bits/sample) (30 × 103 Hz)
= 960 × 103 bits/sec.
If one assumes i0 bits encoding, the bit rate would be slightlyhigher:
Bit Rate = (4 samples/cycle) (i0 bit/sample) (30 × I0 3 Hz)
= 1.2 × 106 bits/sec.
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